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Figure 1.1 West Coast watersheds. A.Estuarine drainage areas of the Pacificcoast of the conterminous United States. Areas are lower parts
of the watershed that drain directly into estuarine waters and have the greatest human influence. From NOAA 1990. B. Sizes of coastal
watersheds in California. Data from Jacobs et al. 1993.
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VI TIDAL WETLAND RESTORATION PREFACE

PREFACE

This book is an effort to synthesize knowledge and make
scientifically based recommendations for improved wet
land management. It provides recommendations for man
agement based on what I and my associates at the Pacific
Estuarine Research Laboratory (PERL) have learned about
the functioning of wetland ecosystems. Studies by many
graduate students and research associates at PERL and
funding from both public agencies and nonprofit founda
tions contributed to the information presented here.

My understanding of regulatory issues comes from
interaction with many excellent employees of the Califor
nia Coastal Commission, the State Coastal Conservancy,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, and the Environmental Protection Agency.
Many of my students have gone on to governmental posi
tions or become environmental consultants; from them I
have learned how important decisions are often made with
insufficient scientific understanding. I have also benefited
from the views of public volunteers. Southern California
is probably unique in having such a large number of citi
zen groups that focus on their respective nearby wetland,
for example, Friends of Famosa Slough and the South
west Wetlands Interpretive Association. I have learned a
great deal from these dedicated citizens about what people
want from wetlands. My interactions with scientists around
the world have provided many opportunities to discuss how
to manage urban and agricultural development in ways
that help sustain, rather than jeopardize, regional
biodiversity. My understanding of agriculture and attitudes
about property rights is rooted in the midwestern farming
community where I was raised. As a result of all these
influences and interactions, I believe I speak as a practical
scientist with a love of the land and a strong desire to sus
tain the earth's biodiversity.

This preface provides an opportunity to explain how
the wetland research program came to be and to offer
thanks to everyone who played a role in its development.
PERL was established in 1984, when funding was made
available by the California State Resources Agency to cre
ate freshwater wetlands for habitat and outdoor mesocosms

for research on abandoned agricultural land adjacent to
Tijuana Estuary. A field research laboratory was devel
oped on a 28-ha site purchased by the State Coastal Con
servancy for the Tijuana River National Estuarine Research
Reserve, with title given to the City of San Diego. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service contributed two surplus
trailer houses that became the first "labs." We installed

some fencing, laid a water line, ran electrical wiring to the
site, and had signs printed; San Diego State University
recognized the value of the activities by making the labo
ratory an official unit of the Department of Biology and
College of Sciences. Interaction and communication be
tween agencies and researchers have been close through

out the history of PERL, with at least six agencies involved
in setting up the initial facility. As research activities
expanded, the name PERL also expanded to mean the re
search group that actively studies wetlands. Just 8 years
later, the San Diego City Council declared PERL Day on
July 6,1992, in recognition of services provided to the pub
lic, especially information relevant to the management of
Tijuana Estuary.

Having directed the group since its inception, I am
in debt to hundreds of people who believed in the impor
tance of science-based decision making; who asked for ad
vice; who wrote letters of support for our research propos
als; who encouraged our resubmissions when original sub
missions were rejected; who held a shovel, refractometer,
or clipboard; who manned fish seines and counted plants;
who probed mud samples for microscopic beasts; who spent
long hours at the computer making sense of mud-stained
data sheets; who helped write innumerable reports; and who
helped interpret the wonderful complexity of Southern
California's coastal wetlands. In deep gratitude, I dedicate
this book to all for their help, with special thanks to those
who have continued in careers using wetland science to
improve the management of natural resources.

The mainstay of PERL's research funding base has
been the California Sea Grant College System. When
Tijuana Estuary was designated a national reserve, the Sanc
tuaries and Programs Division of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) added research and
monitoring funds for work at that site. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (now the National Biological Service) es
tablished a cooperative agreement that provided equipment
and researchers to assist with restoration research. NOAA's

Coastal Ocean Program supported complementary studies
of ways to accelerate the development of constructed wet
lands. The California Department of Transportalion
(Caltrans) supported monitoring work at San Diego Bay
and facilitated research at the department's mitigation site.
Los Penasquitos Lagoon Foundation and San Diego County
funded monitoring of two coastal lagoons north of San
Diego, both for the purpose of understanding problems
caused by closure of ocean inlets. Many of the research
grants have required nonfederal matching funds, which have
been generously provided by the College of Sciences and
Department of Biology at San Diego State University.

Reviewers contributed significantly to this effort. The
contributors and I are grateful to Si Simenstad, Wayne
Ferren, and Joanne Kerbavaz for their time and thoughtful
criticisms. We are grateful to the California Sea Grant Col
lege System for support of this publication, and especially
to Rosemary Amidei, communications coordinator; Bar
bara Halliburton, copy editor; and Joann Furse, for desk
top publishing.

Joy Zedler, PERL Director
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CHAPTER 1

Pacific Coast
Estuaries and Wetlands

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Pacific Coast parallels a major mountain chain
and a steep continental shelf. Watersheds are small and
close to the coast, with two conspicuous exceptions: those
of the Columbia River and San Francisco Bay (Figs. 1.1A
and B). Coastal streams are numerous (more than 100 in
California alone) but rarely extensive. Rainfall is highly
variable, both temporally and spatially, in many coastal
areas (Fig. 1.2). Most of California is characterized by a
"Mediterranean-type climate," with warm, dry summers
and cool, moist winters. Summer always includes a pe
riod of little or no rainfall (Fig. 1.3). Even the Pacific
Northwest experiences summer drought. The
noncontiguous states have climatic extremes, with short
ened growing seasons and colder temperatures in Alaska
and tropical heat and high year-round rainfall in Hawaii.
The diversity of estuarine types within the Pacific states
is high, because of both physiographic and climatic vari
ability—for example, fjords in Alaska; mangrove-domi
nated sites in Hawaii; major bays in Puget Sound,
Humboldt Bay, San Francisco Bay, San Pedro Bay, and
San Diego Bay; and intermittent lagoons between these
landmark bays. Despite their northern latitude, few of
the Alaskan estuaries freeze over in winter, so ice dam

age is uncommon.

1.1.1 Comparisons with Other Coasts
On the Atlantic side of North America, the United States
spans a narrower latitudinal range than on the Pacific,
and the coastal topography is much more gentle. Estuar
ies in the East have been studied much longer than those
in the West, because estuarine science developed on the
Atlantic Coast. Until recently, an entire scientific jour
nal, Chesapeake Science, was devoted to studies of the
largest and most valued U.S. estuary, Chesapeake Bay.
The broad Atlantic coastal plain has many large water
sheds, and most of the rivers have continual inflows of

fresh water, because summer rainfall is ample. Together,
the large watersheds and year-round precipitation pro
duce the "textbook estuary": one with a gradient of sa
linities from fresh to marine, a rich complement of or
ganisms that are adapted to brackish water, and highly

productive tidal marshes that export substantial quanti
ties ofparticulate organic matter to nearshore waters and
provide the food base for large numbers of commercial
fish species.

The U.S. estuaries house large areas of intertidal
wetland, but the East and West coasts differ in habitat
distribution. According to Field et al. (1991), the conter
minous United States has more than 1.6 million ha of

coastal salt marsh, of which only 3% occurs along the
Pacific Coast. Tidal flats cover a smaller area nationwide

(approximately 0.5 million ha), but the Pacific Coast ac
counts for 17% of that total (Table 1.1). Thus, Pacific
intertidal habitats are less vegetated than those along ei
ther the Atlantic or the Gulf coasts. The Pacific Coast

has 1.64 times as much tidal flat as salt marsh, compared
with a ratio of0.24 for the rest of the conterminous United

States. No doubt this reflects the geologically younger,
more tectonically active, and steeper Pacific coastline.

1.1.2 Tidal Patterns

Twice a day, ocean waters enter and leave the tidal wet
lands along the Pacific Coast. This pattern is a semidiurnal
tide, in which the rising or flood tide is followed about
6.2 hr later by a falling or ebb tide. California's coast
experiences "mixed semidiurnal tides," that is, a com
plex tidal pattern with two high tides per day that are
unequal in height and two low tides per day that are also
unequal (Fig. 1.4). Each day, the higher high tide occurs
50 min later in the day than the day before. Spring tides
(those with greater amplitude) occur when the forces of
the sun and moon act together and alternate with neap
tides, which occur every other week when the gravita
tional forces of the sun and moon oppose each other. (For
a complete discussion of tidal forces, see Defant 1958.)

In Southern California, the highest tides (extreme
higher high water) are about 7.5 ft (2.3 m) above the
reference datum (mean lower low water = 0); mean tidal
amplitude is about 3.9 ft (1.2 m), and mean spring tidal
amplitude is about 5.6 ft (1.7 m) (NOAA 1995). It is
useful to summarize tidal data on a monthly basis to show
the extreme high water, the mean higher high water, and
the number of times that tides exceed various elevations

(Table 1.2).
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of the watershed that drain directly into estuarine waters and have the greatest human influence. From NOAA 1990. B. Sizes of coastal
watersheds in California. Data from Jacobs et al. 1993.
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In December, the mean higher high water is maxi
mal; in March, it is minimal. Few high tides occur in
March. Several aspects of this tidal pattern have special
significance for wetland biota. Salt marsh algae and vas
cular plants are highly dependent on tidal inundation. It
is clear from their phenology that the vascular plants
depend on tidal water for moisture. They grow actively
through summer when Southern California has no rain
fall. In immediate contrast, the plants of the adjacent
upland are active in winter and dormant in summer, as
is the coastal sage scrub and chaparral of this region. At
the wetland-upland boundary, Salicornia subterminalis
(a wetland obligate) is active in the summer, whereas
Lycium californicum(an upland shrub) is dormant. These
two plants often grow side by side, but they obviously
differ in their water sources, with 5. subtermindlis able

to tap into saline groundwater during the long, dry sum
mers.

Marsh vegetation grows most actively between
March and June (Winfield 1980), perhaps in response
to increasing length of day and warmer temperatures,

PACIFIC COAST ESTUARIES AND WETLANDS

but the daytime low tides in spring (Fig. 1.4) should act
synergistically to warm soils and stimulate growth of
roots and rhizomes. The light-footed clapper rail (Rallus
longiwstris levipes) appears to take advantage of this
pattern by building its nests in the lower marsh begin
ning in February or March. Nests are least likely to be
inundated at this time (Zedler 1993). Macroalgae grow
rapidly in the spring, when daytime low tides provide
more light (Rudnicki 1986).

In the fall, low tides occur during the late afternoon,
whereas in the spring, the lowest tides occur at night.
Low tides during hot afternoons lead to warm and hy-
persaline marsh soils. When the next tide covers the
marsh, the water absorbs the heat, and channel waters

and associated fauna are warmed by the ebb tide. Water
temperatures are greatest at this time, in part because of
the long exposure to sunlight but also because of water
contact with warm marsh soils. This may be one reason
use of the region's intertidal marshes by fish is limited.
PERL has begun continuous monitoring of water salin
ity, temperature, pH, and oxygen at Tijuana Estuary, so
that these long-recognized patterns can be documented.

Because tides have such an enormous influence on

coastal wetland biota, the need is great to understand
further the dependencies on and tolerances of the tim
ing and duration of tidal inundation and exposure
(hydroperiod) of various species. Because of the sea
sonal and daily variations in hydroperiods, this is not a
simple task. Most of our understanding is based on com
parisons between sites with a long history of good tidal
flushing and sites with interrupted tidal action. Tijuana
Estuary (section 1.1.3) is a good example of the former
type; it supports more native species than less tidally
influenced systems (section 2.1).

1.1.3 A Sample Pacific Coast Wetland
In San Diego County, the estuarine "type specimen" is
Tijuana Estuary, and conditions at this tidal system il
lustrate the environmental forcing functions that con
trol the biota. Tijuana Estuary (lat 32°34'N, long
117°7'W) is the south westernmost estuary of the conti
nental United States. Because of its location on the tec-

tonically active Pacific Coast, it has a dynamic geologic
setting. This drowned-river-type estuary is small (1024
ha) compared with river mouths along the more gentle
topography of the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coasts.
Its river floods only during years when large winter
storms occur; even then, it is virtually dry during sum
mer.

The 448,323-ha watershed is mostly (73%) within
Mexico. Together, one large reservoir, behind Rodriguez
Dam on Tijuana River, and two small U.S. reservoirs on
Cottonwood Creek, control 78% of the watershed up
stream of Tijuana Estuary. Situated 8 km upstream of
the estuary is the metropolis of Tijuana, Baja
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Table 1.1.Comparison of Salt Marsh and Tidal Flat Areas in the United States, by Region

Area

Region Salt Marsh Tidal Flats

Ratio of Tidal

Flats to Salt Marsh

Acres Ha Acres Ha

Atlantic

North Atlantic

Middle Atlantic

South Atlantic

1,651,900
(68,100)

(689,600)
(894,200)

668,515 500,500
(142,800)
(256.100)
(101,600)

202,550 0.30

0.20

Gulf of Mexico 2,496,600 1,010,360 507,500 205,382 0.20

Pacific

Washington
Oregon
California

121,900
(18,300)
(13,200)
(90,900)

49,332 200,100
(75,200)
(30,900)
(93,900)

80,979 1.64

Total for Nation 4,270,300 1,728,167 1,208,000 488,871

Note: Numbers in parentheses are subtotals for subregions. Acreage data from Field et al., 1991.

Table 1.2. Number of 1990 Tides Predicted for San Diego Bay
(Broadway Pier) That Would Exceed Selected Elevations

Number of Tides Per Month That Exceed Each Datum
Month >210 >195 >180 >165 >150 MHHW EHW

(>6.9) (>6.4) (>5.9) (>5.4) (>4.9) (cm) (cm)

Jan 5 12 15 19 26 179 226
Feb 1 3 15 24 30 174 210
Mar 0 3 9 25 32 163 201
Apr 3 5 7 17 28 168 216
May 5 6 13 18 23 172 229
Jun 6 7 15 21 25 184 232

Jul 5 12 17 22 33 184 232
Aug 3 11 16 31 36 181 219
Sep 0 5 21 32 39 180 198
Oct 3 8 17 30 39 179 213
Nov 5 12 18 24 25 184 229

Dec 7 13 20 24 28 188 238

Note: MHHW = mean higher high water; EHW= extreme high water.
Data summarized from National Ocean Service tide tables
(from Zedler 1993).

California, a growing city of about 2 million inhabitants.
Between Tijuana and the estuary is an
urbanized and agricultural river floodplain with no
pristine habitat.

Southern California has a dry Mediterranean-type
climate, with mild, wet winters and warm, dry summers.
Annual rainfall is usually low, with an average of ap
proximately 25 cm on the coast (Fig. 1.2) and 50-100
cm in the surrounding source mountains (Pryde 1976).
The average monthly temperature range is only from
9-21°C (48°-69°F, NOAA data for San Diego), and av
erage daily solar insolation is 178-606 langleys (Taylor
1978). Frost is extremely rare along the coast, and snow
is virtually unknown. However, although temperature is
predictably moderate, rainfall and streamflow are not.

Neither the amount of freshwater inflow nor its timing is
dependable.

Precipitation data suggest that rainfall increases
gradually from October to a peak in January and Febru
ary and then gradually declines through April. Averages
are misleading, however, because a single month may
include much of the year's total rainfall. In December
1921, rainfall was 24 cm, nearly equal to the annual av
erage. The month with the most variable rainfall is De
cember (standard error [SE] = 0.4); the least variable
month is June (SE = 0.2). Rainfall data are better charac
terized by modes and measures of variation than by
means. For 134 years, the "modal year" had less than 25
cm of rain, and only 22 years were within 10% of the
average. The coefficient of variability for annual rainfall
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is 41%; the SE is 0.9; the range is 8-70 cm. Becauseof
these high interannual variations in the timing and in
total amount of rainfall, the potential for variations in
streamflow is great.

Natural streamflows to Tijuana Estuary are modi
fied by Rodriguez Dam; municipal discharges of im
ported water to the Tijuana River, mostly in the form of
renegade sewage flows from the City of Tijuana (cf.
section 3.2); and by agricultural runoff. Streamflow is
variable within months, with standard errors as high as
350 million cubic meters; the least variable months are

those with low streamflow.Seasonal flows lead to high
intra-annual variability; years of low rainfall have little
streamflow in the winter and little difference in

streamflow from month to month.

Tijuana Estuary is influenced by semidiurnal mixed
tides. Approximately 50% of the tidal prism (the aver
age volume of water exchanged by the tides) is attrib
utable to the northern arm (Oneonta Slough) of the
estuary (Williams and Swanson 1987). Historic air pho
tos (from 1928 to the present) show that although the
main channel has been affected by wave washovers and
dune erosion, the smaller channels and tidal creeks have

changed little (Zedler et al., 1986). Mean sea level rises
about 21 cm/century along the San Diego shore (Flick
and Cayan 1985). However, during the 1983 El Nino,
the average sea level was 15 cm higher than predicted
(R. Flick, personal communication) and storms further
raised water levels.

In summary, Tijuana Estuary, like many small wet
lands on the Pacific Coast, has high seasonal and
interannual variability. It also shares with most other
coastal ecosystems a history of hydrologic modifica
tion and human encroachment. The combination of natu

ral and anthropogenic disturbances is unique for each
estuary and lagoon; hence, no two coastal wetlands are
biologically identical. Rather, a spectrum of conditions
exists, from less to more disturbed, and the differences

provide a general understanding of which species are
more tolerant and widespread, and which are more sen
sitive and more restrictive in their occurrence.

1.2 NATURAL FUNCTIONS AND VALUES

What an estuary does constitutes its many functions.
Estuaries are responsible for the primary production
(photosynthesis of both vascular plants and algae) of

material that fuels food chains. In addition, these sys
tems occur in sheltered areas that are attractive feeding
sites for both fish and birds and thus function as refuges
and nurseries for selected species. Finally, their emer
gent wetlands filter sediments and nutrients from the
watershed, stabilize shorelines, and serve as buffers when

flooding occurs. Those functions the public considers
beneficial are its values. Thus, the production of salmon
isa value, whereas the release of dihydrogen sulfide (odor
of rotten eggs) is not. Neither the functions nor the val
ues of Pacific Coast wetlands have been adequately as
sessed; however, their role in support of fisheries and
the Pacific Flyway has been investigated.

1.2.1 Fisheries Support
The term estuary is almost synonymous with coastal fish
and shellfish habitat in the United States, and most of

the nation's legislation concerning coastal wetlands and
estuaries is geared toward fisheries management. Yet
many Pacific coastal estuaries are too small to play a
dominant role in fisheries support. Coastal upwelling
supports the plankton-based food chain along the Pa
cific Coast, with relatively minor contributions of detri
tus from coastal marshes. According to McHugh (1975).
estuarine-dependent fisheries accounted for 54% of the
Washington catch and 37% of the Oregon catch, but only
3%; of the California catch. However, Onuf and

Quammen (1985) suggest that the California contribu
tion isdilutedfrom perhaps7%, becauseMexican-caught
fish are included in the data on California port landings.

Still, the estuaries provide critical habitat for a num
ber of fish and shellfish species. These include salmon
(coho, Onchorynchus kisutch; chum, O. keta\ chinook,
0. tskawytscha), California halibut (Paralichthys
californicus), Dungeness crab {Cancer magister), PaciBe
oyster (Crassostrea gigas, introduced from Japan), and
clams (littleneck clam, Protothaca staminea; butter clan.

Saxidomus giganteus; soft-shelled clam, Mya arenaria,
introduced from the East Coast). The highest catches are
along the Pacific Northwest states. On the basis of their
short-term use of estuaries, sockeye salmon {O. nerka)
and pink salmon (0. gorbuscha) were not considered to
be estuarine-dependent by Onuf and Quammen (1985),
although both starry flounder (Platichtliys slellatus) and
English sole (Pleuronectes vetulus)were considered good
candidates for estuarine dependency. In California's
Mugu Lagoon, shovelnose guitarfish (Rhinobatos
productus)are summer residents, and in Elkhorn Slough,
leopard sharks (Triakis semifasciata) and bat rays
(Myliobatis califoniica) are caught for commercial use
(Onuf and Quammen 1985).

In summarizing the fish support function of Pacific
Coast estuaries, Onuf and Quammen (1985, p. 126) con
cluded. '"Wetlands here do not yield food chain support
by sheer mass of organic matter produced, as they may
elsewhere. Instead, food chain support arises from the



use of the wetlands in special ways by the young of a
few stocks . . . food chain support is not directly tied to
overall primary productivity of the wetland . . . Prey se
lectivity suggests that quality or availability is more im
portant than amount." Eelgrass (Zostera marina) beds in
the shallow waters and emergent vegetation along tidal
creeks serve as refuges for fishes that are subject to pre-
dation (C.A. Simenstad, personal communication).

1.2.2 Pacific Flyway Support
Many types of water-associated birds are strongly linked
to wetlands within the Pacific Flyway. The marshes and

adjacent habitats serve as migratory stopovers and as
breeding and wintering grounds. The most numerous
birds are waterfowl, with shorebirds second. Onuf and

Quammen (1985) note that most of the Pacific water
fowl winter in California's Central Valley. Along the
coast, shorebirds dominate the use of intertidal flats and

marshes, although ducks, geese, coots, gulls, and herons
are also common. Western sandpipers (Calidris niauri),
dunlin (Calidris alpina), dowitchers (Limnodronms spp.),
and American avocet (Recurvirostra arnericana) are
abundant on mudflats (Quammen 1982, 1984).

Efforts are under way by the Point Reyes Bird Ob
servatory (Stinson Beach, California) to census all wet
lands in the Pacific Flyway for the support of shorebirds.
Preliminary results indicate that shorebirds concentrate
on a few large wetlands, including the Copper and Stikine
River deltas in Alaska, the Fraser River delta in British

Columbia, Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay in Washing
ton, the Columbia River estuary, and San Francisco Bay,
each of which reported more than 100,000 birds. Many
other coastal and inland wetlands contribute to the net

work of stopovers used by shorebirds during spring and
fall migrations.

Although the shorebirds, gulls, and herons have no
direct commercial value, they provide substantial recre
ation for a growing number of outdoor activities, espe
cially birdwatching. Nature appreciation has been val
ued at $1.8 billion/year in California ($129.18 per per
son, or 27% more than the national average; Duda 1991).

1.2.3 Education and Research

Four Pacific estuaries are included in the National Es

tuarine Research Reserve program: Padilla Bay in Wash
ington, South Slough in Oregon, and Elkhorn Slough and
Tijuana Estuary in California. Each site is responsible
for conducting educational programs, interpreting the
natural resources for the public (e.g., Silberstein and
Campbell 1989)and offering research opportunities (e.g.,
Zedler et al. 1992).

Additional sites are also important for teaching and
research. Nature interpretive centers are appearing in
many publicly owned reserves (e.g., Sweetwater Marsh
National Wildlife Refuge on San Diego Bay). Some of
California's more studied wetland ecosystems are found
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in San Diego Bay. Carpinteria Marsh, Mugu Lagoon,
Elkhorn Slough. Mono Bay, San Francisco Bay, Bodega
Bay, Bolinas Lagoon, and Tomales Bay.

1.2.4 Improvement in Water Quality
Although improvement in water quality is an important
function for inland wetlands with downstream water us

ers, the removal of sediments and nutrients from water

flowing through Pacific estuaries is often considered less
valuable than removal in areas that have downstream

users of the flowing water. As saline water is little used
(salt production is an exception), the main water-quality
concern is eutrophication or pollution of the ocean by
nutrients. However, the Pacific Ocean is considered nu

trient limited, so eutrophication is rarely an issue. The
high variability in streamflows means that enormous
quantities of materials flow through estuaries during rare
events, reducing both the potential for significant removal
and the ability to measure it. Also, the sleep slope and
narrow continental shelf reduce the potential for accu
mulation of sediments. Sediment accumulation is not a

problem for the open coast, because beaches are often
sediment starved. Where sediments are a problem is in
the coastal lagoons, where they reduce tidal prisms and
tidal action. For example, Mugu Lagoon lost 40% of its
low-tide volume during the floods of 1978-1980 (Onuf
1987). Rather than being perceived as an improvement
in water quality, accumulation of sediments in coastal
wetlands is considered an adverse attribute for resource

management. The process is a natural one, but the rates
have been greatly accelerated by two modifications: the
construction of roadways (e.g., Pacific Coast Highway)
across wetlands, which decreases tidal scour and traps
inflowing sediments, and increased erosion in coastal
watersheds, which results from intensive development
and agriculture.

Removal of contaminants and pathogens by coastal
wetlands is poorly known, but these issues make head
lines in regions where tourism is important to the
economy. Certainly, opportunities exist for using coastal
freshwater wetlands for wastewater improvement, as
shown by the success of the Areata treatment wetlands
at Humboldt Bay in Northern California (Gearheart et
al. 1983). Here the secondary effluent from a treatment
plant passes through shallow-water habitats that support
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wetland vegetation and attract waterfowl. Jogging trails
and bird-viewing blinds facilitate nature appreciation.

1.3 THE NEED FOR RESTORATION

The need to restore damaged and degraded ecosystems
has received national attention. The National Research

Council (1992) recommended that a national aquatic
ecosystem restoration strategy be developed for the
United States. Among the elements proposed were: That
goals be established within ecoregions (areas with
broadly similar soils, relief, and dominant vegetation),
that governmental agencies redesign policies and pro
grams to emphasize restoration, and that innovative
measures be used to finance restoration work. A num

ber of specific suggestions were made to move wetland
restoration from a trial-and-error process to a predic
tive science. While no national restoration program has
been established, the level of interest has certainly been
raised, and the National Science Foundation now has a

competitive grants program in conservation and resto
ration.

1.3.1 Pacific Coast Perspective
Restoration of estuarine wetlands is a high priority in
many regions of the Pacific Coast, because so little of
these habitats remain: the area of wetlands was never

great, and a high percentage of historical wetlands has
been lost. According to data cited by NOAA (1990),
90% of California's coastal wetland acreage has been
destroyed since settlement. About half the remaining
coastal wetlands in California occur in San Francisco

Bay. Records compiled by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (Dahl 1990) for coastal plus inland wetlands
indicate that Alaska has the nation's lowest rate of wet

land loss (<l%), whereas California has the highest
(91%); Washington has lost 31%. Oregon 38%, and
Hawaii 12%. The combined loss of fresh and saline

wetlands is no doubt responsible for losses of avian re
sources and reduced coastal water quality (especially
contaminants). The California coast has experienced a
high loss of biodiversity and is undergoing severe de
velopment pressure. Restoration efforts are thus badly
needed.

After a broad-based review of the status of aquatic
ecosystems, the National Research Council (1992)
called for 1 million acres (400,000 ha) of wetland to be
restored by the year 2010. If no further loss occurs, this
is equivalent to a 10% restoration of the nation's his
torical wetlands acreage. If 10% of the wetland area
lost in California were restored, it would add about

455.000acres (182,000 ha). This would double the cur

rent acreage.

Pacific Coast problems and needs are not easily sat
isfied by policies for resource management that may

work elsewhere. Participants in a symposium to deter
mine research needs, held at the 1991 Estuarine Research

Federation, agreed that Pacific coastal wetlands have
unique features and that management values and meth
ods must be developed with those features in mind (Wil
liams and Zedler 1992). This regional difference was also
recognized in a broader review by the National Research
Council (1992).

1.3.2 Southern California Perspective
The Southern California coast has many features hat

make it useful to the analysis of coastal wetland restora
tion problems and solutions: a high rate of wetland loss,
a high and ever-increasing population density, many kinds
of impacts of development, and documentation of vari
ous efforts to restore damaged wetlands. Historical losses
in Southern California's coastal wetlands and ongoing
disturbances related to the urban locations of the wet

lands have made these ecosystems as threatened as the
endangered species they support. Southern California has
the nation's most densely populated estuarine drainage
areas (San Pedro and Santa Monica Bays, | NOAA 1990]).
The region began to grow rapidly after World War II and
never stopped. Between 1987 and 1989, approximately
87.000 people moved to San Diego each year. More re
cently (1991-1994) growth has been approximately
47,000 additional residents annually.

Data (Macdonald 1990) indicate that the resources
that have been lost in Southern California coastal wet

lands are primarily shallow-water habitats, that is, salt
marshes and intertidal fiats, rather than the subtidal ish

habitats (Table 1.3). Each of the region's 29 remaining
coastal wetlands (Fig. 1.5) has many unique features
(Purer 1942; Carpelan 1969; Frey et al. 1970: Speth et
al. 1970; Browning and Speth 1973; Mudie et al. 1974;
Macdonald 1976a, 1976b; Mudie and Browning 1976;
Speth et al. 1976; Ferren 1985; Onuf 1987). Manage
ment issues are equally diverse; they include concerns
about how to maintain regional biodiversity, manage
wastewater inflows (including urban runoff), minimize
effects of sewage spills, reduce effects of ongoing hu
man activities, prevent algal blooms and fish kills, re
store damaged wetlands, and mitigate damages due to
future disturbances.

Restoration of Southern California estuaries is a high
priority for both the resource agencies and the public.
The California Fish and Game Commission has ca.led

for a 50% increase in the area of wetlands statewide (State

Concurrent Resolution No. 28, Sept. 13, 1979), and a
recently formed citizen group, Save California Wetlands,
has organized more than 90 nonprofit organizations to
begin planning statewide, science-based wetland resto
ration (M. Hanscom, Save California Wetlands, Cooxli-

natorfor Southern California, personal communication).
The goal of restoration is to provide self-sustaining

ecosystems that closely resemble natural systems in both
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1. Tijuana River National Estuarine Research
Reserve

Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge,
ChulaVista Wildlife Reserve, South San Diego
Marine Reserve

Mission Bay Marsh (Kendall-Frost Reserve),
Famosa Slough, San Diego River Marsh
Los Penasquitos Lagoon
San Dieguito Lagoon
San Elijo Lagoon Reserve and Regional Park
Batiquitos Lagoon
Agua Hedionda Lagoon
Buena Vista Lagoon
San Luis Rey River Marsh
Santa Margarita River Estuary
Las Flores Marsh

San Mateo Marsh

Newport Backbay State Ecological Reserve
Santa Ana River Marsh
Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve
Seal Beach National Wildlife Refuge
Ballona Wetlands

Malibu Lagoon
Mugu Lagoon
Ormond Beach Wetlands

22. Santa Clara River Estuary and McGrath State
Beach

23. Ventura River Estuary
24. Carpinteria Salt Marsh Reserve
25. Arroyo Burro Estuary
26. Goleta Slough State Ecological Reserve
27. Deveraux Slough
28. Gaviota Creek Estuary
29. Santa Anita Estuary

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Rgure 1.5 Locationof majorSouthern California coastal wetlands and rivers
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Table 1.3. Habitat Areas and Changes atTijuana Estuary, San Diego Bay, and Mission Bay,
San Diego County, California

Historic Recent Area %

1856 1984-87 Change Change
Salt ponds 0 507 +507

Intertidal

salt marsh 1,926 255

mudflats, sandflats 2,503 407

Total Intertidal 4,429 662 -3,767 -85.1

Subtidal (rel. to MLLW)
0 to -1.8 m (6') 3,105 973

-1.8 to -5.5 m (18') 984 2,318
below -5.5 m 925 1,727

Total Subtidal 5,014 5,018 +4 +<0.1

Note: MLLW = Mean lower low water. Areas are ha. Data from Macdonald 1990.

structure and function. However, experience shows that
restoration sites do not function as well as natural wet

lands(see chapters2 and 3 and section5.1). Case studies
from British Columbia to the Mexican border indicate a

widerangeof problems (chapter2),anddetailed investi
gations in San Diego Bay (Langis et al. 1991, Zedler
1993, Gibson et al. 1994) show that mitigation sites can
be functionally impaired for more than a decade after
construction. Furthermore, measures to correct the short
comings of mitigation projects can be lengthy and costly
(section 5.1).

Restoring the functions and values of coastal wet
landsrequires appropriate planning, improved implemen
tation, extensive and intensive assessment, and long-term
adaptive management. It is important to consider what
habitats were historically present as well as what values
are still present at sites selected for construction or res
toration. Further efforts are needed to determine what

impairs thefunctioning of restored ecosystems (overthe
short and long term), and new methods will be required
to accelerate the development of critical ecosystem pro
cesses.

1.4 THE GOAL OF THIS BOOK

Restoration efforts will always be based on incomplete
knowledgeof the physical and biologicalconditionsand
processesof emergent marshes.Weare on a steep learn
ing curve, both because restoration is a relatively new
management toolandbecause sofewattempts havebeen
carefully studied. Theprimary goalofecological studies
of restoration efforts is understanding how ecosystem
functions develop and how they compare with naturally
functioning systems. Knowledge of natural wetlands
helps in setting performance standards, and knowledge
of createdwetlands helps in determining limitingfactors
and in developing solutions to problems. With under

standing should come greater ability to restore or create
naturally functioning wetlands and greater predictabil
ity about when and how much natural functioning will
develop.

In this book, we review several efforts toward wet
land restoration (chapter 2), focusing on the work of
PERL. Restoration of tidal flushing, channel habitat, and
anendangered plantpopulation are consideredin detail.
Althoughour work has been confined to SouthernCali
fornia, our review of projects along the Pacific Coast
shows that problems are widespread; each case study
provides oneor two important lessons for future restora
tionattempts. On thebasisof these andourownexperi
ences, we indicate a number of problems that constrain
restoration (chapter 3), including the roles of
excess runoff, urbanization, and invasions of exotic
plants. Next, we recommend ways to improve planning
bytaking a regional approach (chapter 4) andtoacceler
ate the development of ecosystems (chapter5). Wethen
offersuggestions for improving the assessment of resto
ration sites (chapter 6), including recentapplications of
high-resolution remote sensing. We conclude with rec
ommendations for managingrestorationsites adaptively
(chapter 7).

This is not a comprehensive guide to restoration of
coastal wetlands. It is an update of findings and scien
tific perspectives that have developed along with our
Southern California research program. We summarize
briefly the information that has been published in, or
submitted to, the peer-reviewed literature. We provide
more details for work that has not been published else
where. The information here builds on earlier restora

tion-oriented guidebooks(Zedler 1984,PERL 1990),but
we still consider our research far from complete. In fu
ture years, we expect to understand better the problems
of wetland restoration and to have more corrective mea
sures.Mostof all, wehope to reportexamplesof restored
wetlands that are functionally equivalent to natural ones.
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CHAPTER 2

Restoration Efforts

on the Pacific Coast

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Wetland restoration is undertaken by resource agencies
to improve stocks of selected species or to enhance
biodiversity in general. Often restoration is accomplished
through mitigation programs that give credit for improv
ing habitat quality or quantity in exchange for allowing
damages to other wetlands. This chapter is a review of
several Pacific Coast restoration efforts. It is not exhaus

tive, but the examples illustrate a broad range of issues
and problems in the restoration of coastal wetlands, for
example, the value of tidal flow, the creation offish habi
tat, and the challenge of sustaining populations of an
nual plants in the salt marsh.

PERL has been directly involved in the projects dis
cussed in sections 2.2-2.4, and both the difficulties of

and promising approaches for enhancing biodiversity in
Southern California coastal wetlands are discussed. In

section 2.2, we compare four wetlands and relate
biodiversity to tidal hydrology. This comparison of sites
with different degrees of tidal action provides a scien
tific basis for the common restoration goal of increasing
tidal influence. In section 2.3, we evaluate efforts to cre

ate tidal channel habitat for fish and benthic invertebrates,

which are needed as forage by endangered birds. Many
proposals have been developed to create fish habitat in
Southern California as mitigation for filling of nearshore
waters to expand port facilities and for entrainment of
fish larvae by cooling water intakes of power plants. In
section 2.4, we describe problems encountered in rees
tablishing an endangered plant. Attempts to restore
cordgrass vegetation for nesting by light-footed clapper
rails have encountered difficulties; efforts to improve
such projects are discussed later, in section 5.1. Finally,

in section 2.5, several briefcase studies from California

to British Columbia are presented. Each indicates a prob
lem or concern that serves as a lesson for future restora

tion or habitat-construction projects.

2.2 MAINTAINING TIDAL FLOWS IN

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAGOONS

John Boland and Joy Zedler

Urban development has reduced the size of Southern
California wetlands, and roadways have dissected many
of them into two or three basins connected only by nar
row channels. Several bodies of water that were once

open to the ocean are now often closed to tidal How (Cali
fornia State Coastal Conservancy 1989). In this condi
tion, they are usually called lagoons and often are con
sidered "degraded." Current restoration plans call for
restoring and maintaining full tidal flushing at San
Dieguito Lagoon (MEC 1991), Batiquitos Lagoon (City
of Carlsbad and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1990),
and the southern arm of Tijuana Estuary (Entrix et al.
1991). The San Dieguito and Batiquitos lagoon projects
have been designed to mitigate losses to nearshore fish
populations; funding has not been determined for the
Tijuana Estuary Tidal Restoration Plan. Additional plans
have been developed to improve tidal Hows to Ballona
Wetland just north of Los Angeles International Airport.
Most of this wetland was excavated to create Marina del

Rey. The site is virtually nonlidal; it is connected to the
ocean by culverts that have one-way flap gates to allow
freshwater outflow but little tidal inflow (Boland and

Zedler 1991).

Although restoration of tidal flows is considered the
best way to enhance many of these lagoons, the cause-
effect relationships between tidal inflow and biodiversity
have not been fully evaluated. Here we use data from
four coastal wetlands to compare the biota of sites with
different tidal-flushing regimes (Fig. 1.5, sites 18, 6, 4,
and I). These patterns of occurrence in relation to tidal
flow suggest cause-effect hypotheses, which can be tested
by studying lagoons before and after restoration of tidal
Hows. Such studies are needed to predict more precisely

11
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the benefits of increased tidal flow and, for mitigation
projects, to establish mitigation credits associated with
different degrees of tidal enhancement.

2.2.1 Differences in Tidal Flushing
The four study sites are subdivided into three hydro-
logic types according to the nature of the ocean inlet.
These conditions represent different points along a spec
trum that characterizes bodies of water along the South
ern California coast (see Ferren et al. 1995 for a more

detailed hydrologic classification scheme):

1. Fully tidal, inlet nearly always open (e.g.,Tijuana
Estuary)

2. Inlet frequently closed (e.g., San Dieguito
Lagoon and Los Penasquitos Lagoon)

3. Inlet with a berm, weir, or tide gate allowing
water to flow out but excluding tidal inflow (e.g.,
Ballona Wetland)

The northern arm of Tijuana Estuary is a fully tidal
system; this part of the estuary has received more study
(Nordby and Zedler 1991; Zedler, Nordby, and Griswold
1990; Zedler, Nordby, and Kus 1992) than the southern,
less tidally influenced arm (Entrix et al. 1991). Reduced
tidal influence in the southern arm is a function of sedi

mentation from the watershed and dune washover events.

Both the area and the lengths of channels have been re
duced, and much of the salt marsh has accumulated

enough sediment to raise the marsh above tidal influ
ence.

Examples of frequently closed lagoons are Los
Penasquitos Lagoon (Covin 1987; Greenwald and
Britton 1987; Nordby and Covin 1988; Nordby 1989,
1990a; Nordby and Zedler 1991; and Boland 1991,
1992a, 1993a, 1993b) and San Elijo Lagoon (Nordby
1990b; Boland 1992b, 1993c, 1994). Inlets are typically
open during winter after rainfall that is sufficient for
runoff to break through the sand berm at the inlet. Hence,
lagoons are susceptible to freshwater inundation in win
ter and evaporation and hypersalinity in summer. Both
the timing and the duration of closures are highly vari
able (Webb 1989).

Ballona Wetland is an example of a wetland where
tides are excluded by a tide gate (PERL 1989, Boland
and Zedler 1991, PERL unpublished data). Other wet
lands in the region that lack tidal influence have inlets
with a weir (Buena Vista Lagoon) or persistent buildup
of cobbles and sand, which form a high berm (Batiquitos
Lagoon).

2.2.2 Channel Characteristics and

Aquatic Organisms
The salinity of channel water influences the abundance
of species within the channels. Most estuarine fish and
invertebrates are species that thrive under marine con
ditions, and their abundances are thought to decline un
der extended periods with water salinity less than 10

ppt, that is, less than one-third seawater (e.g., California
halibut Paralichthys californicus; Baczkowski 1992).
When Tijuana Estuary is fully tidal, the average salinity
of the surface water in the tidal channel fluctuates little,

and during dry weather, it averages 32 ppt (Fig. 2.1). At
the other sites, salinities are likely to be more stressful to
organisms in the channel. At the frequently closed la
goons, conditions are less predictable: San Elijo Lagoon
is generally brackish, whereas Los Penasquitos Lagoon
can be brackish or hypersaline. At San Elijo Lagoon,
freshwater inflows have exceeded evaporation, whereas
at Los Penasquitos Lagoon, the reverse has been true. At
BallonaWetland,an upstream dewatering project released
fresh water into the creek and reduced channel salinities

during 3 months in late summer. Thus, the condition of
the ocean inlet has a major influence on water salinity,
but the effect depends on the amount of streamflow.

Poorly flushed channels are suitable places for rapid
growth of macroalgae and the vascular plant Ruppia
maritima. Plant biomass increases during summer, and
then during autumn the plants begin to die. The decom
posers of these plants become extremely abundant and
metabolically deplete the amount ofdissolved oxygen in
the water column, particularly at night.

Oxygen concentrations affect the abundances of chan
nel organisms. Low concentrations can cause extensive
mortality offish and invertebrates. In October 1987, 10
species and an estimated 6,200 fish were killed at Los
Penasquitos Lagoon during one of these events. The
counts done after that kill illustrate not only the magni
tude of the problem but also the nature of the channel
biota: about 5,000 topsmelt, Atherinops affinis; 515 dia
mond turbot, Hypsopsetta guttulata; 500 deepbody an
chovy, Anchoa compressa; 134 California halibut,
Paralichthys californicus; 11 Pacific staghorn sculpin,
Leptocottus armatus; 4 barred sand bass, Paralabrax
nebulifer; 2 California corbina, Menticirrhus undulatus;
2 shiner surfperch, Cymatogasteraggregata; 2 opaleye,
Girella nigricans; and 1 yellowfin goby, Acanthogobius
flavimanus (C. Nordby, unpublished data). In fully tidal
systems, oxygen concentrations are consistently above
lethal levels, whereas in frequently closed estuaries, con
centrations often decrease to less than 4 mg/L, particu
larly during late summer and fall (Fig. 2.2).

The channel sediments of frequently closed estuar
ies are usually very fine, highly organic, and anaerobic,
whereas the sediments at fully tidal estuaries have more
sand and are more readily aerated at low tide. The oxy
gen content of the sediment influences the organisms liv
ing in the sediments, and many species are intolerant of
frequent anoxia. The benthic invertebrate community at
Tijuana Estuary had more species, particularly more large,
long-lived species (e.g., bivalve molluscs, Callianassa
californiensis), than the other estuaries (Table 2.1). Small,
short-lived polychaete worms were more abundant at the
other three sites.

Fish were more abundant at Tijuana Estuary than at
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Table 2.1. Numbers of Individuals of Benthic Macroinvertebrates Collected at Four

Southern California Coastal Wetlands

Taxon

Sipunculid worms
Thermstesp.

Echinoid echinoderms '

Dendraster excentricus

Nemertean worms

Polychaete worms
Capitellidae
Spionidae
Boccardia s pp.

Polydora cornuta
Polydora ligni
Polydora spp.
Spiophanes missionensis

Opheliidae
Euzonus mucronata

Other taxa combined

Bivalve molluscs

Tagelus californianus
Protothaca staminea

Macoma nasuta

Laevicardlum substriatum

Spisula sp.
Other species combined

Other molluscs

Cerithidea califomica

Assiminea

Lacuna

Cylichnella

Decapod crustaceans
Callianassa californiensis

Other crustaceans

Amphipods
Isopods

Insecta

Fly larvae

Phoronida

Phoronis sp.

Numbers at

BW TJE

17

0 6

1 93

69 814

41

0 68(5)
0 124

0 143

0 63(2)
0 117

0 0

11(3) 437

1 797

0 554

1 221

0 30

0 0

1(1) 227

55 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

57

0

234

0

0

LPL

3

3

399

SEL

0

0

29

183(4) 0

18 1

92 0

210(2) 2,631 (2)
0 0

162 0

161 46(2)

40 7

4 0

6 0

8 0

17 0

17 0

0 0

0 37

0 1

0 1

114

2,104
1

145

Total number of taxa 12 22 21 13

Total number of individuals 238 3,946 1,440 5,003

Mean density (individuals/m2) 1,253 752 377 1,573

Total sampling area(m2) 0.19 5.25 3.82 3.18

Total number of stations (seasons x sites) 4x6 11x3 8x3 5x4

Dates 1989-1990 1986-1988 1987-1988 1991-1993

Note: Numbers in parentheses are numbers of species. BW= Ballona Wetland, TJE = Tijuana Estuary,
LPL = Los Penasquitos Lagoon, SEL = San Elijo Lagoon.
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Figure 2.1 Salinities of channel waters at four Southern California estuaries. Surface salinities only are given for Ballona Wetland and Tijuana
Estuary. Both surface and bottom salinities and timing of mouth closure are shown for Los Penasquitos Lagoon and San ElijoLagoon. Error bars
are ± 1 SD. Number of sample sites: Ballona Wetland, six; Tijuana Estuary, four; Los Pefiasquitos Lagoon, three; San Elijo Lagoon, five.
Q mouth closure, O bottom salinity, —T"|— surface salinity.

the other sites (Table 2.2). Both the number of species
and the density of individuals were greatest at Tijuana
Estuary. The community compositions at Tijuana Estu
ary, Los Penasquitos Lagoon, and San Elijo Lagoon were
similar; arrow goby, topsmelt, California killifish,
longjaw mudsucker, and staghorn sculpin were the most
abundant species. At Ballona Wetland the less salt-toler
ant mosquitofish was the most abundant species. (Note
that the fish and invertebrate data sets have different de

grees of sampling intensity and span different years. Their
usefulness in making comparisons is limited.)

2.2.3 Relationship of Salt Marsh Vegetation to
Tidal Influence

The composition of plant communities differs among the
lagoons compared here (Table 2.3). The salt marsh at
Tijuana Estuary is richest in species. Three species found
here are not found at Ballona Wetland, Los Penasquitos
Lagoon, and San Elijo Lagoon: Batis maritima,Limonium
californicum, and Spartinafoliosa. At Ballona Wetland
and Los Penasquitos Lagoon the salt marshes are spe
cies-poor, and they are essentially monotypes of
Salicornia virginica. San Elijo Lagoon is similar to Los
Penasquitos Lagoon, except the relative abundance of
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Salicornia virginica is reduced, and brackish marsh spe
cies have encroached on the salt marsh. San Elijo La
goon is usually flooded, and areas that are mudflat would
likely support more extensive stands of Salicornia
virginica if the inundation period were reduced. In fact,
Salicornia virginica invaded the mudflats when the
ocean inlet was kept open for several months in 1994 (J.
Boland, personal observation).

In general, Southern California salt marshes with a
long history of good tidal flushing tend to have more
native salt marsh plant species than marshes with inlets
that close (PERL 1990). The elimination of many halo-
phytic plant populations appears to be due to extreme
hypersalinity and drought that can accompany inlet clo
sure. We found heavy mortality of Salicornia bigelovii,
Suaeda esteroa, and Spartina foliosa in 1984, when
Tijuana Estuary was closed to tidal flushing and marsh
soils developed salinities of 104 ppt by late summer
(Zedler et al. 1992). Similar declines occurred in a dry,
nontidal (diked) portion of Estero de Punta Banda, Baja
California, that same year (Ibarra-Obando and Poumian-
Tapia 1991). Los Penasquitos Lagoon had a luxuriant
population of S.foliosa in the late 1930s (Purer 1942).
However, the lagoon was closed to tidal flushing for 8
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Figure 2.2 Dissolved oxygen concentration of channel waters at
three SouthernCalifornia estuaries. Surface oxygenconcentra
tions only are given for Tijuana Estuary. Both surface and bottom
oxygen concentrations and timing of mouth closure are shown for
Los Penasquitos and San Elijo lagoons. Error bars are ± 1 SD.
Number of sample sites: Tijuana Estuary, four; Los Penasquitos
Lagoon, four; San Elijo Lagoon, five. Q mouth closure, O
bottom oxygen concentration, —TJ— surface oxygen concentra
tion.
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years (December 1958 to 1966), and by 1968 Spartina
foliosa had disappeared from the area completely
(Bradshaw 1968).

Soil salinities in the salt marshes have been sampled
in summer in these coastal marshes; they are generally
high at Tijuana Estuary and low at the other sites (Fig.
2.3). Maximal heights of Salicornia viginica are short
at Tijuana Estuary and taller at the other sites (Fig. 2.3).
There is a strong pattern of short plant canopies occur
ring where soils are more saline. However, non-salt
marsh vegetation invades where soil salinities remain
low for too long (see section 3.4.4).

2.2.4 Resident Salt Marsh Birds

Two endangered bird species breed in the salt marshes;
of these, Belding's Savannah sparrow, Passerculus
sandwichensis beldingi, is the more common. Eight
pairs of this species bred at Ballona Wetland, 156 at
Los Penasquitos Lagoon (Boland and Elrod 1993), 30
at San Elijo Lagoon (R. Patton, personal communica
tion), and 144 in the northern arm of Tijuana Estuary.
These data suggest that sparrows do well in impounded
and fully tidal wetlands but poorly in areas where tides
are excluded.

The light-footed clapper rail nests almost exclu
sively in fully tidal estuaries. The rail was abundant in
Tijuana Estuary (85 breeding pairs in 1993), not found
in Los Penasquitos Lagoon and Ballona Wetland, and
rare in San Elijo Lagoon (approximately 5 breeding
pairs). Los Penasquitos Lagoon and San Elijo Lagoon
once supported large populations of rails, but persis
tent flooding contributed to making these marshes un
suitable for nesting (Zembel and Massey 1983).

2.2.5 Summary of Patterns Associated with
Tidal Influence

These comparisons of three tidal regimes suggest strong
correlations between hydrology and biodiversity, with
more species present in fully tidal sites (Table 2.4). Salt
marsh plants, benthic invertebrates, and fish appeared
to be more species-rich in the fully tidal Tijuana Estu
ary than elsewhere. This is probably due to the narrower
range of environmental conditions in fully tidal systems.
Estuaries with open inlets are less likely to experience
environmental extremes. The three most important ex
tremes appear to be (1) events that produce low oxygen
concentrations, which lead to deaths of channel organ
isms, particularly fish and invertebrates; (2) long-term
flooding of the salt marsh by low-salinity water that
makes salt marshes unsuitable for breeding birds and
may eliminate salt marsh plants that are less tolerant of
anoxic soils; and (3) drought and hypersalinity after
mouth closure, which eliminate fish, invertebrates, and

the less salt-tolerant halophytes (e.g., Spartinafoliosa).
If the correlation between tidal flushing and

biodiversity is a causal relationship, then increasing tidal

15
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Table 2.2. Total Number of Fishes Collected at the Four Southern California Coastal Wetlands

Common Nane

Numbers at

Taxon BW TJE LPL SEL

Acanthogobius flavimanus Yellowfingoby 0 0 0 1

Anchoacompressa Deepbody anchovy 0 11 67 6

Artedius sp. Sculpin 0 2 0 0

Atherinops affinis Topsmelt 77 15,437 1,875 1,744

Clevelandia ios Arrow goby 10 60,097 816 0

Cyprlnuscarpio Carp 0 0 0 133

Engraulis mordax Northern anchovy 0 0 0 34

Fundulus parvipinnis California killifish 8 2,367 107 30

Gambusia affinis Mosquitofish 779 0 937 235

Gillichthys mirabilis Longjawmudsucker 16 275 877 2

Girella nigricans Opaleye 0 82 0 0

Hypsoblenniusgentilis Bay blenny 0 4 0 0

Hypsobienniusgilberti Rockpool blenny 0 1 0 0

Hypsoblenniusjenkinsi Mussel blenny 0 1 0 C

Hypsopsettaguttulata Diamond turbot 0 83 14 0

llypnusgilberti Cheekspot goby 0 50 22 0

Lepidogobius lepidus Bay goby 0 0 9 0

Leptocottus armatus Staghorn sculpin 0 1,431 346 3

Mugil cephalus Striped mullet 0 5 3 1

Paralabrax clathratus Kelpbass 0 12 0 0

Paralichthys californicus California halibut 0 283 12 4

Plueronichthys ritteri Spotted turbot 0 4 0 0

Quietulay-cauda Shadow goby 0 3 0 3

Rhinobatosproductus Shovel nose guitarfish 0 2 0 0

Seriphuspolitus Queenfish 0 1 0 0

Syngnathus leptorhynchus Bay pipefish 0 14 2 0

Total number ofspecies 5 21 13 12

Total number of individuals 890 80,165 5,087 2,196

Mean density (individuals/m2)
Total sampling effort (cumulative area in m2)
No. of stations (seasons x sites)

Dates

5

192

4x6

1990-1991

17

4,795

12x4

1986-1988

3

1,985

8x3

1987-1988

1

2,000

5x4

1991-1993

flows from frequently nontidal to fully tidal should al
low more species to use lagoons that are kept open to
the ocean, provided that periods of anoxia and extremes
of salinity are either prevented or kept brief.

2.2.6 Effects of Improving Tidal Flushing at
Los Penasquitos Lagoon
Several dredging operations at the ocean inlet between
1990 and 1994 increased the duration of tidal flushing
to Los Penasquitos Lagoon from 23% of the time in 1986
to 95% in 1992. A comparison of data collected before
and after tidal flows were improved helps test the link
age between hydrology and biology.

With improved tidal flow, three aspects of Los
Penasquitos Lagoon became more similar to Tijuana
Estuary.First, salinities of the channel waters during 1992
(Fig. 2.4) were less variable than those in 1986 (Fig. 2.1).

In 1992, channels did not become hypersaline during
summer and did not remain low for long periods during
rain events. Second, the dissolved oxygen concentrations
measured during 1992 were also much higher. The aver
age concentrations on the bottom of the channel never
fell below 2.5 mg/L during 1992 (Fig. 2.4), whereas this
occurred three times in 1986. Finally, more benthic in
vertebrate species and individuals were present in Sep
tember 1993 than in September 1989 (Table 2.5).

However, neither the vascular plant communities nor
the general structure of the fish assemblage of Los
Penasquitos Lagoon changed greatly after improvement
in tidal flow (Tables 2.6 and 2.7). These communities
may require more time to change, or the structure of the
lagoonmay play a role. Species cannot reinvade a coastal
wetland without opportunities for establishment and ref
uges for them to persist. A fully vegetated salt marsh
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Table 2.3. Dominant Salt Marsh Vascular Plants at Four Southern
California Coastal Wetlands

Percent at

Taxon BW TJE LPL SEL

Batis maritima i 0 11 0 0

Cressa truxillensis 6 1 2 9

Distichlis spicata 7 4 2 10

Frankeniagrandifolia 2 4 15 10

Jaumea carnosa 1 7 1 15

Lasthenia glabrata 0 0 1 1

Limonium californicum 0 1 0 0

Monanthochloe littoralis 0 8 0 1

Salicornia subterminalis 1 12 1 8

Salicornia virginica 83 31 80 46

Spartina foliosa] 0 21 0 0

Total number of species 6 10 7 8

Total number of quadrats 288 277 259 107

Total length of transects (m) 1,475 1,435 1,330 660

Note: BW= BallonaWetland, TJE =Tijuana Estuary, LPL= Los Penasquitos
Lagoon, SEL = San ElijoLagoon.
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Figure 2.3 Average soil salinities and Salicornia virginica
canopy heights in the salt marshes at four Southern
California estuaries. Error bars for soil salinities are ± 1
SD. Number of sample sites: BW = 26, TJE = 18, SEL =
19, LPL= 29. Error bars for canopy heights are ± 1 SE.
Number of sample sites: BW = 27, SEL = 51, LPL = 23,
BW= BallonaWetland, TJE = Tijuana Estuary, SEL = San
ElijoLagoon, LPL = Los Penasquitos Lagoon.
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Table 2.4 Physical, Chemical, and Biological Characteristics of Four Estuaries in
Southern California

Site

Los Penasquitos and
Ballona Wetland Tijuana Estuary San Elijo Lagoons

Characteristic (Tides Excluded) (Fully Tidal) (Frequently Nontidal)

General

Nature of mouth Outflows only Always open Seasonally open
Fate of freshwater

inflows during:
Winter/spring Out mouth Out mouth Out mouth

Summer/fall Out mouth Out mouth Impounded

Channels

Salinities Variable Marine Variable

Oxygen concentration No data High Often low

Dominant plants Enteromorpha (Phytoplankton) Phytoplankton, Ruppia
Sediment anaerobic

depth At surface Deep At surface

No. of invertebrate

species, individuals Few Many Few

No. of fish species,
individuals Few Many Few

Salt Marshes

Soil salinities Low High Moderate

No. of plant species Low High Low

Salicornia maximal

height Tall Short Tall

Breeding birds (BSS) CLT, CR, BSS (CLT), (CR), BSS

Note:Organisms listed in parentheses are not abundant. BSS = Belding's Savannah sparrow, CLT=
California least tern, CR = clapper rail.

offers few open spaces for seedling establishment, espe
cially where the overstory canopy is tall and dense.

We think that fish assemblages are affected by tidal
flushing, but that Los Penasquitos Lagoon has too much
freshwater influence even when it is kept open to tidal
flows. The fish assemblage at Los Penasquitos Lagoon
is adversely affected by winter population crashes that
are not characteristic of Tijuana Estuary (cf. Fig. 7 in
Nordby and Zedler 1991). The winter crashes may pre
vent the fish community from developing fully. At Los
Penasquitos Lagoon, the number and sizes of refuges
available to fish during rain-induced floods may be in
adequate. Refuges are needed to prevent low-salinity
flood waters from killing fish and to keep strong cur
rents from washing fish out to sea. In Los Penasquitos
Lagoon, both main channels carry flood flows to the
ocean, and the salinity of virtually the entire lagoon is
reduced. In contrast, the northern arm of Tijuana Estu
ary acts as a refuge, at least during lesser floods. Flood
waters rush down the river and out the mouth. The smaller

area of tidal influence and the simpler channel system of
Los Penasquitos Lagoon may preclude the development
or maintenance of fish assemblages as rich as those that

occur at Tijuana Estuary, even if tidal flows were fully
restored.

2.2.7 Conclusion

Comparison of the four coastal wetlands that differ in
degree of tidal influence suggests that hydrology and
biology are strongly related and that fully tidal systems
are more diverse biologically and less variable environ
mentally than frequently closed lagoons.

The changes that occurred at Los Penasquitos La
goon show that increased tidal flow made it more like
Tijuana Estuary and that rapid improvements occurred
in salinity, dissolved oxygen concentration, and benthic
invertebrate assemblages. The lack ofchange in the com
position offish and salt marsh plants suggests that these
communities need more time to change or that the struc
ture of the lagoon restricts the number of refuges needed
by fish or the opportunities for establishment of vascu
lar plants.

Full tidal flushing is a desirable restoration goal for
formerly tidal coastal wetlands in Southern California.
With full tidal flushing, Ballona Wetland, Los
Penasquitos Lagoon, and San Elijo Lagoon could
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Table 2.5. Abundances of Benthic Macroinvertebrates Collected at Los Penasquitos
Lagoon During September 1989-1993

Number

Taxon 1989 1991 1992 1993

Polychaete worms
Capitellidae 230 28 655 1,534

Spionidae
Polydora nuchalis 13 36 280 310

Polydora sp. 137 5 1 2

Cirratulidae 9 0 0 0

Opheliidae
Armandia brevis 0 0 7 19

Glyceridae
Hemipodus borealis 0 0 0 3

Bivalve molluscs

Tagelus californianus 18 0 25 209

Protothaca staminea 0 0 2 29

Musculista senhousia 0 0 4 54

Tellinasp. 0 0 1 22

Laevicardiumsp. 0 0 0 37

Macomasp. 0 0 0 9

Other molluscs

Cylichnella culcitella 40 0 3 18

Cerithideacalifornica 0 0 85 55

Navahax sp. 0 0 1 0

Bullagouldiana 0 0 8 10

Alderia modesta 0 0 5 0

Assimenia californica 47 0 0 0

Crustaceans

Orchestia traskiana 30 552 59 359

Hemigrapsus oregonensis 0 1 11 4

Unknown amphipod 0 0 2 0

Insects

Fly larvae 2 0 7 0

Trichocorixia reticulata 1 15 0 0

Miscellaneous

Phoronida 137 0 1 224

Nemertea 0 0 0 4

Asteroidea , 0 0 0 1

Total number of taxa 11 6 18 19

Total number of individuals 664 637 1,157 2,903

Note: No data were collected during September 1990. The mouth of the lagoon was closed in 1989
and open during 1991,1992, and 1993.
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Figure 2.4 Salinity and dissolved oxygen concentrations of surface and bottom channel water and timing of mouth closure at Los
Penasquitos Lagoon during 1992. Error bars are ±1SD (n =3sites), rj mouth closure, —[~|— surface, O bottom.

provide more habitat for native vascular plants, and sup
port more endangered birds that reside in the salt marsh
and more native marine invertebrates and fishes. How

ever, some sites may support other valued species and
have alternative values that would be lost under full tidal

flow. For example, many waterfowl use impounded wa
ters as stopovers during migration, and some waders
prefer to nest at nontidal water bodies (cf. section 5.3).
Individual estuaries should be assessed carefully before
restoration of full tidal How is advocated, and a strat

egy should be developed to coordinate restoration ob
jectives within the Southern California region (section
4.2). \ . .

2.3 CREATING FORAGING HABITAT FOR THE

CALIFORNIA LEAST TERN AND LIGHT-

FOOTED CLAPPER RAIL

BruceNyden and Joy Zedler

As part of a mitigation project under the Endangered
Species Act, the California Department of Transporta
tion (Caltrans) was required to create foraging habitat
for two endangered species of birds. The California least
tern (Sterna albifwns browni) requires deepwater habi
tat for feeding on small fishes; the light-footed clapper
rail requires tidal creeks for foraging on crabs and other
macroinvertebrates.

Channels were constructed at the Connector Marsh

within the Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge
in 1984. The constructed channels must provide support
for at least 75% of the native species and 75% of the
individuals of native species found in the reference chan
nels (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1988). In 1989, PERL

began comparisons of the fish and invertebrate assem
blages of constructed and natural channels. A sampling
program to determine water quality was developed to help
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Table 2.6. Abundances of Fishes Collected at Los Pefiasquitos Lagoon
During June 1989-1993

Number

Species Common Name 1989 1991 1992 1993

Acanthogobius flavimanus Yellowfingoby 6 0 0 3

Anchoa compressa Deepbody anchovy 19 0 0 13

Atherinops affinis Tops melt 4,822 1,144 222 858

Clevelandia ios Arrow goby 88 13 1 2

Engraulis mordax Northern anchovy 0 3 1 0

Fundulusparvipinnis California killif ish 0 9 38 2

Gambusia affinis Mosquitofish 101 0 0 1

Gillichthysmirabilis Longjaw mudsucker 96 99 108 70

Girellanigricans Opaleye 0 0 1 0

Hypsopsetta guttulata Diamond turbot 0 0 4 0

llypnus gilberti Cheekspot goby 3 0 0 0

Lepidogobius lepidus Bay goby 0 11 0 0

Leptocottus armatus Staghorn sculpin 46 0 13 15

Paralichthys californicus California halibut 0 1 0 2

Plueronichthys ritteri Spotted turbot 0 1 0 0

Quietulay-cauda Shadow goby 0 4 0 0

Syngnathus leptorhynchus Bay pipefish 0 0 0 6

Total number of individuals 5,241 1,282 388 972

Total number of species 8 9 8 10

Note: No data were collected during June 1990. The mouth of the lagoon was closed in 1989
and 1991 and open in 1992 and 1993.

explain similarities and differences between the biota in
natural and constructed channels. The monitoring pro
gram assists Caltrans, the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers,
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in determining
whether constructed channels meet the mitigation re
quirements (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1988;Table
2.8).

To determine whether the mitigation criteria were
met, we used individual-year data to calculate percent
ages. We listed the native species that use the natural
channel sites and determined which of these species also
occurred at the constructed channel sites. Note that with

this procedure, the percentage of species present in con
structed channels cannot exceed 100%. Next, we calcu

lated the average density of the native species in the con
structed channels and expressed that number as a per
centage of the average density of native species in the
natural channels. In this second calculation, the percent
age can exceed 100%.

2.3.1 Fish Assemblage
Fish were sampled periodically at six stations, four sta
tions in the constructed marshes and two in the natural

marsh (Fig. 2.5). At each station, blocking nets were used
to create a sampling area approximately 10 m long. A
beach seine was repeatedly pulled through the sample
area until it appeared that all the fish had been caught.
Through 1991, baited minnow traps were also used to
compare the abundances of exotic fish, particularly yel
lowfin goby (Acanthogobiusflavimanus). These are the
largest fish caught in the Sweetwater channels; many
specimens are 10-15 cm long. Yellowfin goby are gen-
eralist predators and likely affect the abundance of na
tive species.

The fish assemblages in the natural and constructed
sites were slightly different: the assemblage in the natu
ral channel was dominated primarily by arrow goby
(Clevelandia ios) and California killifish (Fundulus
parvipinnis), whereas the constructed channel was domi
nated by topsmelt (Atherinopsaffinis) and California kil
lifish. This difference may encourage the least tern to
forage in the constructed channels, because Atherinops
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Paradise Creek

Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge

Map Compiled from August 1994 ADAR Flight

Figure 2.5 Fishing and invertebrate sampling stations.
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Table 2.7. Average Percent Cover of Vascular Plant Species
Collected Along Nine Transects at Los Pefiasquitos Lagoon
During September 1990-1993

Percent Cover

Species 1990 1991 1992 1993

Salt marsh species
Cressa truxellensis 5.4 5.3 7.2 4.8

Cuscuta salina 8.9 7.3 17.9 18.5

Distichlis spicata 15.0 7.8 11.7 11.7

Frankenia grandifolia 22.8 22.7 25.7 21.6

Jaumea carnosa 7.8 5.1 4.1 3.3

Monanthochloe littoralis 7.0 3.6 4.1 2.1

Salicornia subterminalis 0.4 0.1 0.7 0.4

Salicornia virginica 52.3 47.0 47.4 47.3

Non-salt marsh species
Ambrosiapsilostachya 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4

Annual grasses 0.9 1.5 0.6 0.5

Atriplex patula 3.1 2.4 4.4 2.0

Bassia hyssopifolia 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Carpobrotusedulis 1.4 1.7 1.0 2.5

Haplopapus venetus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

Heliotropiumcurassavicum 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Rumex sp. 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6

Typhasp. 5.9 2.5 1.5 4.3

Unknown Asteraceae sp. 0.8 0.4 0.4 2.9

Xanthium strumarium 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.7

affinisand F.parvipinnisare among its preferred foods.
The compliance icriteria were met in 1991, when fish
species and densities had exceeded 75% of levels in
the natural channels for 2 consecutive years. In 1991,
1992, and 1993, all the species that occurred in the natu
ral channel also occurred in the constructed channels

(Table 2.9). The total density of these species was
slightly higher in the constructed channels. The abun
dance of exotic species relative to native species re
mained approximately constant over the monitoring
period (1989-1994). The constructed channels of the
mitigation projects complied with the criteria for fish
as forage for California least terns, and the pattern was
sustainedthrough 1994.Sampling continues once a year
to obtain a rough, low-cost estimate offish populations
and provide Caltrans with an early warning of any de
cline in the quality of habitat.

2.3.2 Benthic Invertebrate Assemblage
Benthic invertebrates were sampled periodically at
seven stations, six adjacent to fish sampling stations
and an additional one in Vener Pond. All stations were

visited during January, March, and July in 1989-1993.
Cores were collected by pushing a cylindrical "clam
gun" (45 cm long, 15 cm in diameter) into the sedi
ment and then sieving the contents through a 1- or 3-
mm screen. One set of shallow samples (5 cm deep, 1-

mm screen) was collected at each station (three jars, each
containing sieved material from three cores) to estimate
the abundances of small, shallow-dwelling invertebrates.
A second set ofdeeper cores (20 cm deep, 3-mm screen)
was collected to estimate the abundances of large, deep-
dwelling invertebrates (mainly bivalves).

In 1992, the invertebrate assemblages (molluscs,
crustaceans, and polychaetes) were similar in both types
of channels. Each year we collected 9 samples (three
stations x three dates) from the natural channels and 12
(four stations x three dates) from the constructed chan
nels. The following rules were established to determine
whether the data showed compliance with mitigation
criteria: (1) Year-by-year comparison: The numbers and
density of taxa present in the natural marsh for a given
year were compared with the numbers and densities
present in the constructed marsh for the same year. (2)
If taxa were present in the natural marsh in previous
years but not in the census year, the constructed marsh
was not counted. (3) Taxa identified to species were not
lumped into the "miscellaneous family" category. Ad
hering to these rules produced redundancy in some of
the data.

Of the 41 native species present in the natural chan
nels, 37 (90%) were also present in the constructed chan
nels (Table 2.10). These species accounted for 1,051 of
the individuals found in cores from the natural channels
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Table 2.8. Mitigation Criteria to Create a Functional Wetland Complex at Sweetwater Marsh
National Wildlife Refuge

1. Tidal channels to provide foraging for the California least tern and light-footed clapper rail.
• Suitable fish and invertebrate populations shall be present.
• 75% of the density and diversity of the prey base, compared with that of an existing wetland that does provide

habitat, shall be present for 2 years.

2. Lowand middle salt marsh for foraging and nesting areas for the light-footed clapper rail.
• Habitat shall be considered adequate when seven home ranges, nonoverlapping, 2-4 acres, composed of low,

middle, and high salt marsh, have been established for 2 years
• Lower marsh accounts for 15% of the home range and contains 50% cordgrass. Lower marsh in each home

range contains one patch of cordgrass with a stem length of 60-80 cm, providing 90-100% cover, that is 90-
100 m2in size. Cordgrass stands shall be resilient, that is, established for 3 years and with evidence of nitrogen
fixation.

• Middle marsh shall provide 75% cover and contain 75% native species comparable to an existing wetland;
middle marsh should include high salt marsh berms.

3. High salt marsh for refugia for the light-footed clapper rail, accounting for at least 15% of each home range.

4. Establishment for salt marsh bird's beak.

• Patches of salt marsh bird's beak shall be present within the high marsh for 2 years.
• Patches are considered present when at least five separate patches, each 1 m2, containing at least 20 indi

vidual plants, each separated by at least 10 m, are self-sustaining. Self-sustaining salt marsh bird's beak are
stable or increasing in area and number, and present for 3 years

5. Emergent wetlands to provide suitable, functional habitats for the California least tern and light-footed clapper rail,
vegetated by 75% of the native species currently present in the Sweetwater River Wetlands Complex.

and 3,450 of the individuals found in cores from the con

structed channels. When data were standardized and

compared, the number of individuals caught was greater
at the constructed channel sites than at the natural chan

nel sites (246%). In the second year, 1993, 85% of the
native species present in the natural channels were also
present in the constructed channels, and the number of
individuals in the constructed channels exceeded those

in the natural channels (151%). Thus, the invertebrate
communities met the assessment criteria in 2 consecu

tive years, 1992 and 1993, as well as in 1994 (Table
2.10).

Although crabs are important prey of the light-footed
clapper rail (Jorgensen, 1975), coring methods used be
fore 1993 were inadequate for assessing their abun
dances. In 1993, attempts to trap crabs with minnow traps
were moderately successful, although many traps were
swept away by currents or were stolen, and once the
traps were empty after a very cold night. Overall, eight
times as many Hemigrapsus oregonensis were caught
in the constructed marsh as in the natural sites. Earlier,

Rutherford (1989), who used litterbag traps within
cordgrass-dominated areas of Connector Marsh, found
similar results. Her constructed marsh sites had 2.5 times

as many crabs as natural marsh sites in Paradise Creek.
The 1993 and 1988 data sets suggest that an abundance
of crabs is available to the light-footed clapper rail.

2.3.3 Long-Term Concerns
The speed with which the fish and invertebrate assem
blages met the mitigation requirements (relative to salt-
marsh criteria, cf. section 5.2) indicates that creation of
channel habitat is quite straightforward. Our findings are
similar to those of Havers et al. (1995), who found simi
lar fish and shellfish abundances in a constructed tidal

marsh and two nearby reference marshes in Virginia. Al
though they found minor differences due to water salin
ity, evidence was scant that the constructed marsh was
less able to attract native species.

Tworemaining concerns go beyond compliance with
mitigation requirements. The first is that presence of spe
cies does not necessarily indicate functional support of
those species. Documentation of fish-support functions
would require showing that the channels provide food
for fishes, refuges from predators, and places for egg-
laying (e.g., macroalgae for attachment of topsmelt eggs).
The food-production and refuge functions may require
the presence of submerged vegetation or heterogeneous
microtopography. Such indicators of function have not
yet been incorporated into mitigation requirements.

A second concern with constructed channels is that

the disturbances associated with dredging will make
channels susceptible to invasion by exotic invertebrates
and that these in turn might prevent the normal develop
ment of the natural invertebrate assemblages. Musculista
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Table 2.9. Comparison of Fishes Caught in the Natural and Constructed Channels
at Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge

Number in

Year

Natural

Channel

Constructed

Channel %

Mitigation
Criterion

Met?

1989

Species
Individuals

13

3.410

8

2.560

62

75

No

Yes

1990

Species
Individuals

14

5.845

13

10.426

81

178

Yes

Yes

1991

Species
Individuals

11

1.724

11

4.896

100

284

Yes

Yes

1992

Species
Individuals

6

0.665

6

0.805

100

121

Yes

Yes

1993

Species
Individuals

5

1.580

5

4.540

100

287

Yes

Yes

1994

Species
Individuals

5

2.330

4

2.010

80

86

Yes

Yes

Note: Species numbers are native species found in the natural marsh and also in the constructed channels;
"individuals" refers to densities per square meter, averaged for one to four samples per year. Sampling effort
was greater for the constructed channel and differed among years: quarterly in 1989-1990, twice in 1991
and in 1992, andonce in 1993 and in 1994. Mitigation criteria were thatat least75% ofboth speciesand
individuals be present for 2 years.

senhousia, the exotic Japanese mussel, is common in
natural channels; but it is six times more abundant in the

constructed channels. The abundance of this exotic spe
cies relative to native species varied over the monitor
ing period (1989-1993); however, it never exceeded 15%
of the total number of invertebrates in the constructed

channels (Table2.11). Another exotic species, Palaemon
macrodactylus, the oriental shrimp, was caught in the
fish seines and was also common in the constructed chan

nels. These exotic species continue to be monitored to
detect changes in their numbers or distribution.

In general, we recommend that functional support
be assessed more directly than by measuring the pres
ence of species and that long-term assessment of fish
and invertebrate habitats be done to ensure short-term

success is maintained. Activities that could aid in as

sessment include determining the feeding habitats of

fishes (e.g., gut content analysis), observing predation
(e.g., foraging success rates of egrets and herons), and
analyzing in detail the microtopography (e.g., tidal creek
networks) and structural complexity of submerged vas
cular-plant assemblages (Zostera marina, Ruppia sp.),
including macroalgae.

2.4 REESTABLISHING AN ENDANGERED

PLANT IN SAN DIEGO BAY: Salt Marsh Bird's

Beak

Lorraine Parsons and Joy Zedler

Development of Southern California's coastline has
eliminated habitat for a state and federally listed endan
gered plant, salt marsh bird's beak (Cordylanthus
maritimus ssp. maritimus). Fifty years ago, the species
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Table 2.10. Comparison of the Number of Invertebrate Assemblages in Natural
and Constructed Channels at Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge

Number in

Year

Natural

Channel

Constructed

Channel %

Criterion

Met?

1989

Species
Individuals

20

52.2

12

28.8

60

43

No

No

1990

Species
Individuals

36

79.1

25

119.0

69

150

No

Yes

1991

Species
Individuals

24

85.0

17

52.0

71

61

No

No

1992

Species
Individuals

41

117.0

37

288.0

90

246

Yes

Yes

1993

Species
Individuals

34

164.0

29

247.0

85

151

Yes

Yes

1994

Species
Individuals

8

11.0

6

76.5

75

695

Yes

Yes

Note: Numbers are thetotal number ofnative species and the density ofindividuals (number per530 cm2) in the
natural channels and the number and density of these species in the constructed channels. The percentages are the
constructed channel number expressed as a percentage of the natural channel number. The final column indicates
whether the functional equivalency criterionwas met. See text for decision rules used to compile this table. Sampling
efforts in the natural and constructed channels were different each year. The severe decline in individuals and
abundance in 1994 is attributed to the use of alcohol instead of formalin as a preservative. Rapid decomposition
prevented identification to the species level.

was found in 18 Southern California coastal marshes

and was characterized as a "frequent" inhabitant of those
in San Diego County (Purer 1942). Now, only Tijuana
Estuary sustains its natural population. Plants at
Sweetwater Marsh were introduced to fulfill a Caltrans

mitigation requirement (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1988) for reestablishment of a self-sustaining popula
tion of bird's beak.

In 1990, PERL began efforts to reestablish the spe
cies. Because this species had not been observed at
Sweetwater Marsh since 1987, seeds were taken from

colonies at Tijuana Estuary and sown at sites in the marsh
from 1990 through 1992. Bird's beak was initially sown
in a remnant high-marsh area constructed as part of the
mitigation project, but germination and seed set of the
sown colony were low in 1990. As a result, Caltrans

received approval to move the reestablishment project
to a "natural" high marsh south ofthe constructed marsh.
Sowings were conducted in four "colonies" in 1991;
three were reseeded in 1992 (B. Fink, personal commu
nication). During 1990 and 1991, germination and
growth of bird's beak sown at Sweetwater Marsh ap
peared comparable to that of the seed donor population
at Tijuana Estuary (B. Fink, personal communication).
Seed capsule set, however, was minimal at several of
the Sweetwater Marsh colonies, especially when com
pared with rates of the seed donor colonies at Tijuana
Estuary (B. Fink, personal communication; Fink and
Zedler 1991).

In 1991, seed capsule set reached 80% in some colo
nies at Sweetwater Marsh, but other colonies had rates
of 20% or less (Fink and Zedler 1991). Meanwhile, the



Table 2.11. Abundance of Exotic Species of Fish
and Benthic Invertebrates in Natural and

Constructed Channels at Sweetwater Marsh

National Wildlife Refuge During 1989-1993

Percent in

Natural Constructed

Organism Channel Channel

Exotic fishes caught in
seines

1989 1 3

1990 0 1

1991 3 2

1992 0 1

1993 5 1

Exotic fishes caught in
traps

1991 9 15

1992 12 12

Exotic invertebrates

1989 0 0

1990 8 5

1991 17 9

1992 3 4

1993 3 14

Note: Data are percentages of totals collected.

seed donor colonies at Tijuana Estuary had seed cap
sule set rates as high as 90% (Fink and Zedler 1991). In
1992, average seed capsule set of plants at Sweetwater
Marsh was 19% (± 2%), with values ranging from 0%
to 75%. Because the number of seeds produced repre
sents the most relevant indicator of long-term popula
tion change for annual plants (Ricklefs 1990), low seed
set of C. maritimusspp. maritimuscould jeopardize ef
forts to establish a self-sustaining population.

Concerned about the impact of poor seed-capsule
set on the restoration, Caltrans funded a study of fac
tors that affect reproductive potential of bird's beak at
Sweetwater Marsh, including effects of herbivory, pol
lination, environmental factors, and intraspecific com
petition on mortality, growth, and production of flow
ers and seed capsules. Pollination and the availability
ofnitrogen affected reproductive potential the most, and
additional research on these two factors was funded by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

2.4.1 Ecology of Bird's Beak
Salt marsh bird's beak is an annual species that thrives
in the high-marsh areas of salt marshes ranging from
Morro Bay to Baja California. Bird's beak germinates
from February through March and flowers from May
through August or early September, becoming senes
cent shortly thereafter. No study has specifically inves
tigated the conditions necessary forbreaking seed dor
mancy in bird's beak, but germination appears to be trig
gered by winter and spring rains. Opening of dense cano
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pies of vegetation encourages expansion of bird's beak
(Vanderwier and Newman 1984, Fink and Zedler 1991),
often creating a mosaic of dense plant clusters or patches
within colonies.

Bird's beak is a facultative hemiparasite, which means
that the plant can derive at least some sustenance from
other plants (host species). Bird's beak and other mem
bers of the genus Cordylanthus tap into host plants or
even other bird's beak plants through small, ephemeral
root connections called haustoria (Chuang and Heckard
1971, Vanderwier and Newman 1984). Plants may re
ceive water and nutrients from host species, but no study
has qualitatively determined just what type of or how
much sustenance is received. Fink and Zedler (1990b)
found that plants grown with hosts produced significantly
more biomass (six to eight times more) and had longer
growing seasons (more than 4 weeks) than plants grown
without hosts and that bird's beak appeared to grow bet
ter with some host species than with others (Distichlis
spicata > Monanthochloe littoralis > Salicornia virginica;
Figs. 2.6 and 2.7) However, Vanderwier and Newman
(1984) found "no observable increase in vigor" in plants
grown with or without hosts. Both of these studies were
done in a laboratory.

Distribution. Bird's beak grows best within a nar
row band of elevation, from approximately 6-7 ft (1.8-
2.1 m) mean lower low water (MLLW) (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service 1984, Fink and Zedler 1990b). At
Tijuana Estuary, the mean elevation of patch perimeters
(116 plots were surveyed in 1994) was 7-12 ft (2.2 m)
MLLW (0.04 SE). At Tijuana Estuary, bird's beak oc
curred in areas with microtopographic relief (small
mounds 10-20 cm high), and plants were found growing
both on top of mounds and between them (Fink and
Zedler 1990b). At Sweetwater Marsh, almost all plants
grew between such mounds, rather than on top. Fink and
Zedler (1990b) postulated that microtopography might
be important in reducing dispersal of the seed crop while
allowing rainfall to puddle and dilute soil salinity. Mor
tality of bird's beak has been positively correlated with
higher elevations, drier soils, and lower levels of clay in
the soil (Parsons and Zedler 1993).

At Sweetwater Marsh, Monanthochloe littoralis ac

counted for more than 80% of the host plant cover in
1992.A positive relationship might be expected between
cover of preferred hosts and occurrence of bird's beak.
However, in the field, aboveground biomass and density
of bird's beak correlated negatively with cover of host
species (Parsons and Zedler 1993). At higher densities,
host plant species may compete with bird's beak for light,
moisture, or nutrients. Relationships with host plants may
promote seedling survival and vegetative growth by al
lowing bird's beak to obtain water from more deeply
rooted species. Soil moisture is scarce in spring, because
tides rarely exceed 6.5 ft (2.0 m) (Fink and Zedler 1990a).
At Tijuana Estuary, only 8 of 16 surveyed plots were
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less than 6.5 ft (2.0 m) MLLW. Despite the inherent fra
gility of hemiparasitic relationships, bird's beak shows
plasticity in the types of species parasitized. This plas
ticity led Vanderwier and Newman (1984) to conclude
that "salt marsh bird's beak distribution is a function of

strong habitat preference rather than of host preference."
Bird's beak is patchy, occurring sometimes in high-

density groups and often as isolated individual plants.
Although intraspecific competition would not seem to
be a problem for an endangered species, sowings in 1992
did create patches in which seedling densities reached
220seedlings/decimeter2. Aswith many other plant spe
cies, increasing density did not increase mortality, but it
did lower the biomass of individual plants (Parsons and
Zedler 1993). Reduced biomass can then lower flower
number and seed capsule set (Parsons and Zedler 1993).

Requirements for growth. Soil substrate may be
crucial for seedling recruitment and reproductive poten
tial and success as well. In our study, plant mortality was
lower in areas with more clay, undoubtedly because of
the higher water-holding capacity of fine-textured soils
(Mengel and Kirkby 1982). Aboveground biomass of
plants also correlated strongly with levels of inorganic
nitrogen in soils.

Treatments with nitrogen fertilization dramatically
increased plant biomass (>100%), foliar nitrogen con
tent (21%), and seed size (18%) and appeared to increase
flower number (200%) relative to that of unfertilized

plants. When fertilized with nitrogen, plants appeared to
invest these resources differentially by increasing the
number of branches, inflorescences, and flowers (Par
sons and Zedler 1994). Ultimately, increasing the num
ber of inflorescences and flowers increases the plant's
reproductive potential, because pollinators forage pref
erentially on larger plants and on plants with more flow
ers (Parsons 1994).

The salinity: of the soil did not appear to affect per
formance of bird's beak (a halophyte). We do not know
whether plants were subject to stress because of salin
ity; however, salinities never exceeded 33 ppt in satu
rated soil pastes prepared from marsh soil (Parsons 1994).
Rainfall was high during the 2 study years, thereby de
creasing salinities in relation to dry or average years (Par
sons 1994). In a laboratory experiment, bird's beak plants
treated with water with a salinity of 36 ppt had only a
slightly lower dry weight than those treated with fresh
water (3 ppt) (Fink and Zedler 1990b). However, the
method may have also minimized soil salinities. Soil sa
linity was analyzed by using soil pastes (Richards 1954)
because some samples were very dry, and salinities may
have been artificially dampened by resaturation ofoven-
dried soils.

Insect herbivory. A primary insect herbivore of salt
marsh bird's beak at Sweetwater Marsh was the larval

stage of Lipographisfenestrella (Pyralidae) or salt marsh
snout moth. This same species has been observed forag
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ing on bird's beak in Tijuana Estuary and Point Mugu
(Nagano and Hogue 1982, Parsons 1994). While dam
age to plants often appeared extensive, at Sweetwater
Marsh, granivory (eating of seeds by larvae) did not
adversely affect the percentage of flowers producing
seed capsules, the percentage of flowers producing
mature or undamaged seed capsules, or the number of
seeds producedper capsule (Parsons 1994,Parsons and
Zedler 1994). In many cases, even seed capsules show
ing signs of granivory (i.e., bored holes in the seed coat)
still retained undamaged seeds.

Granivory was extremely variable at Sweetwater
Marsh, devastating some patches and minimally affect
ing others. The reason for this selective pattern is not
known, but granivory showed a highly significant rela
tionship with flowering time of patches. Early flower
ing patches (late April to early May) had more seed
predation than late flowering ones (late May to early
June) (Parsons 1994). The phenology of these early
flowering plants may coincide more closely with the
oviposition cycle of the egg-laying micropyralid moth
than that of the later flowering plants.

Pollination. Insects also play a positive role in popu
lation dynamics of bird's beak. As an insect-pollinated
annual, bird's beak relies primarily on insects for re
production. The main pollinators of bird's beak appear
to be bees from the genera Bombus (bumblebees),
Halictus, Lasioglossum, Anthidium, and Melissodes
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1984, Lincoln 1985,
Parsons 1994). Low rate of seed capsule set at some
colonies, combined with observations of few pollina
tors, led Fink and Zedler (1991) to postulate that a lack
of pollinators could be limiting seed set at Sweetwater
Marsh. Development of adjacent upland areas may have
eliminated nesting or alternative foraging habitat for
insect pollinators. In both 1992 and 1993, treatments to
supplement pollination (hand pollination) significantly
increased seed capsule set. Hand-pollinated plants set
89% more and 52% more seed capsules than naturally
pollinated plants in 1992 and 1993, respectively (Par
sons 1994).

Sheer abundance of pollinators did not appear to be
as important to pollination success at Sweetwater Marsh
as the relative abundance of pollinating species. Plants
in patches visited by either Bombus and halictines or
Melissodes and halictines had higher rates of seed
capsule set than plants in patches visited by halictines
alone (Parsons 1994). Anthidium edwardsii, character

ized as the most important pollinator of bird's beak at
Point Mugu and Tijuana Estuary, was not observed at
Sweetwater Marsh in either 1992 or 1993 (Parsons
1994). No historical information is available to indi
cate whether Anthidium was present at Sweetwater
Marsh when the historical population of bird's beak
existed.

Results from the hand-pollination treatments sug-
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gest that, generally, low levels of pollination may have
had the most impact on reproductive success of bird's
beak at Sweetwater Marsh. Proximity of plants may have
affected foraging behavior more than resource abundance.
Pollinator visits showed both a strong block (patch) and
cluster (grouped vs. isolated patches) effect but did not
correlate with the density of inflorescence (Parsons and
Zedler 1993). Pollinators may preferentially visit patches
on the basis of proximity to nests or clustering of patches
rather than on the basis of the amount of flowers within

a patch, or pollinators may simply encounter clustered
patches more often than isolated ones, regardless of the
numbers of flowers present. Except for Bombus, most of
the bees pollinating bird's beak are thought to nest near
their foraging sites. Halictine and Melissodes bees build
nests below ground, whereas Anthidium and Bombus
build nests in preexisting cavities, either above or below
ground (Laberge 1956, Stephen et al. 1969). The density
of inflorescence did affect the number of plants visited
per patch (Parsons and Zedler 1993). Pollinators preferred
medium- and large-sized plants to small ones, probably
because biomass correlated positively with flower num
ber (Parsons and Zedler 1993).

2.4.2 Monitoring for Mitigation
Requirements
In 1992, five sites, each containing five small patches of
bird's beak, were selected for annual monitoring at
Sweetwater Marsh. These groups of patches met the spa
tial requirements outlined in the mitigation criteria (at
least 10 m apart). In order to determine the most accu
rate and time-efficient method of monitoring bird's beak,
three sampling methods were used in July 1993 to assess
bird's beak numbers: quadrat density, distance (first to
second plant), and point-quarter (Parsons and Zedler
1993). Because the distribution of bird's beak is patchy,
methods were selected on the basis of their sensitivity to
nonrandom distributions, and corrections for clumped
distributions were used if available. All sampling meth
ods, however, do assume random distribution of targeted
plant species, which complicates plant sampling. As a
control, all plants within the area delimited by the outer
perimeter of the five designated patches were counted
three times, and the three counts averaged. These num
bers were then compared with estimates obtained by us
ing the other three sampling methods. When compared
with total count averages, numbers of bird's beak plants

were underestimated with all three sampling methods,
sometimes by a factor of 100 or more (Parsons and Zedler
1993). Therefore, an average of three total counts of each
group of patches was used for monitoring the number of
plants present.

A 3-year period with at least 100 plants is required
under the mitigation agreement (Table 2.8). and the
censusing of bird's beak began in 1993. We estimated
population size and the total number of seeds produced
by plants present in both 1992 and 1993. Unfortunately,
we could not determine germination rates, because seed
lings may have come from seeds sown by Fink in 1990,
1991, and 1992, as well as from seeds produced by the
new population of plants. Seeds are known to remain vi
able for more than a year.

The five sites all exceeded the minimal requirement
of 100 plants in both 1993 and 1994, with more than 1.000
plants in the monitoring area in 1993 and more than 2.000
in 1994. Estimates of the numbers of plants in the entire
Sweetwater Marsh were more than 5,000 in 1993 and

more than 14,000 in 1994.These estimates include plants
at the original sowing site (southernmost Connector
Marsh island) and two sites in the northern Connector

Marsh islands (cf. Fig. 2.5) that were not planted. Al
though plants at the last two sites were not numerous
(< 100 in 1993 and about 500 in 1994), their appearance
indicates potential for spread into constructed marsh habi
tats, at least where host plants and good soils occur.

The main problem in the constructed marsh is that
the suitable elevations tend to be unvegetated, highly sa

line flats. Average salinity in these bare spots was more
than 130 ppt in August 1994, compared with 46 ppt in
vegetated high marsh. Thus, while reestablishment of
bird's beak in remnant high marshes appears feasible,
developing a self-sustaining population in constructed
marshes, especially those on sandy dredge spoils, is less
likely. Attempts to do so will begin after 1995, when we
anticipate that the mitigation criteria will be met and seeds
can be collected and sown at Marisma de Nation.

2.4.3 Implications for Monitoring and
Reestablishment of Bird's Beak

Recently. Schemske and colleagues (1994) argued that
the "research recommendations for federally listed plants
are. in general, not sufficient to identify the biological
information required to develop sound recovery guide
lines." They advocate a three-step approach to studying
rare and endangered plants, determining (1) if the popu
lation size is increasing, decreasing, or stable; (2) which
life stages have the greatest effect on population growth
and species persistence; and (3) the biological causes of
variation in those stages that have a major demographic
impact.

Implementing this approach is difficult. In the case
of C. maritimus spp. maritimus, we could not determine
the most critical life stage. Because of differences



between seed capsule production at Sweetwater Marsh
and Tijuana Estuary, the stage that most likely regulates
numbers of bird's beak at Sweetwater Marsh was seed

set. Our rough estimates of seed production (more than
700,000 in 1993 and 1994) also suggest that germination
plays a crucial role in regulating population size of bird's
beak at Sweetwater Marsh (Parsons and Zedler 1994).

Data to determine the population size needed for long-
term persistence are unavailable. Annuals with persis
tent seed banks, such as bird's beak, probably experi
ence annual fluctuations. Long-term monitoring would
be needed to determine if the population can survive years
of severe environmental stress, and few research or man

agement projects have the necessary budget or life span.
Counting plants is not enough. Managers need to be

able to predict when population declines indicate some
thing more than interannual variability and to correct lim
iting factors before the decline becomes irreversible.
Ensuring adequate pollination, seed production, and ger
mination is critical to maintaining bird's beak at
Sweetwater Marsh. Conservation of the species requires
that the essential bee species have suitable habitat near
the marsh, that natural processes that supply nutrients to
the high marsh be determined and restored, that the natu
ral salinity regime be sustained, and that natural distur
bances that open small-scale patches in the high-marsh
canopy be present.

2.4.4 Recommendations for Introducing Salt
Marsh Bird's Beak

Future efforts to! introduce salt marsh bird's beak to sites

where it once existed or to constructed wetlands may
benefit from the following recommendations;

• Seed-sowing densities should be controlled to avoid
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intraspecific competition. Sowings should aim for
intermediate densities (30-50 seedlings/decime
ter2), because such densities may maximize biom
ass without losing the productivity associated with
higher densities. High densities of inflorescences
within patches do not appear necessary for attrac
tion of pollinators.

• Seeds should be sown to create clusters of patches
rather than isolated ones.

• Cover and type of potential host plant species
should be considered when creating patches. Pre
ferred hosts include Distichlis spicata,
Monanthochloe littoralis, and Salicornia virginica.

• Thinning may be needed to create small openings
in the high-marsh vegetation and encourage expan
sion of bird's beak. Cover of potential host plants
should not be too dense, because it may compete
with bird's beak for light or other resources.

• Seed should be sown at elevations between 6-7 ft

(1.8-2.1 m) MLLW and where soil is high in clay
and low in sand.

• A link between the plant's high-marsh habitat and
upland areas needs to be present, because upland
areas may be used for nesting and foraging by im
portant pollinators such as Bombus. Further re
search is needed to clarify the nesting requirements
of pollinators in salt marshes.

• Because of the sensitivity of most vegetation sam
pling methods to patchiness in plant distribution,
total counts should be used to assess numbers of

bird's beak within groups of patches selected for
monitoring. Counts should be done in late June to
early July, when most plants have completed veg
etative growth but before any senescence occurs.
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2.5 LESSONS FROM CASE STUDIES

Dana Johnson

In this section, brief case studies of nine restoration sites ranging from California to British Columbia are
presented. Management goals for the eight sites being undertaken under mitigation requirements appear in
Table 2.12. As the review will illustrate, unanticipated problems made these goals difficult to achieve in every
case.

Individual lessons are drawn from each study, and generalizations can be made for future restoration
efforts. It should be evident that it is difficult to duplicate the most basic determinants ofbiological systems—
namely, the hydrology and substrates of natural wetlands—when managers have little choiceof location or
materials. It is also evident that most restoration efforts are inadequately documented, and that detailed
scientific studies have not generally been made. Further, although we have some idea of the problems that
arise during restoration, their causes and biological impacts are poorly known.

The great potential for restoration activities is suggested by long-term observations of constructed or
modifiedwetlandsthat showuse by nativespecies. A reasonable conclusion is that we can createhabitat,but
we cannot always predict what it will be like or what species will benefit. There is obviously considerable
room for improving the predictability of wetlands restoration and creation.

Table 2.12 Criteria for Compliance with Mitigation Requirements

Warm Springs Marsh

Bair Island Ecological Reserve

Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh

Muzzi Marsh

Humboldt Bay Mitigation Marsh

Salmon River Estuary

Gog-Li-Hi-Te Wetland System

Pacific Terminals Saltmarsh

Provide flood protection
Improve water quality
Provide for public enjoyment
Enhanced habitat for wildlife, specifically pickleweed
(Salicornia virginica) habitat for the salt marsh harvest mouse
(Reithrodontomys raviventris)

Return tidal flow to the site
Enhance the habitat for wildlife use

Manage the reserve as a least tern nesting area

Create cordgrass (Spartina foliosa) habitat
Create open water habitat for waterbird use
Convert most of the site to a tidal salt marsh

Return tidal flow to the site
Establish a self-sustaining habitat for waterfowl and shorebirds

Replace lost shoreline, subtidal, and intertidal habitats

Return tidal flow to the site
Return the estuarine system to conditions existing prior to diking and
agricultural use

50% use by juvenile salmon
50% use by waterfowl, shorebirds, raptors, and small mammals
Transplant Carex lyngbyei
Monitor for five years

Construct a saltmarsh habitat to meet the no-net-loss policy of the
Canadian government
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Los Penasquitos Lagoon

Lessons:. 1. An adaptive management program is necessary to track water quality so the ocean inlet can
be opened and fish kills avoided.

2. Frequent small-scale interventions (bulldozing the mouth annually) may delay or eliminate
the need for massive dredging.

Los Penasquit >s is a relatively small estuary (142 ha)
in northern San Diego County that is frequently
closed to tidal flushing. An inlet-dredging program
has been deve oped to alleviate this problem.

The lagooi t includes 86 ha of salt marshes and 13
ha of tidal chaimels.It provides habitat for many spe
cies of estuarine plants, invertebrates, fish, and birds.
Several sensit:ve species are present in the lagoon,
including moderate populations of the Coulter gold-
fields (Lasthenia glabrata coulteri) and the endan
gered Belding s savannah sparrow.

The main ;nvironmental problem at the lagoon
is the frequent closing of the mouth by beach sand
and cobble. These closings cause widespread dam
age in the lagoon; channel waters often become stag
nant, leading to extensive killing offish and inverte
brates. The subsequent accumulation of inflows can
cause the salt parsh to become flooded, making it
unsuitable for Heeding birds and causing the deaths
of many plants and the elimination of some species.

In 1985, an enhancement plan and program was
prepared by th< \Los Penasquitos Lagoon Foundation
and the California Coastal Conservancy. This plan
focused on soh ing the problem of the frequent mouth
closings. It wa sestimated that the lagoon had been a
tidal estuary in the 1920s but that construction of a
railroad and a road through the estuary in the early
1900s had altered the hydrology to such an extent
that ebb flows could no longer maintain a mouth chan
nel. An extensive dredging program designed to in
crease the tidai prism could have been undertaken,
but this was cc nsidered too destructive to the exist

ing environmei it. Instead a cautious and experimen
tal approach w is used to restore tidal flow. By 1992,
a strategy had been developed that resulted in the

mouth of the lagoon being open 11 of 12 months.
This result appears to be due to a better appreciation
of the mechanisms of sedimentation around the

mouth.

The beaches around Los Penasquitos Lagoon are
composed of sand overlying cobble. Winter storm
waves remove the sand from the beaches and deposit
it in the subtidal area, thereby exposing the cobbles.
The smaller waves of spring and summer return the
sand to the beach and cover up the cobbles (Kuhn
and Shepard 1984). The mouth of the lagoon is part
of this dynamic system. During the winter, cobbles
are pushed into the mouth channel, and during spring
and summer, sand tends to cover them. In the 1980s,

the cobbles formed a sill in the mouth at approxi
mately mean sea level that prevented some inflows,
slowed ebbing flows, and formed a paving on the
bottom of the channel that impeded erosion, thereby
preventing the ebb flows from creating a deep, long-
lasting mouth channel. The mouth generally closed
soon after the winter rains when sand began to be
deposited again.

Los Penasquitos Lagoon Foundation's approach
in the 1990s has been to remove the cobble sill at the

mouth. During the springs of 1991-1994, cobbles in
the mouth channel were removed by using a big-
wheelfront loaderand a self-loadingscraper,and sand
and cobbles were deposited on the beach approxi
mately 200 m south of the mouth.The work usually
took 5 days. The mouth of the lagoon had been open
approximately 25% of each year during the 1980s,
but it was open 48% of 1991,95% of 1992,91% of
1993 (Boland 1993b), and at least through Septem
ber 1994. Better tidal flushing has led to several habi
tat improvements, particularly in water quality.

Warm Springs

Lessons: 1.

2.

The nature and direction of hydrologic changes cannot be predicted with certainty.
Monitoring is essential in wetland management.

The project to itestoreWarm Springs Marsh, located
in the southern part of San Francisco Bay (Fig. 2.8),
was a cooperative mitigation effort of governmental
agencies, private developers, consultants, and an in
dependent environmental group. Originally consid
ered high-marsh plain, the 100 ha site chosen for res
toration was located within an established salt marsh.

For 40 years the area was diked for agricultural use

and salt harvesting. Pumping of groundwater, which
caused compaction and oxidation of the marsh soil,
combined with discharges from industrial and sew
age treatment plants, created a highly degraded con
dition (Williams and Morrison 1988).

The restoration plan was developed to facilitate
the evolution of a natural marsh with as little human

intervention and maintenance as possible. The broad
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objective was to create a system capable of provid
ing the functions characteristic of wetlands, that is,
flood protection, improved water quality, public en
joyment, and habitat for wildlife. The design spe
cifically focused on enhancing pickleweed habitat,
home to the endangered salt marsh harvest mouse
(Reithrodontomys raviventris) (Williams and
Morrison 1988). In 1986, excavation created a con
voluted shoreline and a large embayment separated
by peninsulas into six lagoon cells (Abbe et al. 1991),
and northern and southern levees were breached,
joining the site to the existing marshes.

Monitoring was not a condition of the original
permit. In response to an obvious need for docu
mentation, a detailed monitoring program that
spanned 3 years was subsequently funded by the San
Francisco Foundation (Williams and Morrison
1988). Conditions existing before breaching and
characteristics of the restoration were documented

at least twice. Variables examined included eleva

tions and cross-sections, tidal patterns, salinity,chan
nel erosion, sedimentation, tidal circulation, and use
by plants and animals.

The substantial increase in the volume of water

entering the southern part of the lagoon caused high
rates of sedimentation. Surveys of cross-sections of
southern and northern lagoons showed rates of sedi

mentation between 1.1 m/year and 0.2 m/year, re
spectively (Abbe et al. 1991).

Pickleweed (Salicornia virginica), fat hen
(Atriplex patula), and cordgrass (Spartinafoliosa)
seeded themselves. Pickleweed cover has increased

with time in the upper elevations; cordgrass has re
placed pickleweed in the lower elevations (Abbe et
al. 1991). In 1990,4 years after the initial breaching,
it was apparent that vegetative colonization and dis
tribution were responding to the changing physical
conditions of the site. In 1988, Williams and Morrison
observed that "over 70 species of birds [use] the res
toration site, including flocks ofwhite pelicans feed
ing, and the peregrine falcon (designated by the fed
eral government as an endangered species)." Three
species of fish use the constructed channels for breed
ing, and several others have been observed in the area.
Harbor seals have also been seen in the embayment.

As the site evolves with the changing flow pat
terns, monitoring has shown unexpected "feedback
responses not [anticipated] in the original design"
(Abbe et al. 1991). In 1991, the state of the ecosys
tem was still considered dynamic and its future diffi
cult to predict. "Continued monitoring of the resto
ration [is] critical in assessing the relative perfor
mance of the site as it was designed" (Williams and
Morrison 1988).

Bair Island Ecological Reserve

Lesson: 1. Management goals may be slow to evolve.

One hundred years ago, Bair Island was a salt marsh
in the southwestern part of San Francisco Bay. Parts
were then diked for agriculture until 1948, at which
time most of the remaining island was diked for salt
evaporation ponds. In 1973, the land was acquiredby
Mobile Oil Estates. The California State Lands Com

mission obtained 324 ha of the island as part of the
transaction. The Department of Fish and Game "de
termined that the site was an important habitat for
wildlife and accepted a lease with management re
sponsibilities for the site" (Josselyn et al. 1991). In
1974, an agreement was made by Mobile Oil Estates,
the Department ofFish and Game, and the State Lands
Commissionto conduct a comprehensive 3-year study
of the environmentally sensitive areas within the site,
including "recommendations on the future use and/or
preservation of such areas" (Josselyn et al. 1991). In
1976, additional acreage was donated by the owner
as mitigation for the development of former marsh
lands.

Environmental reports indicated numerous exist
ing and potential wildlife values. Restoring tidal flow
to the site and recreating a salt marsh habitat "further

enhanced the site's value" (Josselyn et al. 1991). Be
tween 1973 and 1976, the Department of Fish and
Game discussed options for restoring tidal action to
parts of Bair Island. In 1976, an unplanned breach in
an outer levee flooded a large part of pond Bl. As a
consequence of the winter storms and prolonged ar
gument, baseline data on the physical and hydrologic
characteristics ofthe area were never collected. Like

wise, an attempt by the California Conservation Corps
to transplant cordgrass to the flooded area was un
documented.

Despite opposition by developers, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers issued a permit to manage the
site as a least tern nesting area. Active management
by the San Francisco Bay Bird Observatory began in
1980. In the next 3 years, different strategies were
used to enhance the nesting site. By 1983, it seemed
that terns showed no preference for a particular con
structed nest, and nests were found in a variety of
locations (Josselyn et al. 1991). That same year,
concern for the erosion of levees surrounding the
breeding colony resulted in numerous conflicting pro
posed solutions. The plan to construct an internal
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Figure 2.8 Locations of San Francisco Bay marshes for case studies.

levee was finally agreed on. Unfortunately, the
project has net created conditions as planned

1991). No least terns have used the
Deterioration of northern levees

threatens to drivbCaspianternsfromtheareaas well.
Currently,predationby red foxes is a problem.Large
parts of heron £nd egret rookeries were destroyed
by red foxes in!1991. In an attempt to attract these
birds back to the reserve, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service proposed to use "confidence" birds (or de
coys) in the winter and spring of 1994-1995.

In 1983, a decision was made to increase tidal
flows to the adj icent pond (B2). A channel was cut

(Josselyn et al.
area since 1988

through the levee separating the two major ponds.
Gradually, pickleweed and cordgrass colonized the
area. Vegetative cover increased from 73 acres in
1982 to 175 acres in 1988.

To date, four federally or state protected species
and three species of special concern have been found
within Bair Island. Most of these have been selected

as target species for the management goals (Josselyn
et al. 1991). The salt marsh harvest mouse has suc
cessfully been trapped on and adjacent to the site since
1971. In a survey in the winter of 1993-1994, seven
California clapper rails were observed within the
Reserve (C. Wilcox, personal communication).

Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh

Lessons: 1. A large buffer zone is required to facilitate even limited use by wildlife.
2. Slow establishment of vegetative cover may encourage invasive species.

The Hayward Regional Shoreline historically was lo-
of Crystal Salt Pond and an existing
project to restore the shoreline be-
for the construction of a new bridge

Francisco Bay. Between 1865 and 1927,
World War II, the site, which con-
an 81 ha, had been used primarily

cated on the site

marshland. The

gan as mitigation
across San

and again durinj
sisted of more t!

for salt production

In 1973, the City of Hayward purchased a large
part of the site to create wastewater oxidation ponds.
In anticipation of plans to further develop Hayward's
13 km shoreline, several local planning agencies pre
pared land use reports. Caltrans funded the proposed
marsh restoration whose primary habitat objective was
to support the establishment of cordgrass. Secondarily,
the design incorporated large areas of open water to
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encourage use by waterbirds. In 1980, extensive
movement of earth and dredging of the channel were
done. The ultimate goal was to convert most of the
site to a tidal salt marsh similar to the one that prob
ably occurred under primitive conditions (Josselyn
etal. 1987).

A 15-month study reported in 1981 (Josselyn and
Niesen 1981) found no natural establishment of
cordgrass. Natural drainage channels had not devel
oped, and large areas of the restoration site contained
standing water. In 1983 and 1984, cordgrass culms
were planted, but establishment was slow. Erosion
in the natural marsh was also gradually reducing the
area of vegetated marsh there (Josselyn et al. 1987).

From 1986 to 1987, field studies compared the
Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh with a natural
marsh in San Leandro Bay. Data were collected on
soil and vegetation conditions, bird use, and fish abun
dance. Vegetation in the natural marsh was dominated
by perennial wetland plants and by a "preponderance
of algal mats" (Josselyn et al. 1987). In contrast, the
restored marsh had many more annuals (7 of 12 spe
cies) and nonnative species (5 of 12), and no algal
mat cover. Cordgrass had begun to colonize the open
mudflats; however, in the 6 years since work had be
gun, the cover of cordgrass was less than 10%
(Josselyn and Duffield 1987). Pickleweed replaced
cordgrass at the upper edges of the marsh. Low veg
etation cover was thought to be a result of low soil

moisture and organic content.
Poor development of sloughs and channels and

high rates of sedimentation in the restored marsh lim
ited its use by juvenile fish. The greatest diversity of
fish species was supported within San Leandro Bay.
Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh was primarily
used by topsmelt.

The marsh at San Leandro Bay generally had
greater water depth at all tide stages and more pro
tected coves than the shoreline marsh. Shorebirds at

the reference marsh used the site for roosting and the
edges of the marsh for preening and resting. No com
parable high tide roosting site was available in the
constructed marsh; the artificial islands were used by
only a few egrets. Most birds preferred the small avail
able patches of pickleweed during high tide. Public
access trails at the Hayward site were considerably
closer to wildlife areas than trails in the bay marsh,
and no buffer vegetation was present (Josselyn et al.
1987). As a consequence, few birds remained in the
Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh when visitors
were present in the park.

In their 1987 report, Josselyn et al. concluded that
"project objectives should not focus on any one habi
tat type... as an indication of success." At this writ
ing, the site is heavily invaded by Spartina alterniflora,
an invasive Atlantic Coast species (M. Josselyn, per
sonal communication, 1994), and no new studies are
being done.

Muzzi Marsh

Lesson: Acceleration of restoration may depend on the placement of dredged materials.

For 15 years before its restoration, the site of Muzzi
Marsh was diked and used for the deposition of
dredge spoils to create sites for commercial develop
ment. Reconstruction of the historical elevation in

dicates that by the mid-1970s the area had subsided
0.2-0.7 m (Gahagan and Bryant et al. 1994). Resto
ration began as part ofa mitigation project for dredg
ing a ferry access channel through the Corte Madera
mudflats. At the time, "little was known about the
physical or biological processes of marsh restoration"
(Williams et al. 1988). However, public support for
ecological issues was rapidly growing. In 1976, the
Bay Conservationand Development Commissionis
sued a permit to construct Muzzi Marsh. Approxi
mately 573,450 cubic meters of dredged materials
were placed in the upper part of the marsh and the
bayward part of the site (Gahagan and Bryant et al.
1994), and levees were breached to return tidal flows
to 53 ha of former wetlands. This marsh was one of

the first such restoration projects in California, and
its evolution has been monitored with great interest

and in some detail over the past 14 years.
The area covered by pickleweed increased

quickly.Plants spread from the occasional clump in
1976to provide an average of 40% cover among the
1979survey sites. Phyllis Faber began the monitor
ing work with a survey of vegetation, soil salinity,
and habitat quality. One condition of the Bay Con
servation and Development Commission permit was
to establish a self-sustaining cordgrass habitat for
waterfowl and shorebirds. In 1981,5 years after the
dikes were initially breached, tidal flows were inad
equate for meeting this goal The upper part of the
marsh was not developing the natural sinuous chan
nels of the lower part (Gahagan and Bryant et al.
1994). Subsequently, new channels were created on
the perimeter of the marsh to increase tidal action.
The following year cordgrass had increased to more
than 380,000 plants from the 1979 count of 1600
(Williams et al. 1988). The cordgrass is now more
than 0.9 m tall, and cover continues to advance.

By year 10 of the project, additional species of



plants began to appear. Between 1992 and 1993, 16
endangered California clapperrailsand 10species of
fish were observed in both the constructed and natu

ral marshes. Observations of both marshes indicate

they arealsouped as fish nursery sites.
In 1992,WilliamsandAssociatesnotedthat a fully

productive habitat at Muzzi Marsh is limited by the
rate of sedimentation in the tidal marsh plains. Data
suggest that it may take 60 years for the site to reach
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equilibrium (Goodwin and Williams 1992). Natural
development of channels in the upper part of the
marsh is slow. The high elevation of the marsh may
preclude the development of sloughs (Gahagan and
Bryant et al. 1994). The changing topography of the
channels is a problem. Pools that attract fish for hid
ing and breeding are less abundant in the constructed
marsh than in the reference marsh, thereby limiting
the functions of the former.

Humboldt Bay Mitigation Marsh

Lesson: If functions of a destroyed habitat are to be replaced
mitigation site must be equivalent.

'in kind," hydrologic characteristics of the

The construction

Humboldt Bay,
mitigation be
subtidal, and
marina also

of piddock clams
tion is located

end of Freshwater

former salt mash

and secondarily

site consisted

To determine

functions e

tats, a 14-month
Barnhart 1993)
data were collected

sity, spawning,
Samples were
in the marina,
undisturbed

eluded fixed channel
trawl, beach

Not surprisingly,
constructed site

Variation in s

nificantly lowejr
tion marsh. Likewise

marshes than i

the mitigation
(Chamberlain

cfi

of Woodley Island Marina in
California (see Fig. 1.1a),required that
provided to replace lost shoreline,

ihtertidal habitats. Construction of the

destroyed eelgrass beds and apopulation
The 3.5-ha site chosen for mitiga-

.2 km east of the marina at the upper
Slough Channel. Since 1875, the

had been used primarily as pasture
as a sawmill pond. Restoration of the
dike breaching in December 1980.
whether the restored marsh provided
lent to those of the destroyed habi-
study was done (Chamberlain and

Between July 1981 and October 1982,
on the abundance, species diver-

rearing, and residence time of fish.
:ollected from the adjacent channels,
in the restored salt marsh, and in an

(reference)marsh.Samplingmethodsin-
nets, ichthyoplankton net, otter

, and drop traps.
, variations occurred between the

, the control site, and the restored site.
was greater and mean salinity sig-

in the water adjacent to the mitiga-
, salinities fluctuated more in the

the adjacent channels, particularly in
friarsh, a shallow-water retention area
*nd Barnhart 1993).

alinity

in

English sole accounted for 50% of the total otter
trawl catch in all areas combined, 65% in the channel

adjacent to the marina (Eureka Channel), 44% in the
channel adjacent to the control marsh (Eureka Slough),
and 5% in areas near the mitigation marsh (Freshwa
ter Slough).

Chamberlain and Barnhart (1993) concluded,
"Even though a successful intertidal salt marsh was
established, it did not adequately mitigate the lost
habitat from construction of the Woodley Island Ma
rina." The restoration created an upper estuarine habi
tat that primarily benefited juvenile and euryhaline
fishes (Chamberlain and Barnhart 1993). It did not
provide the subtidal and intertidal habitat lost at the
marina site. Eelgrass flats and piddock clams were
not replaced. The habitat at Woodley Island Marina
was a relatively stable, subtidal marine embayment,
beneficial to English sole and Dungeness crab (two
commercially important species).

In addition, Chamberlain and Barnhart concluded

that the choice of reference sites limited equitable
comparisons because hydrologic and physicochemi-
cal characteristics were markedly dissimilar. They rec
ommended that more acreage than that lost should be
provided because of the time required to establish a
fully functional system and because of the uncertainty
of attaining equal habitat quality; they further recom
mended that data on both the construction and resto

ration sites should be provided before any alteration
of either site was done.

Salmon River Estuary

Lesson: Subsidence of diked wetlands can slow restoration.

Located along the north-central Oregon Coast, the
Salmon River estuary is part of the Cascade Head
Scenic-Resear:h Area established by the U.S. Con
gress in 1974. The long-range goal of the U.S. Forest
Service was tc return the area to a system free from
the influences of humans. Before restoration, the 21

ha former high salt marsh had been diked for pastur
age. Restoration began with partial dike breaching in
1978. No channel excavation or slope contouring was
done, and native plant species were not transplanted
into the area. Restoration depended solely on the natu
ral establishment of salt-marsh vegetation.
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Monitoring took place over 10 years, beginning
in 1978. Mitchell (1981) compiled the first data be
fore dike removal and analyzed wetland attributes over
the next 2 years. Characteristics of vegetation, site
elevations, salinity, soil texture and organic content,
sedimentation, and erosion were studied. In 1988,
Frenkel and Morlan (1990) surveyed the site, adding
to and summarizing the body of data.

Intrusion of salt water initially eliminated the es
tablished pasture cover. Two years after breaching,
salt marsh vegetation began to appear on the mostly
bare site. As upland pasture communities were re
placed by salt marsh communities, the diversity of
plant species generally diminished. Pickleweed and
saltgrass became established on the seaward area;
sedges (Carex lyngbyei) dominated the inland edge.
These three species dominated the restored marsh by
1984 and by 1988 accounted for more than 70% of
the vegetative cover (Frenkel and Morlan 1991). Over
the 10-year restoration period, elevation of the creek
banks generally increased, and the creeks became
narrower and deeper. Primary productivity in the re
stored area was nearly double the productivity of the
undiked control and pasture areas and is thought to
be typical of a developing ecosystem (Frenkel and
Morlan 1991).

Although data were not recorded for numbers and
species, juvenile fish, birds, and mammals were ob
served using the restored estuary 11 years after dike

removal. This would indicate that a naturally func
tioning, low salt marsh ecosystem is developing. To
assess its progress accurately is difficult. Even the
existing undiked marshes used as reference wetlands
have been indirectly disturbed by human activities.

At the time of breaching, the restoration area had
subsided about 35 cm because of buoyancy loss, com
paction, and organic soil oxidation (Frenkel and
Morlan 1991). In the first decade, accretion of sedi
ment had increased the elevations 5-7 cm in the low

est areas and 3-4 cm in the higher areas. To achieve
the goals of the U.S. Forest Service may take five
decades or more (Frenkel and Morlan 1990). Changes
in wetland characteristics continue. Long-term moni
toring will provide data necessary to determine
whether some intervention is appropriate and desir
able.

Frenkel and Morlan (1990) have observed that the
objective of the U.S. Forest Service to return the
Salmon River Estuary to its natural condition, free
from the influences of humans, was onlypartially at
tained, because of the difficulty in assessing pristine
conditions. Re-creation of entire communities of or

ganisms, plants and animals included, that are closely
modeled on those that occur naturally (Jordan et al.
1988) seems to be a realistic general goal for restora
tion. In these terms, restoration ofthis site on the north
shore of the Salmon River can be considered success

ful (Frenkel and Morlan 1990).

Gog-Le-Hi-Te Wetland System

Lesson: Development of wetland functions is not always a simple progression.

The Gog-Le-Hi-Te Wetland System was constructed
by the Port ofTacoma on the upper part ofthe Puyallup
River as mitigation for filling an existing wetland habi
tat. Construction began in 1986 with a breach in the
river dike, connecting the 3.9-ha site to an existing
estuary, and subsequent transplantings of sedge.

The U.S.Army Corps of Engineerspermit required
monitoring over a 5-year period (1986-1990). Sys
tematic sampling of sedimentation, vegetation, fish,
birds, infauna, and epibenthic zooplankton was done
in 1987 and 1990 (Shreffler et al. 1990, Thorn et al.
1991). By the second year of sampling, the popula
tions of infauna and epibenthic zooplankton had ap
peared to stabilize, and no further collection was done
(Thorn et al. 1991).

A primary objective of the project as established
by resource agencies was to allocate 50% of the new
wetlands for use by juvenile salmon. The remaining
habitat areas were designed to support waterfowl,
shorebirds, raptors, and small mammals (Shreffler et
al. 1990). Although use by salmon appears to have

increased since 1987, the goal of 50% use may be
limited by the increasing sedimentation in the chan
nels. The 1990 increase in the numbers of salmonid

caught reflects one particularly large catch and may
not represent a long-term trend (Thorn et al. 1991).
The 1990 monitoring showed that nine species offish
occupied the tidal channels. This represented a slight
decrease in the number of species present in the pre
vious 2 years but was comparable to numbers found
during the 1986-1987 surveys.

The number of bird species in the estuary was 118
in 1990. This is a 50% increase in the number present
in 1986.As many as 500 individual birds were counted
using the site on a particular day. Some data suggest
that the system has reached its carrying capacity; the
number of species (approximately 36) present during
the summer months has remained stable over the

monitoring period (Thorn et al. 1991).
The density of sedges increased at a dramatic rate

between 1988 and 1990. The initially transplanted
48,000 shoots had increased to more than 420,000



plants by 1990. During this same period, area cover
decreased from a high of 16.5% in 1987 to 7.4% in
1990. Changes in shoot density and the amount of
abovegroundand belowground biomass were used to
estimate the rate of development of the transplanted
sedge (Thorn et al. 1991). A plant survey in the same
year listed 57 plant species found in 1 or several of
the 10 habitat categories. Of these, 56 species have
colonized naturally.

One problem in evaluating the success of Gog-
Le-Hi-Te is the lack of comparable surveys and the
absence of good nearby reference sites. Simenstad and
Thorn (1996) opserved that the lack of specificity in
the performance criteria will haunt interpretation of
the project's success forever. It is evident from the
continuing changes in the hydrology and species com
position of the marsh that considerable time is required
to establish equilibrium in wetland restorations. Scour
ing and deposition of sediment are increasing in the
tidal channels, and use by juvenile salmon may di-
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minish. As a target resource, diminished use by salmon
may be seen as a failure to fulfill the terms of the
mitigationagreement.Indeed, because this is the only
emergent marsh habitat now available to migrating
juvenile salmon in the Puyallup River estuary
(Shreffler et al. 1990), some intervention may be nec
essary to increase the subtidal habitat. Other problems
noted are the accumulation and removal of rubbish,

the seasonal extremes that can threaten emerging eco
systems, and the dangers of extrapolating linear mod
els of development to wetland systems.

The period of monitoring specified in the origi
nal permit has elapsed. However, the Fisheries Re
search Institute continued sampling by using Gog-Le-
Hi-Te as a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways
Experiment Station demonstration site. Simenstad and
Thorn (1996) have presented an overview of the site
development, with 7 years of data on physiography,
vegetation, and animal use and special attention to
the issue of performance criteria.

Pacific Coast Terminals Salt Marsh Compensation

Lessons: 1.

2.

3.

Coarse:soil, low supplies of nitrogen, and grazing may slow growth of transplanted plants,
plots may be useful when restoration techniques are limited.

Historic dumping may impair the potential for restoration.
Trial

Construction of a new storage tank facility at the
Pacific Coast Terminals in British Columbia was
mitigated by the development of a salt marsh habi
tat. The project was required by the national fish
habitat policy bf the Canadian Departmentof Fish
eries and Oceins (Williams 1993). Salt marsh res
toration is relatively new in this area. The results of
a 1-year monitoring program suggested that exist
ing strategies for estuarinerestoration may be inef
fective for habitatof this type (Williams 1993).

Intertidal sediment dredged from the construc
tion site was used as fill for the new marsh. The site
was graded iri May 1993. After placement of the
dredged materials, the area was 0.5 mhigher than in
1991. Although not previously used as a dominant
speciesfor transplanting, saltwort(Glaux maritima)
was harvested prom approved sites and transplanted
as cores during May 1993 (Williams 1993).

Monitoring was done at the mudflat, the com
pensationmarsh, and an adjacent salt marsh (ascon
trol). Data were collected on soil density, pH, and
electrical conductivity. Analysis offertility included
measurements of total carbon and nitrogen and of
amounts of available nitrate and ammonia. Periodic

observations cf growth were recorded, and photo
graphs were taken.

Results showed significant differences between
the control and the constructed marshes. In the con

structedmarsh, soilswere muchcoarser,soil pH was
more acidic, and electrical conductivity was lower
than in the control marsh or mudflat (Williams 1993).
Saltwortandpickleweed werethepredominant colo
nizingspecies.However, at theend of the firstgrow
ing season, plantgrowth was so poor that coverage
wasnot determined. One factor limitinginitialplant
growth was the high carbon-to-nitrogen ratio in the
constructed marsh. Successful early establishment
oftransplants wasseverely affected byintense graz
ing by Canadian geese. According to G. Williams
(personal communication), thesitewas historically
used as a dumping area for both sawdust and sulfur.
Although the layer of sawdust was removed, chunks
ofsulfur remain on the site. Generation ofacids from
the oxidation of sulfides may be the cause of poor
plant growth. Nevertheless, both saltwort and
pickleweed were considered the most appropriate
species for transplantation (Williams 1993).

Subsequent recommendations for monitoring
emphasizedthe need to establishtrial plots in which
a variety of remedial measures are used. Somesug
gestions for improvement included creation of tidal
channels, soil amendments for greater nutrient avail
ability, and revised harvesting and planting sched
ules. The need to develop an ecologicalperspective
to habitat compensation was proposed as a future
objective (Williams 1993).
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CHAPTER 3

Problems in
Restoring Wetlands

3.1 PROBLEMS DURING IMPLEMENTATION

The basic problems in restoring or creating coastal wet
lands concern hydrology, substrate, and biota. Of these,
hydrologic problems are documented most often, partly
because they are easier to see and partly because the
effects on the entire system are dramatic.

3.1.1 Hydrology and Topography
Providing both proper tidal flushing and topography is
critical to restoration of coastal wetlands. Marsh plants
are extremely sensitive to the degree of stagnation (an
oxia) and salinity of soil. Even a 10-cm mistake in el
evationcan preventthe desiredmarshplantsfromgrow
ing well, if the hydroperiod (frequencyand duration of
tidal inundation) differs from what is needed. In addi
tion to appropriate microtopography, suitable circula
tionpatternsare required. In areas that receivetoo little
tidal current, prolonged anoxia may develop, thus
reducingplant growth; whereas in areas with too strong
acurrent,erosionmayoccur,thusremovingtransplanted
marsh species. Eitherimproper planning or mistakes in
implementing restoration planscan result in unsuitable
hydrology. During construction, the over-or under-ex-
cavation of intertidal wetland sites can create major prob
lems, because species are so sensitive to microtopo-
graphic differences.

Unexpected events that cause sedimentation and
unexpected changes in tidal access duringconstruction
of a site can result in erosion and deposition, neither of
which aids the establishment of transplanted vegetation.
A commonproblem occurs in diked wetlands that have
been removed from tidal flushing for many years; the
substrate subsides, and elevations are lowered. Simply
breachingthedikesdoesnot restore the wetlandsto their
predikecondition, however. The salt marshof Oregon's
Salmon River Estuary is an example. Because of
subsidence, the restored site is mostly low-marsh habi
tat that may take a century or more to accrete enough
sediments to bring the topography back to its prediked

condition (Frenkel and Morlan, 1990; cf. Salmon River

Estuary case study in chapter 2).
Too much accretion causes problems where tidal

channels are cut into semitidal or nontidal areas (cf. Warm
Springs Marsh case study in chapter 2). Such excavated
areas often sediment in, especially for sites dredged
deeper than the downstream channel that feeds them.
Sedimentation rates have increased following develop
ment activities in the watershed. Onuf (1987) reported a
40% decrease in the low-tide volume of Mugu Lagoon
after floods transported sediments to the lagoon mouth.
As sediments fill intertidal channels, tidal flows become

sluggish, and sand builds up across the ocean inlet.
Corrective measures are available for areas of sub

sidence (e.g.,dredgespoilsmayprovidesuitablefill)and
areas of accretion (e.g., maintenance dredging after the
fact), but these measures prolong the time the ecosys
tem is disrupted and increase the likelihood of invasion
byexotic species (cf.sections 2.3.3 and3.4).Hence, it is
best to plan with the knowledge that topography and
hydrology may change during the development of an
ecosystem. It is essential to predict the processes that
willcontrol watersalinity, waterflow, deposition of sedi
ments, and erosion. When sedimentation events can be
predicted, it may be possible to compensate by
overexcavating channels that are likely to accrete sedi
ments(P. Williams, PhilipWilliamsAssociates, personal
communication).

Perhaps themostobvious hydrologic or topographic
error is that constructed marshes rarely "look like" natu
ral marshes. The constructed marshes always lack the
complex networks of small tidal creeks, andbroad, flat
marsh plainsarecompressed or absent(cf.Muzzi Marsh
case study in chapter2). Bulldozers often create a col
lageof habitat types that rarelywould abutone another,
forexample, steep-sided islands anddeep,straightchan
nels (cf. HaywardRegional ShorelineMarsh case study
in chapter 2). Isolated habitats can pose serious prob
lems for biota that need transitions between habitats tcf.
sections 2.4 and 3.3). We recommend using natural



marshes as models of the topographic complexity and
habitat connections needed by native biota.

3.1.2 Substrates

The quality of the substrate and water often differs for
natural and constructed wetlands. The substrate of exca

vated sites may become acid when exposed to air, as ac
cumulated sulfides are oxidized to sulfuric acid (cf. Pa
cific Coast Terminals Salt Marsh Compensation case
study in chapter 2). Excavation can inadvertently uncover
toxic materials if the former wetland had been used as a

landfill. Restoration sites may also be downstream of
contaminated waters. In urban areas, marshes can accu

mulate trash, which smothers vegetation. Such locations
will not support high-quality wetlands.

Soil texture. Natural marsh soils arc fine-textured,

whereas those of constructed marshes are often coarse,

because the site of the constructed marsh often consists

of dredge spoil deposits or upland fill. In chapter 5, we
discuss the shortcomings of sandy soils in restored lower
and upper intertidal marshes. The supply and recycling
of nutrients are impaired when coarse-grained sediments
are used to grow salt marsh vegetation (Langis et al.
1991). Water absorption, impoundment, and retention are
impaired when sandy soils are used instead of clay-rich
marsh sediments. Salinity regimes may also be affected
if the substrate drains too readily (cf. section 5.2.4).

Amount of organic matter. Organic sediments are
a basic feature of natural wetlands. It has been suggested
that organic matter influences nearly every aspect of the
functioning of wetland ecosystems: by changing sedi
ment porosity and water-holding capacity, by influenc
ing nutrient dynamics, by altering the growth rates and
nutrient content of plants (cf. Pacific Coast Terminals
Salt Marsh Compensation case study), and by influenc
ing the species composition and abundance of inverte
brates associated with the sediments. The microbes,

plants, and animals in turn affect the rate of accumula
tion of organic matter in wetland sediments. For most
wetlands, the development of organic sediments occurs
over periods that are closer to centuries or millennia than
to years or decades. In three regions of the United
States—North Carolina (Craft et al. 1986, 1988), Texas

(Lindau and Hossner 1981), and Southern California

(Langis et al. 1991)—comparisons indicated that the lev
els of organic matter and nitrogen in sediments were
lower in constructed and restored wetlands than in the

natural reference wetlands (Table 3.1).

Soils of all of the constructed marshes had less than

half the organic matter of natural marshes. Low levels of
organic matter may impair microbial activities (nitrogen
fixation, nutrient recycling, sulfate reduction).They may
also influence faunal density and composition, not only
through trophic linkages but also by altering the com
pactness of sediments and the ability of burrowing fauna
to colonize the sediment (cf. section 5.1).
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3.1.3 Biota

Several kinds of biological problems have been recog
nized in attempts to restore Pacific Coast marshes. These
include limitations on transplantation, disconnected habi
tats, invasions of exotic species, and inadequate food
chain support.

Transplantation. Attempts to grow and transplant
native halophytes have led to several recommendations
(Table 3.2). Because of the shortage of natural marshes,
sources of transplants for restoration sites are scarce. Re
moval of plants from a region's wetland reserves is not
advisable. Hence, plants should be salvaged whenever
vegetation is being destroyed, so that they can be trans
planted. It may be necessary to build interim nurseries
to hold plants until restoration sites are available. In the
San Diego Bay project, an intertidal nursery was built in
1983, planted with salvaged cordgrass, and allowed to
grow for about 4 years. Mere construction of nurseries
is not enough, however. The cordgrass nursery was ac
cidentally destroyed in 1990, when the adjacent area was
being bulldozed to expand habitat for cordgrass marsh.
Another salvage effort failed when blocks of high-marsh
vegetation were stockpiled and irrigated with fresh wa
ter for several years. Upland weeds invaded as the salin
ity of the soil declined, reducing the quality of the soil
for restoration efforts. For successful salvaging of coastal
vegetation and sod blocks, a long-term plan and a main
tenance program for the nurseries are required.

Perhaps the most common problem with transplan
tation in Southern California is hypersaline soils. The
average salt content of lower marsh soils of natural
marshes is more than 40 ppt, and only a flood or a major
discharge from a reservoir can lower the salinities to sea-
water or brackish levels. Marshes that have been diked

become even more saline, and some of the highest sa
linities develop in dredge spoils. At San Diego Bay, the
average salt concentration of newly excavated dredge
spoils was 80 ppt on initial tidal influence; values dropped
to 55 ppt in the first 2 months despite lack of rainfall and
runoff. However, levels did not decline significantly over
the next 4 months. Transplantation of cordgrass may need
to be delayed until tidal flushing lowers salt concentra
tions to at least 50-60 ppt.
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Table 3.1. Organic Carbon and Total Nitrogen in Natural and Constructed Marshes in Three Regions
of the United States _ . , Ms.

Total Nitrogen
Organic Carbon (%) (mg/kg dry weight)

Location Marsh Age (yr) Natural Constructed Natural Constructed

Texas 1 0.3-1.1 0.1 227-588 95

North Carolina 10-15 0.6-8.6 0.6-1.8 364-1,680 322-924

California 4 2.0-2.5 0.1-1.1 1,740-2,270 870-960

Note:Based on data from Lindau and Hossner 1981 (Texas), Craft et al. 1988 (NorthCarolina), and Langis et al.
1991 (California).Marsh Age = years between marsh construction and sampling.

Table 3.2. Considerations in Establishing Tidal Marsh Vegetation in Southern California

Soilsalinities should be loweredinitially to facilitate halophyte establishment.
Anexcavated site may need several months for tidal flows to leach accumulated salts and lowersubstrate salinity.
Fall and winterare good times to transplant salt marsh vascular plants.
Prolonged periods of lowsalinity will stimulate exotic plant invasions.
Most halophytes will not colonize readily (e.g., cordgrass, Zedler 1986) and will need to be seeded or planted.
Most salt marsh plants will establish from seeds and from cuttings that are rooted in a greenhouse.
Seed germination is reduced and delayed by high salinities, as well as lowmoisture.
Cordgrass (Spartina foliosa)seeds need to be ripened before planting; germination rates are highest when seeds
are stored in the refrigerator infresh water for 2-3 months and then germinated in fresh water.
Each halophyte has a narrow range of tidal conditions that favor its growth; it is best to plant species at the
elevation where it thrives in the nearest natural marsh.

Cordgrass grows well in shallow tubs (kiddy pools) and can be propagated readily from rooted cuttings. However,
permits are essential for collecting plants.
Genetic diversity of transplants cloned fromone or a fewculms will be low; the consequences of lowgenetic
diversity are not clear, but a diversity of starter plants (including plants grown from seed) is recommended for
vegetative propagation efforts, while taking care not to contaminate local gene pools.
Local stock should be used in all marsh restoration projects, using growers who can guarantee the source of their
materials.

Agrower should be contracted to provide materials at least a year inadvance of site availability.
Pickleweed (Salicorniavirginica) outcompetes cordgrass for nitrogen (Covinand Zedler 1988); hence, it should not
be planted where cordgrass is planned.
Pickleweed is a good invader if there is a seed source, but planting will speed canopy coverage.
Glasswort (Salicornia subterminalis) grows slowly from seed but should be grown in tall pots to accommodate deep
roots.

Shoregrass (Monanthochloe littoralis)grows from cuttings and seeds and has established well at Marisma de
Nacibn (San Diego Bay).
Salt marsh bird's beak (Cordylanthus maritimus ssp. maritimus) has very specific planting requirements (section
2.4), and special permits are needed for this endangered species.
Pilot plantings are recommended along transects perpendicular to shore; plant species at the elevation where
initialsurvival and growth are best.
Fertilize plantings experimentally to determine what limitsgrowth and spread.
Use irrigation for upper-marsh sites, especially where substrates are coarse.
Monitorplantings for insect damage and small mammalherbivory; September to November is a likelytime for small-
mammalgrazing, as the marsh soil is less often wet and there is less forage in the upland.

Afofe: Based on Zedler, 1984.



Disconnected habitats. When habitats are con

structed as islands, the lack of terrestrial corridors can
reduce or eliminate natural movements of some animals,

even flying insects. Predatory beetles were not initially
present at San Diego Bay's dredge spoil island (Chula
Vista Wildlife Reserve), and their absence seems to be

responsible for the extensive attacks by scale insects on
cordgrass transplants (cf. section 5.1). Where beetles
abound in tall cordgrass of natural marshes and on the
mainland surrounding the Bay, scale insect outbreaks may
be kept in check by predation. Islands ofhigh-marsh habi
tat at another San Diego Bay restoration site (see Fig.
2.5) provided suitable habitat for reintroduction of an en
dangered plant, the salt marsh bird's beak (cf. section
2.4). However, only 20% of the plants were pollinated
(B. Fink, PERL, personal communication). Without a seed
bank and with insufficient pollination to produce new
seeds, annual species cannot persist. Bee pollinators need
marsh-upland transition habitat for their ground nests and
for alternative sources of nectar that feed the bees when

bird's beak is not in flower.

Exotic species. Too often exotic species—both ani
mal and plant—become established in constructed
marshes (cf. Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh case
study in chapter 2, and section 3.4). Other than the knowl
edge that exotic species take up space and reduce the
potential for the development of native species, we have
little information on how these aliens change food webs
and wetland functioning. A Japanese mussel (Musculista
senhousia) invaded the constructed marsh at San Diego
Bay in large numbers but was only rarely present in the
natural reference wetland (Scatolini and Zedler 1996).
Because many Pacific Coast estuaries already have large
numbers of introduced invertebrates, researchers and oth

ers are concerned that moving transplant cores from one
wetland to another (e.g., San Francisco Bay to Elkhorn
Slough) will bring unwanted species along with the de
sirable plants (M. Silberstein, Elkhorn Slough National
Estuarine Research Reserve, personal communication).

Food chain support functions. The few data avail
able indicate that considerably lower abundances of in
vertebrates or vastly different species of invertebrates are
present in constructed marshes than in reference wetlands.
Scatolini and Zedler (1996) examined the epibenthos of
San Diego Bay [cordgrass marshes and found similar
species but greatly reduced densities in the 4-year-old
constructed site.|Cammen (1976a, 1976b) reported sig
nificant differences in the infauna of constructed wet

lands along coastal North Carolina. At a 1-year-old marsh,
the dominant taxa were insect larvae, whereas polycha-
etes were dominant in the natural wetland. Total densi

ties and calculate*! secondary production also were mark
edly lower than in the natural system. Similar observa
tions were made at a 2-year-old site. Sacco et al. (1994)
revisited the 2-year-old site when it was approximately
15 years old and found a 10-fold increase in densities
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and a high similarity with the infauna of natural marshes.
Studies of an upland site that was graded to support
Spartina alterniflora found that the constructed site had
fewer nematodes, ostracods, harpacticoids, and oligocha-
etes than natural marshes (Moy 1989, Sacco 1989, Moy
and Levin 1991).

Species composition does not always become more
similar through time. Moy (1989) reported a divergence
in composition over a 2-year period between a con
structed marsh and another marsh receiving the same
source water as the created site. Sacco (1989) evaluated
the composition, density, and trophic structure of infauna
in coastal North Carolina marshes 1-17 years after their
construction. Although variable, the data showed that the
six constructed marshes had similar faunal components
and trophic groupings (deposit feeders, suspension feed
ers, and carnivores) but that densities were uniformly
lower than in natural marshes.

A study of the food chain at Tijuana Estuary (cf. sec
tion 6.3) was conducted in 1993-94 to provide better
advice for projects that seek to improve or create habitat
for estuarine fishes. Fish support is a major requirement
of several proposed mitigation projects in Southern Cali
fornia (e.g., San Dieguito Lagoon and Batiquitos Lagoon,
section 7.2). The degree to which fish are supported by
algae that grow in channels and by vascular plants or
algae that grow in the salt marsh has significant implica
tions for mitigation projects. If the fish depend on the
marsh for food, then mitigation credit is suitable for large
areas of intertidal marsh adjacent to subtidal channels.

3.2 SALINITY PROBLEMS

Southern California estuaries are small and isolated, and
annual rainfall events (timing of rainfall, storm inten
sity, and streamflow) are all highly variable (cf. section
1.1). The norm is hard to define, but the region is con
sidered semiarid; average annual rainfall is about 30 cm.
Small watersheds are typical of most of the region's
coastal streams; hence, inflows of fresh water occur in

pulses. Under natural conditions, streams most likely had
minimal flow in summer. During the cool season (No
vember-March), which is the rainy season, estuarine
waters become ephemerally brackish, although coastal
springs may have created small areas of more persistent
brackish conditions.

3.2.1 Reductions in Salinity
Virtually all municipal water in Southern California is
imported and stored in reservoirs; Northern California
and the Colorado River are the major suppliers. The re
lease of water as street or irrigation runoff or its dis
charge as treated effluent alters the hydrologic regime
of coastal rivers and downstream estuaries. There is of

ten too much fresh water. And, because estuarine inlets
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in Southern California have a tendency to close, tidal
flushing may be interrupted for months or years at a
time (cf. section 2.1 and Los Penasquitos Lagoon case
study in chapter 2). There is often too little salt water to
sustain the marine character of the coastal wetlands. Dur

ing the nontidal intervals, fresh water can accumulate,
and several biological changes can occur. Current re
search on the effects of reductions in salinity is inad
equate for setting specific limits on the release of waste
water. However, the studies clearly show the need to
consider the detrimental effects of deliberate discharge
of fresh water to Southern California's coastal wetlands.

Because the coastal strip is almost fully developed,
urbanization is moving inland, where it is more expen
sive to discharge wastes to ocean outfalls. Thus, it has
been proposed that the wastewater from these newly
developed inland areas be treated and discharged to
coastal streams for reuse in irrigation downstream
throughout the long dry season. The California Regional
Water Quality Control Board (San Diego Regional Wa
ter Quality Control Board 1988) projected that 38-114
million liters of treated wastewater might be discharged
each day to each of 10 coastal rivers over the next 25
years. Not all of the flow would reach coastal wetlands,
but discharge of wastewater would exceed irrigation
demands, at least in the wet season.

IP

Ml

Untreated wastewater flows into the United States

from the City ofTijuana, Baja California, which includes
many neighborhoods that do not have sewer lines. Flows
of wastewater were about 49 million liters/day of raw
sewage to Tijuana River and Tijuana Estuary from about
1986 to 1991 (Seamans 1988, Zedler et al. 1992). Both

long-term and catastrophic assaults on the coastal habi
tats have produced a highly stressed ecosystem. During
1993, catastrophic sewage spills in excess of 64 million
liters/day caused beaches in the area to be closed for
more than 220 days (C. Ricks, San Diego Association
of Governments (SANDAG, personal communication).
Tijuana wastewaters have high concentrations of pol
lutants, because of both low per capita water consump
tion and fewer controls on contaminants from industry.
In fall 1991, the raw sewage was diverted to San Diego's

sewage treatment plant during off hours. However, the
collector system overflows during rain events. Even con
struction of the new border sewage treatment plant (due
to operate in 1997) will not prevent winter flows of raw
sewage.

An occasional source of excess fresh water is reser

voir drawdowns. After major flooding occurs, water must
sometimes be released from reservoirs to sustain Hood

protection. El Capitan Dam discharged water for several
months after floods in January and February of 1980.
Flows of fresh water to the San Diego River estuary con
tinued through the summer (Zedler and Beare 1986). In

1993, Rodriguez Dam discharged fresh water well after
the 12 days of continual rain that occurred in early Janu
ary of that year.

Other inflows of fresh water occur where agricul
tural irrigation and street drains funnel flows from irri
gated fields or lawns into nearby coastal wetlands.
Finally, spills from storm drains or sewer systems occa
sionally fill wetland channels, especially during heavy
rainfall and runoff. Tijuana Estuary has had continual
inflows of raw sewage from the upstream metropolis of
Tijuana (Seamans 1988, Zedler et al. 1992). Since 1993,
these sewage flows have been collected and diverted to
San Diego's treatment plant, so that flows to the estuary
are now restricted to times of floods that exceed the ca

pacity of the interceptor.

3.2.2 Increased Freshwater Inflow

Under natural conditions, many wetlands in Southern
California would receive little fresh water except cur

ing streamflow pulses in winter after the occasional rain.
There would be an extensive period of little or no flow
during the long dry season. Changing the hydrology from
intermittent freshwater pulses (e.g., four to five rm.jor
flow events in 15 years) to continuous flows reduces the
salinity of the estuarine waters and sediments, and the
biota respond when major shifts occur from saline to
brackish or fresh conditions.

Prolonged periods of low salinity convert salt marsh
habitat to brackish marsh dominated by cattails (Typha
spp.) and bulrushes (Scirpus spp.; Zedler and Beare 1986,
Beare and Zedler 1987). Prolonged freshwater influence
can also eliminate marine fish and invertebrates (cf. sec
tion 2.1). Fish and invertebrates, which are well adapted
to seawater, are killed during natural floods, but popula
tions can reestablish themselves after marine waters again
dominate the estuary. Where streamflows persist because
of discharges, the natural channel assemblages are elimi
nated.

At Tijuana Estuary, fish and macroinvertebrate spe
cies have been less diverse since wastewater inflows be

came substantial (beginning about 1986). The numbers
of individuals collected in our monitoring programs have
dropped by an order of magnitude, and large clams are
rare. Young-of-the-ycar are present, so we know that lar-



vae are available to settle, but they rarely survive to re
produce(Nordby and Zedler 1991).

In order to determine whether a reduction in salinity
alone (and not contaminants in the raw sewage) can elimi
nate species, various experiments have been done with
fish and invertebrates. The conclusion is that low salin

ity causes mortality, especially of molluscs (Nordby,
Baczkowski, and Zedler, unpublished data). More de
tailed experiments on California halibut showed that
growth of juvenile fish is reduced when salinity is low
and that the effects are greatest on the smallest individu
als (Baczkowski 1992). Dry-weather discharge of fresh
water is thus considered a significant factor, above and
beyond the problems caused by materials carried by
inflowing water.

The effects of wastewater discharge can be reduced
by releasing water in pulses rather than continuously
(Zedler et al. 1994), and experiments on both fish and
molluscs showed reduced damage when exposure to low-
salinity water was via pulses (Nordby, Baczkowski, and
Zedler, unpublished data). We have done mesocosm ex
periments to show that wastewater wetlands could be
constructed to retain water and discharge it in pulses.
We hypothesized that such wetlands would have an im
proved ability to remove nutrients from the water col
umn, much as East Coast freshwater tidal wetlands sup
port more nutrient uptake and higher plant productivity
than wetlands with more constant water levels. Twice-a-

day impoundment and discharge not only improved the
capability of wetland mesocosms to remove nutrients but
also enhanced uptake of heavy metals (Busnardo et al.
1992, Sinicrope et al. 1992). Thus, we think that the prob
lem of reduction in salinity can be decreased by using
pulsed-discharge wetlands upstream of the estuary (see
section 3.2.4). However, this is only a means of reducing
adverse effects, not a way of eliminating them.

3.2.3 Eutrophication and Contaminants
Urban runoff arid sewage spills introduce a variety of
unwanted materials to coastal bodies of water. Patho-

gens are of particular concern in urban areas, and fre
quent problems arise in coastal areas, such as San Diego
County. During 1992, the ocean outfall for the sewage
treatment plant at Point Loma (City of San Diego) spilled
more than 378 million liters/day of treated effluent into
shallow ocean waters. The spill continued for several
weeks. The threat of contamination by pathogens led to
the closure of all nearby shores, including those in San
Diego Bay. The region's favorite recreational beaches
wereclosed, and tourism was no doubt affected.San Elijo
Lagoon appears to have a leaking sewer pipe under it,
which allows pathogens to enter the water column (Dodge
1994, Matkovits 1994). When the mouth of the lagoon is
dredged open for tidal restoration, nearby beaches are
contaminated ind must be closed to the public (R.
Gersberg, Graduate School of Public Health, San Diego
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StateUniversity, personal communication). Sewage flows
fromthe City of Tijuanapresentthe largesthealththreat
to Southern California beaches. Fecal coliforms have
been monitored at Tijuana Estuary during recent years,
and during the rainy season levels are approximatelythe
same as those of raw sewage (Gersberg et al. 1994).Ad
jacent beachesare usuallyclosedduring rainfallevents.

Nutrients, detergents, oils, pesticides, fertilizers,
heavy metals, and other toxic materials are also present
in urban runoff. Once contaminants reach the downstream

estuary, they may become concentrated near the inflows
or diluted and carried to the ocean. At times and in places,
the flows are impounded by sand bars that block tidal
flow. Contaminants adhere to sediments and accumulate.

These become hot spots for contaminants (Trindade 1988,
Gersberg et al. 1989) and high biological demand
(Nordby 1988, 1989).

Heavy metals are abundant in wastewater entering
Tijuana Estuary. Samples of surface water have contained
mean levels of 69 ppb of cadmium, 55 ppb ofchromium,
281 ppb of nickel, and 321 ppb of lead (Gersberg et al.
1989). Estuarine sediments act as a sink for heavy met
als, containing up to 1.7 ppm of cadmium, 25 ppm of
chromium, 14 ppm of nickel, and 59 ppb of lead. Con
centrations of heavy metals are particularly high where
sewage waters are impounded (Trindade 1988). Heavy
metals and other toxic materials enter wetland food chains

and concentrate in organisms, but the extent of the con
tamination is not clear. No studies of biological concen
tration in Southern California's coastal wetlands have

been published, although some sampling of the tissues
of various organisms has been done (S. Goodbred, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, personal communication).

Eutrophication (additions of nutrients and associated
responses) as a result of wastewater discharge is only
generally known. Mexican sewage contains more than
25 mg/L of nitrogen and more than 10 mg/L of phospho
rus. We know that productivity of vascular plants in
Tijuana Estuary is nitrogen limited (Covin and Zedler
1988) and that macroalgal blooms are stimulated by
wastewater inflows (Fong et al. 1987,1993). Salt marsh
vegetation is more productive in years ofmajor floods, a
consequence of better growth under the combined influ
ence of lowered soil salinity and increased nitrogen avail
ability (Zedler, Nordby, and Kus 1992).

3.2.4 Recommendations

Year-round recycling of municipal water would elimi
nate the problem of excess freshwater flows to coastal
wetlands. Greater reuse of imported water would also
reduce diversion of water from the San Francisco Bay
delta, where freshwater inflows are needed to sustain the
biota. Similar concerns exist for the Owens Valley and
the Colorado River (Zengel et al. 1995).

Total recycling. Treated wastewater can be used to
irrigate crops, but Southern California does not have suf-
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ficient agriculture near the sites of wastewater produc
tion. Hence, for reuse to solve the problem, most likely
we would need to use treated wastewater for drinking
andotherdomesticpurposes.Whenfresh wateris brought
in from Colorado, it includes treated wastewater that has
been discharged in other states. It is made potable by
further purification in water treatment plants. However,
drinking of wastewater effluent that has been produced
and treated within California is permitted only if the ef
fluent is first passed through a groundwater aquifer to
reduce the potential for virus transmission. More research
is needed on the safety and acceptability of total recy
cling, and better methods are needed to remove patho
gens and ensure the safety of reused water.

Using excess fresh water to create wetland habi
tat. Treated wastewater could be used to construct and

maintain freshwater wetlands that would subsidize habi

tat for estuarine birds while marsh vegetation and soils
improve water quality entering the estuaries. Bulrush
wetlands have high capacity for nitrogen removal, with
more than 90% reduction of total nitrogen at hydraulic
residence times of 5-6 days (Gersberg et al. 1984,
Busnardo et al. 1992). Constructed wetlands are also
capable of removing both bacterial and viral indicators
of pollution with a removal efficiency of nearly 99.9%
for poliovirus (vaccine strain; Gersberg et al. 1987).
Sinicrope et al. (1992) reported the removal of substan
tial amounts of the heavy metals present in wastewater.
A recent study of the fate of trace metals in a constructed
wetland in Hayward, California, found similar results
for the removal of copper and zinc (Gregg and Home
1993). However, concentrations of nickel and lead in

creased to greater than those present in influent waste
water and are thought to be the result of aerial deposi
tion. Reducing the concentrations of these metals at the
treatment plant or at the source may be necessary (Gregg
and Home 1993).

Because augmented inflows are detrimental to South
ern California's estuaries, constructed wetlands would

need to be engineered to discharge treated wastewater in
pulses. A brief influx of fresh water would minimize
adverse effects (e.g., reduction in salinity) on the estu
ary. Recent experiments showed that rates of removal of
heavy metals and nitrogen were highest during a
hydroperiod of twice-daily impoundment and discharge
(Busnardo et al. 1992, Sinicrope et al. 1992). With this
regimen, denitrification rates may be enhanced, leading
to removal of additional nitrogen from the system. Also,
problems with mosquitoes might be fewer because of
the more rapidly flowing water.

The potential for using constructed wetlands to man
age wastewater in Southern California needs to be ex
plored. Pulsing the discharge of treated wastewater could
reduce the impact of the reduction in salinity and im
prove the quality of effluent entering the coastal wet
lands. However, total recycling has greater potential for

eliminating the problem of too much fresh water.
Pacific coastal wetlands require a regional approach

to research and management (section 4.2). In Southern
California, the amount and liming of discharges must be
managed to maintain native vegetation and associated
fauna. It isnot sufficient for managersto worryonlyabout
the lossoffish and shellfish habitat, because endangered
species are often jeopardized by loss of wetlands. Man
agement models cannot be derived from data on regions
where plants and animals are more tolerant of brackish
water.

Controlling contaminants. There are no programs
for consistent monitoring of contaminants in coastal bod
ies of water. Monitoring of pathogens is intermittent, and
efforts do not include all wetlands. Beaches used for

swimming and surfing are the usual targets, even though
people also swim and wade in lagoons. A great deal of
research needs to be done to assess these problems and
to develop solutions to prevent point-source discharges
that contain contaminants and to provide remediation at
sites that are already contaminated.

3.3 PROBLEMS OF URBAN WETLANDS

Urban wetlands arc important to city dwellers, who gain
an occasional glimpse of native habitat. They are also
essential to native species that depend on specific wet
land habitats. In Southern California, endangered spe
cies compete for space with a variety of urban uses, such
as highway widening, dredging for recreational boat
ing, and filling for housing and commercial uses. Thee
is not enough coastal land to fulfill the nation's policy
of"no net loss" ofboth wetland habitat and functioning
and still allow unrestricted urban growth.

Even when urban wetlands are set aside as reserves,
habitat degradation continues. The hydrologic effects
are discussed in section 3.1. Locally important effects
include trampling and associated disturbances caused
by an ever-growing human population thai enjoys open
space.

3.3.1 Visitors

The proximity of an admiring public raises the issue of
how many visitors wetlands can tolerate, especially
when visitors bring their pels. Allowing visitors to ex
perience wetland habitats helps the public appreciate



and support wetlands. Proponents of free access by visi
tors argue that people can safely approach birds in urban
wetlands. However, no data are available that indicate

whether the birds that continue to use urban wetlands

are the same ones that would be there without urbaniza

tion or whether the birds that remain are just the species
and individuals that can tolerate human disturbance (cf.
Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh case study in chap
ter 2). We can never know how sensitive the natural popu
lations are, because they are no longer natural.

The immediate effects of great number of visitors
include disturbances caused by noise and movements,
trampling of vegetation, and predation by cats and dogs.
The presence of humans in and around coastal wetlands
is disruptive to birds (Powell 1993). Experiments at PERL
showed that shorebirds have a range of sensitivities to a
person walking near their feeding site (Table 3.3). The
great blue heron is the most skittish, whereas coots are
relatively tame. In order to plan for the highest
biodiversity, the needs of the most sensitive species must
be accommodated. A 60-m buffer would be reasonable

to keep visitors from disturbing the great blue heron.
Currently, the California Coastal Commission requires a
30-m buffer, and that can be narrowed if the applicant
shows that a broader buffer is not required. A 7.5-m buffer
was approved for developments around Los Cerritos
Wetlands in the Los Angeles area.

Powell (1993) showed that Belding's Savannah spar
rows (Ammodramus sandwichensis beldingi) are dis
turbed by the presence of visitors at about 30 m during
the birds' mobile, nonterritorial phase. However, when
they are defending their nesting territories, the birds can
be approached closer. Whether this impairs the bird's
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nesting or feeding activities is unknown. Others (Jungius
and Hirsch 1979) have shown that birds' heart rates in
crease before flight, indicating that animals can be
stressed before their behavior so indicates.

3.3.2 Trampling
The effects of trampling are significant on a local scale,
especially at the upper margin of the salt marsh. Several
high-marsh vascular plant species have narrow elevation
ranges where tidal inundation is infrequent (Atriplex
watsonii, glasswort, salt marsh bird's beak). Because this
upper-marsh band is seldom muddy, it is a choice loca
tion for informal walking trails. Repeated trampling
eliminates the more sensitive species first (e.g., A.
watsonii, glasswort) leaving the tougher plants
(shoregrass, saltgrass) to dominate until all vegetation is
denuded. One entire patch of the endangered salt marsh
bird's beak was obliterated at Tijuana Estuary by unau
thorized foot traffic; the nightly migration of undocu
mented workers from Mexico to the United States via

the Tijuana estuary was responsible. The entire estuary
has fewer than 15 patches of bird's beak, so this loss was
substantial. When surveillance of migrants was intensi
fied, trampling was greatly reduced, and the bird's beak
patch reestablished itself.

The effects of trampling can be far-reaching. At
Tijuana Estuary, both vehicle and foot traffic have nearly
eliminated the vegetation that formerly stabilized the bar
rier dune. Without vegetation, sand is blown and washed
inland, filling estuary channels and reducing the tidal
prism along with sediments from the watershed. At Agua
Hedionda Lagoon, the excavation of tidal basins as part
of a mitigation project (Kel-Cal 1985) has inadvertently

Table 3.3. Effects of Human Disturbance on Wetland Birds

Behai/ior Change Flight No. of Days

Species Min. Max. Min. Max. Observed

American coot 12 14 8 11 4

American widgeon 40 43 24 37 4

Cinnamon teal 26 26 20 21 3

Eared grebe 11 15 6 8 5

Snowy egret 20 29 15 20 5

Common egret 27 30 14 18 3

Green heron 17 17 5 11 6

Great blue heron 0 0 55 62 4

American avocet 24 27 17 23 4

Black-necked stilt 15 24 14 21 4

Short-billed dowitcher 6 6 5 5 2

Killdeer 8 17 8 15 6

Willett 8 17 8 11 5

Note: Data taken by Pam Beare (PERL) indicate distances she could approach before birds changed their behavior
and before they flew. For some species, flight occurred before a behavioral change was noted. Numbers of observa
tions were small and varied by species. Distances estimated by eye; minimum and maximum distances rounded to
the nearest m.
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increased abuse of adjacent natural salt marshes by rid
ers on off-road vehicles. In this case, the mitigation site
was not excavated low enough to be fully tidal; hence, it
is a dry salt pan that invites vehicle traffic, which moves
fromthesalt pan to theadjacentpickleweed marsheswhen
the marshes are not too muddy. Substantial damage to
the natural vegetation has occurred. This mitigation
project not only did not achieve its habitat goal (replace
ment of a pickleweed marsh), it also catalyzed degrada
tion of the nearby natural marsh.Vehicle traffic denudes
the vegetation,reduceshabitat quality,and compacts the
soil. Revegetation is difficult in hard soil, and disking to
loosen the soils can enable colonization by exotic spe
cies of plants (cf. section 3.4).

Denudation of dune vegetation at Tijuana Estuary did
not produce a crisis until a natural sea storm washed the
sand into the tidal channels. Closure of the estuary oc
curred a year later, in 1984,when rainfall and streamflow
were too low to push sediments through the mouth of the
estuary. An 8-month nontidal drought then decimated
populations of cordgrass, invertebrates, and, eventually,
the light-footed clapper rail (Zedler, Nordby, and Kus
1992).The sea storm compounded the effectsof increased
sedimentation and trampling. Small-scale dredging was
necessary to remove sediments and restore tidal flushing
in the short term; a major dredging and restoration pro
gramis needed to ensurecontinualtidal flows in the long
term.

3.3.3 Lack of Buffers

In Southern California, there are no native trees to act as
natural buffers between coastal wetlands and adjacent
upland developments. There is no easy way to screen wet
lands from lights, noise, and motion, because fencing is
costly and areas adjacent to wetlandsare too saline for
most tall woody plants. Even if these measures were cost-
effective, it would be inadvisable to develop up to the
extreme high tide line. Such developments would not only
be inundated during storm swells, but also be doomed to
inundation in future decades as sea levels continue to rise.

There are additional reasons to provide buffer zones
between wetlands and urban development. Broad ex
panses of open space are available in natural wetlands,
and the transition zone between wetland and upland habi
tats supports the wetland biota.

Although it may not be obvious except on extreme
high tides, the transition zone between wetland and up
land provides high-tide refuges for mobile species that
do not like to remain in deep water. At San Quintin Bay,
330 km south of San Diego, the broad transition-zone
habitat is used by wetland birds as a resting site during
high tides. Wetland insects move to high ground when
the tides inundate the marsh plants. From the terrestrial
side, small mammals, lizards, and snakes burrow or hide
in the upland and the transition zone and move into the

*Modified from Zedler 1992.

wetland at low tide. The importance of such wetland-
upland linkages has not been quantified, but we suspect
it is great on the basis of two restoration problems in San
Diego Bay (section 2.3).

The endangered salt marsh bird's beak requires more
than the wetland habitat where it grows. This high-marsh
species appears to rely on buffer zones in at least two
ways. As an annual, it must set seed in most years to
sustain the population, and pollination is essential (Par
sons 1994).The plant's pollinators are terrestrial insects,
that is, solitary bees that nest in soil above high tides. It
also requires small open spaces for seedlings to become
established and grow through the marsh canopy. Large
open areas are unsuitable, because the plant is a
hemiparasite that grows best in associationwith various
host plants.The disturbances that providesmall patches
of open space may depend on the actions of small mam
mals (Cox and Zedler 1986). Unfortunately, little infor
mation is available on the kind and amount of habitat

necessaryto maintainthe appropriate populationsof bur
rowing mammals.

3.3.4 Recommendations

Southern California's urban wetlands are extensively and
intensively disturbed.Visitorsdisturb wetland biota and
trample habitat. Trampling can eliminate species with
narrowelevationranges.The effectsof trampling of dune
vegetation can be magnified by natural sea storms and
rising sea level. Recommendations include the follow
ing:

• Visitors should be kept on paths that are clearly
marked and located in places that prevent adverse
effects on sensitive species.

• Visitors' activities (noise, lights, pets) should be
regulated to minimize adverseeffectson wildlife.

• Buffers are needed to distance wetlands from de

velopments. They are also needed to function as
high-tide refuges and as habitat for upland species
that play important roles in the adjacent wetland
(pollinators, mammals that open small patches in
the high-marsh canopy).

• Further research is needed to help set the widths of
buffers and determine allowable activities within

buffer zones. Until such information is available,

it makes sense to use the broadest buffer zones that

can be justified. Data on great blue herons suggest
that 60 m is appropriate.

3.4 PROBLEMS WITH INVASIVE EXOTIC

PLANTS'

Invasive exotic plants threaten coastal salt marshes, both
by invading adjacent mudflats and by displacing native
vegetation.Severalsituations promote their invasion, in
cluding enhanced dispersal, substrate disturbance, and



hydrologic modifications (especially reduced soil salin
ity). A common feature is that short-term alterations in
environmental conditions initiate long-term problems
that are not easily solved; management strategies should
therefore focus on prevention.

Records of the arrival and early spread of exotic
plants are rare, and some species introduced by humans
are accepted as natives. Although it may not seem fair to
distinguish species carried by humans from those that
arrived via the feet, feathers, or guts of other well-known
dispersal agents (notably birds; Vivian-Smith and Stiles
1994), the distinction does emphasize the fact that hu
mans have had an inordinate influence on the world. If

we knew how propagules arrived and what conditions
allowed their spread, we might be able to predict spread
and suggest control measures. Indirect evidence of when
exotic species first became abundant can be obtained
from pollen profiles in wetland sediments (Mudie and
Byrne 1980). Adobe bricks include seeds of weeds that
were present at the time of the bricks' production. Her
barium collections and species maps may indicate times
and species that were historically rare and places where
the species later became abundant, and new floras indi
cate expansions of exotic species in recent years
(Rejmanek and Randall 1994).

3.4.1 Adverse Effects

Exotic plants that can grow lower in the intertidal zone
than native plants can reduce the area of mudflat avail
able to shorebirds and some invertebrates of economic

interest. A species with greater tolerance to inundation
may naturalize rapidly where there are no competitors
to slow its establishment. In Willapa Bay, Washington,
the invasion of Spartinaalterniflora into mudflats threat
ens a major oyster industry. Invasion of intertidal flats in
Great Britain by nonnative cordgrasses (section 3.4.3)
has reduced feeding habitat for native wading birds.

When exotic plants invade vegetated areas, they may
displace native species. In Southern California, the in
vasion of the New Zealand mangrove, Avicennia ma
rina, into the habitat ofnative cordgrass (Spartinafoliosa)
is considered detrimental to both plants and birds (cf.
section 3.4.3). A few mangroves were planted in Mis
sion Bay, San Diego; their escape prompted concern that
the trees would displace cordgrass, which is the preferred
nesting habitat and nesting material of the light-footed
clapper rail, and that the trees would also provide roost
ing places for raptors, which readily prey on rail chicks
(P.Jorgensen, California Department of Parks and Rec
reation, personal communication). An active eradication
program followed, with annual visits to pull out man
grove seedlings by hand.

The indirect effects of changes in vegetation are not
well known. Although many wetland animals may lack
species-specific requirements for plant canopies or nest
ing materials, insects are noted for their tight dependen
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cies on single host species. Some insects are limited to
individual families or genera of plants; others are re
stricted to a single species or to a single life stage (e.g.,
flowers or seeds) of a host plant. These same dependen
cies are present among the insect inhabitants of coastal
wetlands, yet wetland insect communities have received
little attention (C. Nagano, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice, personal communication), and only a few of the
plant-insect linkages have been recorded. A rare butter
fly, the wandering skipper (Panoquina errans), appears
to be restricted to one species of salt marsh grass
(Distichlis spicata) for larval feeding.

Changes in vegetation are not always considered
entirely detrimental. Recent and rapid changes in veg
etation are taking place along the estuaries of the Swan
and Canning rivers near Perth, Western Australia (Zedler
et al. 1987; cf. 3.4.4). Typha orientalis, a cattail, is rap
idly expanding into native salt marsh, where it replaces
Juncuskraussiiand other native species (Pen 1983). Like
California, the western coast ofAustralia has few coastal

wetlands, and the displacement of salt marsh vegetation
is viewed as a management problem. However, because
the native purple swamp hen (Porphyhoporphyrio) uses
habitat dominated by Typha species, the managerial atti
tude is that some Typha expansion is acceptable (R.
Atkins, Waterways Commission, Perth, personal com
munication). Likewise in England's Poole Harbour,
exotic cordgrass is valued for its ability to control shore
line erosion (Gray 1985). The managerial opinion is that
a little is good, whereas a lot is not (A. Gray, Institute of
Terrestrial Ecology, personal communication).

Managers are generally more concerned about losses
of animal habitat than about changes in composition per
se. Threats to rare and endangered plant species and major
changes in plant type are the exception. Salt marsh bird's
beak is an endangered plant species that occurs at the
landward edge of intertidal salt marshes in Southern
California (section 2.3), where its habitat is often dis
turbed, and weedy species sometimes invade. Coulter
goldfields (Lastheniaglabrata) is a rare plant in South
ern California (Ferren 1985). At the remnant population
in Los Penasquitos Lagoon, it occurs in close associa
tion with an exotic annual (Cotula coronopifolia; J.
Boland, PERL, personal communication). Invasion of
Florida's brackish wetlands by cajeput trees (Melaleuca
quinquinervia; section 3.4.3) has prompted a costly con
trol program aimed at retaining the marsh character of
the vegetation. These two concerns merged when cajeput
trees were deliberately introduced to Tijuana Estuary
adjacent to habitat occupied by salt marsh bird's beak.
Tree removal was required after the invasive nature of
the exotic plant was publicized, and concerns for the
native vegetation were voiced. Damage control is invari
ably an expensive response to poor planning.

In at least one case, an exotic has become the over

whelming dominant plant of a major coastal wetland.
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The discovery (Spicher and Josselyn 1985) that the domi
nant cordgrass in Humboldt Bay is an exotic from Chile
(Spartina densiflora) rather than the California native
(Spartinafoliosa) has prompted concern that this invader
might displace the native cordgrass over a broader geo
graphic area (M. Josselyn, San Francisco State Univer
sity, and P. Kelley, California Department of Fish and
Game, personal communication).

3.4.2 Conditions Promoting Invasion
The conditions that allow invasion by exotic wetland
plants can be determined by considering what prevents
the establishment of these plants in the least disturbed
wetlands. Dispersal, disturbance, temporary relief from
environmental stress, and prolonged changes in the en
vironment all contribute to invasions.

If habitats are suitable for species that are not present,
then the only limiting factor is the availability of
propagules. Deliberate or accidental introduction of seeds
or plants (e.g., planting of mangroves in Mission Bay)
will then enable establishment. If the abiotic environ

ment is suitable, but native inhabitants deter establish

ment (e.g., through shading of seedlings or consumption
of seeds), then some disturbance to the canopy or sub
strate (e.g., disking that creates suitable microsites for
seed germination) may enable establishment of exotic
species. If the abiotic environment is too stressful (e.g.,
hypersaline) for seed germination and initial establish
ment, then a short-term reduction in stressful conditions

(e.g., a prolonged flood) may allow invasion (e.g., inva
sion and persistence of Typha domingensis in San Diego
River Marsh; cf. section 3.4.4). If the abiotic environ
ment is unsuitable, then a persistent change in environ
mental conditions may enable invasion (e.g., invasions
of Rumex crispus after prolonged impoundment of fresh
water and long-term deposition of sediments from up
stream erosion at Los Penasquitos Lagoon; cf. section
3.4.4).

If two or more limiting factors are removed, inva
sion moves from the possible to the probable. Such was
most likely the case for the early invaders whose seeds
traveled to new lands in cargo ships, fell on shores that
were being developed into ports, moved up newly con
structed navigation channels, or encountered estuaries
where hydrology was being altered by changing patterns
of land use upstream in the watershed. Multiple factors
appear to be responsible for the rapid advance of T.
orientalis into salt marshes of Western Australia, where
street runoff from new housing developments is dis
charged through newly cut channels across the adjacent
salt marsh. Neither lowered salinity nor substrate distur
bance is sufficient for the establishment of Typha seed
lings, but the combination enables seedlings to become
established in the drainage channels; thereafter, Typha
invades the native marsh by vegetative expansion ofadult
plants (Zedler, Paling, and McComb 1990)

A number of invasions in coastal wetlands have been

described recently, and although the specific events that
caused the establishment and spread of the exotic plants
are undocumented, the probable causes can be inferred
from the association with certain changes. Some inva
sions after deliberate or accidental introductions of spe
cies, some after major hydrologic changes, and others
are common wherever substrates are disrupted. Each in
vasion may have multiple causes.

3.4.3 Deliberate or Accidental Introduction

Invasion of exotic species may be either accidental or
deliberate. The classical story of invasion of exotic plant
species in salt marshes is that of Spartina townsendii/
Spartinaanglica in England. In the 19th century, Spartina
alterniflora appeared in Europe, where marsh grasses are
valued for control of shoreline erosion and marsh build

ing through accretion of sediment. It hybridized with the
native Spartina maritima to form an infertile hybrid,
Spartina townsendii, first noted in 1870. The hybrid later
underwent chromosome doubling to form an aggressive
and fertile polyploid, which was noted in 1892 and later
named Spartina anglica. With its increased vigor and
the potential for seed dispersal, the new species spread
rapidly. In Poole Harbour, in southern England, it was
first recorded around 1880; by 1924 it had formed a marsh
of more than 775 ha and raised the topography by more
than a meter in many areas. The plants at Poole Harbour
supplied seeds and propagules for a wide range of sites
around Great Britain, the European continent, Australia,
New Zealand, North America, and China (Barnes 1977,
Gray 1985). On the Pacific Coast, it is currently known
from Puget Sound and San Francisco Bay (Spicher and
Josselyn 1985).

The primary management concern is the loss of
mudflat habitat for shorebird feeding (Goss-Custard and
Moser 1988). As Long and Mason (1983, p. 137) put it,
"Spartina overgrows the mudflats and renders them use
less for feeding by waders, who also dislike roosting in
the tussocky growth." Herbicides have been used for
control in northwestern England (Long and Mason 1983).
Some diebacks have occurred, for which the causes are

unclear. Only about half of the maximum population
persists in Poole Harbour (Gray 1985).

Spartina species are presently of concern in Califor
nia. Spartinadensiflora is a caespitose (bunch) grass that
dominates the intertidal salt marsh of Humboldt Bay and
has begun to invade San Francisco Bay. Until recently, it
was thought to be an ecotypic variant of the native
Spartinafoliosa. However, Spicher and Josselyn (1985)
showed that it is a Chilean species, probably carried in
ballast with the timber trade. In San Francisco Bay,
Spartina densiflora occurs slightly higher in the inter
tidal zone than Spartinafoliosa and outcompetes the na
tive pickleweed (Salicornia virginica) (Josselyn and
Buchholz 1984). Its spread in San Francisco Bay has been



summarized by Josselyn and Buchholz as follows: The
species was introduced to Creekside Park in 1976 and
by 1984had expanded to a range 14 km in diameter. It
is also abundant on Corte Madera Creek and was planted
for landscaping purposes in Greenwood Cove of
Richardson Bay, where it is spreading from seed. Its
seeds will germinate in seawater,and are producedpro-
lifically some2monthsearlierthantheseedsofSpartina
foliosa. These characteristics and its high productivity
make it a threat to the Salicornia v/rgw/ca-dominated
marsh and the upper part of the habitat of Spartina
foliosa. However, it is not expected to replace the na
tive pickleweed in the upper part of the marsh, where
salinities can be high. Information on its effect on ani
mal populations is lacking, but these authors state that
"until the evidence supports that Spartina densiflora is
not detrimental, all efforts should be made to control its
spread to other locations in the bay."

Spartina alterniflora occurs in San Francisco Bay
at the mouth of the Alameda Creek Flood Control Chan

nel and about 3 km to the south. The reason for its intro

duction and its date of arrival are unknown (Spicher and
Josselyn 1985). Aberle(1990)reportedthat this species
was introduced to Willapa Bay, Washington, in the late
1800sas packing for oyster spat shipped from the East
Coast. It was later planted in various areas of Puget
Sound to stabilize shorelines and provide cover for hunt
ers of waterfowl. The species is now considered a ma
jor pest species in Puget Sound, Willapa Bay, and San
Francisco Bay, and managers are seeking control meth
ods (Aberle 1990).

Other exotic plants are potential threats to Califor
nia wetlands. Examples are the following:

Melaleuca quinquinervia, the cajeput tree, is native
to wetlands in Australia. In southern Florida, this spe
cies has escaped from horticulture and is a major pest in
freshwater wetlands. It is a prolific seeder that can store
seeds on the tree in capsules (millions of seeds per tree)
for several years without loss of viability and then re
lease them after a stimulus such as fire (Drew and
Schomer 1984). Trees were planted along the periphery
of Tijuana Estuary by homeowners in Imperial Beach,
San Diego County. Its potential for salt marsh invasion
was not considered because local managers were un
aware of its pest status elsewhere. Landscapers installed
drip irrigation and planted the trees in imported soil.
The trees established well but were later removed after

the management concerns were recognized.
Myoporum laetum is an evergreen horticultural shrub

that grows to the size of a small tree. Introduced from
New Zealand, this species is a conspicuous but local
ized invader of the periphery of salt marshes. It is abun
dant along the railroad that crosses Carpinteria Marsh
and in the campground at Santa Clara Estuary. A few
plants are present near the Tijuana Estuary. It appears to
be quite salt tolerant but sensitive to inundation. Munz
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(1974) lists it as naturalized near Ventura, California.
Carpobrotus edulis (Hottentot fig, also called ice

plant)has been widelyplantedalongfreeways, whereit
forms dense, monotypic mats of succulent leaves that
resistdrought, fire, and erosion. Its valuedhorticultural
attributes (ease of transplantation with use of short
branches that readily root at the nodes and rapid vegeta
tivespread) arethesamecharacteristics thatconferweedi-
ness. Eradication is difficult, because small pieces of
plants regenerate and seeds germinate in the disturbed
sites where adult plants have been pulled. At Los
PenasquitosLagoon, San DiegoCounty, the Department
of Parks and Recreation has attempted a control program,
which will be successful only if maintenance is continual
to remove new sprouts and seedlings (W. Tippets, De
partment of ParksandRecreation, personalcommunica
tion). This species has invaded a wide range of coastal
habitats, including strand and dunes (Williams and Wil
liams 1984),chaparral (Zedler and Scheid, 1988),bluffs,
and salt marsh (e.g., Los Pefiasquitos Lagoon).

3.4.4 Invasions After Hydrologic Modifications
A salt marsh exists as a community in part because its
component plantspeciescan toleratehighsalinity, rather
than because they require hypersaline (salt >34 ppt) soils.
Lowering soil salinities allows most species to grow bet
ter, but if low salinities persist, brackish marsh vegeta
tion can invade.

In many of California's coastal wetlands, tidal flush
ing is discontinuous. The ocean inlets of smaller wet
lands and those with relatively small watersheds tend to
close when sand accumulates during the summer (cf. Los
Penasquitos Lagoon case study in chapter 2). When fill
ing and accretion of sediment reduce a lagoon's tidal
prism, the frequency and duration of closure are likely
to increase. If closure is followed by periods with
streamflows that are sufficient to reduce the salinity of
the lagoon but insufficient to break through the sand bar
rier, the wetland will experience a prolonged period of
freshwater flooding, which will lower soil salinity (sec
tion 2.1.2). Under such conditions, the following exotics
are likely to invade:

Cotula coronopifolia (brass buttons) is a herbaceous,
succulent perennial from South Africa. It is common in
both fresh and saline wetlands. Its seeds germinate at
salt concentrations of 10 ppt but not 20 ppt (Zedler and
Beare 1986). The species is widespread along the Pa
cific Coast. It is common in areas that accumulate win

ter rainfall, such as depressions within salt flats of the
upper intertidal zone and in open mudflats that receive
freshwater runoff. At Tijuana Estuary, it has invaded in
tertidal flats downstream of Mexican sewage spills.

Rumex crispus (curly dock) invades the periphery of
salt marshes if low salinities persist beyond the normal
winter wet season. Germination tests (Zedler and Beare

1986) indicated that salt concentrations less than 10 ppt
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allowrecruitmentfrom seed;theplant is a perennial but
does not reproduce vegetatively. At Los Penasquitos
Lagoon, San Diego County, R. crispus has become a
conspicuous component of the higher marsh, sharing
dominance withD. spicata, thenative saltgrass. Itsabun
dance has increased significantly in recent years, after
prolonged periods of closure and inundation by local
runoff.

Typha domingensis (cattail) is a widespread domi
nant plant of brackish wetlands. Its invasion of the San
Diego River salt marsh occurred after the 1980 flood and
subsequent, prolonged reservoir discharge. Experimen
tal studies showedthat few seedsgerminate at salt con
centrations greater than 20pptandthatseedlings required
several monthsof lowsalinitysoils to develop rhizomes
and persist in tidally inundated soils (Beare 1984;Beare
and Zedler 1987).Field monitoring of soil salinities in
dicatedthat the San DiegoRiverMarshwasbrackish (in
this case, salt concentration <10 ppt) for most of 1980
(Zedler and Beare 1986). There was a strong positive
correlation between streamflow andsoil salinity, which
supported thecause-effect relationship between reservoir
discharge andchanges insalinity inmarsh soil. Theabun
dance of cattails also correlated with variations in
streamflow. The expansion rate was greatest in 1980,
when seedlings became established over most of the in
tertidal salt marsh. Biomass dropped in 1981 and 1982,
which were low-flow years. During 1983, a yearof high
streamflow, the cattail population flourished through
vegetative regrowth (not establishment of seedlings),
because soils wereagain brackish for part of the grow
ingseason (Zedler andBeare1986). Sincethen, thepopu
lation has declined to relatively low levels. Under ex
perimental conditions, rhizomes resprouted even after
being held at a salt concentration of4.5% (about 1.3 times
that of seawater) for an entire year (Beare 1984).
Reinvasion would be likely under prolonged freshwater
influence,because rhizomes can expand rapidly, even if
soil salinities are not low enough to allow germination
of seeds. The records for T. orientalis in Australia (see
following) support the generality of the low-salinity in
vasion phenomenon.

T. orientalis is native to eastern Australia but not to

Perth, Western Australia, where the climate is similar to
that of Southern California and where T orientalis has

invaded and replaced native salt marsh plants in the es
tuaries of the Swan and Canning rivers. There, street
drains reduce the salinities of marsh soils (Pen 1983),
and experiments have shown that the combination of low
ered salinity and substrate disturbance is responsible for
invasions (Zedler, Nordby, and Griswold 1990). Toler
ance to salinity increases with the age of the plant, and
vegetative growth can occur in conditions far too saline
for the establishment of seedlings. The seedlings are not
good competitors, so disturbed soils must coincide with
low salinities for seedlings to survive (Zedler, Nordby,

and Griswold 1990). Thus, invasion is restricted to street
drains where soils aredisrupted andsalinities arenearly
fresh for unnaturally long periods. Once seedlings de
veloprhizomes, the plant becomes more salt tolerant and
morecompetitive.A single seedling can establisha clone
and expand vegetatively into thenative marsh. It is hy
pothesized that similar mechanisms govern invasion of
clonal exotic plants in wetlands in Southern California.

3.4.5 Invasions After Disruption of Substrate
The transition from wetland to upland is often marked
by an increase in the species richness and an abundance
ofexotic plant species. Theorigins ofexotic species, ac
cording to Munz (1974), include Europe (Polypogon
monspeliensis), Eurasia (Bassia hyssopifolia, Salsola
iberica), Chile (Cortaderia atacamensis), South Africa
(Mesembryanthemum spp.), and Australia (Atriplex
semibaccata). (Abrams[1951] statesthatA/, nodiflorum
probably arrived inCalifornia beforeEuropeans did).The
exotic plantsarenotnecessarily aggressive plants intheir
home country. InEngland, forinstance, P. monspeliensis
isvalued asa rare plant, anditshabitats areactively man
aged to maintain populations (A.J. Gray, personalcom
munication).

These exotic species mark areas where the coastal
soils have been disturbed by agriculture or horticulture,
dumping, sediment plumes, street drains, disposal of
spoils from dredging operations, trampling, or vehicle
use. The species are also able to invade sites of natural
disturbance, such as animal burrows (Cox and Zedler
1986), slope failures, and alluvial fans. The herbaceous
species may also grow where tidal debris is deposited
and marsh vegetation is smothered, so long as the eleva
tion is high in the intertidal zone (e.g., extreme high wa
ter). These peripheral invaders obviously are somewhat
tolerant to salt, but their tolerance to inundation appears
limited. Their restriction to bluffs and the periphery of
salt marshes suggests either a low requirement for salt or
poor competitive ability in nonsaline soils. In Southern
California, Atriplexsemibaccata is a common dominant
plant of the marsh-upland transition zone (Ferren 1985,
Cox and Zedler 1986, Zedler and Nordby 1986).

The list of alien weeds would probably be length
ened by further studies of the high marsh and the transi
tion zone to upland throughout California. This transi
tional area is the most poorly known habitat of coastal
wetlands. Most of its area has already been destroyed,
and what remains has been badly disturbed.

3.4.6 Recommendations

California's coastal wetlands are a limited natural re

source that is jeopardized by invasive exotic species. In
general, the higher marsh and buffer zones are more sus
ceptible to invasion than the lower marsh, because few
species can tolerate both frequent tidal submergence and
hypersaline soils. Combinations of disturbances, such as



hydrologic changes plus soil disruptions, improve the
opportunities forgermination of seedsandestablishment
of seedlings. Exotic species can spread rapidly at the
expenseof nativeplants,but the conditions that promote
invasioncannot alwaysbe discovered. Once established,
naturalized exotic plants are difficult, if not impossible,
to eradicate. As coastal landscapes are modified,
propagules of exotic species are accumulating, increas
ing the potential for invasions of exotic species.

A native plant conservation ethic is needed. Na
tive plant species should be allowed to dominate
California's natural coastal wetlands, and recently intro
ducedspeciesshouldbecontrolled,if noteliminated. The
rationale behind this judgment is straightforward:
California's coastal wetlands are small and few, about

130 in the entire state. The remaining wetlands have been
highly modified and severely reduced in area; common
estimates are losses of 75-95%. The native plants are
essential to many nativeanimals (e.g., insectswith high
hostspecificity) andpreferred by others. Thenative veg
etation performsa variety of functions, such as provid
ing food, shelter, and nesting materials, that may not be
supplied by alien species.

Control measures become essential whenever the

invader is considered noxious or the affected resource

is highly valued. In California, all the coastal wetland
habitats are highly valued, not only as native ecosystems
but also as habitat for rare and endangered plants and
animals.

The best time to control an invasive plant species
is before it gains dominance. If caught early, the distur
bance caused by attempts to control exotics will affect a
smaller area, thus reducing chances for reestablishment
of weeds. Experienceswith weed control in wetlandsare
limited, and success stories are few. Efforts to eradicate
Chrysanthemum from filled areas at Tijuana Estuary by
disking only retained the disturbed-soil conditions that
facilitated its dominance. Controlled burning to elimi
nate seeds and accumulated biomass is often ineffective

(W. Tippets, personal communication) and, if done in
the driest weather, may be hazardous to adjacent devel
opments.Earlydiagnosisand treatmentareessential,and
use of hand tools rather than machines is desirable. When

use of herbicides is necessary, spot application by hand
is preferable to broadcastapplication. Local or regional
regulations may require the application of herbicides
within a wetland or stream corridor by licensed contrac
tors only (Vanbianchiet al. 1994). Generally, use of her
bicides is discouraged because of potential contamina
tion of wetlands resources.

Invasive exotic plants should be controlled before
they eliminate native wetland vegetation. Restoring
native high-marsh vegetation will be difficult because
seed mixes to enhance germination of native halophytes
are unavailable from nurseries. Hence, gathering and
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sowing by hand are required; problems should not be
left until large-scale operations are necessary.

Preventing excess discharge of fresh water can
reduce problems. Controlling street runoff to salt
marshes will help eliminate a major cause of weed inva
sion, namely lowered soil salinity. Upstream sediment
trapsarecertainlyneeded; hookupsto stormdrainsoffer
better protection for wetlands. When large drains enter
estuarine channels, and connections to storm drains are
not possible, controls at the source of the problem may
have to yield to treatment of the effects. In such situa
tions, it is important to maintain good tidal flushing.

Native plants should be used to landscape the
buffer zone. Using native plants to landscape the transi
tion zone is a simple way to reduce chances that horti
cultural species will invade the wetland. An educational
program is needed to show that native species are es-
thetically pleasing, that planting methods are being de
veloped, and that nurseries can produce adequate stock
as demands arise. Desirable attributes of native plants
forlandscaping transitional habitatsneedtobe publicized.
For example, Juncus acutus (spiny rush) is an effective
deterrent to cats and dogs; a border of these sharp-leaved
plants isnearly impenetrable. Malosma laurina isdrought
and salt tolerant; it requires no care after initial estab
lishment. Native insects prefer native plants over exotic
plants such as Carpobrotus edulis.

The integrity of native sod should be maintained.
Disking, tilling, and grading are not suitable methodsof
weed control; on the contrary, they propagate the prob
lem. Instead, native vegetation should be encouraged to
dominate the site. This is done by using small-scale soil
preparation (patch rototillingor augering) and planting.
At Tijuana Estuary, exotic species were quick to domi
nate sites prepared by disking, whereas native species
were slow to colonize the sites. Disking also altered soil
topography andimpounded rainfall so thatunnatural "fur
rows" of wetter soil developed in the high marsh, stimu
latingthe establishment of exotic plants (B. Fink, PERL,
personal communication).

Continual surveillance is required to control ex
isting problems and avoid future expansions. It is
overly optimistic to aim for eradication of species that
are invasiveand widespread; however, reducing the num
ber of existing problem areas and preventing spread to
new sites are reasonable goals.

Wherever the approach to a problem is uncertain,
small-scale experimental approaches should be used
first. As an example of a small-scale approach, we are
experimentingwith salt as a weed-controlmeasure,seek
ing the dosage and timing of application that will both
allow germination of seeds, establishment of seedlings,
and growth and reproduction of native species, while
preventing reproduction and spread of exotic species
(Kuhn 1995; Callaway and Zedler, in preparation).
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CHAPTER 4

Recommendations for
Improved Planning

4.1 GOALS AND PERFORMANCE

STANDARDS IN RESTORATION AND
MITIGATION PROJECTS

Restoration andcreation of habitat are ways to improve
the status of natural biological resources. Sometimes
these activities are undertaken solely for that purpose,
andsometimes theyare intended to mitigate damages to
habitat, that is, to ensure that no net loss of wetland area
or function occurs.. The distinction between these two
types of projects is important: the former may not re
quire specific performance standards, whereas the latter
mustbe able to show that damages have beencompen
sated.That is, quantifiableperformance standards based
on measurable attributes must be established, so that re
sourceagenciescan determinewhetherthe mitigatorhas
complied with the mitigation requirements.

The return of a habitat to some condition that existed

previously is generally referred to as restoration. Because
ecosystems are dynamic, no single period constitutes the
previous state. Furthermore, nodetailed records of pris
tine conditions (e.g., before European colonization of
North America) are available, so it would be difficult to
establish clear objectives. Restoration "targets" are of
ten general, involving reintroduction of tidal influence,
removal of fill or accreted sediments, reintroduction of
native species, control of exotic species, and so forth.
Attempts at restoration are sometimes paid for by re
source agencies or nonprofit groups. Mitigation agree
ments provide another source of funding for restoration
projects. Of concern is whether the restoration plan is
designed on the basis of the best management practices
or is governed by the needs of a mitigator. In the latter
case, set acreages of specific habitat types may be im
posed on a disturbed or degraded wetland in ways that
are less than optimal from a resource perspective (Zedler
1996b).

The National EnvironmentalPolicyAct defines miti
gation as avoiding, minimizing, rectifying, reducing,
eliminating, or compensating for impacts on natural
resources. The concern dealt with in this book is com

pensatory mitigation,that is, attempts to make upfor dam
ages to existing wetlands. Section 404 of the Clean

Water Act regulates wetlands by requiring a permit for
fillingor disposal of dredge spoil and mitigation for un
avoidable damages to wetlands.

Normally, projects that are not waterdependent can
be moved to uplands to avoid adverse effects on wet
lands. However, someprojects thatarenotwaterdepen
dent are still permitted in wetlands in Southern Califor
nia. For example, the City of San Diego is relocating
andexpandingan existingsewerpump station withinLos
Penasquitos Lagoon. Objections to the pump station
helped confine construction to an area of existing fill,
avoiding salt marsh. However, the pipelines leading to
and from the station are being cut through salt marsh.
Likewise, highways and railroads are not water depen
dent, but Interstate Freeway 5, the Pacific Coast High
way, and the Santa Fe Railroad cross most of Southern
California's coastal wetlands. The continual widening of
these roadways further affects the remaining wetlands.
In one such project along San Diego Bay, wetland was
damaged by the widening of Freeway5, a new freeway
interchange, and a new flood control channel. Three en
dangeredspecies were jeopardized.

4.1.1 Mitigation Issues Related to Goal Setting
The first items that need to be consideredin developing
criteria for mitigation are the location of the mitigation
site, how much area is required, whether a former wet
land can be restored or a new one must be created, and

the quality of the resulting wetland. More detailed issues
include the functions and values of the wetland that will

be lost, the exact type of habitat to be provided, the time
when lost functions are to be restored, and the perfor
mance standards that will be used to determine when the

project is in compliance. Goals need to be appropriate
for the region in question.

Restoration or creation? Federalmitigation policy
(Environmental Protection AgencyandU.S.ArmyCorps
ofEngineers 1990) recommends thatrestoration begiven
priority over the creation of new wetlands from upland.
This policy makes sense in some places, such as prairie
potholes that are drained and farmed and no longer func
tion as wetlands.Restoration of former potholes is more
desirable than excavation of potholes from natural



upland. However, where the degraded wetlands still per
form critical functions, this strategy is doubly damag
ing. First, the degraded site is altered without our know
ing what critical functions were lost, and second, a net
loss in wetland area occurs when alteration of the de

graded site (still a wetland) allows damage to another
wetland (Zedler 1996a).

In Southern California, loss of habitat is often miti

gated by restoring areas that are modified but still func
tional wetlands; it rarely involves construction of new
wetland habitats from nonwetlands. Thus, a net loss of

wetland acreage occurs, and often habitat quality declines
(Zedler 1996b). As stated in A Citizen's Guide to Wet
land Restoration (Vanbianchi et al. 1994), "Nothing is
gained if we destroy or damage one wetland to enhance
another."

Mitigation ratios. Mitigators are often required to
restore two to four times the area they damage. Part of
the rationale for a mitigation ratio greater than 1:1 is that
the compensatory habitat may have lower functional
value than the damaged site. Another reason is the delay
between the damage to habitat and the compensation for
loss. The time for habitat replacement can be long (cf.
case studies on Muzzi Marsh and Gog-Le-Hi-Te Wet
land System in chapter 2).

The California Coastal Commission normally
requires a 4:1 ratio for habitat replacement, but this ratio
may not be sufficient when habitats of endangered spe
cies are concerned. Even where 4:1 ratios are used, they
do not always sustain wetland area. When existing dis
turbed wetlands are simply modified, a net loss in
wetland area occurs: if 1 ha is destroyed and 4 ha of ex
isting, degraded wetland is remodeled, the net loss is 1
ha. Such practices do not fulfill the policy of no net loss
of wetland area. Only the creation of wetland from
nonwetland areas can replace lost wetland acreage.

Habitat quality. Restored or created wetlands that
have lower functional value than the damaged site may
not compensate for the loss, especially if what is dam
aged is habitat of endangered species (cf. Humboldt Bay
Mitigation Marsh case study in chapter 2). Even if 3:1 or
4:1 compensation is required, a larger area of unusable
habitat will not replace the functional value of 1 hectare
that is critical to the endangered population. At the least,
agencies should require assessment of the functioning of
the mitigation site:before and after improvements and
"up-front" mitigation, with "success" achieved and docu
mented before destruction of the development site.

Project timing. Projects are rarely planned with in
definite end points. Usually a specific period is allowed
for compliance. Most often the compliance period is
shorter than the time required for the restored or con
structed wetland tojachieve functional equivalency with
the conditions that existed at the site before any damage
occurred. Although 5 years has been a common time
frame for many projects, longer monitoring periods are
now being required.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED PLANNING

Construction times are often lengthy, especially where
extensive dredging is required. Excavation and disposal
of dredge spoils are both time-consuming. Off-site dis
posal of fine sediments is also costly. At Batiquitos La
goon, fine sediments are being dredged to return tidal
flushing; these sediments are being buried in situ, by
overexcavating the middle embayment, removing the
underlying sand and using it for beach replenishment,
and placing the fine material from the rest of the lagoon
dredging project in the resulting hole. Obviously, this
extends the construction period, and biota will be dis
rupted for several years.

Despite relatively short compliance periods, projects
should be designed to last indefinitely, and changing en
vironmental conditions should be taken into account.

Global changes anticipated within 50 years include
changes in temperatures, increases in the rate of rise of
sea level, alterations in rainfall patterns, and increases in
storm activity. No policies require consideration of such
changes. For coastal wetlands, accelerated rates of rise
in sea level need to be considered in long-term planning.
Some of the sediments that are proposed for removal in
mitigation projects may ultimately be needed to offset
rises in sea level.

Transferability of techniques used in other areas.
Restoration techniques developed outside one region may
not be applicable in another. In Southern California,
management issues usually concern endangered species,
and the species are endangered because so much of their
habitat has been destroyed. From a national perspective,
these systems may be the most difficult to restore
because (1) the endangered species have specific require
ments; (2) little wetland area is left in the region, so there
are fewer propagules to ensure dispersal and reestablish
ment; and (3) restoration sites are fragmented, hydro-
logically modified, lacking in buffers from urban
activities, and often contaminated.

In a broader context, it is difficult to transfer find

ings across the country, because of differences in physi
ography and climate. Although there is no simple way to
quantify differences, Pacific coastal systems are subject
to catastrophic events that pulse fresh water and nutri
ents into the wetlands. The variability of annual flow
volumes in streams in San Diego County is one of the
highest in the nation (Pryde 1976). In reviewing mitiga
tion proposals and promises, agencies need to recognize
the unique attributes of Pacific Coast ecosystems. Mod
els developed in wet climates that have relatively little
interannual variation are least likely to be applicable to
regions with low rainfall and streamflow and high
interannual variability.

4.1.2 Goals for Restoring Southern California
Coastal Wetlands

The need for a regional restoration strategy for coastal
Southern California is described elsewhere (Zedler
1996b). Because so much of the coastal wetland habitat
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has been lost, it is urgent that the goal of all further modi
fications be to sustain biodiversity. A short-term, small-
scale perspective would suggest that every mitigation
project should have the goal of on-site, in-kind replace
ment. But when many of the mitigation requirements are
for deepwater fish habitat, and where the only place avail
able to create such habitat is shallow-water wetlands,
mitigation agreements sometimes allow one habitat type
to be remodeled into another.

A regional strategy for restoration of wetlands would
include a detailed inventory of all remaining habitats (sta
tus report), analyses of what habitat types have highest
priority for restoration (regional needs), inventory of
plans and mitigation needs in relation to constraints (de
termination of opportunities), and a mechanism for
matching mitigators' requirements with regional resource
management needs. The first two elements of this strat
egy are being undertaken in the San Francisco Bay area
(J. Collins, Western Society of Naturalists presentation,
December 28, 1994), where most of the state's coastal
wetland area occurs. The process being undertaken there
should aid efforts in Southern California. Indeed, the State
Resources Agency has called for an inventory of South
ern California wetlands in 1995 (C. Denisoff, personal
communication). Existing maps ofwetland resources will
be developed into a geographic information system to
aid in summarizing extant habitat types. In addition,
Ferren and colleagues (1994) have developed a habitat
classification scheme for Southern California wetlands

that will facilitate categorization and inventory.
Coastal wetlands support the following habitat types,

and increases in all of these are suitable restoration goals:
salt marsh, salt pan, transition zone to upland, tidal creeks
and channels, mudflats, sandflats, dunes, dune slack, and
beach. Expansions of the populations of the native plant
and animal species that depend on each habitat are also
suitable restoration goals. It is clear that sustaining
biodiversity requires protection and expansion of habi
tat. What is not so clear is what goals have priority when
there are so many priority needs.

4.1.3 Performance Standards

The California Coastal Commission is developing state
wide guidelines for setting performance standards for
mitigation projects (Z. Hymanson, personal communi
cation). PERL and Philip Williams Associates are
assisting in the effort. Ideally, restoration and creation of
habitat should strive for functional equivalency with un
disturbed wetlands. The questions are then what func
tions should be measured, whether simple structural
attributes are good indicators of functional capacity, and
what attributes should be measured to test for functional

equivalency.
Functions are processes. Familiar functions are pri

mary productivity, decomposition and production of
detritus, and production of finfish and shellfish. These
attributes have been the focus of hundreds of papers on

wetlands of the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coasts and

several in the Pacific Northwest. Measuring these func
tions is important where fish production is the most
highly valued function of wetlands. Along the coast of
Southern California, where there are no anadromous

fishes, where wetlands are too small to support much
shellfishing, and where endangered species are of great
concern, other functions are more valued. Support of
biodiversity is of overriding importance in Southern
California, and several functions contribute to the main

tenance of native flora and fauna:

• Maintenance ofnatural hydrologic regimes in both
short- and long-time scales. Persistent tidal flush
ing, interrupted occasionally by small floods and
more rarely by extreme floods, allows recruitment
of marine fauna (which are intolerant of fresh
water, Zedler et al. 1994) and flora, most species
of which require lowered salinities for major re
cruitment (Zedler and Beare 1986, Callaway et
al. 1990).

• Maintenance of habitats with suitable area, size,

shape, and connectivity. Large areas of consistent
tidal influence at Tijuana Estuary, with a low ra
tio of perimeter to area and a broad connection to
the river floodplain, support at least 24 species
considered sensitive in the region (Zedler, Nordby,
and Kus 1992).

• Provision of buffers that protect wetlands from hu
man activities in uplands, sustain habitat for up
land species that are essential to wetland species,
and allow room for the wetland to migrate inland
as sea level rises (cf. section 3.3).

• Resistance to disturbances, that is, the ability of
ecosystems to sustain natural processes and popu
lations as habitats degrade in quality and decline
in area. For example, tidal flushing sustains high
soil salinities, which prevent invasion of most
exotic species into the lower intertidal salt marsh
(cf. section 3.4).

• Resilience, that is, the ability of the system to re
cover from short-term disturbances, both natural

and anthropogenic. For example, epibenthic in
vertebrates (Cerithidea californica and various
crabs) reinvaded Tijuana Estuary when tidal flows
were restored after the estuary had been closed
for 8 months.

• Maintenance of nutrient supply and retention ca
pability. Natural marshes have sufficient nitrogen
to sustain tall canopies of cordgrass but not ex
cessive supplies that would generate massive al
gal blooms which would smother invertebrates.

• Persistence of vegetative cover that provides suit
able nesting habitat and protection from preda
tors.

• Small-scale patchy disturbances to allow recruit
ment of annual plants. Salt marsh canopies do not
become too dense or too sparse to support species



such as the endangered salt marsh bird's beak, be
cause the disturbance agents (small mammals,
wrack deposition) are sustained at the appropriate
scale.

Ecologists have not developed methods for assess
ing all these functions. Even methods of measuring pri
mary productivity that have been tested repeatedly in
eastern wetlands are of questionable use in Southern
California (Onuf et al. 1978). Not only do succulent
species have high biomass loss rates, making harvest
methods inaccurate, but also the restricted status of the

wetlands in Southern California suggests that harvesting
is too damaging to be allowed as a regular assessment
technique. No standard set of measures exists that must
be made to assess the functional equivalency of restored
and natural wetlands.

Because functions require more effort to measure than
structural attributes, it is likely that performance stan
dards will emphasize structure, that is, what there is at
one specific time. Like a snapshot of the system, the pres
ence and abundances of various species, the height of
the canopy, and the cover of algal mats can all indicate
the presence of various processes. Yet they must be rec
ognized as indicators and not presented as proof.

Functional equivalency indexes. Earlier, a simple
index of functional equivalency for the Connector and
Paradise Creek marshes along San Diego Bay was pub
lished (PERL 1990^Zedler and Langis 1991). Only the
best areas of the constructed marsh, i.e., the areas deemed

most likely to function the same as natural marshes, were
sampled. The index included 11 attributes, and the con
structed Connector Marsh was less than 60% function

ally equivalent to the natural marsh.
Such indexes are subject to misinterpretation and

misuse. The comparison of the Connector and Paradise
Creek marshes was considered a best-case rather than a

worst-case or an average comparison, because the bare
and average canopy areas of Connector Marsh were not
sampled. Thus, it should not be concluded that the con
structed marsh was 60% as functional as the natural

marsh. Rather, the data suggested it was less than 60%
functionally equivalent in the attributes sampled. Addi
tion of other attributes might have increased or decreased
the value. Also, the manner in which individual results

are entered into an index affects its overall comparison.
The extensive data base of Rutherford (1989) on inver
tebrate composition was lumped into one value, whereas
nitrogen fixation rates were split into surface and rhizo-
sphere values, thus emphasizing nitrogen supply more
than invertebrates. The comparison was restricted to at
tributes measured in the same place at approximately the
same times, although adding other measures had little
effect on the index.

Before adopting such an approach as a performance
standard, it would be important to determine whether data
from the same wetland, sampled over time or space,
would be within 80% to 90% similarity. Next, the sensi
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tivity of the comparison to the manner in which attributes
are included would need to be determined. Finally, it
would be useful to explore the use of weighted averages,
that is, giving more emphasis to some attributes than to
others. There may be reason not to equate the contribu
tion of surface nitrogen fixation rates with the support of
the entire epibenthic invertebrate assemblage, for
example.

Performance curves. Kentula et al. (1992) suggested
using performance curves to describe the development
of restoration sites. They proposed that over a period of
a few years, the natural marsh would exhibit a relatively
stable condition, whereas the constructed marsh would

begin with low functional status and rise to some rela
tively stable level below that of the natural marsh.
Simenstad and Thorn (1996) have presented real data for
several attributes ofGog-Li-Hi-Te in Puget Sound. Their
results indicate much greater complexity: Some attributes
of the constructed wetland increased, some decreased,

and others changed unpredictably. Reference wetlands
differ realistically, with equivalency partly dependent on
which site is used for comparison.

The implication that both natural and constructed
marshes have stable performance (horizontal lines) over
short periods is debatable. Over centuries, a representa
tive mean may be useful, but a short-term mean may bear
little relationship to that mean. Thus, it is recommended
that performance curves be developed simultaneously for
natural and constructed wetlands. Although it would be
cheaper for a mitigator to select 5-year data sets as the
restoration target, the reference wetland may perform
better or worse during the assessment period for the miti
gation site.

Long-term monitoring data from Tijuana Estuary and
San Diego Bay suggest an alternative way to track the
performance of a constructed or restored wetland.
Callaway and Zedler plotted the absolute condition of
several structural attributes of natural marshes through
time and the relative condition of the same attribute in

the constructed marsh. For each year, the constructed
system was compared with the reference site for the same
year (Fig. 4.1). The results showed that no steady
increase in structural equivalency occurred within the 8-
year monitoring program of this 11-year-old wetland.

Performance standards for nesting by the light-
footed clapper rail. Assessment of the performance of
Connector Marsh as potential nesting habitat for the light-
footed clapper rail suggests an additional approach that
is appropriate for specific mitigation or restoration tar
gets. Because the basic problem with this marsh is its
coarse, inorganic substrate, which does not supply enough
nitrogen for the growth of tall cordgrass, a functional
equivalency index that emphasizes cordgrass density or
mean height will not distinguish adequate and inadequate
vegetation. The appropriate measure of habitat suitabil
ity here is an assessment of canopy architecture, specifi
cally the height distributions (Zedler 1993). Criteria were
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Figure 4.1 Changes in 7 attributes of sediment (solid lines) and
cordgrass (Spartina foliosa, dashed lines) in a constructed wetland
that was transplanted to cordgrass in 1985. Data from each year are
expressed relative to the condition of the adjacent natural marsh.
Values <1 indicate that the constructed wetland has less than the
natural marsh. It is difficult to predict if or when the two marshes
might become equivalent. 1 = sediment organic matter; 2 = sedi
ment total Kjeldahl nitrogen;3 = stem density; 4 = total stem length;
5 = mean height; 6 = number of stems > 60 cm tall; 7 = number of
stems > 90 cm tall. Data of Callaway and Zedler (PERL, unpub
lished).

developed after a detailed analysis of canopy character
istics in various marshes with and without clapper rails
sampled in various years. It considered the nesting hab
its of the clapper rail (elevation where nests are built,
thickness of nests), tidal levels during the nesting sea
son, and the main causes of nest mortality (inundation
by tidal water and predation).

The proposed standards are that there be at least 100
stems of cordgrass per square meter, with at least 90 stems
taller than 60 cm and at least 30 stems taller than 90 cm.

These are to be present within a sampling area 20 x 20
m, randomly sampled with at least 10 circular quadrats,
each 0.25 m^ (Zedler 1993). The mitigation agreement
(cf. Table 2.8) for Connector Marsh and Marisma de
Nation calls for at least seven home ranges, each 0.8-
1.6 ha, and each having at least 15% low-marsh and at
least 15% high-marsh habitat (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1988). Each home range must have at least one
100-m- patch of tall cordgrass.

Understanding how the habitat serves the species and
comparing sites where the species does and does not nest
are what led to the cordgrass performance criteria. Addi
tional performance standards for clapper rail nesting sites
should include adequate nitrogen supplies, tidal flush
ing, forage species, and adequate high-tide buffers. Once
we work out the nitrogen fertilization regimen needed to
sustain the tall vegetation, it should be possible to assess
nutrient levels in the soil and inflowing water and pre
dict the site's ability to grow tall cordgrass in perpetuity.
Nesting of clapper rails at the Connector Marsh would
provide assurance that tall vegetation, and not urban dis
turbances, has limited their use of the site to date.

Draft performance standards for salt marsh bird's
beak. An approach similar to that used for assessing

A
potential nesting habitat for clapper rails can be taken to
set suitable criteria for reestablishment of salt marsh

bird's beak. Several design criteria follow from ongo
ing work (see section 2.4.4). Soils should have a texture
similar to that of natural marsh sites that continually
support the species, and tidal flushing and elevations
should be the same. The preferred host species (Distichlis
spicata, Monanthochloe littoralis. and Salicornia
virginica) should be well established on the site, with
canopies that are not too open or too dense (60-80%
shade). Habitat for ground-nesting bees should be pro
vided immediately adjacent to the transplant site. The
mechanisms that maintain open canopies of host plants
should be present. Small mammals are most likely re
sponsible for the openings, through both burrowing and
browsing. Until determined otherwise, it is recom
mended that habitat for small mammals be provided
adjacent to the transplant site, although animals would
not need to be introduced until canopy closure becomes
a problem. Finally, it is recommended that many well-
separated sites be available for growing bird's beak, so
that disturbances that might wipe out one colony would
not occur throughout the transplanting location.

The mitigation agreement should require a set num
berof coloniesof bird's beak.Specificperformance stan
dards would then be based on the size of each colony
(total plant counts), an estimate of seed production (mean
number of seed capsules set per plant), and further ob
servations of limiting factors at each transplanting site.
Three to five colonies al Tijuana Estuary could be used
as references, and when the numbers of plants produced
are at least 90% of the mean colony size, and numbers
of seed capsules produced are statistically indistinguish
able from those at Tijuana Estuary for perhaps 5 con
secutive years, the site could be judged in compliance.
It is possible that some colonies will fail during the
project, as happens in natural marshes; hence, mitigators
would be wise to establish and to monitor extra colo

nies in order to show that the required number has oer-
sisted for the requisite time.

Performance standards for mid- and high-eleva
tion marsh vegetation. The ability of salt marshes to
support native plants and animals depends on the de
gree of tidal flushing (PERL 1990). Tijuana Estuary, with



a long history of tidal flushing, supports 19 native halo-
phytes, whereas as few as three occur in sites with little
saltwater influence. Expectations for fully tidal marshes
should thus be greater than those for sites with muted
tidal flow, that is, tidal action provided through culverts
or over weirs that may be needed to prevent flooding of
adjacent real estate. The three halophytes that occur in
all Southern California coastal wetlands are Distichlis

spicata, Frankeniagrandifolia, and Salicornia virginica.
These same species are also often dense and widespread
in their distribution. At least the last two are highly vari
able in relation to changes in the degree of tidal flushing
(cf. Ferren's [1985] historic aerial photos of Carpinteria
Marsh and information on pickleweed dynamics at
Tijuana Estuary [Zedler, Nordby, and Kus 1992]). Spe
cies of broad ecological tolerance are more likely to do
well in restoration sites than species with narrow toler
ance ranges for moisture, salinity, and inundation, so
general standards may suffice for the former. Dominance
by one or more of these three halophytes, equivalent to
that of the reference marsh(es), may be a suitable perfor
mance standard.

Pickleweed is a "matrix" species of the mid-marsh
plain, and Belding's Savannah sparrows use the tallest
stems as perches to defend territory and to attract mates
(White 1986; Powell 1993). Hence, standards for canopy
cover and maximum height (not mean height) are needed.
Sampling reference marshes by using transect lines
(intercept within 10-cm intervals) and determining maxi
mum height in each 1-m interval is suggested for estab
lishing criteria for suitable sparrow nesting habitat.

The matrix species of the high marsh are Salicornia
subterminalis(glasswort) andM. littoralis. Of these, tall
glasswort has at least three important roles in the high
marsh: It provides cover for clapper rails that move out
of the low marsh during high tides; it serves as a perch
for Savannah sparrows; and it supports a myriad of spi
der webs, again above the high tide line. Canopy struc
ture should thus be measured and maximum heights
should be required to be similar to those in the reference
wetlands, and the abundance of tall plants in the two
wetlands should be comparable. It is recommended that
height histograms be developed for constructed and ref
erence sites and that similar frequency of the tallest stems
be required.

Species that are rarer and more patchy need more
attention and different standards to ensure a diverse marsh

community. Frequencies of occurrence should be as
sessed more broadly (over larger areas than readily
sampled by using transect lines) and with less attention
paid to their overall cover. Presence in 1-m intervals or
in 0.25-m^ circular quadrats should suffice for their oc
currence. On the basis of our current understanding of
the functioning of nondominants, an appropriate goal is
their continued presence, rather than some specific height,
cover, or biomass.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED PLANNING

Species that are deemed sensitive, that is, threatened
or endangered with extinction, require the greatest at
tention. At present, these include bird's beak, Coulter
goldfields (Lasthenia glabrata), and others listed by
Ferren (1985) and PERL (1990).

Total cover (=100% minus bare space) is an addi
tional attribute that requires performance standards. It
is reasonable to require minimum standards for the per
centage of a site that needs to be vegetated, that is, the
maximum amount of open space allowed. Natural
marshes typically have quite high cover, with few open
patches in the canopy. Previous sampling programs have
not measured total cover, because the tendency in moni
toring vegetation has been to place transects in homo
geneous areas of continuous cover. Tide pools and gaps
caused by disturbances have typically been avoided.
Because open space is patchy in natural marshes, on-
the-ground sampling is likely to underestimate or over
estimate it, depending on the bias of the sampling tech
nique. A new method for determining bare space uses
airborne digital acquisition and registration imagery from
low-elevation flights (Phinn and Stow, Section 6.4). A
total-site summary of bare space can easily be made with
resolution ofless than 1m^. Inaddition, the size ofeach
patch, shape (perimeter and area), and distribution of
open patches can be assessed. Thus, remote sensing is
the recommended procedure for assessing total cover
of restoration and mitigation sites.

Finally, there should be a performance standard for
the maximum allowable cover ofexotic plants. Airborne
digital acquisition and registration imagery is also prov
ing valuable in mapping and summarizing the distribu
tions of the more conspicuous invasive exotic plants,
such as pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana), giant reed
(Arundo donax),and Hottentot fig (Carpobrotus edulis).
By definition, undisturbed wetlands would have no
exotic species (plant introductions to the region are a
disturbance), and reference wetlands will differ in the
degree to which they have been disturbed.

A zero-tolerance policy may be best for the most
aggressive invaders: pampas grass, giant reed, Hottentot
fig, rabbitfoot grass (Polypogon monspeliensis), and
curly dock (Rumexcrispus). The presence ofexotic vas
cular plants can and should be avoided by adjusting en
vironmental conditions to preclude their establishment
or spread. Addition of salt is proving to be a useful con
trol measure (Kuhn 1995). Exotic species that become
established should be eradicated to prevent spreading.
Even those that are naturalized in many natural marshes
(e.g., sickle grass [Parapholis incurva], brass buttons
[Cotula coronopifolia]', and ice plant [Mesembryanthe-
mum crystallinum and M. nodifloraj) need to be mini
mized in constructed wetlands. Recommendations for

additions of salt (timing, amount, and duration) that can
eliminate exotic species yet allow native annuals to ger
minate, grow, and reproduce are being developed.
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4.2 A REGIONAL APPROACH TO PLANNING*

Mitigation plans often include off-site projects, out-of-
kind mitigation, and mitigation banks. Plans that pro
vide mitigation credit—not for creating new wetland
habitat but for converting one type of wetland to
another—result in a net loss of area, because both the
affectedsiteand themitigationsite aremodified, butonly
the latter is "repaired." This is a swap of quantity for
quality, and it seems to violate the no-net-loss policy.
Regulatory agencies agree, however, that the minimum
replacement ratio "may be less than 1 to 1 for areas where
the functional values associated with the area being im
pacted are demonstrably low and the likelihood of suc
cess associated with the mitigation proposal is high" (En
vironmental ProtectionAgency and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers 1990, pp. 5-6).

The restoration of tidal action to Batiquitos Lagoon
(City of Carlsbad and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1990)is an off-site,out-of-kindmitigationproject.Nearly
the entire lagoon is being dredged to mitigate damages
to deepwater habitat that will be lost when the Port of
Los Angeles (145 km north of the site) fills part of San
Pedro Bay to improve port facilities. Subtidal areas are
being excavated to support fishes and invertebrates; the
tidal mudflats would support shorebirds, and sandy
island sites (added in 1994) are to support least tern nest
ing activities. Reintroduction of tidal flows should ben
efit the salt marsh remnant that persists at the eastern
end of the lagoon. The ecological issues concern the ex
tent of dredging needed to accomplish these benefits, the
ecological costs of eliminating the shallow, nontidal la
goon, and the effect of extensive and long-term dredg
ing.

Although remaining wetlands are disturbed, they still
support sensitive species. For this reason, further distur
bances carry a risk, even when the modifications are de
signed to enhance the sites. The effects of dredging over
long periods are unknown. If large areas of little-occu
pied habitat were available elsewhere in the region, birds
and other animals might be able to move away during
construction. Absence of such areas may mean heavy
mortality during construction. If large reserves of ani
mals were present elsewhere, perhaps regional
biodiversity could better withstand temporary dredging
of coastal lagoons.

Because the fish species that use deepwater harbors
are not likely to be the same as those found in coastal
embayments, this mitigation project is somewhat out-
of-kind. Perhaps even greater latitude should be taken in
mitigation trade-offs. Within the regional context, the
most important goal is sustaining biodiversity. What is
most needed is a plan that will avoid further adverse
effects or, when these are truly unavoidable, allow use

*Modified from Zedler 1996b. ©Ecological Society of America.
Printed with permission.

of mitigation funds to accomplish regionwide goals in
a sequence that will most enhance populations of
native species and offer the species' respective ecosys
tems a greater potential for sustainability (Zedler
1996b).

4.2.1 Regional Losses
Little quantitative information is available on the his
torical condition or functioning ofSouthern California's
two dozen coastal wetlands. For three tidally flushed
sites, the historical changes in habitat type were inven
toried by Macdonald (1990; Table 1.2). The shallow-
water habitats (salt marsh and intertidal flats) of these
sites have declined to 15% of the habitats' historic area,
whereas subtidal area has remained stable (although
most deepwater sites have been dredged). Most of the
other wetlands are closed or often closed lagoons
(Zedler 1982) that were historically more influenced
by ocean waters. Construction of roadways through
wetlands, together with increased sedimentation from
development in the watersheds, has reduced tidal prisms
and facilitated formation of berms across their inlets.

Tidal influence has declined, and salinity regimes have
become more extreme as a result, with the impounded
waters becoming mildly brackish when freshwater in
flows are dominant or extremely hypersaline when
evaporation predominates (Carpelan 1967). The effects
of these changes on wetland structure or functioning
have not been quantified.

Managers and scientists agree that increased tidal
flushing is desirable for support of more sensitive
species (Section 2.2), and several enhancement and miti
gation projects are planned to accomplish this objec
tive (Table 4.1). The projects at Anaheim Bay, Batiquitos
Lagoon, and San Dieguito Lagoon are expressly de
signed to enhance fish habitat as mitigation for loss of
deepwater fish resources. Others (e.g., the 200-ha
project proposed for Tijuana Estuary) would attempt to
restore what has been lost at that wetland in recent

decades. If all the planned projects are eventually imple
mented, significant, major changes will be made to the
region's coastal landscape with little understanding of
the consequences, unless we discover what functions
are unique to the shallow lagoons

With so many projects in the region's future, it
makes sense for the final design and implementation
phases to be coordinated, so that the ultimate landscape
has an optimal mix of habitat types, however defined.
Projects should not proceed independently nor be driven
solely by the needs of the mitigator. It is not uncom
mon for an individual project to include a standard list
of targets (Table 4.2) with little regard for the potential
of the mitigation site to sustain all functions. The con
tinuing needs of port districts to find sites to compen
sate for loss of deepwater fish habitat portend
continued conversion of shallow-water wetlands to

deepwater channels and lagoons. The best quantitative
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Table 4.1. Restoration and Enhancement Projects Planned for Southern California Wetlands*

Site Proposed Change

Goleta Slough
Carpinteria Marsh
Ballona Wetland

Los Cerritos Wetland

Anaheim Bay

Bolsa Chica Wetland

Santa Margarita Estuary
Agua Hedionda Lagoon
Batiquitos Lagoon
San Elijo Lagoon
Los Penasquitos Lagoon
San Dieguito Lagoon
Famosa Slough
Mission Bay
Sweetwater Marsh on San Diego Bay

Tijuana Estuary

Remove obstructions to increase tidal flows

Excavate adjacent site to increase area of tidal influence
Open tide gates and increase tidal flows to salt marsh
Create access to tidal flow in diked marshes

Maintain tidal system (tidal basins for fish have been constructed to
mitigate habitat loss in San Pedro Bay)
Enhance tidal access to diked marshes and flats

Dredge mouth to extend periods of tidal influence
Dredge mouth periodically to sustain tidal influence
Dredge lagoon to shift it from nontidal to tidal
Dredge mouth to shift it from nontidal to tidal
Dredge mouth periodically to extend periods of tidal flow
Shift lagoon from nontidal to tidal
Enlarge culverts and gates to increase tidal flow rates
Remove fill to restore salt marsh

Excavate fill to create intertidal marsh (12 ha have already been
excavated)
Dredge upland and transitional areas to create salt marsh and tidal-creek
systems

•From Zedler 1996b

data available on habitat loss (Table 1.2) suggest that the
greatest need is to restore salt marshes and intertidal flats,
rather than deepwater habitats.

We do not know exactly how the current wetlands
developed, i.e., what processes shaped existing commu
nities or what rare and extreme events influenced the

occurrence and abundance of species. We do not know
the dependencies among the components of the wetland;
competitive and predator-prey interactions are poorly
understood. We cannot predict the dynamics of various
populations or that they will persist in perpetuity. We do
not know what factors confer resilience to species and
communities.

4.2.2 The Need for a Regional Restoration Plan
Two alternatives are suggested to sustain wetland
biodiversity. The first is to halt damages to wetlands. In
mitigation policy, the first priority is avoidance of ad
verse effects. Unfortunately, it is not easy for the regula
tory agencies to deny permits for activities on private
land. Even on public land, developments are possible if
the project is deemed "good" for the public. Thus, in the
San Diego area, Interstate Freeway 5 has been widened
by filling parts of several coastal wetlands; access roads
have encroached on the periphery of Agua Hedionda
Lagoon, Batiquitos Lagoon, and Los Penasquitos
Lagoon; a flood control channel dissected a wetland com
plex along San Diego Bay; a sewer pump station is be
ing relocated and expanded within Los Penasquitos La
goon; and trail systems are proposed to increase public
access into Tijuana Estuary and Sweetwater Marsh.

The second alternative is to conduct all enhancement

projects within a regional wetland restoration plan, a
coordinated effort that encompasses 320 km ofcoastline
and includes the following elements:

• Characterize the existing resource base (existing
area ofeach habitat type, patch size and shape, con
nectivity, isolation) by using National Wetland In
ventory maps and remote sensing imagery.

• Determine the unique qualities of each habitat type
(e.g., impounded lagoon waters may support spe
cies that cannot use tidal waters).

• Set regional goals for sustaining biodiversity, and
establish general plans for retaining and increas
ing each habitat type.

• Use existing plans (Table 4.1) and suggestions to
identify and map all potential restoration and en
hancement sites.

• Indicate the most appropriate restoration procedures
for each site. Several ecological principles can
guide these decisions (Table 4.3) within constraints
on what can be accomplished (e.g., Ballona
Wetland and Famosa Slough require tide gates to
protect urban areas from inundation, which pre
cludes a goal of restoring full tidal flow).

• List existing mitigation needs, that is, projects that
have been proposed.

• Match needs with opportunities insofar as is pos
sible, favoring in-kind mitigation.

• Where no match is possible or where extensive
modifications are unlikely to be successful, estab
lish out-of-kind compensations that contribute to
regional goals.

• Throughout the process, follow an adaptive man
agement approach and carry out research to un
derstand successes and failures.

A suitable regional priority would be reestablishment
of habitats that have been most reduced in area or spe
cies. For Southern California, the following steps could
be taken:
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Table 4.2. Habitat and Species Commonly Listed as Objectives or Targets in Coastal Wetland Restoration
Projects in Southern California

Habitat Type Sensitive Species

Tidal cordgrass marsh
Pickleweed marsh

High intertidal marsh

Salt pan
Mud flats

Saline tidal channels

Riparian willows
Bird nesting islands

Light-footed clapper rail (Rallus longirostris levipes)
Belding's Savannah sparrow (Passerculus sandwichensis beldingi)
Salt marsh bird's beak (Cordylanthus maritimus spp. maritimus)
Wandering skipper (Lepidoptera: Panoquina errans)
Tiger beetle (Coleoptera: Cicindela spp.)
Shorebirds

California halibut (Paralichthys. californicus)
Least Bell's vireo (Vireo belliipusillus)
California least tern (Sterna antillarum brownt)
Western snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus)

• First, determine how each site functions as a

biodiversity reserve.
• Expand the area of these reserves where possible,

emphasizing habitat types that have most declined
in area. This will improve chances for attracting
species and sustaining the full complement of na
tive plants and animals. Tijuana Estuary represents
such an opportunity in Southern California. It sup
ports 24 sensitive species, and a 200-ha restora
tion plan has been developed (Entrix et al. 1991),
yet there are no funds to implement it.

• Next, expand the area of small wetlands, empha
sizing the type of habitat that is still present. For
example, at San Dieguito Lagoon, existing
vegetation (Salicornia virginicaand associated spe
cies) could be expanded more easily than intro
ducing cordgrass (Spartinafoliosa).

• Once the expanded biodiversity reserves show
promise for attracting and supporting sensitive spe
cies, create such ecosystem types at wetlands that
formerly included them. For example, Los
Pefiasquitos Lagoon had lush cordgrass in 1939

(Purer 1942), although it has disappeared, along
with clapper rails.

• The last priority would be to create such habitats at
sites where they may never have occurred
historically. There is no historical record of
cordgrass at San Dieguito Lagoon, for example.

The ongoing planning for enhancement of San
Dieguito Lagoon has incorporated several of these
elements. The California Coastal Commission is requir
ing Southern California Edison to restore 60.75 ha of
self-sustaining functional wetland, with a combination
of in-kind (substantial fish habitat) and out-of-kind (pro
vision for rare species) objectives, as a condition for con
tinued operation of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station. Eight wetlands were initially selected as poten
tial mitigation sites for Southern California Edison. Of
these, San Dieguito Lagoon and Tijuana Estuary ranked
highest (MEC 1991), and the former was selected after a
lengthy review and public hearing.

Other recommendations included restoration of about

36 ha at San Dieguito Lagoon, where channels might be
readily enlarged to accommodate fish habitat, and about

Table 4.3. Scientific Principles That Can Help Guide Choices for Wetland Restoration*

1. Large systems support and maintain the highest biodiversity.Thus, restoration work with large systems
should have greater potential for sustaining regional biodiversity.

2. Coastal wetlands support greater biodiversity if there are good linkages with adjacent ecosystems (uplands,
riparian corridors, and nearshore waters) and few barriers to water flow and movement of animals (e.g.,
culverts, roads, light and telephone wires). Adjacent habitats provide high-tide refuges (resting places and
alternative foraging areas for animals that avoid tidal inundation), habitat for upland species that are
essential to wetland species (e.g., insect pollinators that live in uplands but are needed by annual wetland
plants), access to water-borne larvae and plant propagules (for establishment and reestablishment of native
species), and areas for wetland vegetation to "migrate" as the sea level rises (essential for long-term
maintenance of biodiversity). Thus, restoration projects should remove barriers and improve connectivity.

3. Specific ecosystem types will develop best if located near or adjacent to an existing ecosystem of the same
type. Some desired species can be transplanted (e.g., plants), but the rest of the native community must
invade and become established on its own. Nearby sources should offer higher probability for dispersal.

4. Small habitat remnants are likely to have reduced resilience and less resistance to natural and man-made
perturbations (i.e., fewer refuges from disturbance, more exotic species, fewer propagules, slow recovery
rates). It may be more important to retain and expand on the habitat remnants at the smaller wetlands,
rather than add new ecosystem types.

*From Zedler 1996b.



24 ha at Tijuana Estuary, where the chances of augment
ing populations of endangered species are high. How
ever, Southern California Edison argued successfully for
a single site. Initial hydrologic studies have since shown
that full tidal flushing is hard to achieve at San Dieguito
Lagoon and that frequent maintenance dredging will be
essential. Because the mitigator must maintain tidal flow
only so long as the San Onofre station is operated, rather
than in perpetuity, it would be less risky to construct habi
tats that can withstand tidal closure (e.g., the pickleweed
community, which supports Belding's Savannah spar
rows), rather than to count on long-term tidal flushing.

For long-term maintenance of regional biodiversity,
each ecosystem type should consist of larger areas and
be present in more locations, as was the case historically.
This is particularly difficult to achieve along the coast
of Southern California, where little open space remains.
This region may represent a worst-case scenario for miti
gation problems; it certainly challenges mitigators, re
source agencies, decisionmakers, and researchers. In re
gions with a larger proportion of the natural habitat re
maining, the potential for on-site, in-kind mitigation
should be greater. Still, a regional framework can only
improve chances of fulfilling the nation's no-net-loss
policy, that is, sustaining wetland area and function.

4.3 THE TIJUANA ESTUARY TIDAL

RESTORATION PLAN

The Tijuana Estuary Tidal Restoration Plan is a model
restoration project. First, it would restore what has been
lost at the site (approximately 150 ha of salt marsh and
48 ha of intertidal flats) rather than being driven by the
need for mitigation of other types of habitat loss (e.g.,
nearshore subtidal fish habitat; see Humboldt Bay case
study in chapter 2). Second, it follows an adaptive man
agement program, recognizing that efforts to restore habi
tat, particularly for endangered species, are not yet
assured of success. In order to help develop needed tech
niques, restoration would be done in phases. The first
phase includes an experimental 8-ha marsh that will have
areas with and without extensive tidal networks, allow

ing an ecosystem-level assessment of the need for intri
cate topographic sculpturing. The plan further requires
experimentation with salvaging of vegetation and soils
when damage is unavoidable. The remaining part of the
198-ha restoration plan would be implemented in mod
ules, with lessons learned from earlier modules incorpo
rated into plans for later modules.

Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve
includes the Tijuana Slough National Wildlife Refuge,
managed by the UJS. Fish and Wildlife Service, and Bor
der Field State Park, managed by the California Depart
ment of Parks and Recreation. Its specific goal is to pro
tect three endangered species: the light-footed clapper
rail, California least tern, and salt marsh bird's beak.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED PLANNING

A program of adaptive management (Walters and
Hilborn 1978) with long-term monitoring, field studies,
manipulative experiments, and a major restoration pro
gram guides resource management at Tijuana Estuary
(Entrix et al. 1991, Zedler et al. 1992).

4.3.1 Management Needs
Tijuana Estuary has many management needs. It is an
urban estuary subject to the long- and short-term effects
of a large human population (cf. section 3.3). The city of
Imperial Beach surrounds the northern arm of the estu
ary.Flood control levees in agricultural lands have modi
fied the Tijuana River floodplain. Just upstream, the city
of Tijuana, Mexico, has about 2 million inhabitants.
Sewer hook-ups are few, and human wastes flow north
into the Tijuana Estuary. The watershed above Tijuana is
scheduled for rapid and extensive development. At the
same time, the downstream estuary is supposed to serve
as a reserve for research and education, a refuge for en
dangered species, and a state park.

Sedimentation problems. Increased sedimentation
follows disturbance of soil-stabilizing vegetation within
the watershed. Throughout Southern California, estuar
ies and lagoons have been filling in rapidly, as hillsides
within their watersheds are disturbed and developed.
Vegetation that might slow erosion is sparse in Mexico,
where grazing is more common and fires occur more
often than in the United States. The extremely erodible
soils move downstream with winter rains, and cata

strophic sedimentation occurs at the coast. Mugu Lagoon
lost 40% of its low-tide volume because of cumulative

sedimentation during the floods of 1978 and 1980 (Onuf
1987). Sedimentation is a natural process, but the rates
have accelerated, and the lagoon's ability to respond by
changing its configuration has been constrained by pe
ripheral developments.

Natural events that counter the effects of sedimenta

tion may also be augmented by human activities. For
example, the greenhouse effect may be accelerating the
rise in sea level and compensating somewhat for sedi
ment accretion. However, the average rise in sea level
cannot begin to keep up with catastrophic sedimentation
accompanying major floods; the net effect is that coastal
wetlands fill in more rapidly than they would naturally.

Problems of beach and dune erosion. The beach

and dunes erode when winter storms and high sea levels
coincide. Dunes contribute sediment that fills channels

in the adjacent estuary. Summer is the rebuilding phase
in an annual cycle of beach removal and replenishment.
However, if the replenishing sands are intercepted in their
transport along shore or downstream, the beach and dunes
show a net loss (Inman 1985). In addition to the annual
cycle, the long-term trend is an increase in mean sea level,
which gradually moves the beach inland.

Disturbance of beach vegetation has contributed to
the destabilization of the dunes, and replanting efforts
have been under way in recent years (P. Jorgensen and
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B. Fink, unpublished data). Further dune stabilization,
through extensive revegetation efforts, is called for in
the restoration plan.

Problems in habitat management. For an estuary
that is managed primarily for its native wetland commu
nities and endangered species, passive management (leav
ing nature alone) might seem preferable to active
manipulation ofenvironmental conditions. However, dis
turbances have had significant effects on the estuary, and
the issue is not whether, but how much, intervention is
required to maintain native species.

Decades of disturbance to the estuary and its water
shed have substantially altered the environmental
factors that control habitats. Since 1900, some commu

nities have been lost entirely (e.g., woody beach vegeta
tion), and other new ones have developed (e.g., brackish
ponds and marshes). The overall management goal is to
maintain the natural variety of habitats, recognizing that
increasing the area of any one habitat type should not
reduce habitat for another. Single-species management
is not desirable, because procedures that might benefit
one species might adversely affect another. Restoration
requires a comprehensive approach, because altering
habitat in one area can potentially affect the entire eco
system. Habitats that need to be restored include the fol
lowing:

• Transition from upland to wetland
• Salt marsh

• Intertidal salt marsh

• Salt pans
• Channels and creeks

• Sand flats and mud flats

• Beach and dunes

• Riparian ecosystem
• Coastal sage scrub

4.3.2 The Tidal Restoration Plan

The goals for Tijuana Estuary are to improve tidal flush
ing enough to maintain an open ocean inlet and to create
and restore sufficient habitat for maintenance of estua

rine biodiversity. These goals are complementary; exca
vating sediments that have washed into the estuary will
increase tidal flushing and expand wetland habitats. Most
of the restoration work will be done in the southern arm

of the estuary, where sedimentation has been heaviest in
the past and where tidal flows are most sluggish.

In 1984, the State Resources Agency and the State
Coastal Conservancy provided funding to map the
Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve and
to develop a hydrologic model (Williams and Swanson
1987). This was followed by a 3-year assessment of re
sources and evaluation of environmental impact funded
by the State Coastal Conservancy in 1988. Plans to re
store full tidal flushing to the southern arm of Tijuana
Estuary began with the hydrologic analysis. Williams and
Swanson (1987) used the 1857 map as a model of what
the estuary might need to become a fully tidal estuary. In

1857, the mouth was 305 m wide, and the tidal prism
was estimated to be 1.8 million m3. About 352 ha of

intertidal wetlands were estimated to be present. Tidal
sloughs extended 914 m inland toward the east, 1524 m
north, and 610 m south from the ocean inlet. A large
area of open water was present in the southwesternmost
part of the estuary.

Between 1852 and 1986, many changes occurred in
geomorphology, hydrology, and hydrodynamics (Fig.
4.2). From the historic maps and aerial photos, it was
estimated that 80% of the historic tidal prism had been
eliminated. Sediments flowed in from the watershed and

across the beach, depending on the type of storm event.
With sea storms, the dunes were both flattened and

pushed inland. Major retreat of the beach (90-120 m)
was documented for the 134-year period.

Williams and Swanson (1987) summarized the ma

jor problems that would continue to plague the estuary
if these physical processes were not abated: (1) The es
tuary would continue to lose its tidal prism, through sedi
mentation down Tijuana River, down Goat Canyon, and
across the beach during storm washovers. (2) Wetlands
would continue to be converted to upland habitat. (3)
Freshwater inflows could shift large areas of saline wet
land to brackish wetland. (4) Wetland area would con
tinue to decline as a consequence of accelerated rise in
sea level. (5) The encroachment of development in the
river corridor would degrade the riparian habitat and
increase flood hazards.

The hydrologists suggested an extensive dredging
program (Fig. 4.3) that would focus on the southern arm
of the estuary. They also proposed a major new channel
in the northern arm to connect the tidal ponds to the
Tijuana River channel, a measure that would maintain
tidal access to Oneonta Slough after the migrating dune
pinches off its current opening to Tijuana River and the
ocean inlet.

Mapping of resources and assessment of environ
mental impact followed, with preparation of an envi
ronmental impact review and an environmental
impact statement by Entrix et al. (1991). A biological
analysis was undertaken to determine what resources
would be affected by the proposed dredging (Enrix et
al. 1991).

A constraints map (Fig. 4.4) was developed from
the field studies; it details all areas considered sensi
tive, either for the type of community present or the
occurrence of rare and valued species. For example, the
area of transition to upland that occurs south of the tidal
ponds was considered too valuable to be dredged. Salt
flats and high marsh habitat near the Border Field over
look had high densities of Belding's Savannah sparrows
and hence were considered too sensitive for conversion

to low marsh.

Modifications to the 1987 plan were suggested to
incorporate new information and ideas. It was proposed
that a channel be cut near the visitor center at Tijuana
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Figure 4.2 Historical changes that have reduced the tidal prism of Tijuana Estuary. Modified from Williams and Swanson 1987.
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Figure 4.3 Tijuana Estuary "minimum dredging plan" designed to
restore the tidal prism. Two river training berms (bold lines) were
designed to divert sediment inflows away from excavated chan
nels and to accommodate dredge spoils. Modified from Williams
and Swanson 1987.

Estuary to improve tidal circulation, enhance opportu
nities for nature interpretation, and reduce the need to
bring visitors into habitats of endangered species. The
hydrologists were asked to redesign the dredging pro
gram to avoid sensitive areas. Florsheim et al. (in Entrix
et al. 1991) redesigned the hydrology plan and responded
to recommendations for an adaptive management ap
proach, with two phases (a model project to precede full-
scale restoration) and a modular approach (subunits that
could be constructed as funding became available).

4.3.3 The Model Project
The model project has three features: First, an experi
mental marsh (Fig. 4.5) of at least 8 ha will be con
structed to determine how excavation of tidal creeks will

accelerate development of the ecosystem (cf. section
4.3.5).

The second feature is a new channel to connect the

northern end of Oneonta Slough to the northern tidal
pond. In addition to improving tidal flows, it will en
hance nature interpretation and increase habitat acre
age. The channel will be excavated along the toe of the
fill on which the visitor center is located and will pro
vide ready access for interpretive activities. Several of
the estuary's habitats will be created within the excava

tion, including tidal creek, mud flat, lower-to-upper
marsh, and transition to upland. It is likely that the pub
lic will join the project, much as volunteers have par
ticipated in planting and weeding the coastal scrub veg
etation that landscapes the site of the visitor center.

The third feature is the widening of Oneonta Slough
where a buried hard pan prevents inland migration of
the channel. Unless the hard substrates are removed, tidal
flows would eventually be pinched off as the dune gradu
ally encroaches from the west. Maintaining Oneonta
Slough as the tidal access for the northern ami of the

estuary will make it unnecessary to cut a new channel
south of the tidal ponds, thus preserving the transitional
wetland-upland habitats that occur there.

Disposal of dredge spoils remains an issue. Dredg
ing will generate spoils of various qualities. Sandy spoils
may be used to replenish the beach and dunes, but
fine-textured spoils will need to be taken off site. High
salinity and presence of contaminants will dictate the
spoils' ultimate disposal. Off-shore deposition in an au
thorized deep-sea dump site is an additional option. At
this writing, only the plan for beach disposal of spoils
from the second and third feature has been approved.

4.3.4 The 200-Hectare Project
It is expected that the 200-ha excavation (Fig. 4.6) will
be implemented over two or more decades, because the

project will be costly and funds are not currently avail
able for the work. An innovative, modular approach will
accomplish two adaptive management objectives. First,
it will be possible to match each funding opportunity with
the restoration of one or more habitat modules. Rather

than proceeding piecemeal, the restoration will be com
pleted in modules to make up the 200-ha program. Sec
ond, monitoring of and research on each completed mod
ule will improve the next. As problems are recognized,
corrective measures can be built into later construction

plans. As restoration methods are improved or new ideas
developed, they can be incorporated into subsequent
modules. The essence of adaptive management is a dy
namic plan that can improve as knowledge accumulates
and restoration science progresses.

Protection from future flooding and sedimentation is
not assured. Because Tijuana Estuary has accumulated
vast amounts of sediment in recent floods, there is

always the possibility that the restoration site will be re
filled by flood-borne sediments. It is not yet clear how
this can be avoided or accommodated (cf. section 3.1).

The original restoration plan called for two river train
ing berms (built from dredge spoils); the larger would be
2.4 km long and 18 m high. Subsequent plans eliminated
both berms because the environmental impacts were con
sidered excessive.

4.3.5 Restoration Research Needs

Several questions remain about how to conduct the res
toration project. In response to these needs, the restora
tion plan (Entrix et al. 1991) listed several experimental
projects, pointed out alternative restoration measures, and
called for supplemental analysis of the environmental
impact once choices are made. Issues requiring further
research and analysis include the following:

Efforts to salvage soil and vegetation. Dredging to
restore channels will disrupt small areas of benthic ani
mal communities and creekside vegetation and infauna.
To the extent possible, areas of native vegetation wilt be
avoided: where unavoidable, a salvage and revegetation



Figure 4.5 The 8-ha model marsh that has been planned to allow
experimental comparison of areas with and without tidal creek net
works.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED PLANNING

Figure 4.4 Constraints map for Tijuana Estuary
showing areas of sensitive habitat to be avoided in
excavating sediments for purposes of restoring the
tidal prism. Black areas = water; shading = sensi
tive wetland and dune areas; hatching = sensitive
uplands. Compiled by PERL.

Figure 4.6 Revised tidal restoration plan for Tijuana Estuary. The
river berm (in bold) was later eliminated. Modified from Entrix et al.
1991.
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program will be undertaken. As discussed later (cf. sec
tion 5.1.1), the fine sediments will be needed to provide
a suitable substrate for the proposed tidal marsh. There
are no precedents for sediment salvage work of this type,
and details have not been planned. Experiments are be
ing developed to determine the size and depth of soil
cores needed to retain native vegetation and soils, in
cluding root zones and seed banks.

Propagation and replanting. When the first resto
rationsite has beenexcavated,studieswillcomparerates
at which species become established with and without
revegetation. The new channel adjacent to the visitor
center will most likely house these experiments. There
will be many opportunities for public interpretation,
making Tijuana Estuary a major demonstration site for
state-of-the-art restoration methods.

Ecosystem development with and without tidal-
creek networks. Several functions of wetlands are hy
pothesized to relate to the presence of tidal creeks within
the salt marsh plain. These are rapid increase in nutrient
pools, enhanced plant growth, denser and more diverse
invertebratepopulations, and enhanced use by birds. To
test these dependencies, the 8-ha marsh will be subdi
vided into six areas, three with and three without tidal-
creek networks incised into the marsh plain (Fig. 4.5).
Development rates of the ecosystem under these two
treatments will be compared to determine the need for
construction of tidal creeks, which will add to the initial

cost of marsh construction throughout the 200-ha resto
ration program but reduce the time required for achiev
ing the goals of restoration.



METHODS OF ENHANCING ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

CHAPTER 5

Methods of Enhancing
Ecosystem Development

5.1 AMENDING SOILS TO PROVIDE TALL

CORDGRASS CANOPIES

Cordgrass canopies fail to grow tall and robust on sandy,
nutrient-poor sediments. Using agricultural principles.
it follows that sediments could be amended in ways that
would build up the soil, improve the nutrient status, and
increase plant height. Yetdeveloping specific recommen
dations has proven complicated.

.jC\g»fe,

5.1.1 The Importance of Organic Matter
Organic content is one of three key factors (with eleva
tion and drainage) that influence marsh productivity
(Mitsch and Gosselink 1986). In mature wetland sys
tems, the organic matter in sediments is the major stor
age pool of nutrients (Haines 1977, Langis et al. 1991),
and a large part of these nutrients is stored and recycled
within the ecosystem (Mitsch and Gosselink 1986). The
importance of organic matter for nitrogen cycling is not
sufficiently clear, but we do know that nitrogen is a lim
iting nutrient in salt marshes (Valiela et al. 1976. Covin
and Zedler 1988). Both nitrogen fixation and denitrifi-
cation rely on the type and amount of organic matter
present. Additions of organic matter stimulated nitro
gen fixation in both natural and constructed marsh soils
along San Diego Bay (Zalejko 1989). Organic matter in
sediments also improves the capacity for cation ex
change.

Unfortunately, low levels of organic matter in sedi
ments seem to be characteristic of constructed wetlands

along the coast, not only in Southern California (Langis
et al. 1991) but also in North Carolina (Craft et al. 1986,
L988)and Texas (Linclau and Hossner 1981) (cf. Table
3.1). These studies agree that low levels of organic mat

ter limit nutrient supply and slow the rate of functional
development in constructed marshes.

Organic matter accumulates slowly in marsh sedi
ments. Accumulation occurs when decomposition rales
are low, because oflow oxygen levels and inhibitory acids
in anaerobic soils at low pH (Kilham and Alexander
1984). The major sources of organic matter in the soil in
salt marshes are thought to be emergent macrophytes
(Craft et al. 1988), especially those with dense root sys
tems and particulate matter that settles out of the water
column. For the Pacific Coast, accumulation of peat is
rare to absent (Frey and Basan 1978). The natural refer
ence marsh at San Diego Bay (Paradise Creek) had only
2.0-2.5% organic carbon (percentage dry mass; Langis

et al. 1991). Because it is uncertain how long a con
structed marsh will take to match the organic levels and
nutrient status of natural wetlands, the time required for
functional equivalency cannot be predicted.

5.1.2 Shortcomings of Sandy Substrates at
San Diego Bay Mitigation Sites
Study of a 5-year-old constructed coastal wetland in San
Diego Bay indicated that sandy dredge spoils are poor
substrates for intertidal wetlands. The sediments had low

levels of organic matter and nitrogen, which impaired
the development of ecological functions (Langis et al.
1991). Soils and vegetation at the constructed Connec
tor Marsh and the natural Paradise Creek Marsh were

compared in detail when the former site was 4-5 years
old. Significant differences were found in soil organic
matter, nitrogen, nitrogen-fixation rates (Zalejko 1989),
sulfate reduction, and sulfide production (Cantilli 1989).
Low concentrations of nitrogen appeared to limit both
plant growth (Langis el al. 1991) and consumer species.
Epibenthic invertebrates were only a third as abundant
at Connector Marsh as al Paradise Creek Marsh

(Rutherford 1989; Scatolini and Zedler 1996).

In the summer of 1990,6 years after Connector Marsh
was constructed, differences still existed between it and

the natural marsh. Cordgrass at the constructed marsh
had only 60% of the biomass of that at Paradise Creek.
Plants were dense but generally shorter than in natural
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marshes. The vegetation wasjudged inadequate for sup
port of predators, including beetles that control herbivo
rous insects and the endangered light-footed clapper rail
(Zedler 1993). In 1992, when the marsh was 8 years old,
the plant canopy declined; at the same time, damage by
scale insects was widespread (Boyer and Zedler 1996).
In 1994,10 years after transplantation, cordgrass cano
pies werestill short (Boyer and Zedler, unpublisheddata).

5.1.3 Limited Effectiveness of One-Time Soil

Amendments

My colleagues and I hypothesized that the rate of devel
opment of constructed wetland ecosystems would be
accelerated by adding organic matter and nitrogen to the
substrate. We tested this hypothesis in a newly constructed
salt marsh by augmenting the organic matter and nitro
gen in the sediments (Gibson et al. 1994). We expected
cordgrass to show increased growth in proportion to the
amount of nitrogen added, whether from inorganic or
organic sources. We further expected that nitrogen pools
would be increased after the addition of amendments

(especially amendments with low carbomnitrogen ratios)
and that fertilizer containing inorganic nitrogen would
also increase nitrogen pools, but for a shorter period. The
field experiment took place within a newly excavated 7-
ha marsh, known as Marisma de Nacidn, located along
San Diego Bay. Amendments included straw
(carbomnitrogen = 84), alfalfa (carbomnitrogen = 12),
and ammonium sulfate (inorganic nitrogen).

The organic amendments rapidly stimulated growth
of cordgrass. Significant effects on plant biomass oc
curred as early as 2 months after planting. Highest growth
was obtained when alfalfa was added, either with or with

out inorganic nitrogen. The combination of inorganic ni
trogen and straw increased growth significantly more than
straw alone (Gibson et al. 1994), indicating that the straw-
amended system was more nitrogen limited than the al
falfa system (Fig. 5.1). Rototilling appeared to have an
adverse effect; biomass was consistently low in the roto-
tilled control areas.

Overall, the growth data indicate that alfalfa caused
the most growth because it contained more nitrogen than
the other treatments. However, relatively little of the ni
trogen added was recovered by the aboveground plant
material (Gibson et al. 1994). A substantial fraction of
the readily mineralizable nitrogen was leached or deni
trified in the month before planting. Results of an assay
(decomposition in litterbags) done in 1992 indicated that
as much as 80% of the added nitrogen can be mineral
ized in the first month (Gibson 1992). Because destruc
tive sampling was not compatible with the long-term
objectives of the amendment study, we did not estimate
nitrogen storage in belowground biomass. Even if roots
and rhizomes had eight times the aboveground biomass
(Valielaet al. 1982), the fraction of nitrogen retained by
the vegetation was small.

In the first year of the study, nitrogen-rich organic
matter (alfalfa) increased plant growth but not sediment
organic matter and nitrogen pools (Gibson et al. 1994).
Thus, it was no surprise that in the second year, plant
growth was still limited, even though the effects of treat
ment were still visible (Fig. 5.1). The highest cordgrass
biomass developed in areas amended with alfalfa. How
ever, the maximum biomass in year 2 was only about
half that of the standing crop of a natural cordgrass marsh
(cf. data in Winfield 1980).

5.1.4 Why Short-Term Fertilization Does Not
Enhance the Nitrogen Pool
In natural marshes, the reserve of mineralizable organic
nitrogen accumulates and is maintained by decaying plant
material and root exudates. The associated vegetation per
sists through continuous turnover of nitrogen within the
rhizosphere and with new inputs only occasionally (as
with flooding). In natural marshes, one-time amendments
do not produce this necessary nitrogen pool. No effect of
treatment could be shown in the organic carbon pools 5
months (July 1990) or 7 months (September 1990) after
amendments were added. The data indicate that most of

the organic matter was mineralized, and most of the ni
trogen released, in the weeks immediately after addition.
These findings were confirmed by the results of a de
composition experiment with buried litterbags (reported
in Gibson et al. 1994), and by those of the following,
more extensive, experiment, which explored the role of
soil texture in retaining inorganic and organic amend
ments. In the latter experiment, we also tested waste prod
ucts (kelp wrack, horse manure) as novel ways to
enhance the nutrient pool more effectively and more
cheaply than by adding alfalfa.

We hypothesized that amendments would be retained
more readily by.finer than by sandier soils. The field ex
periment was started in March 1992 in a disturbed area
adjacent to Paradise Creek Marsh at an elevation judged
suitable for cordgrass. Existing sediments were loamy
sand (84% sand, 6% silt, and 10% clay). The texture of
the transported sediment was sandy loam to loam (50-
62% sand, 25-30% silt, and 10-20% clay). Nitrogen and
carbon contents of both the existing and transported sedi
ments were less than 0.1%.

The mass of nitrogen in each of eight amendments
was 96 g of nitrogen per square meter. The amendments
were as follows: low dose of alfalfa hay, high (double)
dose of alfalfa hay, kelp, horse manure, ammonium sul
fate, sulfur-coated urea (slow-release nitrogen), alfalfa
plus clay, and fast-release nitrogen plus clay. The two
controls were clay and sand with no added nitrogen. After
the soil amendments were added, soil parameters (total
nitrogen, KCl-extractable carbon and nitrogen, porewater
carbon and nitrogen, sulfides, redox potential, salinity,
and pH) were measured 4 days, 7 days, 2 weeks, 4 weeks,
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Figure 5.1 Cordgrass biomass (estimated from data on total stem length) during the first and second years after amending soils with organic
and inorganic nitrogen. Plants grew better with high addition of nitrogen (N)—xaxis shows grams of N added—and performed better in year 2
after vegetative expansion; yet the highest standing crops were only half the biomass of marshes in natural cordgrass. Modified from Gibson et
al. 1994.

2 months, and 4 months later. Nutrients were measured

in both sediments and porewater wells (20 cm deep).
Nitrogen was released in a pulse and was rapidly lost

from both fine and coarse soils and for both organic and
inorganic amendments, as indicated by total Kjeldahl ni
trogen (TKN) levels 4 and 7 days after fertilization (Fig.
5.2). Variability was high and appeared to obscure any
effects of treatment; no significant differences were
found. At 4 days, soil treated with fast-release nitrogen
plus clay had the highest mean TKN (3.6 mg nitrogen
per gram of soil), which compared favorably with maxi
mum levels found in local natural marshes: 3.01 mg ni
trogen per gram in Paradise Creek (PERL, unpublished
data) and 2.38 mg nitrogen per gram in Tijuana Estuary
(Langis et al. 1991). However, subsequent TKN levels
were less than half the initial levels. Soil TKN showed

no patterns after the first week. Soil texture did not ap
pear to have an effect on nitrogen retention, suggesting
that higher concentrations ofclay are needed. In all cases,
the total amount of nitrogen present 1 year after treat
ment was considered inadequate from a biological per
spective.

5.1.5 Producing Tall Cordgrass Vegetation
with Multiple Additions of Nitrogen

Katharyn Boyer and Joy Zedler

Because the one-time soil amendment (Gibson et al.

1994) was insufficient to produce canopies in a con
structed marsh equivalent to those in a reference marsh,
an experiment was done in the constructed Connector
Marsh to examine the effect of extending the period of
fertilization. We used biweekly applications of urea for
as little as 1 month and as long as 6 months. Results
were examined at the end of the first growing season
(1993).

We continued one fertilizer treatment for a second

year (1994). One set of plots fertilized for 6 months in
1993 received the same number of applications during
1994, whereas another set was not fertilized in the sec
ond year. We hypothesized that the effects of treatment
during the first year would be retained through accumu
lation of nutrients in the soils or storage in belowground
tissue or, alternatively, that fertilization for 1 year might
not be sufficient to sustain tall cordgrass vegetation. At
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5.1.6 Impacts of Nitrogen Fertilization on
Insect Pests

KatharynBoyer and Joy Zedler

In conjunction with the experiment just described, we
assessed the response to fertilization ofan existing popu
lation of scale insects (Haliaspis spartina, Homoptera:
Diaspididae) feeding on the leaves of cordgrass in the
constructed marsh (Boyer 1994; Boyer and Zedler 1996).
Because many studies have shown that fertilization in
creases the damage caused by herbivores (Pfeiffer and
Wiegert 1981, McNeill and Southwood 1982, Bryant et
al. 1987, Lightfoot and Whitford 1987, Strauss 1987,
Johnson 1991), we were concerned that fertilizing at
Connector Marsh might exacerbate this infestation. Al
ternatively, others have found that environmentally
stressed plants are more susceptible to major damage by
insects (Knerer and Atwood 1973, Mattson and Addy
1975, White 1976, Redak and Cates 1984, White 1984,
Mattson and Haack 1987, Louda 1988, Larsson 1989).
Low amounts of nitrogen in the soils in the constructed
marshes of Sweetwater National Wildlife Refuge are
likely to be an environmental stress for cordgrass, possi
bly allowing an increase in the population of Haliaspis.
Stressed plants may be more nutritious because of greater
availability of soluble nitrogen and carbohydrates (White
1969, 1974, 1976; Rhoades 1979, 1983). Also, stressed
plants, with limited energy and nutrient resources, may
allocate less energy to defense (Rhoades 1983), both
chemical and mechanical, allowing growth of popula
tions of phytophagous insects.

Once juvenile insects were observed on the leaves of
new cordgrass shoots (mid-April, 1993), we began mak
ing biweekly estimates of Haliaspis densities. We used
abundance classes to estimate the number of Haliaspis
per stem: class 0 = 0, 1 = 1-9, 2 = 10-99, 3 = 100-999,
and 4 = 1000 or more. Although dispersal occurred in
two main pulses in 1993 (late May and late July), our
hypothesis that timing of Haliaspis dispersal might in
fluence the result of fertilization was not supported.

Contrary to our prediction, nitrogen fertilization did
not exacerbate Haliaspis damage to cordgrass in the con
structed Connector Marsh. Long-term fertilization (10
applications over 20 weeks) appeared to reduce Haliaspis
densities relative to the density in control plots by
August. Although early-season establishment of
Haliaspis was greater in the plots treated with 12 appli
cations of fertilizer (6 applications at that time) than in
the controls, this trend in abundance reversed by August,
when the control plots contained many more stems in
fested with large numbers of Haliaspis than the long-
term fertilized plots did (Fig. 5.3) Mean abundance per
stem also became lowest in the long-term fertilized plots.

Lower abundance of Haliaspis by the late season in
the fertilized plots may have been due to one or more of
the following: increased attack by predatory insects that

METHODS OF ENHANCING ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

use tall plants as a high-tide refuge; dislodging of
Haliaspis (particularly juveniles) through abrasion of
sharp-edged leaves; moredifficultstyletpenetration and
prolongedattachmenton hardened leaf tissue; or relief
from the stress caused by nitrogen limitation, possibly
leadingto loweravailabilityof soluble nitrogen and car
bohydrates or increases in chemical defenses.

Plots fertilized only in March, April, June, or Au
gust did not differ from controls in mean abundance of
Haliaspis. The insects were never abundant in the fer
tilized or control plots in the adjacent natural marsh.
Concerns that cordgrass fertilization might provoke dam
age by scale insects were allayed, but other herbivores
complicated our study in 1994. Patchy damage by lepi-
dopteran stem-boring larvae and their predators (small
mammals) occurred in the experimental plots in 1994,
beginning in July. Although control plots showed the
least variability and plots treated both seasons the most,
no plots were exempt from damage (Boyer and Zedler,
unpublished data). Other areas remote to our fertiliza
tion study were also damaged, in both constructed and
natural marshes; therefore, we lack direct evidence that

this herbivory was promoted by fertilization ofcordgrass.
This study suggests that fertilization of constructed

salt marshes in San Diego Bay may proceed without
concern that Haliaspis outbreaks will be facilitated.
Other problems may develop, especially if larger areas
are fertilized and different consumers are attracted to

the plots. Our experimental program has been expanded
to test the effect of fertilizing patches of cordgrass that
are large enough to attract clapper rails to nest. To de
termine how long fertilization will be required, we be
gan an experiment in 1995 that involves fertilizing plots
ofcordgrass for 1-5 years. We will compare plants, soils,
and herbivory at the end of each growing season.

5.1.7 Recommendations for Improving
Restoration of Cordgrass

KatharynBoyer and Joy Zedler

Because we found that nitrogen was not retained in the
soils after the first season of fertilization and that

belowground storage was inadequate to sustain tall cano
pies of cordgrass through the second year, long-term
corrective action is needed. We recommend using con
tinual fertilization over multiple growing seasons to
sustain tall canopies, as required in the mitigation agree
ment (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1988).

For future projects, we recommend that restoration
sites be provided with a surface layer of fine sediments.
Because it is so difficult to create suitable habitat for

nesting by clapper rails in areas with sandy soils, we
recommend salvaging and reusing fine-textured soils
from the areas that will be lost to development. When
restoration projects are undertaken as part of a mitiga
tion program, the marshes that are to be damaged should
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have a comprehensive salvage plan, so that plants, ani
mals, and soils can be moved to the mitigation site.

The responses of herbivorous insects to nitrogen
amendments need to be evaluated when large areas are
fertilized. It is unclear whether the patchy damage caused
by stem-borers or mammals in our experiment was re
lated to fertilization, and such damage needs to be closely
watched. Further corrective action may be needed to cur
tail outbreaks of pest species.

Our experience with the 10-year-old constructed
marsh shows that it is difficult to compensate for dam
ages to clapper rail habitat, especially on coarse sub
strates. Other factors may limit use of this mitigation site
by clapper rails, such as the adjacent freeway, contami
nants in street runoff, dogs and cats that can prey on birds,
and power lines which attract raptors that can prey on
rail chicks. Because there is no guarantee that habitat
useful to clapper rails can be created in urban settings,
we recommend no further damage to the few remaining
marshes that are used by this endangered species.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES WITH

MESOCOSMS

John Callaway and Joy Zedler

A wide variety of techniques might be used to accelerate
the development of ecosystems in restoration sites, but
our work with nitrogen amendments suggests that pre
liminary experimentation is needed to developsuccess
ful methods.

5.2.1 The Value of Experimentation Before
Restoration

Rigorous evaluation of restoration techniques is often
difficult ifdone on a largescale inactual restorationsites.
The cost of trying different methods will be high if the
area is large; also, harvesting plantsor trapping animals
to assess experimental treatments may conflict with the
goal of creating habitat. Thus, most attemptsat restora
tion are large-scale, unreplicated trials, and statistical
analysis of the results is not possible. Because of the con
straints in evaluating techniques on a large scale in res
toration sites, it is best to work out new techniques in a
smaller scale experimental setting before restoration.
Field conditions can be approximated more closely by

METHODS OF ENHANCING ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

using mesocosms (medium-size, outdoor experimental
units) than by using laboratory experiments. Testing new
techniques in mesocosms may indicate pitfalls before the
techniques are applied to large areas with great cost and
little benefit.

5.2.2 The Tidal Mesocosms at Tijuana Estuary
A new facility at Tijuana Estuary has allowed us to evalu
ate the usefulness of mesocosms for testing how hydrol
ogy affects the development of mid-intertidal salt marsh.
We planned the mesocosms to support pickleweed be
cause it is the most widespread dominant plant in salt
marshes in Southern California. We varied two factors,

tidal flushing and freshwater inflow, which determine
the degree of water circulation, the salinity of channel
waters and marsh soils, and, ultimately, the composition
of the plant and animal communities. Our hydrologic
treatments mimicked conditions typical of mid-intertidal
marshes throughout Southern California, including natu
ral (fully tidal) and modified coastal wetlands that were

either (a) impounded (i.e., subject to tidal flooding and
freshwater inflows but not able to drain) or (b) excluded
from tidal action (i.e., with freshwater inputs and ability
to drain, but with tidal inflows precluded).

The 24 mesocosms were planted with pickleweed and
irrigated with fresh water to aid establishment. When
pickleweed achieved 80% cover in all mesocosms, fresh
water inflows were terminated and the tidal treatments

were initiated. Eight mesocosms were left open to full
tidal flushing, 8 mesocosms were fitted with tide gates
that were opened on incoming tides and closed at high
tideto impoundseawater, and the remaining8 mesocosms
were fitted with a gate that excluded tidal inflows and a
one-way valve that discharged any runoff. During the
last 6 months of the experiment, fresh water was added
to4 mesocosms ineachgroupof 8, resulting in 6 experi
mental treatments: 3 tidal regimes, each with and with
out fresh water.

5.2.3 Determining Factors That Limit
Ecosystem Development
An unexpected problem that we encountered with the
mesocosms provides a lesson for both future research
and restoration projects. The substrate used to construct
the mesocosms was unsuitable for rapid development of
a pickleweed canopy. The mesocosms were located in
an area of old fill material, and the soil had a much coarser
texture (about 60% sand, 20% silt, and 20% clay) than
that in the natural marsh (less than 10% sand, about 20%
silt, about 70% clay). Because of the coarse substrate,
.subsurface drainage in themesocosms wasmuch greater
than in natural salt marshes. The mesocosms that were
designed to impound water drained easily via subsur
face seepage (Fig. 5.4), and water levels were similar to
those in areas with tidal action, where water was removed
via surface drainage.
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Naturalsalt marshesare characterizedby fine-grained
sediments, which inhibit drainage and create anaerobic
conditions. Anaerobic conditions slow the rate ofdecom

position and increase accumulation of soil organic mat
ter which is important to many wetland functions. The
accumulation of organic matter further slows drainage
because organic soils have high water-holding capacity.
The magnitude of the effect of improper substrate be
came clear in the mesocosms, and the importance of sub
surface drainage was documented.

The problem of excessive drainage indicates the im
portance of considering substrate conditions when plan
ning wetlandrestoration projects.Without the proper sub
strate, it will be difficult to restore important wetland
functions. Substrate considerations have been evaluated

in other wetland restorations (Craft et al. 1988, Langis et
al. 1991); however, the focus has been on the low marsh,
in areas dominated by cordgrass, and on nutrient con
centrations and the amount of organic matter present.
Subsurface drainage is more critical at higher elevations,
where tidal inundation is less frequent and soils are sub
ject to drying and hypersalinity.

A second problem that exacerbated the effectsof poor
water retention was due to the intertidal position and lo
cation of the mesocosms. The mesocosms were exca

vated to 6.1 ft (1.9 m) MLLW, and they should have been
inundated by many high tides during the summer and
winter extremes. However, the mesocosms are far from
the mouth of the estuary, which means that tidal ranges
are attenuated, and fewer tides than expected inundate
the marsh. We had to pump tidal water into the
mesocosms to mimic the desired inundation regime (wet
ting during all predicted tides over 6.1 ft MLLW).Obvi
ously, locating a restoration site far from the tidal source
means that elevations will have to be lower than those of

sites near the ocean inlet to benefit from the same

hydroperiod (i.e., same frequency and duration of tidal
inundation).

5.2.4 Consequences of Coarse Substrate
Thefirst consequence of coarse substrate was difficulty
in establishing pickleweed. Where substrates are suit
able,thisspeciesis a goodinvader, as the"weed"partof
itsnamesuggests. We didnot anticipate difficulty inget
tingpickleweed to grow from eitherseedor transplants.
However, it took repeated transplantation through early
summer to develop the desired canopy (about 80%cover)
by fall. High salinities (50-60 ppt) and low soil mois
ture were likely causes.

Soil salinities in both the impounded and tidal
mesocosms became quite low in winter and extremely
high in summer (Fig. 5.5). Where tides were excluded,
hypersalinity was even more extreme, because there was
little opportunity for surface discharge and salt removal.
These results suggest a generalization that coarse soils
increase the range of salinities that a wetland will expe
rience. Low salinities can encourage invasions of exotic
species, and hypersaline conditions stress even the most
salt-tolerant halophytes.
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Figure 5.5 Soilsalinity of mesocosms under tidaltreatments. N= 8
mesocosms per treatment through June 1993, n = 4 thereafter.
—a— tides excluded —♦— fullytidal —0— tides impounded.

Over time a restored wetland is likely to accumulate
fine-grained material because of the slow water veloci
ties that are typical of wetland hydrology, and this may
lessen the initial differences in texture in surface sub

strates. However, the rate of accumulation of sediments
in tidal wetlands is about 0.1-1.0 cm/yr, so changes in
texture will be slow. Organic matter and nutrients will
also accumulate in the sediments; however, the rate of
accumulation of both is likely to be slower in coarsely
grained sediments. Wetland functions will be lost dur
ing this period of accumulation.

Because coarse soils increase subsurface drainage,
increase the range of soil salinities (leading to extreme
hypersalinity in summer), and slow the establishmentof
pickleweed,it follows that providing the appropriate soil
texture will accelerate marsh development.



5.2.5 Conclusion and Recommendations
Ourfindings call attention to the importance of provid
ing substrates with appropriate soil texture atrestoration
sites, especially in thehighmarsh. In the future, restora
tion plans need toconsider thecondition of theproposed
substrate, whether it is subsurface material to be exca
vated, dredgespoils,or other materials. Werecommend
that any natural marshsediments that are destined to be
damaged through development be removed and stock
piled for laterreuse in the mitigation site. This is likely
to be the most suitable method of ensuring proper sub
strate conditions if the mitigation site has coarse soils.
Otherwise,significantamendmentof existing substrates
may be necessary, and this is not always successful (see
section 5.1).

i

5.3 ARTIFICIAL WETLANDS TO AUGMENT

USE BY ESTUARINE BIRDS

Joy Zedler and Barbara Kus

The value of natural wetlands to bird populations is well
recognized, and declines in waterfowl numbers are of
ten attributed to losses in wetland area. If the destruction

of wetland reduces bird populations, then adding wet
land habitats might improve the situation. This idea was
tested at Tijuana Estuary in the late 1980s.

5.3.1 Construction of Shallow Wetlands from

Upland at Tijuana Estuary
Freshwater wetlands are thought to have occurred his
torically near saline wetlands all along the coast of South
ern California (Swift et al. 1993). Few of these wetlands
remain, and it is unclear what role they played in sup
porting resident and migratory birds. We hypothesized
that providing shallow freshwater wetlands near Tijuana
Estuary would lead to an increase in the populations of
birds using the estuary, by providing a different type of
habitat, more open water, and refuges during high tides.

Funding from the State Resources Agency, Environ
mental License Plate Fund, and the State Coastal

Conservancy made it possible to test the habitat-augmen
tation concept in a general manner. However, we could
not determine whether the birds that used the artificial

wetlands came from the nearby estuary (i.e., a local shift
in habitat use) or from elsewhere (i.e., new birds were
attracted to the area). Because shallow, standing fresh
water is rare at Tijuana Estuary, we suspect that bird use
was proportional to the amount of habitat made avail
able and that the wetlands attracted more birds to the

local region than would otherwise have occurred here.
Only a long-term study ofboth the estuary and the artifi
cial wetlands, including banded birds, could determine
how much local bird productivity could be enhanced by
wetland construction.

METHODS OF ENHANCINGECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Between 1986 and 1987, more than 70 wetlands were
constructed to the southeast of Tijuana Estuary within a
28-ha site at 1800 Monument Road.The site had previ
ously been used for agriculture, but aerial photos showed
it had been vacant since 1967. The land had been pur
chased for the National Estuarine Research Reserve and
deededto the City of San Diego,whichprovideda long-
term entry permit to PERL.

Shallow basins (depth, 0.3-0.6 m) were excavated
in sandy sediment that had accumulated from previous
floods. All basins were lined with construction-grade
plastic, partially refilled with soil, and watered with an
irrigation system. In addition, an estuarinechannelwest
of 1800 Monument Road was deepened to allow pump
ing of brackish water into selectedwetlands. The artifi
cial wetlands differed in size, salinity, and amount of
emergent vegetation. Comparison of bird uses in the
wetlands allowed us to determine what wetland construc

tion techniques work best to attract different bird spe
cies.

Construction of the artificial habitat occurred in four

phases. First, we used a Bobcat to excavate three small
wetlands in the spring of 1986 to work out techniques.
Second, after locating a source of larger and stronger plas
tic, we excavated 15 small (6.1 x 30.5 m) wetlands in the
summer and fall of 1986. In the third phase, we con
structed 54 small wetlands (6.1 x 30.5 m) and 18 large
wetlands (30.5 x 30.5 m); these required a bulldozer
and were completed in April 1987. Maximum size was
determined by the size of plastic liners that could be ob
tained and manipulated. Because both the smaller and
larger wetlands were susceptible to canopy closure by
emergent plants, we pumped estuarine water into one-
third of the freshwater wetlands, allowing it to evaporate
and create hypersaline conditions that reduced emergent
vegetation. Using this technique, in phase four we cre
ated one large (0.8 ha) unvegetated wetland with a broad,
unvegetated shoreline.The project was conducted by
Chris Nordby, Barry Dubinski, and other PERL staff
members; the wetlands were constructed, studied, and
maintained for 3 years at a total cost of about $123,000.

5.3.2 Attributes of the Artificial Wetlands

Wetland vegetation developed in all the impoundments
soon after water was added (PERL, unpublished data).
Typha domingensis, Scirpus robustus, and 5. olneyi all
invaded on their own; Typha was the most aggressive
colonizer. Submergent vegetation included Potamogeton
filiformis, P. latifolius, and two genera of macroalgae:
Chara sp. (the stonewort) and Nostoc sp. (a bluegreen
alga that forms gelatinous colonies or irregular balls).
Nostoc species fix nitrogen.Vegetation became dense in
much of each wetland, even though the only nutrient
sources were the soil and rainfall. Later, birds probably
contributed additional nutrients.
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Animals that colonized the water were counted to
determine whether food was present for use by birds.
Using dip nets and light traps, we detected adiversity of
invertebrates in the watercolumn and in the benthicsub
strate (more than 100genera, PERL, unpublished data).
Zooplankton included cladocerans andcopepods. Insects
included mayflies, damselflies, dragonflies, waterboat
men, back swimmers, water striders, whirligig beetles,
predatory diving beetles, mosquitoes, andmidges. Physid
snails were abundant in several wetlands.

Four insect species commonly found in the artificial
wetlands are indicators of specialized, clean-water habi
tats.The predatorydiving beetlesRhantus sp. and Agabus
disintegratus and the backswimmerBuenoa sp. are rare
in the region becauseof the poor waterquality(sewage-
laden river water, street runoff, and agricultural runoff).
Yet they became abundant in the larger freshwater wet
lands. Trichocorixa reticulata, the salt marsh water boat

man, was found in high densities at the saline mud flat.
It is an indicator of healthy salt marsh and wetland habi
tat (C. Nagano, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, personal
communication). The occurrence of these important
predatory species is notable, and the lack of mosquito
outbreaks may be due to their abundance.

In December 1987, we added mosquito fish (Gam-
busia affinis) to 10 of the large wetlands to provide food
for the larger wading birds, and in June 1988. we added
large-mouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) to the same
wetlands.

5.3.3 Use of the Artificial Wetlands by Water
Birds

Birds visiting the wetlands were surveyed approximately
weekly from June 22, 1987, through May 30, 1988, by
using established routes and two 2-m-tall platforms.
Overall, 32 species of water birds and 30 species of
terrestrial birds were observed using the wetlands (Table
5.1). Some species appeared as soon as the wetlands were
constructed, and they remained throughout the year of
study. Abundant in this group were mallards (Anas
platyrhynchos), coots (Fulicaamericana),herons, egrets,
and snipe (Gallinago gallinago). Waterfowl showed a
second pattern of use: they arrived in the late summer
and early fall, stayed over the winter, and departed in the
spring. These included pintails (Anas acuta), American
widgeon (Anas americana), green-winged teal (Anas
crecca), northern shovelers (Anasclypeata), ruddy ducks
(Oxyura jamaicensis), and buffleheads (Bucephala
albeola). Shorebirds such as sandpipers (Calidris sp.)
probably also belonged to this group, but they were too
infrequent to discern a pattern. As a third group, local
resident shorebird species (black-necked stilts, killdeer,
and American avocets) became abundant in spring and
nested and produced chicks around the artificial wetlands.

The larger wetlands were highly attractive to water
birds; ducks were the most frequent and abundant users
(PERL, unpublished data). The wetlands that were

consistently most attractive to birds had substantial
blooms of macroalgae (more than 60% cover), perhaps
as a result of bird use and rapid nutrient turnover. The
birds were indifferent to the presence of fish; piscivo
rous species that were expected to be attracted to ponds
with fish were not often present and were never abun
dant. The smaller wetlands became overgrown with
cattails and bulrushes and were less used by water birds.
Of the 32 species sighted, only 19 (59%) were seen in
the small wetlands. Those found in the smaller wetlands

were primarily solitary waders (12 species, with occa
sionally a coot or a green-winged teal). Although liitle
used directly, these wetlands may have provided insects
that were consumed by birds elsewhere.

The 0.8-ha saline mud flat attracted additional and

significant bird species to the PERL wetland complex.
Whereas ducks were the primary users of the large fresh
water ponds, shorebirds commonly used the mud flat
(PERL, unpublished data). Avocets, stilts, and killdeer
nested at the mud fiat and elsewhere where low cover

was available. A berm between the two halves of the mud

fiat resembled an island and was a preferred resting site.
These shorebirds had not been seen in the smaller ponds,
and we conclude that the broad open areas were the main
attraction. Neither exotic plants nor dense vegetation from
native species became a problem at the saline mud fiat.
Invertebrates, initially brought in with the estuarine
water, provided a source of food for the estuarine birds.

5.3.4 Conclusions

On the basis of our experiments and observations, we
drew the following conclusions:

• Artificial wetlands are used by populations of
native birds; they provide additional habitat and
refuge during times when native habitats are un
available (extreme high tides, sea storms, floods,
etc.). The wetlands also provide low-cost artifi
cial habitats that can support native plant, inverte
brate, and bird species.

• Larger wetlands attract more water birds than
smaller ones do. Ducks are the most numerous

users of shallow, open-water habitats.
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Table 5.1. Bird Use of Artificial Wetlands at Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve

Common Name Latin Name No. of Sightings % of Surveys
Present

WATER BIRDS

Grebes (2 sp.) Total 5 9.3

Pied-billed grebe Podilymbus podiceps 1 2.3

Horned grebe Podiceps auritus 4 7.0

Ducks (12 sp.)
Dabbling ducks (8 sp.) Total 1798 95.4

Mallard Anas platyrhynchos 596 86.0
Northern pintail Anas acuta 260 48.8
Gadwall Anas strepera 18 11.6
American widgeon Anas americana 120 25.6
Blue-winged|teal Anas discors 2 2.3
Cinnamon teal Anas cyanoptera 160 53.5
Green-winged teal Anas crecca 578 30.2
Northern shoveler Anas clypeata 64 16.3

Diving ducks (4 sp.) Total 162 51.2
Ring-necked duck Aythya collaris 3 4.7
Lesser scaup Aythya affinis 4 7.0
Ruddy duck Oxyurajamaicensis 42 25.6
Bufflehead Bucephala albeola 113 41.9

Rails and Coots (2 sp.) Total 2171 74.4
Virginia rail Rallus limicola 2 4.7
American coot Fulica americana 2169 69.8

Herons and Egrets (6 sp.) Total 23 37.2
Great blue heron Ardea herodias 12 20.9
Great egret Ardea alba 1 2.3
Cattle egret Egretta ibis 2 2.3
Snowy egret Egretta thula 5 7.0
Green-backed heron Ardeola striata 2 4.7
American bittern Botaurus lentiginosus 1 2.3

SHOREBIRDS

Stiltsand Avocets (2 sp.) Total 266 62.8
American avocet Recurvirostra americana 34 27.9
Black-necked stilt Himantopus mexicanus 232 53.5

Plovers (1 sp.) Total 119 62.8
Killdeer Charadrius vociferus 119 62.8

Sandpipers and Snipes (7 sp.) Total 130 51.2
Western sandpiper Calidris mauri 1 2.3
Least sandpiper Calidris minutilla 16 9.3
Yellowlegs Tringa sp. 6 11.6
Spotted sandpiper Tringa macularia 2 4.7
Marbled godwit Limosa fedoa 2 4.7
Dowitcher Limnodromus sp. 91 27.9
Common snipe Gallinago gallinago 12 16.3

LAND BIRDS*

Raptors (7 sp.)
Osprey Pandion haliaetus 2.3
Black-shouldered kite Etanus leucurus 44.2
Northern harrier Circus cyaneus 79.1
Cooper's hawk Accipiter cooperii 4.7
Red-tailed hawk Buteo jamaicensis 32.6
Golden eagle Aquilachrysatos 4.7
American kestrel Falco sparverius 32.6
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Common Name Latin Name No. of Sightings % of Surveys
Present

Perching Birds (20 sp.)
Songbirds (17 sp.)

Barn swallow Hirundo rustica 18.6

Cliff swallow Hirundo pyrrhonota 32.6

Loggerhead shrike Lanius ludovicianus 9.3

Bushtit Psaltriparus minimus 4.7

House wren Troglodytes aedon 2.3

Bewick's wren Thryomanes bewickii 2.3

Water pipit Anthus spinoletta 4.7

Yellow-rumped warbler Dendroica coronata 2.3

Lesser goldfinch Carduelispsaltria 2.3

House finch Corpodacus mexicanus 11.6

Common yellowthroat Geolypis trichas 46.5

Yellow-breasted chat Icteria virens 9.3

Western meadowlark Sturnella neglecta 25.6

Red-winged blackbird Agelaius tricolor 20.9

Brown-headed cowbird Molothrus ater 2.3

Song sparrow Zonotrichia melodia 55.8

White-crowned sparrow Zonotrichia leucophrys 4.7

Flycatchers (3 sp.)
Black phoebe Sayornis nigricans 58.1

Say's phoebe Sayornis saya 11.6

Western kingbird Tyrannus verticalis 4.7

Other (3 sp.)
Mourning dove Zenaida macroura 20.9

Anna's hummingbird Archilochus anna 2.3

Belted kingfisher Ceryle alcyon 4.7

Note: Birds were observed weekly from June 1987 through May 1988. Data are total individual birds sighted and
percentage of surveys when the birds were sighted. Group percentages are for surveys when one or more birds from
that category were sighted.

*Only presence-absence datawere recorded for landbirds.

Cattails invadereadily anddominate shallow fresh
water wetlands. Emergent vegetation rapidly
closes thecanopy inshallow ponds. Exotic plants
can becomea problemin artificialfreshwater wet
lands.

Saline mud flats are easily constructed if an initial
source of saline water is available. The salt be
comes concentrated via evaporation and prevents
establishment of vegetation. The artificial hyper
saline mud flat successfully attracted shorebirds
and other water birds.

• Artificial wetlands require continued maintenance.
They are not self-sustaining. Needed are a water
supply and occasional checks for damage to the
plastic liners. Such maintenance isnot costly, but
it is necessary to maintain the habitat.

Artificial wetlands could be used to increase the types
of habitat available inland of natural estuarine wetlands.
Construction of saline mud flats on disturbed upland habi
tat near intertidal wetlands would offer a nontidal feed
ing and resting ground forshorebirds. Such habitat could
be very valuableduring high tides.
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CHAPTER 6

Improved Methods for
Assessing Ecosystem

Development

6.1 MONITORING AND INDICATORS OF

CONDITIONS f HAT SUPPORT BIODIVERSITY

One overwhelming conclusion emerging from past res
toration efforts is that it takes many years for a site to
evolve into a fully functioning, self-sustaining ecosys
tem. No system can claim to have done so. Virtuallyev
ery site that has been monitoredcontinues to change 5-
15 years after the initial restoration work. Although
change is a characteristic of natural ecosystems, a con
structed wetlandcan be considered functionallyequiva
lent to a natural wetland only if the constructed wetland
is changingprimarilyin response toenvironmentalvaria
tions, rather than to shortcomings in the construction—
for example,transplanted cordgrasscan expand its dis
tribution assuitable space is filled viavegetative expan
sion, but natural stands can also expand if prolonged
flooding makesnew areas hydrologically suitable.

Monitoring to distinguish developmental and natu
ral changes should be a matterof detecting directional
changes. Expansion of cordgrass afterprolonged flood
ingmay be followed bya period of shrinkage as thehy
drologic cause reverts to pre-flood conditions. Yetsome
natural events leadto directional change. Examples are
accelerated rise in sea level and subsidence (which would
allow inland expansion of cordgrass) and major sedi
mentation events (which wouldcause shrinkage).

Monitoring constructed wetlands to determine
whether theyhaveachieved functional equivalency with
natural systems or meetperformance standards presents
several challenges, because little background informa
tion is available on the basic functions of ecosystems.
Thefoodwebshavenotbeenwellcharacterized orquan
tified. The distributions of mostspecies are onlygener
ally mapped, and the status of their populations is
unquantified. The responses of even the dominant spe
cies of plants and animals to environmental norms or
extremes are, for the most part, unclear. The effects of
many invading exoticspecies,suchas thenewlyarrived
yellowfin goby (a relatively large predator)and a Japa
nese mussel (now dominant in many subtidal areas of
San Diegoand Mission bays), are mostly unknown.

Various monitoring programs have been undertaken
by PERL (Table 6.1) to track selected environmental
conditionsand biotaat San ElijoLagoon,Los Penasquitos
Lagoon, Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge
(which includes natural and constructed wetlands), and
Tijuana Estuary. Funding ($18,000-$50,000/year) is in
adequateto sample all ecosystem attributesoftenenough
tocharacterizechangesin functioning. Althoughthe most
important controlling factor for wetland ecosystems is
hydrology, no measurements are made of flow volumes
or velocities from either the watershed or ocean sources,
and there are no U.S. Geological Survey streamgauges
immediately upstream of the estuary (onejust upstream
of Tijuana Estuary washed out in the 1980 flood and has
not been replaced). Nor are water circulation patterns
evaluated. The basic biological processes of the system
(i.e., primary productivity of vascular plants and algae,
nitrogen fixation, decomposition, herbivory, and
carnivory) are not monitored, and the growth rates of
animal populations arenotmeasured. Instead, surrogates
of functioning (structural attributes of each individual
site) are evaluated.

6.1.1 What Is Monitored and Why
At each site, the sampling program has been tailored to
accomplish the most appropriate work for the money
available (Table 6.2). In some cases, additional monitor
ingwork iscarried outbyagency personnel (e.g., at San
Elijo Lagoon, county staffsampled thebirds andvegeta
tion). Certain attributes are not management targets in
allsystems andhence arenotsampled (e.g., cordgrass is
of concern at Sweetwater Marsh and Tijuana Estuary;
Coulter goldfields are tracked at Los Penasquitos and
San Elijo Lagoon).

Frequency of measurement differs for many of the
factors assessed, but ingeneral waterquality ismeasured
biweekly or monthly, vegetation in September, salinity
of marsh soil in April and September, and fishes and in
vertebrates on a quarterly basis.Special interest species,
such as residentbirds and rare annual plants, are censused
during their reproductive periods (Belding's Savannah
sparrows are censused during their territorial nesting
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Table 6.1. Southern California Coastal Wetlands Monitored by Pacific Estuarine Research Laboratory

Wetland and

Tidal Condition Funding Agency

San Elijo Lagoon
Usually nontidal

Los Penasquitos Lago<
Often nontidal

County of San Diego

Los Pefiasquitos Lagoon Foundation
(nonprofit)

Principal Management Questions

How should the lagoon be managed? When
should the mouth be bulldozed open?

How can biodiversity be sustained? How can
resources be enhanced? How can fish kills be
avoided? When should the mouth be

bulldozed open?

What are the dynamics of Tijuana Estuary?
What are the effects of continuous sewage
flows from Tijuana and intermittent flows from
sewage spills? Will the estuary recover
once sewage flows cease? How should the
200-hectare restoration plan be
implemented? How well will the system
respond to restoration?

How do the wetlands that were constructed to

mitigate damages to habitats of endangered
species compare with the nearby natural
wetlands? When will the constructed wetlands

have complied with mitigation requirements?

Tijuana Estuary
Usually tidal

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Sanctuaries and
Reserves Division

Sweetwater Marsh

Always tidal
California Department of Transportation

season in spring; Coulter goldfields when in flower).
The rationale for monitoring these various attributes
and examples of data from these monitoring programs
have been summarized elsewhere (PERL 1990). The
question is, are there simple, low-cost indicators of
wetland functions that might readily be used by
nonexperts, or is this merely wishful thinking?

6.1.2 Indicators of Ecosystem Functioning
This section covers the development of simple indica
tors of ecosystem function, what might be used to test
their validity, and what more may be needed to go be
yond the single-species,single-habitatsituation.Much
more is yet to be done; no single indicator can ensure
that habitats remain capable of supporting the
biodiversity of the region's coastal wetlands.

Ability to support biodiversity. Southern Califor
nia wetlands are valued for their biodiversity. A princi
palfunction thatneedsto bemeasuredin bothconstructed
and natural wetlands is the ability to sustain native spe
cies.

Species that make good indicators of a wetland's
ability to support biodiversity have strong and specific
links to one type of habitat. When that type of habitat is
lost or damaged, the numbers decline. An argument is
made that resident endangered species are good indica
tors for how well ecosystems function in sustaining
biodiversity because they are the first to decline when
their habitats are lost or damaged. Those endangered
species thatareanimals andthat feedhighin the trophic
web are also likely to be indicators of the condition of
the wholeecosystem, though a contrary argumentcould

Table 6.2. Ecosystem Attributes Sampled Regularly at Four Southern California Coastal Wetlands

Attribute San Elijo Lagoon LosPeflasqultos Lagoon Sweetwater Marsh Refuge Tijuana Estuary

Dateof firstdata 1989 1986 1986 1979

Water quality
Levels of dissolved oxygen,
temperature, salinityprofiles x x x x
Nutrients in the water column x

Fish
Seines, or x x x x
Traps for exotic fishes x

Benthic invertebrates
Core samples in channels x x x x

Marsh vegetation
Occurrence and cover x

Cordgrass heights and density
Cordgrass foliar nitrogen
Coultergoldfields population x

Marsh soils

Salinity x
Nutrients

Birds
Belding's Savannah sparrows x

x x

x x

sampled intermittently
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be made that specialist feeders are better indicators of
the feeders' specific prey. For example, the wandering
skipper(Panoquina errans) may be a good indicatorof
its salt grass food base, or vice versa, because the butter
fly larvae feed only on salt grass.

The State ofCalifornia recognizes 94 animal species
as endangered or threatened with extinction (California
Department of Fish and Game 1989). Three of these are
bird species: the light-footed clapper rail, Belding's Sa
vannah sparrow, and the California least tern. The first
two are resident species; the tern is migratory. An addi
tional endangered species is a hemiparasitic annual plant
of the upper salt marsh: salt marsh bird's beak. Many
wetland-dependent species are rare and threatened with
extinction; these include insects (e.g., tiger beetles, ge
nus Cicindella; wandering skipper). Still others are con
sidered sensitive, such as the Coulter goldfields
(Lasthenia glabrata coulteri).

Monitoring designed to assess a region's ability to
support biodiversity should track the populations of sen
sitive species. Richard Zembal of the U.S. Fish and Wild
life Service monitors clapper rails throughout Southern
California by using a network of volunteers. Counts are
made during the highest tides of the year, when the birds
move to the upper part of the marsh or are forced to be
come conspicuous by standing on floating debris.

Canopy architecture. Canopy architecture is used
to assess the ability of vegetation in the lower and upper
partsof thesaltmarshto supportendangeredbirds.Height
distributions of cordgrass have been analyzed in relation
to nesting of clapper rails, and performance standards
have been developed (Zedler 1993; cf. section 4.1.3).
Maximum heights and cover of glasswort are used to
assess the status of high-tide refuges for clapper rails,
and maximum heights of pickleweed are used to assess
the abundance and distribution of perches for Belding's
Savannah sparrows.

Tesingt howjwell the evaluation ofcanopy architec
ture might help in determining habitat to support the
biodiversityof the whole marsh is a bigger project. It is
not recommended that canopy architecture be used as a
single indicator of nesting habitat for clapper rails be
causethe correlation between tall cordgrass and nesting
byrailsdoesnot indicate that shortcordgrass is the only
critical limiting factor. For this reason, PERL also moni
tors the abundances of forage items (crabs and other in
vertebrates) and distributions of habitat types (area and
proximity of high-tide refuges).

Canopy architecture of cordgrass is likely to be use
fulinevaluating habitat forpredatory beetles, whose pres
ence is essential for controlling native scale insects
(Haliaspis spartina) that can damage cordgrass (Boyer
and Zedler 1996).The adult beetles are not aquatic ani
mals. Hence, they require high-tide refuges, such as tall
cordgrass stems (K. Williams, San Diego State Univer
sity, personal communication). An outbreak of scale in

sects occurred at one constructed marsh island that
lackedboth tall cordgrass and beetles. No standardsfor
heightdistributions have been developed for this criti
cal carnivore, however.

Evaluations of canopy that can support nesting by
Belding's Savannah sparrows have required a different
approach, because pickleweed does not lend itself to
measurements of height. Individual plants of this bushy,
vegetatively reproducing perennial are hard to distin
guish. Pickleweedalso grows in a much wider range of
habitats than cordgrass does, and it develops different
growth forms under various degrees of tidal influence.
Maximum heights and branch strength are important,
though, because the birds tend to perch on and defend
their territories from the highest plants available (White
1986; Powell 1993). We measure heights of pickleweed,
but we have also experimented with remotely sensed
variables that indicate physiological stress. In the sec
tion on remote sensing, Phinn and Stow (Section 6.4)
describe the relationship between plant vigor and the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), which
is obtained by measuring the reflectance of near infra
red and red wavelengths. In our experimental
mesocosms at Tijuana Estuary, growth of pickleweed
(measured as branch elongation) was strongly corre
lated with the NDVI. This is a promising indicator of
the vigor of pickleweed.

Other indicators. Cordgrass and pickleweed are
but two of about two dozen vascular plant species that
are important in Southern California salt marshes, and
clapper rails and Belding's Savannahsparrowsare only
two of the thousands of species that the salt marsh sup
ports. Thus, canopy architecture can be used to evalu
ate only one aspect of what is needed to maintain
biodiversity. Beyond this initial effort, we need to de
terminehow well the canopy informationpredicts habi
tat suitability for other species. Then, we need to work
withadditional plant/animal communities and species-
specific dependencies.

Several measures of water quality can be used to
assess potential for support of fishes and invertebrates.
Indicators of stress include low concentrations of dis

solved oxygen at the bottom of the water column early
in the day, warm water temperatures, lowered water
salinities, and high biomass of phytoplankton and
macroalgae. Theseconditions sometimes developat Los
Penasquitos Lagoon in late summer if it is closed to
tidal action. These indicators lead us to recommend

immediate dredging of the inlet to restore tidal flows
and avoid a fish kill.

6.1.3 Testing Indicators
Suggesting an indicator is the first step in evaluating
the functioning of constructed habitat. Acceptance by
the scientific community is an important second step.
If the indicator is adopted by peer reviewers, the third
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step isto work closely with agencies that manage endan
geredspecies to test thecause-effect relationship between
the indicator and the functions it estimates. For height
distributions of cordgrass, the variations in canopy ar
chitecture and waterlevels at thenestsiteduringthenest
ing season of clapper rails need to be related to nest fail
ure or success, and several marshes should be used as

study sites. Because clapper rails are endangered, cau
tion would be required for such testing. Remote record
ers of water level would need to be installed near the

nesting sites, and a means of assessing floatation and
inundation of nests within plant canopies, without dis
turbing birds, would be required. If such tests supported
the efficacy of the criteria, then managers would have
greater confidence in the indicator as a measure of a suit
able nesting habitat.

The use of cordgrass height distributions to indicate
nesting by clapper rails grew out of our long-term (12-
year) monitoring program at Tijuana Estuary, which led
to an understanding of cordgrass dynamics and provided
a rich data base for comparing well-used clapper rail
habitats with unused constructed cordgrass marshes. The
data from several cordgrass marshes at the Sweetwater
Marsh National Wildlife Refuge, each of which has had
a different history of use by clapper rails, made it pos
sible to compare marshes with greater and lesser use by
rails. Simultaneous study of clapper rail populations over
many years and in several of the region's coastal wet
lands were carried out by Zembal and Massey (1983);
their insights into where nests are built and where and
why nests fail were critical in making the link with spe
cific canopy criteria. Finally, the availability of two ar
eas that were constructed as habitat for light-footed clap
per rails (but not yet used by rails) and planted with
cordgrass at different dates (1984.1985, and 1986),along
with funding for study (1989 ff.), made it possible to
compare canopy characteristics of unused habitats with
those of natural, well-used sites for a period of years
(Zedler 1993).

Simple systems with few species and few manage
ment issues may more readily use indicators. Certainly
on the Atlantic Coast there is a long history of measur
ing cordgrass productivity to assess the importance of
marshes to fisheries. In one case, the Great Sippewissett
Marsh in Massachusetts, cordgrass productivity has been
monitored for 21 consecutive years as a major response
variable to wastewater addition (J. Teal, WHOI, personal
communication). In Southern California, measurements

of primary productivity were abandoned several years
ago because they were both inadequate and too destruc
tive.

A single indicator is unlikely to suffice in areas with
a wide variety of species and where the principal man
agement issue, that is. sustaining biodiversity, is so en
compassing. However, the search for such indicators and
criteria should continue.

6.2 IMPROVING METHODS OF ASSESSING

FISH POPULATIONS

Thomas./. Kwak

Quantitatively sampling estuarine fish assemblages can
be a difficult task because of the diversity of microhabi-
tats that fish occupy within these ecosystems. A variety
of fish-sampling gear has been used in salt marsh estu
aries, including throw traps, drop nets, flumes, beam
trawls, and seines. Of these, none is 100% efficient in

collecting fish in any environment, and all have presumed
and known biases that vary depending on sampling con
ditions, operator proficiency, and fish behavior. One
means of reducing this variable bias and improving the
accuracy of quantitative fish assessments is to estimate
fish populations within assemblages directly by using
an assortment of mark-recapture or removal methods
(Ricker 1975,Seber 1982).

Tidal creeks and channels are the most prevalent fish
habitats in most salt marsh estuaries in Southern Cali

fornia; some embayments are present, but to a lesser
extent. The channel habitat of these estuaries can be fur

ther categorized into three generalized microhabitats:
open-water, epibenthic,and benthicareas.Although fish
freely move among these microhabitats, individual spe
cies are generally adapted to a specific environment. For
example, the open-water microhabitat is most often oc
cupied by topsmelt and California killifish, the epibenthic
areas by flatfishes (e.g., California halibut and diamond
turbot) and sculpins (e.g., staghorn sculpin), and the
benthic areas by the burrowing gobiid species (prima
rily arrow goby). Obviously, no single fishing gear will
provide a high sampling efficiency in all three micro
habitats. but seining has been the favored technique for
sampling adult and juvenile fishes in Southern Califor
nia estuaries (PERL 1990).

In the study reported here, catchability and sampling
error in population estimates were calculated from the
September and December 1993 seine catch of fishes in
Tijuana Estuary. The fish assemblage of Tijuana Estu
ary is sampled quarterly at three sites, as part of an on
going, long-term monitoring project. Evaluation of the
sampling gear (seine) provides a basis for refining sam
pling methods. The specific objectives were to (1) com-
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pare various measures of catch (as possible population
indexes) with direct estimates offish populations derived
by using a maximum-likelihood removal method, (2)
quantify seinecatchability of several species offish, and
(3) assess the precision of mean weight estimates de
rived for individual species by measuring a subsample
of fish vs. the entire catch.

6.2.1 Improving Quantitative Assessment
Fish were sampled in channel areas of Tijuana Estuary
(150-200 m2 each) enclosed bytwo 3-mm mesh block
nets. After the measured sampling area was enclosed,
fish were collected by using a 15.2-m-long,2.2-m-wide
bagseine,alsoconstructedof 3-mmmeshnetting. Sein
ing was done from bank to bank, perpendicular to the
flow of the water.Catch was recorded separately for each
of three seine hauls; at sites where catch for any one
species did not decrease with successive hauls, two ad
ditional seine hauls were collected (five total). All col
lected fish were measured for total length (± 1 mm) and
weight (± 0.01 g). Large fishweremeasured in thefield;
smallfishwerepreserved andmeasuredlater in the labo
ratory.

Population abundance, biomass, and catchability
were estimated by using a removal method (maximum
likelihood estimator; Seber 1982, Bohlin et al. 1989)
separately foreachspeciescollectedin thesamplingarea.
Calculation of population estimates was facilitated by
using a microcomputer software application specifically
designed for this purpose (Kwak 1992). The removal
populationestimates were considered the most accurate
estimate of the abundance of fish populations, and less
rigorousmeasures of catch (single seine haul catch and
sum of catch of three seine hauls) were compared with
the removal estimates. This comparison allowed an as
sessmentof the degree of underestimationthat occurs if
less rigorous measures of fish sampling are substituted
as population measures or indexes.

Subsamples of 20 fish were randomly selected for
weight measurements ofeachspeciesateachsite(ifmore
than 20 individuals were collected). Mean weights cal
culatedfrom the 20-fishsubsampleswerecomparedwith
the corresponding mean weights obtained by weighing
all fish collected for that species and site. This compari
son evaluated the degree of precision lost by weighing
only a subsample of the catch vs. the entire catch.

6.2.2 Better Estimates Through Statistics
Less rigorousmeasures of fish catch were substantially
lower than the corresponding removal population esti
mates. The catch from a single seine haul was, on the
average, only 23.4% of the removal estimate, and the
summed catch of three seine hauls was 51.3% of the es

timate, but individual comparisons varied widely (Fig.
6.1).Thus, fishbiologistswhocollect only a single seine
haulin a samplingareaare grosslyunderestimating popu-
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Figure6.1 Comparison ofless rigorous sampling catches (first seine
haulsample and sum ofthree seine haulsamples) to the correspond
ingremoval population estimate foreach species and site. Data are
mean (±range, A/= 6) percent comparisonof less rigorouscatch to
the removal estimate, assuming that the removal estimate is the best
representation (100%)of the population.

lations and most likely are collecting only about one-
quarter of the fish present. If threeseinehauls are col
lected, about one-half of the fish present will be sampled.
Therefore, it is important to express the results of fish
collections obtained by using less rigorous sampling
methods in terms of catch per unit effort or a species list
rather than to erroneously present those data as estimates
of population density or biomass. Theseresults strongly
support estimating populations directly, by using either
a removal or a mark-recapture method, in assessments
of fish assemblages. Furthermore, for all quantitative
sampling, an enclosed area should be used to prevent
escape of fish during sampling and to add an area com
ponentso that population estimatescan be convertedto
density (e.g., number of fish per square meter).

Average catchability for the three most common spe
cies of fish in Tijuana Estuary (topsmelt, arrow goby,
and California killifish) was between 0.40 and 0.50 of a
maximum possible value of 1.0 (Table 6.3). Mean
catchability of the staghorn sculpin was higher (0.55),
and that for diamond turbot was lower (0.12). Fish that
were rarely captured had catchabilities of either 1.00 or
zero; that is, rare fish are either all caught (catchability =
1.00)or all escape (catchability = 0). The wide variation
in catchability within and among species further supports
using statistical methods to estimate populations. The
relative abundances of species in the seine catch may be
more indicative of their catchability when a seine is used
than of their actual occurrence in the sampling area. Popu
lation estimates calculated separately for each species
will correct for such variable gear bias.

The mean absolute difference between population
mean weights calculated on the basis of a 20-fish
subsample vs. weighing all fish collected was 9.6%.
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Table 6.3. Catchabilities of Fish Collected in Tijuana Estuary in September and
Dece mbe r 19 9 3

No. of

Species Sites Sampled Mean SE Range
Topsmelt (Atherinops affinis)
California killifish (Fundulus parvipinnus)
Arrow goby (Clevelandia ios)
Staghorn sculpin (Leptocottus armatus)
Diamond turbot (Hypsopsetta guttulata)
Gray smoothhound (Mustelus californicus)
Longjaw mudsucker (Gillichthys mirabilis)
Opaleye (Girella nigricans)
Bay pipefish (Syngnathus leptorhynchus)

Note: Maximum catchability = 1.00.

Considering the effort that can be reduced when fish catch
for an individual species may be more than 1,000 indi
viduals, a less than 10% lossin precision can bejustified
for estimating fish biomass by measuring a subsample
of 20 individuals.

6.2.3 A Proposed Standard for Estuarine
Populations
A three-sample removal population estimate (maximum
likelihood method), in which a bag seine is used in an
areaconfined by block nets, and lengths and weights of
20 individuals per species are measured, is proposed as
a practical standard toquantify estuarine fish populations
in Southern California. The continuation of this study
will increase sample sizes and may include additional
species toaddmorecertainty to theinterpretation of these
findings.

6.3 ANALYSIS OF THE FOOD WEB AND FISH-
SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

Thomas./. Kwak

Two basic questions about the functioning of wetland
ecosystems are which primary producers provide the bulk
of the organic matter that fuels the food web, and whether
grazer- or detrital-based food chains are more prevalent.
Ecologists have begun to examine ratios of naturally
occurring stable isotopes of carbon,nitrogen, and sulfur
to determine sources and sinks of materials (Peterson and
Fry 1987). Studies of stable isotopes in food webs can
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indicate sources of organic matter that feed consumers
and can provide information on trophic relationshias
within ecosystems. Measurements of stableisotopes are
particularly useful in studies of estuarine food webs be
cause these systems are thought to be based on detritus,
and the origin of detrital material is difficult to deter
mine by other means.

Animals and theirdiets aresimilar in isotopiccom
position forcarbon, sulfur, andnitrogen. Isotopicratios
(see formulas in next section) for these three elements
change slightly but predictably when the elements are
assimilated (Peterson andFry 1987). Thus,unique "sig
natures"are formed by combinations of multiple stable
isotope ratios, and these signatures can generally be
traced through the food web with some slight change
among trophic levels. In this manner, the ultimate source
of food support for various consumers(especially eco
logically important fish and birds) can be determined if
the signatures of potential sources are sufficiently dis
tinct. Information on the trophic level of consumerscan
also be ascertained by examining the degree of frac
tionation in nitrogen isotoperatios among consumers.

6.3.1 Technical Background
It may be necessary to contract with an outside labo

ratory to do stable isotope analyses because of the
expense required to set up and maintain the required
instruments. Although no published list is available, a
number of laboratories in the United States and Canada
specialize in stable isotopes and will do analyses for a
fee. Ratios of stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen, and
sulfur in organic materials collected in Southern Cali
fornia salt marshes were determined by Coastal Sci
ence Laboratories in Austin, Texas. Each sample was
completely converted toa gasbycombustion andsepa
rated into pure gases (CO2, N2, and SO2). Each pure
gas was analyzed by using an isotope ratio mass spec
trometer, and the isotopic composition was quantified
relative to a standard reference material. Standards were

carbon in the PeeDee limestone,nitrogen gas in air, and
sulfur from the Canyon Diablo meteorite. Results for
each element wereexpressed as parts per thousand dif
ferences from the corresponding standard (d):
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dX =[(Rsampledstandard )- 1] X103,

where Xis 13C, I5N, or34S, and Ris the corresponding
ratio of 13C/12C, 15N/14N, or 34S/32S. The lvalues
include a measure of both heavy and light isotopes,
whereby increases in d denote relative increases in the
amount of heavy isotope.

6.3.2 Role of Detritus in Atlantic Coast

Wetlands

Early studies of stable isotopes in tidal creeks of a Geor
gia salt marsh showed that the detritus in that system
was isotopically more similar to phytoplankton than to
cordgrass (Haines 1977), and subsequent research sug
gested that consumers were being supported, at least in
part, by phytoplankton (Haines and Montague 1979).
These findings brought into question the long-standing
dogma of a vascular plant source of detritus that sup
ported salt marsh food webs. Investigators have since
reported various relative influences of vascular plants
and algae on the salt marsh food web (e.g., Hughes and
Sherr 1983, Jackson et al. 1986, Sullivan and Moncreiff

1990).
Most of these ecosystem-level studies have been

done in Atlantic coastal marshes; no similar studies have

been done in Southern California salt marshes. Relative

to Atlantic salt marshes, Southern California estuaries

are distinct in topography, hydrology, vegetation, and
fauna and in anthropogenic influences on the environ
ment and its biota (Zedler 1982). Thus, the relative im

portance of vascular plants and algae as an ultimate food
source for invertebrate, fish, and bird consumers remains

unknown for Southern California salt marshes. The find

ing (Zedler 1980) that algal mats can be as productive
as the vascular plant overstory in a Southern California
salt marsh casts further doubt that the dogma of a
vascular plant, detritus-based food web applies to these
ecosystems. Given the great amount of effort and cost
allocated in attempts to restore and enhance estuarine
habitat in Southern California, the origin of the food
web in these systems is vital information that will be
required to understand ecosystem functioning and guide
restoration efforts.

6.3.3 Role of Southern California Salt

Marshes in Supporting Fish
Ongoing studies at PERL are the first comprehensive
attempt to determine the source of foods for consumers

in Southern California coastal marshes. The four pri
mary goals of the research are to (1) determine the rela
tive importance of vascular plants and algae as the base
of the estuarine food web that supports higher trophic-
levels, including fish and birds; (2) assess the influence
of sewage inflows on the food web; (3) determine prin
cipal foods of estuarine fishes; and (4) gain insight on
trophic relationships among consumers in salt marshes.

By combining stable isotope studies with direct assess
ment of fish food habits, both ultimate and direct

fish-support functions can be determined. Successful
achievement of these objectives will provide informa
tion useful in managing, restoring, and understanding the
ecology of Southern California salt marshes.

Data and organic materials were collected in March-
April and August-September 1994 from four sites within
the northern arm of Tijuana Estuary and from two sites
in San Dieguito Lagoon. Although both salt marshes have
been altered and degraded by human activities, Tijuana
Estuary remains less disturbed and more ecologically
functional than San Dieguito Lagoon. Comparing find
ings from a fully tidal, functioning system with findings
from one more degraded will add insight to be applied in
restoration planning. Sewage-derived organic matter was
collected directly from a sewage collection facility in the
city of Tijuana and from a canyon on the southern edge
of Tijuana Estuary that receives raw effluent regularly.

Samples analyzed for stable-isotope composition in
cluded both human influences (sewage-derived organic
matter) and salt marsh primary producers as potential
sources of the organic matter that forms the base of the
estuarine food web. Primary producers were collected
from tidal creeks and both high- and low-marsh habitats
and included four genera of macroalgae, two genera of
cyanobacteria. and four species of salt marsh vascular
plants. Detritus in the water column was assessed directly
as a critical link in the food web that makes immediately
available the energy and nutrients from the primary pro
ducers (or sewage) to the consumers. Sampling included
14 invertebrate. 7 fish, and 2 wetland resident bird spe
cies to represent primary and secondary consumers (Table
6.4). Although all species contribute ecologically to the
estuarine food web, several have more obvious value to

humans. Two fishes of commercial and recreational im

portance, California halibut and diamond turbot, and the
endangered bird, the light-footed clapper rail, were in
cluded in the study.

Selected findings from this study (Kwak and Zedler,
in review) include the following:

• Isotope ratios of producer groups were statistically
differentiated most clearly by the carbon isotope,
then by sulfur, and least clearly by nitrogen. Con
sidering the three isotopes collectively further dis
tinguished the producers. This was an important
first step in clarifying the base of the food web.

—£r
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Table 6.4. Summary of Organic Materials Collected from
Tijuana Estuary and San Dieguito Lagoon for Determining
Multiple Stable Isotope Ratios of Carbon, Nitrogen, and
Sulfur

No. of No. of No. of

Material
Taxa Sites Samples

Tijuana Estuary

Particulate organic matter
Sewage-derived organic matter
Cyanobacteria
Macroalgae
Vascular plants
Invertebrates

NA

NA

2

4

4

14

4

2

2

4

4

3

4

4

2

11

20

14

Fish 7 3 16

Birds 2 NA 4

Total 33 6 75

San Dieguito Lagoon

Particulate organic matter
Macroalgae
Vascular plants
Fishes

NA

3

1

3

2

3

2

2

2

5

2

9

Total 7 3 18

All Locations

Particulate organic matter NA 6 6

Sewage-derived organic matter
Cyanobacteria
Macroalgae
Vascular plants
Invertebrates

NA

2

4

4

14

2

2

7

6

3

4

2

16

22

14

Rshes 7 5 25

Birds 2 NA 4

Total 33 9 93

• The distribution of isotope ratios of fish in San
Dieguito Lagoon was significantly more tightly
clustered (less variance) than that of fish in Tijuana
Estuary, suggesting that a more complex food web
exists at Tijuana Estuary.

• Fish isotopic signatures were significantly differ
ent between wetlands for carbon, but not for nitro

gen or sulfur, which may be related to the relative
scarcity of C4 plants at San Dieguito Lagoon.

• Results of a cluster analysis indicated natural group
ings of isotope ratios of broad producer and con
sumer groups that appear to be related to habitat
type and salt marsh elevation.

• Trophic enrichment of the nitrogen isotope sug
gested that at least four trophic levels exist in the
Tijuana Estuary food web and that the light-footed
clapper rail was the highest-level consumer among
those sampled.

In general, our results indicate that the food web of
Southern California salt marshes is more complex than
those ofAtlantic and Gulf of Mexico coastal sites where

similar analyses have been done. The isotopic composi
tion of major consumers relative to that of producers sug
gests that macroalgae, cyanobacteria, and vascular plants
(Spartina) all contribute to the food-web base. It also
appears that sewage inflows to Tijuana Estuary provide
a minimal contribution, if any, to the estuarine food web.

Relative contributions of producers and sewage to
the food web in these systems cannot be defined pre

cisely because of the number of potential sources (i.e.,
quantitative mixing models cannot be developed). This
difficulty reveals a limitation in applying stable isotope
techniques to food-web studies of salt marsh ecosystems
that may be particular to Southern California systems.
Southern California coastal marshes are confined to nar

row stream outlets along the coastline that are usually
surrounded by steep, rugged topography (Zedler 1982).
This physiographic setting is in marked contrast to the
broad, flat coastal plains of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts
that form expansive estuarine systems. Intertidal salt
marshes along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts may encom
pass many kilometers and typically support vast, nearly
monospecific vegetation (e.g., Hackney and Haines
1980), whereas in Southern California systems, such as
those we studied, high-and low-marsh habitats are much
more spatially proximate and may be separated only by
meters.

The spatial proximity of habitats and associated veg
etation in Southern California marshes likely influenced
the finding of multiple sources contributing to a com
plex food web. Thus, more potential sources of organic
matter should be considered in food-web studies of these

systems, relative to similar studies conducted on the At
lantic and Gulf coasts. As more potential sources are
added to analyses, however, it becomes increasingly dif
ficult to distinguish patterns among producers and be
tween producersand consumers. Incorporatingadditional
isotopes into a study could improve the ability to make
distinctions, but the point remains that the technique has
limitations in complex ecosystems.

Our findings have important implications for wet
land management. Because no single habitat in the
estuarine ecosystem can be excluded as supporting pro
ducers that contribute to the food web, all intertidal habi

tats (tidal creeks, salt marshes, pools, salt pans) should
be protected, restored, and managed when the objective
is to develop or enhance fish or bird habitat in Southern
California coastal marshes. We anticipate that our results
will be used in future negotiations about mitigation plans
for areas designed to replace habitat that supported fish.
It is reasonable to conclude that salt marsh habitats con

tribute to fish support; hence, restoration of both
channel and salt marsh habitat could be considered miti

gation for lost fish habitat.

6.4 USE OF REMOTE SENSING TO MONITOR

PROPERTIES OF VEGETATION

Stuart Phinn and Douglas Stow

Remote sensing of terrestrial vegetation is based on the
principle that the amount of electromagnetic radiation
reflected or emitted from plants is determined by the type
of plant and the plant's biophysical characteristics (e.g.,
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height, horizontal and vertical leaf areas, biomass,
chemical composition, and productivity). There are dif
ferences in the amount of electromagnetic radiation from
the sun reflected in different wavelengths from wetland
plants and soils (Fig. 6.2). Remotely sensed data (e.g.,
aerial photographs, satellite images, data collected with
hand-held radiometers) have been used extensively to
delineate wetland areas and to map the composition of
their communities. These data are also useful for mea

suring and mapping the biophysical characteristics of
wetland areas. Remote sensing has several advantages
over field sampling approaches. It is nonintrusive, so
measurements can be made in inaccessible areas, and it

provides repeatable coverage on micro to regional
scales. Remote sensing does not replace field sampling,
but it does provide synoptic coverage to guide ecologi
cal work.

0.45

Wavelength

Figure 6.2 Representative samples of reflectance spectra from salt
marsh habitats using a hand-held spectrometer.

Historically, the development of remote-sensing ap
plications for mapping and monitoring coastal wetlands
has centered on the extensive wetlands of the Gulf and

Atlantic coasts. Summaries of research relating remotely
sensed data to characteristics of wetland vegetation have
been published (Carter 1978, Hardisky et al. 1986, and
Gross etal. 1989).

The tools and techniques used in wetland applica
tions (field radiometers, multi-spectral scanners, and
digital videography) are explained here for monitoring
vegetation in restored coastal wetlands. Most research
on use of remote sensing in wetlands has focused on es
tablishing and testing relationships between the spectral
reflectance and biophysical characteristics of wetland
vegetation for relatively large areas of monotypic,

undisturbed wetlands. In our experience and in our re
view of the literature, we have not found any applica
tions of multispectral, digital remote sensing for
monitoring restored wetlands. Also, little information is
available on remote sensing of the smaller, species-rich,
and highly disturbed Pacific Coast wetlands. Monitor
ing disturbance and restoration in these areas requires
information on the composition, structure, and other char
acteristics of vegetation at specific spatial and temporal
scales (Kusler and Kentula 1989). Remote-sensing tech
niques can be used to provide these data, as shown by
studies on the East Coast. Developing and using these
techniques and data should improve ecological monitor
ing and adaptive management in wetlands.

In the sections that follow, we focus on three poten
tial applications of remote-sensing techniques for wet
lands monitoring restoration of wetlands:

1. Determining and mapping the areal extent of indi
vidual species and assemblages

2. Assessing the structure of the vegetation or land
scape (horizontal and vertical)

3. Assessing the condition of the vegetation
Several case studies will illustrate our experience with

these techniques in Southern California.

6.4.1 Applications
Use of remote-sensing techniques helps establish eco
logical indicators of the type and condition of vegetation
in wetland ecosystems (Halvorson 1991, Loehle 1991).
Previous use of remote sensing in monitoring East and
Gulf coast wetlands has been at local to regional spatial
scales (1-1,000 km^) in monotypic, relatively undis
turbed wetlands. In contrast, applications for wetlands
restoration and monitoring in Southern California require
data on micro to local scales (<1—100 ha) because the
wetlands are small (often fragmented) and heterogeneous
in species composition. Techniques developed on the East
and Gulf coasts had to be refined before they could be
used on the West Coast.

Before remote sensing is used to characterize wet
lands, careful consideration should be given to the spa
tial and temporal scales being examined as well as the
information required to make management decisions.
Suitable data and techniques for analysis are then se
lected. It is necessary to determine if the data required
satisfy the three basic types of information at a suitable
scale to be provided by remotely sensed data (Table 6.5,
columns 1 and 2).

The rest of this section outlines available data and

techniques to address each of the three basic informa
tion categories.

6.4.2 Mapping the Areal Extent of Species and
Assemblages
Spatial and spectral resolution. At micro to local scales
(1 m^ to 1km^), remotely sensed data can be used to
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Table 6.5. Information Requirements and Suitable Data and Analysis Techniques for Monitoring Wetlands Restoration

Information Required Specific Features

Spatial
(Temporal)
Scales Data Analysis Techniques

Areal extent and location of Wetland boundaries Microto regional Data from airborne video or Manual delineation
marsh vegetation species Vegetation species composition

Habitat composition
(1-10 years) scanner systems

Scanned color infrared

photographs

High-resolution satellite
images

Ancillarydigital data (e.g.,
topography)

ifpatch > pixel size -> per-
pixel classifier + ancillarydata
•* knowledge-based classifier

ifpatch < pixel size -» mixture
model approach

Vegetation patch Type Micro to local Unprocessed images Exploratory spatial data
characteristics (landscape Size, shape, complexity, (1-10 years) analysis
structure) connectivity, dispersion Calibrated and classified

Edges images Landscape structure metrics
Diversity

Existing wetland boundary
or vegetation maps

Vegetation structure and Individualplant/canopy horizontal Microto regional Spectral radiance Field radiometryand
condition and vertical dimensions (month-10 measurements (narrow or spectroscopy

Biomass years) broad band)
Net primaryproductivity Establish relationships
Processes (photosynthesis, Corrected images between spectral indexes
transpiration) and biophysical parameters
Stress Biophysical parameters
Trace gas flux associated with spectra or

images
Scale up radiometer
relationships to pixels

delineate patches on the ground representing the extent
of a particular marsh type, a characteristic assemblage
of species, an area of stressed plants, or the extent of a
wetland. In order to determine the appropriate type of
data and analytic technique for delimiting these patches,
several factors must be considered. These include the

size of the region of interest (extent), the characteristic
scale of the patches of vegetation (pure stands or wet
land boundaries), temporal variability of these patches,
and the type of information required (boundary location,
areas, biophysical characteristics).

For delimiting wetland boundaries and mapping the
areal extent and distribution of various wetland plant
species, generally speaking, the spatial resolution of the
data should be no greater than half the size of the small
est feature to be defined. For example, if the minimum
width of stands of cordgrass is 2.0 m, an image with
picture elements (pixels) less than 1.0 m would usually
be necessary to delimit these areas. Similarly, the spec
tral properties (specific wavelengths of sensed electro
magnetic radiation) of the data influence the amount of
information that can be extracted about the condition and

structure of the vegetation. Some wavelengths are more
sensitive to absorption by pigments in vegetation (con
trolled by leaf chemistry), whereas others are more sen
sitive to scattering by leaf structure and moisture con
tent. Spectral resolution increases in the following order
of types of remote sensing data: color infrared aerial pho
tographs, multispectral images (<20 bands), and imag

ing spectrometer data (>100 bands). The greater num
ber of bands potentially allows more information on
scene characteristics to be established.

Infrared and color infrared aerial photography at
scales from 1:1,000 to 1:10,000 have been used suc

cessfully to delineate wetland boundaries and to deter
mine the extent and condition ofvarious species of marsh
vegetation (Anderson and Wobber 1973). These tech
niques are relatively cost-efficient and are outlined in a
number of introductory texts on remote sensing.

In contrast, multispectral or hyperspectral digital
image data store multiple spectral brightness values per
pixel, a format amenable to computer processing. An
image can be considered a number of grids, and each
grid layer contains brightness values for a specific
waveband. The brightness value in each pixel is a func
tion of the number of different vegetation types in the
pixel and their relative abundance, structure, and condi
tion. Brightness values can be converted to physical
quantities such as spectral radiance or spectral reflec
tance when suitable calibration data exist.

Image classification. Automated processing of im
age data withcommercially available software packages
(ERDAS, PCI, ER-MAPPER) makes it possible to de
tect groupings of pixels with similar brightness values
in all bands. This process is referred to as image classi
fication and uses multivariate statistical clustering
algorithms to delimit groups of pixels with similar val
ues in each spectral band. The analyst determines the
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number of classes and suitable ranges of pixel values in
each image band and often provides "training data" with
statistics on the required classes. These groupings are
assumed to represent patches of a specific type or condi
tion of vegetation. Field verification is also required to
check this. Either the raw image data or special combi
nations of image bands can be used in image classifica
tion. Specific transforms or combinations of bands such
as the NDVI and principal components analyses produce
pixel values that are more highly related to the charac
teristics of the structure (biomass) and condition of veg
etation than the raw bands are (Jackson 1986). The NDVI

is an index that ranges from -1 to +1. "Healthy," dense
vegetation has high NDVI values, and stressed or dead
vegetation usually has values near or below 0.

For applications in which the area of interest (e.g.,
patches consisting of uniform assemblages of vegeta
tion) is larger than the pixel size, per-pixel classification
techniques are used. These algorithms use multivariate
clustering routines to detect groups of pixels with simi
lar spectral brightness values. These clusters or spectral
classes are assumed to represent areas of distinct types
of vegetative cover on the ground. If ancillary data are
available for the restoration site, these can be combined

with the remotely sensed data in a modified classifica
tion routine. For example, if information on the topog
raphy and hydrology are in digital format and compat
ible (as raster or vector-based files) with the imagery,
they can be used to help in the classification. The spec
tral brightness values for each pixel are assessed to de
termine the vegetation class the pixel is likely to fall
within, and this allocation is checked against the eleva
tion range and distance from channel for that class. Most
image-processing systems have the capability to imple
ment these schemes with combined geographic infor
mation system modules.

For applications in which the area of interest is
smaller than the pixel size, subpixel analysis techniques
are used (mixture models). Each pixel's spectral bright
ness values are assumed to result from a certain combi

nation of reflectance values produced by each object and
background in the pixel. If the spectral reflectance val
ues for each different type ofobject are known from pre
vious hand-held radiometric or spectrometric work, the
percentage of each pixel covered by each object type
can be estimated. Useful explanations of the mixture-
modeling approach have been published (Ustin et al.
1986, Adams etal. 1993).

6.4.3 Assessing the Structure of Vegetation or
Landscape
The purpose of examining the structure of the landscape
in restored wetlands is usually to describe (preferably
quantify) the horizontal and vertical variation in assem
blages of various plant species. Once the characteristic
structures are established, they can be related to or used

as ecological indicators for the status of the wetland
ecosystem. Information is provided for evaluating the
condition or functional capability of the wetland by
quantifying the structure of patches of vegetation in
wetlands (e.g., detecting patches of specific types of
vegetation and determining their areal extent, density,
shape, and connectedness to other types of vegetation).
Depending on the type of information required, two
approaches can be used with remotely sensed data to
establish descriptions of landscape structure.

First, the most common form and size of patches of
vegetation, characteristic length scales of landscape fea
tures, or the overall degree of spatial variance in types
of land cover types can be determined by exploratory
spatial data analysis. These techniques can be applied
to individual spectral band images or to transformed
images of airborne multispectral imagery. In order to
establish descriptive information on landscape struc
ture, such as the range of commonly occurring patch
sizes, spatial statistical measures such as variance win
dows ofdifferent sizes, semi-variograms, correlograms,
and other structure functions can be applied. These
measures have primarily been used with imagery in
nonwetland areas (Woodcock et al. 1988a, 1988b;
Simmons et al. 1992) and have been discussed exten
sively in terms of their potential application to ecologi
cal patterns (Turner and Gardner 1991, Rossi et al. 1992,
Simmons etal. 1992).

The second approach generates more specific in
formation on landscape structure. "Landscape metrics"
can be applied to classified images (see previous sec
tion) or to digitized maps of types of wetland land cover.
Landscape metrics are indexes that summarize the spa
tial characteristics for one particular patch or for a col
lection of patches of one type of vegetation. These
metrics, which are often used by researchers in land
scape ecology, can provide insight into the processes or
conditions that produce a particular landscape pattern
(O'Neill et al. 1988, Turner 1989, Turner and Gardner
1991). Several patch characteristics can be quantified
by using FRAGSTATS (McGarigal and Marks 1994),
a public-domain software package (Table 6.6). This and
similar programs require input in either pixel- (grid) or
vector-based (polygonal) representations of maps of
vegetation type. In both cases, remotely sensed data can
be classified to delimit polygons of vegetation type that
can then be analyzed by using landscape metrics. Each
landscape metric should be fully understood before it
is applied to data to make an interpretation. For example,
does it represent the composition or the configuration
of the landscape, or both? What aspect of configura
tion? Which scale is spatially explicit? These questions
and others should be asked to determine if the land

scape metric represents the landscape structure in an
ecologically meaningful way and can be used to assess
restoration. The metric should provide information on
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Table 6.6. Landscape Metrics Computed in FRAGSTATS

Scale

Area metrics

Patch density, size, and variability
metrics

Shape metrics

Core area metrics

Nearest neighbor metrics

Diversity, contagion, and interspersion
metrics

Source: McGarigaland Marks 1994.

Metric

Area

Landscape similarity index
Class area

Percentage of landscape
Total landscape area
Largest patch index

Number of patches
Patch density
Mean patch size
Patch size standard deviation and coefficient of
variation

Shape index
Fractal dimension

Landscape shape index
Area-weighted mean shape index
Double log and mean patch fractaldimension
Area-weighted mean patch fractaldimension

Core area, number of core areas
Core area index, percentage of landscape
Core areadensity
Mean core area per patch
Patch core area standard deviation and coefficient of
variation

Mean are a perdisjunct core
Disjunct core area standard deviation and coefficient of
variation

Total and mean core area indices

Nearest neighbordistance
Proximityindex
Mean proximity index
Nearest neighbor standard deviation and coefficient of
variation

Shannon's and Simpson's diversity indexes
Patch richness

Patch richness density
Relative patch richness
Shannon's and Simpson's evenness index
ModifiedSimpson's diversity and evenness index
Interspersion and juxtaposition index
Contagion index

vegetationor habitatconditions (an ecologicalindicator)
that are related to the restoration goals and performance
criteria.

6.4.4 Assessing the Condition of Vegetation
Mostworkin whichremote-sensing techniques wereused
to assess the condition of wetland vegetation were based
on plot-scale (0.1-1.0 m2) relationships between hand
held spectral radiometer or spectrometer measurements
and simultaneous measurements of biophysical proper
ties (e.g., aboveground biomass, stem lengths, and leaf
area indexes).Two approachesare commonly used,em
pirically derivedrelationships anddeterministically based
models. Both approaches involve two stages. First, the
properties of the vegetation (structure, condition, radia
tion transfer) that control its spectral reflectanceproper
ties are determined. Second, a deterministic model or

empirically derived relationship is used to relate one or
severalof themeasuredbiophysicalparametersof the veg
etation to spectral measurements (e.g., Asrar 1989, Gross
et al. 1989).The model or relationship can be inverted and
the measured spectral reflectance values used to infer bio
physical parameters for the vegetation at that site.

Hand-held radiometry. The instruments used most
often to obtain ground measurements of spectra of wet
land vegetation are spectral radiometers (4-8 broad
wavebands) or field spectrometers (>100 narrow bands).
Descriptionsof these instruments' operation,applications,
and different models have been published (Milton 1987).
Radiometers and spectrometers record the strength of ra
diation reflected from surface features or incident from

the sun and atmosphere from within an area determined
by the instrument's field of view. Filters are used to limit
the range of wavelengths sensed. A spectrometer senses
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in more and narrower ranges of wavelengths than a radi
ometer does.

Once the spectral bands and required biophysical
parameters have been determined, a suitable spatial and
temporal sampling scheme can be designed. Spatially,
the samplingscheme should be within pure stands of a
specific community of vegetation for which a relation
ship or model is being developed and should represent
the range of structural and spectral variability in the com
munity. The number, spacing, and size of sample plots
should be selected according to the spatial scale of the
vegetationstructures in each type of community (Curran
and Williamson 1986, Webster etal. 1989). Further strati
fication is often required within communities because of
structural differences that affect their spectral reflectance
characteristics (e.g., short, medium, and tall plots for
cordgrass). Consideration of the community's phenol
ogy and growth form will influence the temporal dimen
sion of the sampling program. Two approaches are sug
gested: sampling at times characteristic of each stage in
the vegetation's growth cycle (e.g., spring green-up, sum
mer greenness peak, fall senescence, and winter dor
mancy) and sampling at the period of peak greenness to
represent vegetation condition. Careful records should
also be made of the sky and environmental conditions at
each sampling date to account for any variability in data
not explained by the measured biophysical parameters.

Once large samples of spectral reflectance and bio
physical parameters have been collected at one or sev
eral periodsover the growingseason of the vegetationof
interest, relationships can be developed and models ap
plied.The strength of the relationships or sensitivity of
the model to the range of measured values should be
examined first. The established relationship or model
outputs are then validated. For the empirical approach,
either simple regression or correlation techniques can be
used; the biophysical parameter is the dependent vari
able, and the measurement of reflectance is the indepen
dent variable. In deterministic models, the measurements

of spectral reflectance are transformed and used in equa
tions to estimate the variable of interest. Sensitivity and
error analyses can be done with these models to deter
mine the effects of errors in the input. Measured bio
physical parameters are used to validate the output of
the model.

Imagery. Two approaches are commonly used to re
late spectral brightness values from an image of a resto
ration site to the condition of vegetation on the ground.
Both approaches are empirical. The first uses a relation
ship already established (e.g., for radiometric data) be
tween spectral reflectance and a biophysical parameter.
In the second, this relationship is established between
pixelvalues and conditions of ground vegetation sampled
over larger areal units to correspond to the large ground
resolution element of an image (compared with a hand
held radiometer). Spectral brightness values are extracted

from each pixel corresponding to the field sampling
sites. The image data should be calibrated to absolute
reflectance or radiance values made at the time of the

overflight.

6.4.5 Case Studies

In San DiegoCounty, Caltrans is currentlyresponsible
for creating two intertidal wetlands along the eastern
shore of San Diego Bay. The following sections sum
marize how remotely sensed data were applied to pro
vide information for monitoring the progress and suc
cess of various Caltrans restoration projects.

Sweetwater Marsh restoration project: Habitat
for light-footed clapper rails. Construction of the
Highway 54 overpass with Interstate 5 in Chula Vista
in 1984damaged a part of the tidal wetlands in the Para
dise Creek Marsh and filled areas adjacent to
Sweetwater Marsh. One objective of mitigation was to
provide sustainable vegetated homerangesfor the light-
footed clapper rail. These birds require a habitat with a
specific mixture of low-, middle-, and high-marsh ar
eas. Within the low part of the marsh, cordgrass must
also provide suitable cover of a specified height. In or
der to assess the success of efforts to provide mitiga
tion, the number and areal extent of potential home
ranges (Fig. 6.3A) of clapper rails must be assessed,
and areas of vegetation of low-, middle-, and high-marsh
species must be calculated. Wederived these areal esti
mates by using high-resolution airborne digital multi
spectral image data.

An airborne data acquisition and registration
(ADAR)System 5500 image acquired inJune 1995was
used in the image-classificationprocedure outlined here.
Results of a previous image-classification exercise in
Tijuana Estuary showed that the different assemblages
of plant species were most separable on this type of
imagery during the March-April or July-August pe
riod (Stow et al. 1993). Specific details for the image
(Fig. 6.3b) are outlined in Table 6.7.

In order to delimit patches composed of similar
marsh vegetation, a per-pixel supervised classification
was applied to the data. On the basis of initial field
inspections, areas of known types of ground cover were
selected as "training sites" for specific assemblages of
vegetation. Those areas where training sites could not
be defined because of mixtures of vegetation (e.g., high
marsh sites) were classified by using computer-gener
ated classes. Once the image was classified, the accu
racy of class labels and boundaries was field checked.
This check ensured that each class was labeled accord

ing to the dominant type of marsh vegetation occurring
in its boundaries and that the boundaries did delimit

zones of transition. Mislabeled classes were then cor

rected, and poorly defined classes were reclassified.
Labels for the final image classes were selected to en
able direct evaluation of the vegetation distribution as
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potential habitat for clapper rails and for separation into
high-, middle-, and low-marsh zones.

The final product from the classification and field
checking was a classified image of the SweetwaterMarsh
restoration site on June 10,1995 (Fig. 6.3B). Pixels within
the same marsh type (high, middle, or low) were given
the same label and merged (e.g., all those cover types
considered to represent assemblages of high-marsh veg
etation were aggregated into one class). Results are sum
marized in Table 6.7, indicating which potential home
ranges exhibit the required acreage under current and
future conditions. Seven home ranges for clapper rails
are close to meeting the criteria, and three could comply
with future expansion of marsh vegetation. The estimates
indicate an increase in areas of low-marsh type, above
the required threshold for each potential home range.The
site was reflown in 1995, and areas of dense cordgrass
and high marsh were not the same for the two census
periods. This was because of differences in water levels
and illumination, both of which affect the spectral sepa
rability of plants.

Sweetwater Marsh: Monitoring the effects of soil
amendments. Because restored marsh soils are deficient

in nutrients and nitrogen, the effect of fertilizing them is
being established (Boyer and Zedler 1996, and in prepa
ration). Hand-held radiometric measurements were ob
tained for a variety of pure cordgrass plots treated with
different amounts of nutrients (urea added in different
monthsand from 2 to 12times).The spectral reflectance
data were examined in relation to cordgrass total stem
length, density, and amount of foliar nitrogen to aid eco
logical monitoring.

An Exotech four-band radiometer was used to mea

sure spectral reflectance in blue, green, red and near-in
frared wavebands of the treated plots. A single measure
ment was obtained over the center of each of70 2-m x 2-

m plots of pure cordgrass. There were four transects on
the North Connector Islands and three transects on the

South Connector Islands. Each transect contained 10

plots. Within each transect, nutrient treatments were as
signed by using a randomized block design. Measure
ments were taken at three stages in the 1993 growing
season, in April, July, and September.

For each sampling date, analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to determine if there were signifi
cant differences between the NDVI values for plots that
received different treatments. Regression analyses were
then done to assess possible relationships between the
vegetation indexes (e.g., NDVI) and measurements of
stem length. A temporal-differencing analysis was also
done for all the data collection periods to determine
whether there were significantly different spectral index
changes in plots given different treatments.

Statistically significant differences were observed for
NDVI values associated with different treatments (Fig.
6.4). As the number ofapplications ofnutrients increased,

Figure 6.3A Potential home ranges for the light-footedclapper rail
at a 6.9-ha constructed marsh within Sweetwater Marsh National

Wildlife Refuge. Polygons ofsuitable size (0.8-1.6 ha) were drawn to
include low,middle and high marsh habitats. The area of each habi
tat type withineach potential home range was then assessed using
ADARimagery (Fig. 6.3B).

so did the NDVI values. This suggests that the NDVI is
sensitive to changes in cordgrass structure and abundance
that were observed when the radiometric measurements

were obtained. For the regression relationships between
cordgrass spectral and biophysical measurements, no sta
tistically significant r* values were observed for NDVI,
near-infrared, or red reflectance values regressed against
corresponding stem length, height, density, and foliar
nitrogen values in all plots. Several factors may account
for the low r2 values: (1) Senescing vegetation had long
stem lengths but low NDVI values; (2) Standing water
in some plots reduced NDVI values; (3) Plots with flat
tened stems had higher NDVI values than plots with
stems of the same length that were not flattened; and (4)
Spectral measurements were insensitive beyond a par
ticular level of biomass. Further work is required to de
termine the exact plant characteristics represented by the
spectral reflectance data for single sample dates and over
time.

Sweetwater Marsh: Cordgrass spectral and bio
physical parameters. Total stem length of cordgrass can
be inferred from spectral vegetation indexes because both
quantities relate specifically to plant biomass (Gross et
al. 1989). Hand-held radiometry provides an efficient and
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Figure 6.3B Marisma de Nacion, Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge, showing habitat types differentiated from an airborne data
acquisitionand registration System 5500 image taken on June 10, 1995. Black-and-white prints do not distinguish all cover classes, but low,
middle, and high marsh habitats are clearly indicated on the color version, which is used for management purposes.
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Table 6.7. Potential Home Ranges forthe Light-Footed Clapper Rail

Polygon Area

(hectares)
Marsh Area

(hectares)

Habitat Type (%)

Location High Low

Compliance criteria 0.8-1.6 >0.8 >15 >15

Current

North Connector islands 1-4 1.07 0.74 27 13

South Connector islands 1-2 2.28 1.58 38 10

South Connector islands 3-5 1.84 1.44 23 44

South Connector island 6 1.05 0.71 13 15

Marisma area 3 1.23 0.73 16 13

Marisma area 4 1.24 0.84 19 28

Marisma area 5 1.90 1.24 31 16

Future

North Connector island 5 1.92 0.74 13 30

Marisma area 5 (north sector) 1.02 0.61 47 40

Marisma area 5 (south sector) 0.91 0.64 15 81

Note: Polygons that approximated the criteria (0.8- to 1.6-hectare areas, each with at least
15% low marsh and at least 15% high marsh) in 1994 are labeled current, and polygons
that might meet the criteria as vegetation expands are labeled future potential home
ranges. The term potential indicates that birds are not yet using these home ranges and
that other essential attributes of usable home ranges may be lacking. Polygons contain
marsh, channel, and some bare areas. See Figures 6.3A, B.
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Figure 6.4 Mean values of the normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) for cordgrass vegetation in experimental plots at
Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge. Treatments differed in
the number of times (0-12) that nitrogen was added; N=7.

noninvasive means of establishing the total stem length
in cordgrass plots and guides more detailed analyses by
ecologists. Similarly, hand-held radiometry may provide
an efficient means to monitor other changes in cordgrass
structure and condition.

A conceptual model (Fig. 6.5) has been developed
from our research on the variations of spectral vegeta
tion indexes for various cordgrass canopy characteris
tics and from previous work on the controls of vegeta

tion spectral reflectance characteristics. On the basis of
the model, the following factors should be taken into ac
count as contributing to the strength and weakness of the
relationships between NDVI values and cordgrass bio
mass (stem length, height, density):

• Canopy architecture (percentage of leaf surface in
horizontal vs. vertical planes, light penetration
through canopy)

• Surrounding features that influence spectral values
(algal coverage, soil moisture, degree of water cov
erage)

• Time of day, solar elevation
• Proportion of dead biomass and browning of canopy
• Possible existence of asymptote in the relationship

between vegetation indexes and green biomass (i.e..
increases in green biomass do not increase the veg
etation index beyond a certain level)

Tijuana Estuary: Mesocosm experiment with
pickleweed. The effect of different tidal conditions on
the restoration of pickleweed was examined at the PBRL
Mesocosm Facility at Tijuana Estuary (Ross 1994,
Callaway et al., in preparation). Three tidal treatments
(full tidal, tides excluded, and tide waters impounded)
were assigned to 24 1-m x 10-m mesocosms according to
a randomized block design. The mesocosms were planted
with pickleweed. Hand-held radiometry was used to ex
plore whether the measured spectral reflectance values
could provide useful information for monitoring the
growth of this plant.

Measurements were made at monthly intervals for
light transmission, growth (elongation of tagged stems),
bare space, and plant cover (binary absence or presence
of pickleweed along transect lines). Detailed measure
ments of plant cover were made down to 1.0-cm intervals
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Amount of Incident Light Recorded
in IFOV by Radiometer

Figure 6.5 Spartina foliosa spectral reflectance model V.1.

in each 10-m2 riesocosm. Within each 1-m section of
each mesocosm three radiometric measurements were

obtained with an Exotech radiometer with a circular

"footprint" 30 cm in diameter. Spectral radiance was also
measured over halon-coated calibration panels and used
to convert radiance measures to spectral reflectance fac
tors. Measurement dates in 1993 were in April, June, and
August.

The NDVI was used to assess relationships between
the recorded radiance values and pickleweed cover for
each type of treatment. ANOVA was used to determine
if there were significant differences between NDVI val
ues for different tidal treatments. Interval mean cover

index and bare index were examined in relation to spec
tral reflectance data for each sampling period. A tempo
ral-differencing analysis was also done by subtracting
NDVI, near-infrared, and red values recorded in June
from corresponding values in April and values in August
from those in June. ANOVA of these difference values

was used to determine whether different treatments

caused significaitly different changes in spectral index.
Statistically significant correlations were observed

between NDVI values and the following variables (in
descending order ofcorrelation): bare space, pickleweed
cover, and light transmission for data collected during
April, June, and August. Significant differences were
observed in NDVI and other spectral measurements be
tween the different treatments (full tidal, inundated, and
excluded). In most cases, individual mesocosms had cor

responding positive NDVI/cover and negative NDVI/
bare space correlation values. Analysis of measured dif
ferences in cover (as a surrogate for plant growth) for
each trench in relation to changes in recorded NDVI val
ues over the same periods also indicated a significant
positive correlation.

According to the results obtained, spectral data from
hand-held radiometric measurements appear to be sensi
tive to variations in pickleweed cover in the mesocosms
over time (Fig. 6.6). With the exception of several outli
ers (produced by standing water in areas of medium
cover), increases in NDVI values corresponded to mea
sured increases in pickleweed cover (Fig. 6.6a). A corre
spondingly strong negative relationship was evident be
tween NDVI and bare space (Fig. 6.6b). These results
indicate that the NDVI is reflecting increases in the
amount of pickleweed cover over time (Fig. 6.6c). In fact,
the radiometer was able to detect stressed pickleweed
much more readily than were researchers measuring
cover and height of vegetation. The only measurements
that showed evidence of pickleweed stress were the
growth data, which require marking and remeasuring
pickleweed branches. Such work is far more labor inten
sive than hand-held radiometry. Hence, remote-sensing
techniques offer potential for rapid assessment of veg
etation stress. Further analysis is necessary to account
for the effects of the type and state of the soil background
(moist, dry, salty) and the change in pigmentation in
pickleweed over the growing season.

6.4.6 Summary
Monitoring wetland restoration requires information on
the composition, structure, and other biophysical char
acteristics of vegetation at specific spatial and temporal
scales. Remote-sensing techniques can provide such data
for the characteristically small and fragmented natural
and restored wetlands in Southern California. Three

specific applications of remote-sensing techniques for
monitoring wetlands restoration are (1) identifying and
mapping the areal extent of different species and their
assemblages, (2) assessing vegetation or landscape
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Figure 6.6 Scatter plots of NDVI and vegetation cover, bare space,
and growth rates of pickleweed grown in mesocosms at Tijuana
Estuary.

structure (horizontal and vertical), and (3) assessing the
condition of vegetation.

Remote-sensing techniques are suited to monitoring
restoration for several reasons: (1) their noninvasive and
nondestructive nature, variable scales of coverage, and
capability of repeated acquisitions; (2) their ability to be
quantitativelyrelated to structural and conditional prop
erties of vegetation; and (3) their cost efficiency.

6.5 ADAPTIVE MONITORING AT TIJUANA

ESTUARY: Assessing Interannual Variability

It is a paradox that an estuary in one of the mildest cli
mates in the United States ranks among the most envi
ronmentally and biologically variable. Throughout the
year, the average monthly temperature ranges only from
9° to 21°C (48° to 69°F, in San Diego, NOAA data), and
average daily solar insolation ranges from 178 to 606
langleys (Chula Vista, 1976-1977 data). Frost is
extremely rare along the coast, and snow is virtually un
known. However, whereas temperature is predictably
moderate, rainfall and streamflow are not. Neither the

amount of freshwater influent nor its timing is depend
able.

Tijuana Estuary is simultaneously controlled by
streamflow volumes and tidal circulation, both of which
are subject to catastrophic change. Within the past de
cade, environmental conditions have ranged from pro
longed drought during an 8-month nontidal period to
prolonged freshwater inflows.

Natural climatic variations are compounded by land
management actions (for example, flood control, reser
voir discharges, wastewater discharges, and coastal land
uses that foster erosion). The combination of extreme
events and human disturbance has caused major swings
in estuarine structure and functioning, with incomplete
recovery in between. The story of Tijuana Estuary is one
of high interannual variability in climate, sea level,
streamflow, and tidal flushing.

Management of Tijuana Estuary is a shared respon
sibility.Both the California Department of Parks and Rec
reation and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are con

cerned with maintaining habitat that will support several
of the region's endangered species. Although quantita
tive studiesof the vegetationbegan in 1974(Zedler 1977),
and sampling of a large number of fixed stations began
in 1979(Zedler 1983;Zedler et al. 1986;Zedler, Nordby,
and Kus 1992), the site did not become a National Es
tuarine Research Reserve (NERR) until 1982. In 1984,
the monitoring became a part of research funded by the
NERR program, and in 1988, the monitoring program
was formalized by NOAA. At various times, we reevalu
ated the measures, sites, and frequency of sampling to
document and understand interannual variability of the
salt marsh.

In the sections that follow, background data on the
physiography and climate are summarized to explain why
the salt marsh has variable environmental conditions (es
pecially soil salinity). The dynamics of the
vegetation are summarized, and the changes in the moni
toring program are explained. Finally, the value of an
adaptive approach to monitoring is discussed.
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6.5.1 Physiography and Climate
Geographic setting. TijuanaEstuary(lat. 32°34'N, long.
117°7'W) is the southwesternmost estuary of the conti
nental United States. Its location on the tectonically ac
tive Pacific Coast indicates a dynamic geologic setting.
This drowned-riyer-type estuary is small (1024 ha) rela
tive to river mouths along the more gentle topography of
theAtlantic and[Gulf of Mexico coasts.

The 448,323-ha watershed is mostly (73%) within
Mexico. One large reservoir, behind Rodriguez Dam on
Tijuana River,and two small U.S. reservoirs on Cotton
wood Creek, together control 78% of the watershed up
stream of Tijuana Estuary. Situated 8 km upstream of
the estuary is thes metropolis of Tijuana, Baja California,
a growing city of about 2 million inhabitants. Between
Tijuana and the sstuary is an urbanized and agricultural
river floodplain with no pristine habitat.

Rainfall patterns. Southern California has a dry
Mediterranean-type climate, with mild, wet winters and
warm, dry summers. Averages (cf. section 1.1) suggest
that rainfall increases gradually from October to a peak
in January and February; this is followed by a gradual
decline through April. The average annual total is 25.2
cm. Averagesars misleading, however, because a single
month may incl tide much of the year's total rainfall. In
December 1921, rainfall was 24 cm, nearly equal to the
annual average. The month with the most variable rain
fall is December (SE = 0.4); the least variable is June
(SE = 0.2).

Rainfall data are better characterized by modes and
measures of variation than by means. For 134 years, the
modal year had less than 25 cm of rain, and only 22 years
were within 10% of the average. The coefficient of vari
ability for annual rainfall is 41%, the SE is 0.9, and the
range is 8-70 cm. Becauseof these high interannualvaria
tions in the timing of rainfall and in total rainfall, the
potential for variation in streamflow is great.

Streamflow. Natural patterns of streamflow to
Tijuana Estuary no doubt changed greatly with the con
struction of the first dam in 1912. Since then, flows have

been impounded within reservoirs, and peak velocities
have been dampened. With the diversion of Colorado
River flows to Southern California and northern Baja
California, imported water has been introduced to the
Tijuana River, mostly in the form of renegade sewage
flows from the City ofTijuana (cf. section 3.2) In recent
years (about 1986-1991), Tijuana River had greater sum
mer flows because of persistent flows of raw sewage from
Mexico (ca. 13 million gal/day). However, these flows
are dwarfed by variations in winter flood flows and res
ervoir discharges. Interannual variability is high for
Tijuana River (Fig. 6.7). As with rainfall data, annual
streamflows are better characterized by modes and ex
tremes than by means.

Variabilitywithin months is also high; SEs range from
0.8 to 230.5 cutiic meters. The least variable months are
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Figure 6.7 Streamflow inthe TijuanaRiver shows manyyears with
no flow, followed byflooding in 1978,1980, and 1983. Data are from
the International Boundary and Water Commission's gauge at the
United States-Mexico border, about 8 km upstream of Tijuana
Estuary.

those with low streamflow. Seasonal flows lead to high
intra-annual variability; years of low rainfall have little
winter streamflow and little difference in streamflow from

month to month. This is particularly true for series of
dry years, when runoff is accommodatedby the upstream
reservoirs (cumulative capacity about 160 cubic meters).
However, reservoirs can also prolong streamflows, and
continuous discharge can reduce seasonality and month-
to-month variability. During 1983, record flows occurred
from March through December when Rodriguez Reser
voir was lowered to restore its flood storage capacity.

Tidal flushing and sea level dynamics. Tijuana Es
tuary is influencedby semidiurnal mixed tides.Approxi
mately 50% of the tidal prism (the average volume of
water exchanged by the tides) is attributable to the north
ern arm (Oneonta Slough) of the estuary (Williams and
Swanson 1987). Historic air photos show that whereas
the main channel has been affected by wave washovers
and dune erosion, the smaller channels and tidal creeks
have changed little (Zedler, Nordby, and Kus 1992).

The tidal prism was increased when a landlocked la
goon was connected by a dredged channel sometime be
fore 1924. This lagoon was used as a sewage oxidation
pond and made tidal to discharge through the estuary
and into the ocean until the 1960s. Otherwise, the tidal
prism has consistently declined. Williams and Swanson
(1987) calculated changes from topographic maps from
1852 (rough drawing of open water, marsh, and upland),
1976 (1.5-m contours), and 1986 (30-cm contours). Their
results (about 2 million m3 in 1852 to 0.4 million m3 in
1986) show an 80% loss in tidal prism over the 134-year
period. Seven major flood events occurred between 1852
and 1986, filling the central embayment and the river
and tidal channels. The 1980 flood dumped about 2 m of
sediment along the southeastern margin of the estuary.
In 1986,50% of the tidal prism occurred in the northern
arm, which accounts for less than 25% of the reserve.
Elsewhere in Southern California, Mugu Lagoon lost
40% of its low-tide volume after consecutive floods in
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1978 and 1980 (Onuf 1987). Sedimentation events are
rare but are substantial when they occur.

Mean sea level rises about 21 cm/century along the
San Diego shore (Flick and Cayan 1985). However, dur
ing the 1983 El Nino, mean sea level was 15cm higher
than predicted (R. Flick, personal communication). In
January 1983, waves washed over the barrier dune at
Tijuana Estuary and moved large quantities of sand into
the main northern tidal channel. Sedimentation from the

barrier dune reduced the tidal prism and led to closure of
the ocean inlet. By early April 1984, tidal scouring was
severely diminished, and the mouth of Tijuana Estuary
became blocked with sand deposited by the longshore
currents. The inlet remained closed until December 1984,
when a major dredging program was completed and the
estuary and ocean were reconnected.

History was repeated in January 1988, when a sec
ond major storm washed sand into approximately 80 m
of tidal channel adjacent to the southern dune. This re
duced tidal flows to the southern arm of the estuary (Fink
1989). The January 1988 storm was of much shorter du
ration than the 1983 storm, but it occurred during high
tide (Flick and Badan-Dangon 1989).

6.5.2 Adaptive Monitoring
The monitoring program at Tijuana Estuary was neither
planned nor executed with a long-term focus. Perhaps
because there were no major investments in planning and
no contracts to fund specific data gathering, we were free
to improve sampling from time to time. The ability to
tailor sampling is now recognized as appropriate for
monitoring a highly variable system with changing man
agement needs.

Sampling of 102 stations began in 1979 and was con
tinued annually through 1988. The intent of sampling in
1979was to characterize the cordgrass community across
its intertidal range, from pure stands along the tidal creeks
to about MHHW. The initial stations were established

along eight transects perpendicular to tidal creeks, with
0.25-m2 quadrats marked at 5-m intervals. Soil salinity
was sampled al each station by expressing water from a
10-cm soil core onto a refractometer. Elevations of each

station were measured on a separate date, which neces
sitated marking each station. Cordgrass was sampled by
measuring the height of each stem in the 0.25-m2 quad
rat. Measurements were recorded for each quadrant of

f^^^^^^j^^^^i'l^lrtm^i^^^l

each quadrat, a step that made it possible to compare
smaller and larger sampling areas. Pickleweed and other
marsh plants are less readily measured because of their
sprawling growth form. Estimates of the percentage of
cover in six classes (0, <l. 1-5, 6-25, 26-75. 75-100)
were therefore used to quantify the abundance of
pickleweed.

Because stations were marked, it was possible to
resample them in 1980.after major Hooding. Once a major
change in cordgrass was documented, it was possible to
determine how long the change persisted. Hence, sam
pling continued in 1981 and 1982.Where cordgrass den
sity was unusually high, we subsampled the 0.25-m2
quadrats by randomly selecting one quadrant per quad
rat. Estimates of pickleweed cover were inadvertently
omitted in 1982, although occurrence was recorded. Also
during 1982, Tijuana Estuary became part of the NERR
system. This maintained our interest in the site and, when

the 1983 flood occurred, we repeated sampling to assess
a second freshwater event.

After 5 years, the investment in annual sampling
seemed worthwhile (cf. results reported in Zedler 1983,
Zedler 1986, Zedler et al. 1986), and funding was sought.
Beginning in 1984, NOAA supported the sampling ef
fort as part of the NERR program. The nontidal period
coincided with the receipt of funding, and monitoring
stations were expanded (to 216) to assess broader effects
of the system-wide drought. Three of the initial transects
were extended farther inland, and two new transects were

added. We sought to sample more of the estuary but were
constrained by topography in areas where transects abut
ted disturbed areas.

In 1988, after 10 years of annual sampling, we re
viewed the entire monitoring program again. Several
shortcomings were acknowledged, and improvements
were recommended. Although the expanded sampling
program had added 114 stations, most (85) were still
within the range of elevations of the initial 102 stations
sampled. Areas of flatter topography were oversampled
(155 stations between 71 and 110 cm National Geodetic

Vertical Datum, NGVD), and lower slopes (49 stations
between 51 and 70 cm NGVD) and upper slopes (41 sta
tions between 111 and 141 cm NGVD) were

undersampled. Soil salinities were oversampled (little
variation among stations of similar elevation) for the top
10cm, but the salinity of deeper soils was ignored. Sam
pling was also time consuming, because the widespread
transects and sampling stations were hard to locate. Fi
nally, although estimates of cover were adequate for as
sessing major changes in canopies, they were too crude
(±25%) to reveal lesser patterns.

Management issues for the region's coastal marshes
were also considered. Three data needs were clear. (1)
Reference data were needed for cordgrass marsh,
pickleweed marsh, and upper-marsh habitats, so that suc
cess criteria could be established for mitigation projects;
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(2)At TijuanaEstuary, a plan to restore tidal flushing
to the southern arm had been developed, and before-
and-after data were needed; (3) A major question at
TijuanaEstuary was how sewage flows from Tijuana
were affecting the salt marsh.

To meet these needs, we chose to sample represen
tative areas of the marsh more intensively than before
and to compare results from areas in both arms of the
estuary. The sewage question also suggested a sam
plingschemethiitwasbasedon elevation(becausesew
agewouldreach lowerintertidal areasmoreoftenthan
higher areas)and proximity to the sewage-laden river.
Weplacedsampling stations nearthemouth of theriver
and northward to the most inland tidal creeks. We placed
one station neat the first area to be restored. To retain
our investment in stations with a decade of accumu

lated data, we nstained the option to resample them at
intervals (e.g., i fter a catastrophic event occurs).

Annual sarrpling became more intensive, but the
number of stations was reduced. To equalize effort per
marsh type and :oimprovesampling precisionfor mid-
and upper-marsh communitieson the basisof thedomi
nant vegetation, we selected four transects at each of
three marsh elevations. Areas of pure cordgrass along
tidal creeks were selected to represent lower marsh.
Areas dominated by pickleweed were selected for
middle marsh, and areas with glasswort and shoregrass
were chosen as upper marsh. A 20-m transect was
staked at all 12 locations (three elevations, four sites
each). Soil salirity sampling was reduced to three rep
licates per transect, but depths of 5-10 cm and 25-30
cm were sampled. In order to increase samplingpreci
sion and provide measures that were readily compa
rable between species, cover data were taken along 20-
mtransects, measuring intercept to the nearest 10 cm.
Cordgrass heights continued to be measured in quad
rats, with smaller size (0.10m2) becoming the standard.
The number of quadrats was set at five per transect.

6.5.3 Environmental Change Within the
Estuary
The changes in rainfall, streamflow, and tidal flushing
have led to high interannual variability in estuarine wa
ter salinity, intertidal soil salinity, and soil moisture.
No long-term records of water salinity are available.
However, the estuary is usually marine except during
major winter streamflows. The nontidal period of 1984
was exceptional. After closure, the estuary water be
came brackish because of impounded river water, and
then hypersaline because of evaporation during the long
summer drought. By late summer 1984, channel water
was several decrees warmer than normal, with about
60 ppt salt and higher phytoplankton populations than
ever before measured (Fong 1986; Rudnicki 1986;
Zedler, Nordby, and Kus 1992).

In most years, the salinityof marsh soils (measured
in the top 10 cm) decreases during winter rains and
streamflows and increases throughout summer (PERL
1990). Highest values are reached in September, when
tidal amplitudes are low. The greatest interannual varia
tions coincided with closure and drought (1984), extreme
flooding (1980), and prolonged reservoir discharge
(1983).

There is also considerable spatial variability in soil
salinity; the highest intertidal elevations have the great
est rangeand seasonality (Zedler 1982). Withinthe lower
intertidal part of the marsh, daily tidal inundation mod
erates the change in salinity, and soils are generally hy
persaline (about 40-45 ppt).

Soil moisture varies spatially along with salinity.
DuringSeptember, drought and low tidal amplitude re
duce surface soil moisture in the upper part of the marsh.
A similar pattern may also develop in April if there is no
rainfall, because tidal amplitude is lowest in spring. At
this time of year, the lowest tides occur during the day
time, and soils in the upper part of the marsh can dry out.
The 8-month nontidal period of 1984 included little rain
fall, and soils in the marsh and tidal creek became dry
and cracked, with white salt crusts marking former pools
(Zedler, Nordby, and Kus 1992).

Effects on salt marsh vegetation. Tijuana Estuary
is largely salt marsh habitat. The northern arm has the
largest expanse of lower intertidal marsh; the southern
arm is dominated by upper marsh and habitat that is tran
sitional to the upland. Pacific cordgrass and perennial
pickleweed (Salicornia virginica) dominate the lower
marsh, whereas a variety of halophytes intermix in the
upper part of the marsh (Zedler, Nordby,and Kus 1992).

Interannual variations in salinity and soil moisture
affect both the composition and growth of marsh plants.
Nontidal conditions produced the greatest changes to
Tijuana Estuary, with several species declining in abun
dance and distribution. Some mortality was not apparent
until 1985. Cordgrass was eliminated from more than
half of the 102 lower-marsh monitoring stations. At the
same time, the perennial pickleweed expanded its distri
bution from 75% to 87% of the sampling stations. Data
from 215 intertidal monitoring stations show additional
vegetationdynamics. An annual pickleweed (S.bigelovii)
was nearly eliminated from the Oneonta Slough marsh.
A short-lived succulent called sea-blite declined to very
low frequency. These changes are related to low soil
moisture, which differentially affects shallow-rooted an
nuals and deep-rooted perennials. The perennial
pickleweed is known to produce deep roots that can fol
low a declining water table (Griswold 1988).

Lesser variations in plant growth have followed flood
ing and reservoir discharges. Growth of cordgrass and
pickleweed changed with soil salinity in the following
pattern (Zedler 1983,Zedler et al. 1986).Periods of low
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streamflow (higher salinity, shorter submergence times)
favoredpickleweed, whereasheavystreamflow (withlow
salinity and prolonged inundation) favored cordgrass.
Cordgrass grew bestwith prolonged reservoir discharge,
andplants channeled excess photosynthate intovegeta
tive reproduction, so that both height and stem density
increased substantially. These effects became clear from
themonitoring record and experimental work of Griswold
(1988).

Associated, confounding factors. The interannual
variationsinTijuana Estuary biota are not entirelydue to
salinity and moisture. Several factors complicate the re
sponses of vegetation to soil conditions. Nutrient inputs
accompany streamflow, especially those resulting from
sewagespills.The marsh is knownto be nitrogenlimited
(Winfield 1980,Covin 1984, Fong 1986,Rudnicki 1986,
Covin and Zedler 1988), and some of the growth stimu
lus associated with reduced salinity is related to increased
input of nitrogen.

Competitive interactions among the plants influence
their respective abundances; best known is the interac
tion between cordgrass and perennial pickleweed (Zedler
1982, Covin 1984, Covin and Zedler 1988, Griswold
1988).Covin and Zedler (1988) showed experimentally
that pickleweed is the superior competitor for nitrogen.
Thus, streamflowswith low nitrogen influx may produce
different responses than wastewater discharges.

Animal abundances both affect and are affected by
the marsh vegetation. Where nitrogen is present in ex
cess, plantsconcentrateit in their leavesand providemore
nutritious foods for phytophagous insects. Covin (1984)
suggested that outbreaks of a dipteran (Incertella sp.) were
responsible for high mortality of cordgrass in fertilized
plots at Tijuana Estuary. One endangered species, the
light-footed clapper rail, depends on the lower-marsh
vegetation and intertidal conditions. The number of rails
dropped to zero or near-zero during the 1984 nontidal
drought (P. Jorgensen, Tijuana River National Estuarine
Research Reserve, personal communication). Reduced
cordgrass cover, lack of invertebrate foods, and increased
accessibility to terrestrial predators no doubt interacted
to cause the rails' temporary demise.

6.5.4 Recovery and Long-Term Implications
The effects of rare, extreme events are persistent. The
ecosystem has limited resilience, at least when faced with
multiple catastrophes within 5 years. The shift of annual
pickleweed from local dominance to rare occurrence is
probably permanent. The habitat where it formerly oc
curred is greatly altered by the presence of a dense canopy
of perennial pickleweed. The seed bank of the annual
was apparently lost, when most of its seeds germinated
in spring 1984and died before reaching reproductive age
(Zedler, unpublished data).

Cordgrass was slow to recover its predrought distri
bution. Its frequency of occurrence in the 102 monitor

ing stations ranged from 86% to 93% before tidal clo
sure (1979-1983). It gradually expanded from a low of
38% in September 1985to 50% in 1986 and 75% in 1988.
Recovery most likely has been slowed by its chief com
petitor, perennial pickleweed (Griswold 1988). Cordgrass
recovery was faster at the lower elevations, where tidal
inundation is frequent and soils are anaerobic.

The population of light-footed clapper rails had in
creased to approximately 16 pairs by 1988, but it was
not until 1991 that the population equaled its predrought
density (41 nesting pairs; Zembal 1991). The recovery
period was 7 years. If the existing population has built
up from only 1 or 2 pairs, rather than by immigration,
the rail's ability to persist in the long term may now be
restricted by low genetic diversity.The species has some
ability to disperse to upstream or to other coastal habi
tats (Zembal et al. 1985), but intramarsh movements are
not common. Thus, lowered genetic diversity and long-
term effects seem likely.

Regional implications. High interannual variability
in Southern California coastal bodies of water produces
highly unstable populations of intertidal salt marsh or
ganisms. The effects that have been documented at
Tijuana Estuary are mirrored in the region's other 25
coastal wetlands. Those that remain open to tidal flush
ing and occasionally have winter floods (but not pro
longed heavy streamflows from reservoirs or wastewa
ter sources) support the highest numbers of native spe
cies (cf.Table2.4). Of 19vascular plant species that were
selected for regional comparison (PERL 1990), 18 are
found in Tijuana Estuary, and 16-19 occurred in five other
tidal ecosystems of Southern California (Sweetwater
Marsh, Mugu Lagoon, Anaheim Bay, Upper Newport
Bay, and Mission Bay Reserve). Coastal wetlands that
are usually closed to tidal flushing have reduced diver
sity. Only 5-6 of the 19 species occur in wetlands that
have long had severely impaired tidal flushing (Ballona
Wetland, Deveraux Lagoon, and Malibu Creek). Those
salt marshes support a near-monotype of perennial
pickleweed.

6.5.5 Recommendations for Long-Term
Monitoring
The shifts in data collection methods, while disruptive
to data analysis, have been responsive to changes in both
environmental conditions (from more to less variable)
and management needs. Our early questions concerned
the interannual dynamics of nesting habitat for the clap
per rail. More recent concerns are issues of wetland res
toration and the effects of sewage. It is probably a mis
take to continue a rigid sampling program once the short
comings of the programs are recognized. There is no
single correct way to sample, even if the goal of moni
toring remains constant. The variability of the system
determines the number and size of the sampling units,
and interannual variability cannot be known until
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several years of data have been accumulated.
Monitoringprograms are now being required in many

restoration and mitigation projects. The items to be
sampled and theprequency and methods ofsampling are
now being set before any reconnaissance data are gath
ered, because regulatory agencies do not have the luxury
of working out appropriate sampling schemes before
writingpermit conditions.An overall goal of monitoring
programs for mitigation sites should be understanding
how a wetland is changing through time. Not knowing
how or where cianges will occur makes it difficult to
preset the sampling program. However, measuring
interannual variability probably should take precedence
over detailed measures ofspatial variability, unless fund
ing allows both Io be sampled thoroughly.

The Tijuana Estuary monitoring program indicates
that requirements for monitoring mitigation sites should
have a broad mandate. First, the sampling programs

should be undertaken as research programs in them
selves. A variety of attributes should be measured until
it is clear which attributes are the better indicators of

system response. Different sampling units (e.g., quad
rat sizes and shapes) should be compared initially to
select those that show low variability within communi
ties. Second, initial sampling should include much larger
areas with far more stations than may be needed. Sam
pling adequacy should be reviewed every 3-5 years.
Monitoring stations can be cut back once the data sug
gest that cutting back is permissible. Third, a hierarchi
cal approach is indicated. A larger number of attributes
and stations can be sampled with lower frequency (per
haps 5-year intervals), whereas more intensive sampling
should be done annually at fewer stations.

To conclude, monitoring programs should be adap
tive, responding to new information as it is gathered
and to new management needs as they develop.
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CHAPTER 7

Adaptive Management of
Restored and

Constructed Wetlands

7.1THE NEED FOR ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

Adaptive management is the iterative approach to man
aging ecosystems when the methods of achieving desired
objectives are unknown or uncertain to work (Hoiling
1978. Walters 1986). Adaptive approaches seem to be
more appropriate for restoration projects than the tradi
tional approach, which would call for implementing an
entire plan without opportunity for revisions along the
way.

7.1.1 Rationale for Adaptive Management
We expect restoration projects to have a greater chance
of achieving their stated goals if suggestions for improved
planning, implementation, and assessment are heeded.
However, the process will still be experimental. Through
time, developing ecosystems will experience unexpected
events, new problems, or uncontrollable disturbances.
Along the way, new information may become available,
management actions may need to be reevaluated, and
midcourse corrections may become necessary. Adaptive
management can accommodate such needs. In the
Famosa Slough enhancement program, algal blooms are
an occasional problem, but the causal nutrient input has
three potential sources and each has a unique solution.
Managers need to prioritize the corrective measures af
ter studies are done to detect the primary nutrient source
(section 7.2.3). It is also possible that a restoration site
will accidently attract a desired species; plans should be
changed if an endangered species unexpectedly colonizes
the site. The surprise appearance of the California least
tern, an endangered species, necessitated reevaluation
of plans to accommodate another endangered bird, the
light-fooled clapper rail, at the Chula Vista Wildlife Re
serve. Where unknowns predominate, the approach to
long-term management of constructed or restored wet
lands should be an adaptive or flexible one.

Many projects go awry and require corrective
measures; in fact, mitigation projects rarely develop as
promised (Kusler and Kentula 1989, National Research
Council 1992, Thayer 1992). Almost invariably, some
component of the ecosystem or some critical function is

lacking. For example, attempts to recreate tidal marshes
have not led to the development of soil organic matter
and nutrient levels comparable to those of natural marshes
(Lindau and Hosner 1981, Craft et al. 1988. Langis et al.
1991). In addition, invertebrates in the soil have not de
veloped comparable communities (Moy and Levin 1991),
shrimp species do not use transplanted marshes as readily
as natural marshes (Minello and Zimmerman 1992), and
endangered birds have not been attracted to nest in trans
planted cordgrass marshes (Zedler 1993).

In the San Diego area, several projects have fallen
short of their goals and would benefit from adaptive
management. At Agua Hedionda Lagoon, three basins
were excavated to mitigate damages to pickleweed-domi-
nated salt marsh in 1985. Transplanted plants were still
alive in 1986, but by 1993 all three sites had become
barren salt flats, used more by off-road vehicles than by
salt marsh biota (Zedler 1996b). Corrective measures are

needed, but none were required in this early mitigation
project. At a largedredge-spoil island in San DiegoBay.
cordgrass was transplanted in 1984-1985 and grew well
for 3-4 years until an outbreak of scale insects occurred.
Intervention appeared to be necessary to solve this prob
lem (lack of a natural insect predator?) and to cope with
erosion of the berm that surrounds the island and keeps
the marsh from eroding. Because the island was built to
mitigatedamages to natural marsh along the shore of the
bay, it seems reasonable to take corrective actions that
would ensure the long-term persistence of the constructed
marsh. However, there was and still is no mechanism to
explore the need for further mitigative action or to re
quire further work.
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An adaptive (approach is being used toachieve miti
gation requirements at Sweetwater Marsh in San Diego
Bay (section 7.2 1); the success of this interactive man
agement program suggests that similar approaches will
benefit restoration of 200 hectares at Tijuana Estuary
(Entrix et al. 199 ), enhancement of Famosa Slough (City
of San Diego 1951), and restoration of 60.7 hectares of
wetland at San Dieguito Lagoon (California Coastal
Commission 1991).

7.1.2 Constraints
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tats will find it

tive management
in the costs of

plete projects. In
nical experts
and research, periodic
make difficult decisions

iar terrain for

sistance to the

books forwritingj adapt
such as wetland

people who can
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difficult to shift from traditional to adap-
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addition, a close interaction with tech-

o undertake the necessary monitoring
meetings, and a willingness to
will be needed. This is unfamil-

cohtracting officers, and there may be re-
cqncept. Furthermore, there are no guide-

ive management plans for projects
restoration, so it may be difficult to find
jrepare the necessary documents.

7.2 EXAMPLES OF ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

The California Coastal Commission's (1991) require
ments for successful mitigation indicate how to set up
criteria for successful restoration (Table 7.1). However,
as plans are writen, the part on adaptive management
can be a major siumbling block. Problems require man
agement to select among various options. To show how
adaptive management can assist with an ongoing wet
land mitigation project, we describe the San Diego Bay
project and examples of adaptive management in other
major restoration projects of the region.

7.2.1 Sweetwater

Refuge: Implementing

Bruce Nyden and

Marsh National Wildlife

Adaptive Management

oy Zedler

Caltrans and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are be
ing required to mitigate loss of habitat caused by con
struction of a newfreeway interchange, the widening of
an existing freeway, and excavation of a new flood
control channel. The original mitigation requirements
stipulated that It hectares be set aside. By 1986, the des
ignated landshad still not beendeededto a publicagency,
so the Sierra Clu :> and the League for Coastal Protection
sued the agencies involved and won. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Biological Opinion was revised, with
additional mitigation requirements, a 128-hectare
refuge, more rigorous standards for success, and long-
term monitoring (from 1989 through compliance with

Table 7.1. Minimum Standards and Objectives for
Successful Mitigation at San Dieguito Lagoon*

Minimum standards

1. Location within Southern California Bight.
2. Potential for restoration as tidal wetland,

with extensive intertidal and subtidal areas.

3. Creates or substantially restores a minimum of
60.7 ha of wetlands, excluding buffer zone and
upland transition area.

4. Provides a buffer zone of an average of at least
91 m wide, and not less than at least 31 m wide,
as measured from the upland edge of the
transition area.

5. Any existing contamination problems at the site
would be controlled or remediated and would not
hinder restoration.

6. Site preservation is guaranteed in perpetuity
(through appropriate public agency or non-profit
ownership, or other means approved by the
Executive Director), to protect against future
degradation or incompatible use.

7. Feasible methods are available to protect the
long-term wetland values on the site, in
perpetuity.

Objectives

1. Provides maximum overall ecosystem benefits,
for example, maximum upland buffer, enhance
ment of downstream fish values, regionally
scarce habitat, and potential for local ecosystem
diversity.

2. Provides substantial fish habitat compatible with
other wetland values at the site.

3. Provides maximum upland transition areas (in
addition to buffer zones).

4. Restoration involves minimum adverse effects
on existing functioning wetlands and other
sensitive habitats.

5. Site selection and specific restoration plan
reflect a consideration of site-specific and
regional wetland restoration goals.

6. Restoration design is that most likely to produce
and support wetland-dependent resources.

7. Provides habitat for rare or endangered species.
8. Provides for restoration of reproductively

isolated populations of a native California
species.

9. Results in an increase in the aggregate acreage
of wetland in the Southern California Bight.

10. Requires minimum maintenance.
11. Restoration project can be accomplished in a

timely fashion.
12. Site is in proximity to the San Onofre Nuclear

Generating Station.

*Source: California Coastal Commission 1991
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the permit) to evaluate the functionality of the mitiga
tion sites. Two marsh excavation projects were required
to mitigate damages under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1988).

An adaptive management approach was not required;
rather it evolved from four factors: (1) mitigation crite
ria that required persistence of biological attributes, (2)
monitoring and remedial measures to correct any prob
lems, (3) agency biologists with foresight and willing
ness to work with technical experts, and (4) a research
group that was interested in understanding differences
between the natural and constructed wetlands (PERL).

The revised standards (cf. Table 2.8) for the constructed
habitat were based on perceived needs of three endan
gered species that were jeopardized by the projects (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service 1988): for the lower intertidal
marsh, the light-footed clapper rail; for the middle and
high marsh, salt marsh bird's beak.The channels were to
provide foraging habitat for the California least tern.

In 1988, PERL was asked to monitor several attributes
suggested by the revised Biological Opinion, including
quarterly sampling of invertebrates and fish (seining) to
determinespeciesdiversity and abundance;monthlysam
pling of water for salinity,dissolved oxygen, and nutri
ents; annual sampling of vegetation for composition,
percentage of cover, and cordgrass height; and monthly
monitoring of soil salinity. Annual meetings were re
quired between PERL, Caltrans, the U.S. Fish and Wild
life Service, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, af
ter dissemination of PERL's annual report of monitoring
results. This was the beginning of an adaptive manage
ment program that continues to date (Fig. 7.1).

Of the mitigation requirements, only the criteria for
diversityand abundanceof fish were satisfied in the first
three years (1989-1992). At the 1992annual meeting, it
was agreed that fish samplingcould shift from quarterly
to annual. Costs of fish monitoring were thus reduced,
and the savings were available for assessing the popula
tion of salt marsh bird's beak in its first year of compli
ance monitoring. Creating naturally functioning salt
marshes has proved more difficult, and an iterative ap
proachhas developed, withfieldcomparisons of natural
and constructed marshes, field experimentation to detect
problems,implementationof recommendedactions,and
then further comparisons and experimentation.

While monitoring was ongoing, PERL obtained fund
ing from CaliforniaSea Grant to make detailedcompari
sons of the constructed and natural marshes (Swift 1988,
Cantilli 1989, Rutherford 1989, Zalejko 1989, Langis et
al. 1991). Later research projects (funded by California
Sea Grant and NOAA's Coastal Ocean Program) focused
on methods of growing cordgrass to support the endan
geredlight-footedclapperrail.The attempttocreatesuit
able habitat for clapper rails illustrates the adaptive man
agement approach. The density of cordgrass was even
tually comparable to that found in natural marsh areas,

but the plants were too short for a bird that builds a float
ing nest that needs to rise and fall with the tide (Zedler
1993). Soil analyses showed that the coarse soils were
deficient in organic matter and nitrogen and suggested
that nitrogen levels could be enhanced through soil
amendments, (cf. section 5.1).

Caltrans allowed PERL to do a pilot study in a sec
ond mitigation marsh to compare different fertilization
techniques. Caltrans further agreed to adopt the recom
mendations for soil preparation before transplanting
cordgrass the year after the study. In 1990, experimental
plantings showed that additions of nitrogen increased
stem height most when both organic (alfalfa) and inor
ganic (ammonium sulfate) nitrogen were added. Hence,
in 1991, Caltrans rototilled alfalfa into the cordgrass trans
plantationsites and added fertilizer pellets to each plant
ing hole. PERL continued to follow the experimental
plots, and in 1992, when they were 2 years old, it was
clear that one-time addition of nitrogen was insufficient
to induce growth of cordgrass tall enough to support nest
ing by clapper rails (Gibson et al. 1994). Two simulta
neous experiments showed high rates of decomposition
of alfalfa and rapid loss of nitrogen from sandy soils,
explainingwhy one-timefertilizationwas inadequate.A
subsequent experiment was designed to test the effec
tiveness of repeated fertilization, with variations in the
timing and duration of applications. And, because the
results of the initial experiment suggested that nitrogen
fertilization might trigger infestations of scale insects on
cordgrass, the effects of repeated applications of fertil
izer on scale insects were assessed along with cordgrass
responses (Boyer and Zedler 1996).Results (Boyer and
Zedler, in preparation) indicated that cordgrass requires
repeated nitrogen fertilization to grow tall, and Caltrans
has authorized more widespread and longer term fertili
zation of the constructed marshes. It is hoped that the
system can ultimately become self-sustaining, but it is
not certain how long corrective measures will be needed.

Although the mitigation project at San Diego Bay
became an adaptive management program, it might have
taken a different route if several factors had been differ

ent. The major impetus was a civil suit that forced
Caltrans and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to com
ply with the Endangered Species Act, specifically the
Biological Opinion of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice (1988), which required that habitats be resilient for
at least 3 years and that remedial action be taken in the
year following detection of the problem. Other factors
contributed to the evolution ofan adaptive approach. The
most important were that (1) Caltrans had a vested inter
est in the success of the project, (2) Caltrans biologists
werewillingand able to facilitate research to solve prob
lems, (3) Caltrans designated knowledgeable wetland
biologiststo oversee the project, and (4) the monitoring
was contracted to a laboratory that was part of an aca
demic institution. The last factor was probably critical,
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Figure 7.1 Part of the adaptive management program at Sweetwater Marsh, San Diego Bay, California, where the transplanted
cordgrass is tod short for nesting by clapper rails. An iterative program of research, recommendations, implementation, and further
study has been evolving since 1988. Square boxes = management actions; round boxes - data obtained and recommendations
made; unboxed, phrases = management questions.
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because the principal investigators involvedwere inter
ested in understandingtheproblemswith theconstructed
marshes, were able to find students to pursue different
studies,and were able to securefundingfor that research.
A further essential ingredient may have been the ability
of both Caltrans and university biologists to understand
each others' views and responsibilities.

7.2.2 San Dieguito Lagoon: Establishment of
an Adaptive Management Restoration Plan
The California Coastal Commission (CCC 1991) is re
quiring Southern California Edison to restore a mini
mum of 60.7 hectares of tidal wetlands at San Dieguito
Lagoon as partial mitigation for the effects of continued
operation of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. The
Commission established success criteria before selec

tion of the mitigation site, so the requirements are rela
tively general. Seven minimum standards were given for
the site and the preliminary plan (including a guarantee
that the site would be preserved in perpetuity "to protect
against future degradation or incompatible land use").
In addition, the restoration plan had 12 objectives, in
cluding provision for maximum overall ecosystem ben
efits, a maximum upland buffer, enhancement of down
stream fish values, regionally scarce habitat, substantial
fish habitat, minimum adverse effects on existing wet
lands and sensitive habitats, and habitat for rare or en
dangered species (cf. Table 7.1).

An adaptive management approach is required. Spe
cifically, the Commission requires long-term manage
ment (through the life of the operation of San Onofre
Units 2 and 3), monitoring before and after the project
begins, and remediation ofany failure to meet these goals
and standards during the full operational years of Units
2 and 3.

The aspects of the plan that are truly innovative are
the requirements for "maximum overall ecosystem ben
efits" rather than single-species targets, the long-term
commitment of the mitigator, reliance on a scientific
advisory panel to oversee the mitigation work and moni
toring, and the ability to require remedial actions. The
executive director of the Commission has responsibility
for prescribing remedial measures. Both physical and
biological performance standards are given; failure to
achieve any of these standards would set in motion a
series of changes in the requirements for the project and
its monitoring program.

The San Dieguito Lagoon is already highly modi
fied, with a freeway across the middle, a highway across
the mouth, a racetrack, and fairground near the mouth,
and urban development on both sides. An unusually large
part of the river valley is undeveloped, and a planned
regional park should ensure open space upstream.

One basic problem is that tidal flushing will not be
easy to sustain. Like many of the region's coastal bodies
of water, San Dieguito Lagoon tends to close to tidal

flushing as sand builds up at the inlet over summer (cf.
section 2.2). If winter rains are heavy and streamflow is
sufficient, the sand is washed out and tidal flushing is
restored. More often, the sand is bulldozed to improve
water circulation or reduce flood potential. Regional
hydrologists recommend increasing the tidal prism as a
means of providing continuous tidal influence.

The inlet of San Dieguito Lagoon is far from the
wetland area that will become the restored tidal wetland.

The hydrologic connection with the ocean has been de
scribed as a "straw," because it is long and narrow and
constrained by adjacent development. Thus, any dredg
ing to improve the tidal prism must occur well inland of
the mouth. The technology of designing inlets and tidal
prisms so they can provide self-sustaining tidal hydro-
logic conditions is not sufficient to guarantee success.
Thus, a series of trials and remedial actions likely will
be needed. With increased dredging or modification of
the inlet come alterations to planned habitats and effects
on biota. Decisions to increase the area dredged will thus
require expert consultation and careful consideration. The
scientific advisory committee established by the Com
mission will be an essential part in the process of adap
tive management.

A second problem will be providing habitat for en
dangered species. To date, such efforts have not been
successful, at least not in the long term. One plant, salt
marsh bird's beak, has been reintroduced to Sweetwater

Marsh, but mainly to remnants of natural habitat, where
pollination may be limiting the seed crop (cf. section
2.4). The ability of bird's beak to persist in constructed
wetlands is less certain (PERL 1992).

7.2.3 Famosa Slough: Enhancement Through
Adaptive Management
The California State Coastal Conservancy provided funds
for the City of San Diego to develop an enhancement
plan for Famosa Slough, a semi-tidal wetland. (It receives
tidal flows only through a culvert). This highly modi
fied wetland has two segments, which are separated by a
four-lane city street. The two segments are further sepa
rated from the San Diego River and its ocean inlet by an
eight-lane freeway. The City paid over $3 million for
the innermost 8-ha segment following a long battle be
tween the owner/developer and local citizens (the Friends
of Famosa Slough). The Friends envisioned enhance
ments that would improve tidal flushing while maintain
ing the Slough's open water (lagoon) habitat for birds.
With $100,000 from the State Coastal Conservancy, the
City hired consultants to develop a traditional enhance
ment plan (PSBS et al. 1993), which provides a long list
of potential actions, ranging from straightforward signage
to construction of a complicated one-way tidal water flow
pattern that would force water into the lagoon via a one
way flap valve, along a new channel to be dredged at the
eastern and southern ends of the triangular lagoon, and
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Figure 7.2 Part of the adaptive management plan being developed for Famosa Slough, San Diego, California. One of the problems to
be solved is; nuisance algal blooms. Because it is unclear what causes the algal blooms or what measures will reduce algal growth
(circulation or loadings), an iterative approach is being recommended. Square boxes = actions; round boxes = data needs; unboxed
phrases = ecosystem attributes.
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out through another one-way valve.
The Friends pressed for an adaptive management

approach throughout the planning process. Their strong
political support for the Slough led to their becoming a
part of the approval process, and the enhancement plan
could not go to City Council for adoption until the Friends
provided text on the adaptive management approach
(City of San Diego 1991).A group of concerned profes
sionals took on the task as volunteers and developed the
necessary strategy. A decision tree for several of the sig
nificant changes proposed for the Slough is included here
(Figure 7.2) to illustrate the role of adaptive manage
ment. Water quality analyses are underway to assess the
sourceof nutrients that may trigger algal blooms(PERL,
unpublished data). Depending on data collection that will
answer various questions, several of the more costly and
significant modifications may not need to be done.

7.2.4 Other Projects in Which Adaptive
Management Is Necessary or Desirable

Batiquitos Lagoon. The Port of Los Angeles selected
Batiquitos Lagoon for off-site mitigation of losses to
nearshore fish habitat that will occur as port facilities
are expanded. Batiquitos Lagoon is closed to tidal flush
ing much more consistently than San Dieguito Lagoon,
presumably because the former has a heavy cobble load
that resists erosion during streamflow events. When the
cobbles are bulldozed to lower water levels in the la

goon, closure generally recurs in a day or two. The am
bitious dredging plans that have been developed to in
crease the tidal prism of Batiquitos Lagoon should be
accomplished within an adaptive management frame
work. The reasons are numerous:

1. The biological functioning of the prerestoration
ecosystem has not been assessed, and it is un
clear what values might be irreversibly lost with
excessive dredging.

2. The amount of dredging essential to providing
full tidal How is uncertain.

3. The adopted plan takes a conservative approach
from the engineering perspective (the alternative
with minimum dredging was rejected) and leaves
the risk to biota that may be unnecessarily threat
ened by excessive dredging.

4. The need for maintenance dredging is anticipated.

Mission Bay. The City of San Diego (Wallace Rob
erts and Todd et al. 1992) updated its master plan for
Mission Bay. a 1,860-hectarerecreational park with about
12 hectares of remaining salt marsh. Included in the plan
is the reconstruction of 28-36 hectares of salt marsh to

enhance natural resources and assist in improving the
quality of water entering the bay from the small but ur
banized watershed. When the time comes to expand the
wetlands, it should be done with an adaptive manage
ment approach for the following reasons:

1. The size and configuration that would most likely
persist given the altered tidal and stream hydrol
ogy is unknown.

2. The sizes, shapes, and qualities of habitat required
to support different salt marsh communities and
food webs are unknown.

3. The most effective configuration for improvement
in water quality is unknown.

4. The effects of future dredging to maintain boating
channels are uncertain.

5. Mechanisms for protecting wetlands from boating
and other recreational activities have not been de

veloped.

6. The requirements for type and size of buffers be
tween the marsh and adjacent urban developments
are unknown

7.3 CONCLUSIONS

Adaptive management is a useful approach to restora
tion because it offers a mechanism for making decisions
when it is uncertain what management actions will bring
about the desired goals. It should aid several restoration
projects that are proposed for Southern California coastal
wetlands. Although the concept has been introduced in
a few restoration plans, it is not yet fully developed as a
management strategy. Initial attempts have suggested
the use of decision trees to organize major management
options, for which decisions must be based on monitor
ing data or experimental results.

Perhaps the most important element of a successful
adaptive management program is the interaction between
the technical advisors and the project manager. Without
access to researchers who can develop the necessary ex
periments as needed and without their willingness to
translate complicated information for project managers,
the scientific advice will have limited utility. And with
out some understanding of ecosystem functioning on
the part of the project manager, the interaction may not
be workable. Thus, appropriate personnel on both the
technical and managerial sides are critical to the suc
cess of adaptive management.

It remains to be seen whether adaptive management
programs can be conducted under innovative contracts
between agencies and consulting. If flexibility and abil
ity to follow opportunities are the key ingredients for
adaptive management, then agencies will need to ac
commodate contracts that may change in direction and
magnitude from year to year.
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tidal flows and, 3, 12
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Areata treatment wetlands (Humboldt Bay), 7-8
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Artificial freshwater wetlands. See Freshwater artificial
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Atherinops affinis.See Topsmelt
Atlantic Coast wetlands, 1, 56, 84, 87, 88, 89
Atriplexpatula (fat hen), 34
Atriplexsemibaccata, 52
Australia, 49, 50, 52

Back swimmer (Buenoa sp.), 78
Bair Island Ecological Reserve, 32 table, 34—35
Ballona Wetland (Los Angeles), 11

benthic invertebrates, 13 table, 14

biophysical/chemical characteristics, 18 table
bird species, 15
hydrologic classification, 12

salt marsh vegetation, 14,17 fig.
soil salinity, 17 fig.
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in artificial freshwater wetlands, 78,81, 82 table
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at Los Penasquitos Lagoon, 19 table
salinity impact, 12,45
at Southern California estuaries, 13 table
at Sweetwater Marsh, 26 table

tidal flows and, 12, 15,16
wastewater impact, 44-45
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monitoring indicators of, 81-84,82 table
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tidal flows and, 3, 11-12,14-16, 18, 20, 56,58-59, 102

Birds. See also Shorebirds

artificial freshwater wetlands for, 77, 78,79-80 table, 80
endangered, 15,20-21,22 fig., 23-25, 83, 84
at Gog-Le-Hi-Te Wetland System, 38
human disturbances and, 47,47 table
Pacific Flyway support, 7
tidal flow impact on, 15

Bird's beak. See Salt marsh bird's beak

Birdwatching, 7
Bombussp. (bumblebees), 29, 30
Border Field State Park, 63

Brass buttons (Cotula coronopifolia), 51
British Columbia, 39

Bucephala albeola (buffleheads), 78
Buenoa sp. (back swimmer), 78
Buffer zone, 48,53,56

Buffleheads (Bucephala albeola), 78
Bulrushes (Scirpus spp.), 44,77
Bumblebees (Bombus sp.), 29, 30
Butter clam (Saxidomus giganteus), 6

Cajeput tree (Melaleuca quinquinervia), 49, 51
Calidris alpina (dunlin), 7
Calidris sp. (sandpipers), 7,78
California. See also Southern California

climate, 1

endangered species, 83



estuarine-dependent fisheries, 6
wetland loss, 8, 10 table

California Coastal Commission, 47,55,56,62, 108
California Conservation Corps, 34
California corbina (Menticirrhus undulatus), 12
California Department of Fish and Game, 83
California Department of Parks and Recreation, 98
California Department of Transportation. See Caltrans
California Fish and Game Commission, 8

California halibut (Paralichthys californicus), 6, 12, 84, 87
California killifish (Fundulusparvipinnis), 21,23,84
California least tern (Sterna albifrons browni), 20, 21, 23, 24

table, 34-35, 83

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 44
California Sea Grant, 106

California State Coastal Conservancy, 33, 64,77, 108
California State Lands Commission, 34
California State Resources Agency, 56, 64, 77
Caltrans (California Departmentof Transportation),20,21,26,

35,93,405,106
Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 39
Cancer mag/s/er (Dungeness crab), 6, 37
Canning River (Australia), 49,52
Canopy architecture

to evaluate nesting, 57-58,58 fig., 59, 83, 84
sandy substrate impact on, 69-70

Carbon levels [
in constructed marshes, 42 table
infoodwebsJ86,87,88

Carexlyngbyei (sedges), 38-39
Carpobrotus edulis. See Hottentot fig
Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area, 37

Caspian terns, 33
Cattails (Typha spp.), 44,49,50,52, 77, 80
Central Valley (California), 7
Channel habitat

restoration of, 20-21, 22 fig., 23-25
three types, 84

Channel water

oxygen concentrations, 12, 15 fig.
salinity levels, 12, 14 fig., 14-15

Chara sp. (stonewort), 77
Chesapeake BayJ 1
Chesapeake Science, 1
Chinook salmon {Onchorynchus tshawytscha), 6
Chrysanthemum, 53
Chula Vista Wildlife Reserve, 43, 104

Chum salmon (Onchorynchus keta), 6
A Citizen's Guide to Wetland Restoration (Vanbianchi el al.

1994),55
Clean Water Act, Section 404, 54
Clevelandia ios (arrow goby), 21, 84
Climate

Pacific Coast, 1,55
Southern California, 4,99
Tijuana Estuary, 98,99

Coastal Science Laboratories (Austin, Texas), 86
Coho salmon (Onchorynchuskisutch), 6
Colorado River, 99
Columbia River, 1,7
Connector Marsh, 20-21,57, 69-73
Constructed channels, 22 fig.

INDEX

benthic invertebrates in, 23-24, 26 table
exotic invertebrates in, 24-25

fish assemblages in, 21,23,25 table
mitigation criteria for, 20-21, 24

Constructed marshes. See under Salt marshes

Contaminants, 7-8,45,46

Copper River delta (Alaska), 7
Cordgrass (Spartinafoliosa)

adaptive management of, 106
at disconnected habitats, 43
to evaluate nesting, 57-58, 58 fig., 84
exotic displacement of, 49-50
Haliaspis densities on, 73,74 table
at Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh, 35-36
interannual environmental effects, 101-2

in natural versus constructed marshes, 36,69-70

nitrogen fertilization, 70, 71 table, 72, 106, 107 fig.
remote sensing of, 93-94,96
restoration recommendations, 73,75

spectral reflectance model, 96,97 fig.
Cordylanthus maritimus ssp. maritimus. See Salt marsh bird's

beak

Core sampling, 23-24
Cortaderia atacamensis, 52

Cortaderiaselloana (pampas grass), 59
Cottonwood Creek, 3

Cotula coronopifolia (brass buttons), 49, 51
Coulter goldfields (Lastheniaglabrata coulteri), 33,49,59,

82

Crabs (Hemigrapsus oregonensis), 24
Curly dock (Rumexcrispus), 51-52,59
Cyanobacteria, 87, 88
Cymatogaster aggregata (shiner surfperch), 12

Deepbody anchovy (Anchoa compressa), 12
Diamond turbot (Hypsopsettaguttulata), 12,84, 85, 87
Diked wetlands, 37-38,40,41

Dipteran (Incertella sp.), 102
Disking, 53
Distichlis spicata (a host species), 27,31,52, 58, 59
Dowitchers (Limnodromus spp.), 7
Dredging

alternatives to, 33

deposition of spoils from, 36-37,39,66
substrates from, 69

tidal flows and, 33,48, 108, 110
time/cost factors, 55

unknown effects of, 60, 108

Dune erosion, 47-48, 63-64

Dungeness crab (Cancer magister), 6, 37

Dunlin (Calidrisalpina), 7

Eelgrass (Zostera marina), 7
Egrets, 35,78
El Capitan Dam, 44
Elkhorn Slough, 6, 7
El Nino (1983), 6,100
Endangered species. See also Belding's Savannah sparrow;

Light-footed clapper rail; Salt marsh bird's beak;
Sensitive species

as biodiversity indicator, 82-83
birds
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canopy evaluations for, 83, 84
foraging habitat for, 20-21, 22 fig., 23-25

in California, 83
plants

exotic invasion effects, 49-50
monitoring frequency, 81
three-step approach to, 30-31

urbanization impact, 46
Endangered Species Act, 20,106
English sole (Pleuronectes vetulus), 6,37
Environmental License Plate Fund, 77
Environmental Protection Agency, 54
Epibenthic channel habitat, 84
Epibenthic invertebrates, 43,56
Erosion

in diked wetlands, 40
dune, 47-48,63-64

Estero de Punta Banda (Baja California), 14
Estuaries

channel microhabitats of, 84
contaminants in, 45
environmental extremes and, 15
functions and values of, 6
hydrologic types, 12,18 table
in NationalEstuarineResearchReserveprogram,7
Pacific Coast, 1
salinity levels, 14 fig., 14-15, 17 fig., 43-45
salt marsh vegetation, 17 fig.
sedimentation problems, 63
support of fisheries, 6-7

Estuarine Research Federation, 8
Eutrophication, 7,45
Exotic species

in constructed marshes, 24-25,27 table, 36,43
fish, 27 table

invertebrates, 24-25,27 table
plants
control recommendations, 53,59
hydrologic modifications and, 51-52
impact on shorebirds, 50
invasion effects, 48-49
origins, 52
substrate disruption and, 52

Exploratory spatial data analysis, 91

Facultative hemiparasite, 27,29
Famosa Slough, 104, 108, 109 fig., 110
Fat hen (Atriplexpatula), 34
Fecal coliforms, 45
Field spectrometers, 91-92
Fish

catchabilities of, 85-86, 86 table

collected at wetlands, 16 table
Gog-Le-Hi-Te Wetland System, 38
Los Penasquitos Lagoon, 16,18,21 table
Sweetwater Marsh, 25 table

in constructed versus natural channels, 20-21,23,37
deepwater habitat loss, 60-61
estuarine habitat for, 6-7,43
microhabitats of, 84

monitoring frequency, 81, 82 table
seine sampling of, 82 fig., 84-86, 85 fig.

tidal flows and, 12, 16, 18
wastewater impact on, 44-45

Food web

stable isotope analyses of, 86-88, 88 table
FRAGSTATS, 91,92 table
Frankenia grandifolia (alkali heath), 59
Fraser River delta (British Columbia), 7
Freshwater artificial wetlands, 77-78,79-80 table, 80
Freshwater flows

as mesocosm variable, 75-76
recyling recommendations, 45,46
and salinity reduction, 43-44,51, 53,60

Freshwater Slough Channel, 37
Friends of Famosa Slough, 108, 110
Fulica americana (American coot), 47, 78
Full tidal system, 11-12,15-16,18,20
Functional equivalency standards, 56-57
Fundulusparvipinnis. See California killifish

Gallinagogallinago (snipe), 78
Gambusia affinis (mosquito fish), 78
Giant reed (Arundo donax), 59
Girella nigricans (opaleye), 12
Glasswort (Salicornia subterminalis), 59, 83
Gog-Li-Hi-Te Wetland System, 32 table, 38-39, 57
Granivory, 29
Grays Harbor (Washington), 7
Great blue heron, 47

Great Sippewissett Marsh (Massachusetts), 84
Green-winged teal (Anas crecca), 78
Gulf Coast wetlands, 88,89

Haliaspis spartina. See Scale insects
Halictus sp. (bees), 29, 30
Halophytes, 14,59,76. See also Pickleweed
Hand-held radiometry.See Radiometry
Hawaii, 1,8

Hayward Regional Shoreline Marsh, 32 table, 35-36
Heavy metals, 45,46
Hemigrapsus oregonensis (yellow shore crabs), 24
Herons, 35,47,78

Home ranges
for light-footed clapper rail, 58, 93-94,94 fig., 96 table

Host species, 27,31,58,59
Hottentot fig (Carpobrotus edulis), 51, 53,59
Humboldt Bay Mitigation Marsh, 32 table, 37,50
Hydrologic classification, 12,18 table
Hypsopsetta guttulata. See Diamond turbot

Ice plant. See Hottentot fig
Image classification, 90-91,93-94,96 table
Incertellasp. (dipteran), 102
Infauna. See Benthic invertebrates

Insects

in artificial freshwater wetlands, 78
at disconnected habitats, 43

nitrogen fertilization impact, 73, 74 table, 102, 106
plant-species dependency of, 49
as pollinators, 29-30,43
threatened with extinction, 83

Interannual variability
of rainfall, 4,6,99
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of salinity and soil moisture, 101-2
Invertebrates. Set Benthic invertebrates

Japanese mussel (Musculista senhousia), 24-25, 81
Junctus acutus (spiny rush), 53
Juncus kraussii, 49

Lagoons, 11-12,63
Landscape metrics, 91-92,92 table
Large-mouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), 78
Lasioglossum sp. (bees), 29
Lastheniaglabrafa coulteri. See Coulter goldfields
League for Coastal Protection, 105
Leopard shark (Triakis semifasciata), 6
Lepidopteran stem-boring larvae, 73
Leptocottus armdtus. Pacific staghorn sculpin
Light-footed clapper rail (Rallus longirostris Ievipes), 35, 37

canopy evaluation for, 57-58, 58 fig., 83, 84
cordgrass fertilization and, 106, 107 fig.
in food web analysis, 87, 88
foraging habitat for, 20-21, 23-24,24 table
low genetic diversity, 102
nesting patterns, 3,15,57-58
in remote sensing study, 93-94,94 fig., 96 table

Limnodromus spp. (dowitchers), 7
Limonium califomicum (sea lavender), 14
Lipographisfenestrella (salt marsh snout moth), 29
Littleneck clam (Protothaca staminea), 6
Los Penasquitos Lagoon

benthic invertebrates, 13 table, 14, 19 table

bird species, 15
exotic plant species, 49, 51
fish collected;at, 21 table

hydrologic classification, 12
monitoring program, 81,82 table, 83
oxygen concentrations, 15 fig.
salt marsh vegetation, 14, 17 fig.
sewer pump station at, 54, 61
soil salinity, 17 fig.
tidal flushing^improvements, 16, 18,20 fig., 33
vascular plant species, 23 table

Los Penasquitos Lagoon Foundation, 33
Lycium califomicum (box thorn), 3

Macroalgae, 45, 87, 88
Macrophytes, 69
Mallard (Anasplatyrhynchos),78
Malosma laurina (laurel sumac), 53
Marisma de Nacidn, 70
Mark-recapture method, 85
Melaleuca quinquinervia(cajeput tree), 49,51
Melissodes sp. (bees), 29
Mesembryanthemum spp., 52
Mesocosm experiments, 45

soil salinity and drainage, 76 fig.
at Tijuana Estuary, 75-77,96-97

Micropterussalmoides (large-mouth bass), 78
Microtopography, 27,40
Mission Bay (San Diego), 49, 110
Mitigation projects. See also individual sites; Restoration

adaptive management approach, 104—6,107 table, 108,110

INDEX

case studies, 32 table, 32-39
defined, 54

function recommendations for, 24-25

goals/standards for, 55-59, 103,104
regional planning strategy, 55-56, 61-63
replacement ratios, 55,60
restoration versus construction, 54-55

Monanthochloe littoralis (a host species), 27, 31,58,59
Monitoring.See also Adaptive management; Remote sensing

assessment methods, 81-82

of biodiversity indicators, 81-84, 82 table
fish support functions, 87-88
food web analysis, 86-87
recommendations for, 102-3

sampling program
benthic invertebrates, 23-24

bird's beak, 30

coring method of, 23-24
at Gog-Le-Hi-Te Wetland System, 38
at Humboldt Bay Mitigation Marsh, 37
seine, 43, 84-86,85 fig.
soil salinity, 100
at Sweetwater Marsh, 106
at Tijuana Estuary, 100-101
water quality, 20-21, 23-24

Mosquito fish (Gambusia affinis), 78
Mudflats

exotic plant invasion, 49, 50
salt marsh vegetation, 14
shorebirds on, 7,78, 80

Mugu Lagoon, 6,7,40, 63,99-100
Musculista senhousia (Japanese mussel), 24-25, 81
Muzzi Marsh, 32 table, 36-37

Mya arenaria (soft-shelled clam), 6
Myliobatis californica (bat ray), 6
Myoporum laetum (an evergreen shrub), 51

National Environmental Policy Act, 54
National Estuarine Research Reserve. See NERR

National Research Council, 8

National Science Foundation, 8

Native plants
conservation ethic for, 53
exotic displacement of, 48-50

Natural channels, 21, 23-25
Natural marshes

See under Salt marshes

NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index), 91
and cordgrass biomass, 83,94,96,96 fig.
and pickleweed biomass, 97,98 fig.

NERR (National Estuarine Research Reserve), 77,98,100
Nesting sites

canopy evaluations, 57-58, 58 fig., 59, 83, 84
of clapper rail, 3, 15, 57-58
of least tern, 34

New Zealand mangrove (Avicennia marina), 49
NGVD (National Geodetic Vertical Datum), 100
Nitrogen

fertilization

and bird's beak growth, 29
and cordgrass growth, 70,71 table, 71-72,106,107 fig.
effects of short-term, 70-71
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insect pests and, 73
NDVI values and, 94,96 fig.
recommendations on, 73,75

in food webs, 86, 87, 88

in natural versus constructed marshes, 41,42 table
organic matter and, 69,70
plant competition for, 102

NOAA, 8,98

Coastal Ocean Program, 106
North Carolina, 41,43, 69

North Connector Islands (Sweetwater Marsh), 94,96 table
Northern shovelers (Anasclypeata),78
Nostoc sp. (a bluegreen alga), 77
Nurseries, 41

Off-road vehicles, 47
Onchorynchus spp. (salmon), 6
OneontaSlough, 64, 66, 101
Opaleye (Girella nigricans), 12
Open-water channel habitat, 84
Oregon, 6, 8
Organic matter

impact on nitrogen, 69,70
in natural versus constructed marshes, 41,42 table

Oriental shrimp (Palaemon macrodactylus), 25
Otter trawl, 37

Oxygen concentrations, 12, 15 fig., 16
Oxyura jamaicensis (ruddy ducks), 78

Pacific Coast

climate, 1,55
estuary diversity, 1
restoration priority, 8
tidal patterns, 1,3
watersheds, 1, 2 fig.

Pacific Coast TerminalsSalt Marsh Compensation, 39
Pacific Estuarine Research Laboratory. See PERL
Pacific Northwest, 1, 6, 56
Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas), 6
Pacific staghorn sculpin (Leptocottus armatus), 12,84, 85
Pacific Terminals Saltmarsh, 32 table
Padilla Bay (Washington), 7
Pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana), 59
Panoquina errans (wandering skipper), 49, 83
Paradise Creek Marsh, 57,69-70,71,72,93
Paralabrax nebulifer (barred sand bass), 12
Paralichthyscalifornicus. See California halibut
Peregrine falcon, 34
PERL (Pacific Estuarine Research Laboratory), 10,11

bird's beak reestablishment, 26-27
channel monitoring program, 20-21
food web studies, 87

freshwater wetland construction, 77
monitoring programs, 81, 83

Sweetwater Marsh, 106
Tijuana Estuary, 3,96

performance standards, 56
shorebird sensitivity experiments, 47

Per-pixel classification, 91
Phytophagous insects, 102
Pickleweed (Salicornia bigelovii), 14, 101

Pickleweed (Salicornia virginica)
as bird's beak host, 27, 31,58
coarse substrate impact, 76
exotic displacement of, 51
matrix species, 59
mesocosm experiments, 75

interannual environmental effects, 101-2
NDVI values, 83,97, 98 fig.
nontidal conditions, 101
sampling measurements, 100
spectral reflectance measurements, 96-97

in restoration case studies, 34, 35,36, 38,39
Pink salmon (Onchorynchus gorbuscha), 6
Pintails (Anas acuta), 78
Platichthys stellatus (starry flounder), 6
Pleuronectesvetulus (English sole), 6, 37
Point Loma sewage treatment plant, 45
Point Mugu, 29
Point Reyes Bird Observatory (Stinson Beach), 7
Pollination. See also Seeds

of bird's beak, 29-30,43

Polypogon monspeliensis (rabbitfood grass), 52,59
Poole Harbour (England), 49, 50
Porphyrio porphyria(purple swamp hen), 49
Port of Los Angeles, 60, 110
Potamogeton filiformis, 11
Potamogeton latifolius, 11
Predatory diving beetles (Agabusdisintegrate), 78
Predatory diving beetles (Rhantus sp.), 78
Protothaca staminea (littleneck clam), 6
Public access, 11,46-48

Purple swamp hen (Porphyrioporphyrio),49

Rabbitfoot grass (Polypogon monspeliensis), 52,59
Radiometry, 91-92,94,96-97
Rainfall

average Southern California, 43,99
interannual variations in, 4,6,99, 100
Pacific Coast, 1

Rallus longirostris Ievipes. See Light-footedclapper rail
Recurvirostraamericana (American avocet), 7
Red foxes, 35

Reithrodontomys raviventris(salt marsh harvest mouse), 34,
35

Remote sensing, 83
advantages, 89,98
case studies

Sweetwater Marsh, 93-94,95 table, 96
Tijuana Estuary, 96-97

by image classification, 90-91,93-94,96 table
with radiometry, 91-92,94,96-97

Restoration. See also individual sites; Mitigation projects
adaptive management methods, 63,66, 104-5,110
case studies, 32 table, 32-39
of channel habitat, 20-21,22 fig., 23-25
versus construction, 54-55

defined, 54

of endangered species, 25-27, 29-30
function recommendations, 24-25
goals/standards for, 18, 20, 55-59, 103, 104
habitat/species targets, 62 table
mesocosm experimentation and, 75-77,96-97



mitigation ratio on, 55,60
monitoring issues, 81-82, 82 table
National Research Council recommendations, 8

planned for Southern California, 61 table
problems

biological, 41,43
functional value loss, 55

hydrologic and typographic, 40
invasive exotics, 48-52

net acreage loss, 55,60
salinity levels, 43-45
urbanization, 46-48

regional planning strategy, 55-56, 61-63
with revegetation program, 66, 68
scientific guidance for, 62 table
oftidal flows, jl1-12, 14-16, 18, 20, 33,34,35

Revegetation program, 66, 68
Rhantus sp. (predatory diving beetles), 78
Rhinobatosproductus (shovelnose guitarfish), 6
Rhizomes, 52

Rodriguez Dam, 3,6,44,99
Ruddy ducks (Oxyurajamaicensis), 78
Rumex crispus (curly dock), 51-52,59
Ruppia maritima, 12

j

Salicornia bigeloyii (an annual pickleweed), 14, 101
Salicornia subterminalis (glasswort), 3,59,83
Salicornia virginica. See Pickleweed
Salinity

bird's beak performance and, 29,30
in diked wetlands, 41

and exotic plant invasion, 51-52, 59
freshwater discharge and, 43-44, 51,53,60
at Humboldt Bay Mitigation Marsh, 37
interannual variability in, 101-2
invertebrates' dependence on, 16,44,45
monitoring frequency, 81,82 table
at Southern California estuaries, 14 fig., 14-15, 17 fig., 41
tidal flows and, 12, 16,44,52, 76, 76 fig.
at Tijuana Estuary, 76, 76 fig., 100, 101
wastewater impact on, 44-45

Salmon, 6, 38, 39j
Salmon River Estuary, 32 table, 37-38,40
Salsola iberica, 52

Saltgrass, 38 j
Salt marsh bird's beak (Cordylanthus maritimus ssp. maritimus)

buffer zone needs, 48
as endangered species, 59, 83
exotic invasion impact on, 49
host species ajid, 27, 28 fig., 29, 31
performance standards for, 58
pollination of, 29-30,43
reestablishment of, 25-27, 29-31

at San Dieguito Lagoon, 108
soil requirements, 29
trampling effects on, 47

Salt marshes I
bird species in, 15
case studies, 32 table, 32-39

constructed

as disconnected habitats, 43

exotic species in, 24-25, 27 table, 36,43

INDEX

fertilization of, 70-72

functional equivalency of, 57
invertebrate densities, 43

to manage wastewater, 46
organic matter levels, 41,42 table, 69-70
soils, 41

unnatural appearance, 40
historical changes in, 15
invasive plants in, 48-52
natural

difficult duplication of, 32
fertilization of, 70

invertebrate densities in, 43

versus restored, 36,39,40, 57
soils, 41

ratio of tidal flats to, 1,4 table

salinity levels, 14-15
San Francisco Bay map of, 35 fig.
spatial proximity of, 88
stable isotope analyses of, 87-88, 88 table
urbanization effects, 11,46-48

vegetation in, 14-15
Salt marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris), 34,

35

Salt marsh snout moth (Lipographisfenestrella), 29
Salt marsh vegetation. See also Cordgrass; Endangered spe

cies; Pickleweed; Salt marsh bird's beak; Vascular

plants
considerations in establishing, 42 table
hydrologic/typographic sensitivity, 40
insect linkages to, 49
interannual environmental effects, 101-2
invasive species and, 36, 53
monitoring frequency, 81, 82 table
nitrogen levels and, 39,45, 56
performance standards, 58-59
remote sensing of

condition, 90 table, 92-93

mapping areal extent, 89-91
structure, 90 table, 91-92,92 table

soil amendment impact, 70-72, 71 table
at Southern California estuaries, 17 fig.
spectral reflectance from, 88-89, 89 fig., 90
tidal flows and, 3, 14-15

trampling effects, 47-48
transplantation of, 41

Sampling program
See under Monitoring

San Diego Bay, 4 table, 69, 104
San Diego River salt marsh, 52
San Dieguito Lagoon, 11

adaptive management approach, 105 fig., 108
fish habitat restoration, 60,62-63
hydrologic type, 12
stable isotope analyses, 87-88, 88 table

Sandpipers (Calidris sp.), 7, 78
San Elijo Lagoon

benthic invertebrates, 13 table, 14

bird species, 15
channel characteristics, 12
management targets, 81, 82 table
oxygen concentrations, 15 fig.
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salt marsh vegetation, 14
sewage leakage, 45
soil salinity, 17 fig.

San Francisco Bay, 8
case study marshes, 32-37
estuarine types, 1
exotic plant invasion, 50-51
map of marshes, 35 fig.
regional restoration strategy, 56
shorebirds, 7

San Francisco Bay Bird Observatory, 34
San Leandro Bay, 36
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, 62,63,108
San Quintin Bay, 48
Save California Wetlands, 8
Saxidomus giganteus (butter clam), 6
Scale'insects (Haliaspis spartina), 43,73,74 table, 83, 106
Scirpus spp. (bulrushes), 44,77
Sedges (Carex lyngbyei), 38-39
Sediment accumulation

in coastal wetlands, 7

dike breaching and, 38
hydrologic type and, 12
organic matter in, 69
in restored wetlands, 76

tidal flows and, 12, 33,34, 37, 39,40,51,60,100
at Tijuana Estuary, 63,100

Seeds

donor colonies for, 26-27

germination of exotic, 51,52
hand pollination and, 29-30
sowing recommendations, 31

Seine sampling
evaluation of, 84-86,85 fig.

Semidiurnal tidal pattern, 1,6
Sensitive species, 59, 62, 62 table, 83. See also Endangered

species
Sewage spills, 45,99, 101
Shellfish, 6

Shiner surfperch (Cymatogasteraggregata), 12
Shorebirds

at constructed wetlands, 36,78,79-80 table
exotic plant invasion and, 50
human disturbances and, 47
on mudflats, 7, 78, 80

Shovelnose guitarfish (Rhinobatos productus), 6
Sierra Club, 105
Snipe (Gallinago gallinago), 78
Sockeye salmon (Onchorynchus nerka), 6
Soft-shelled clam (Mya arenaria), 6
Soil amendments, 70-72,71 table. See also Nitrogen
Soil substrate. See also Salinity; Sediment accumulation

bird's beak requirements, 29
disking effects on, 53
disruption of, 52
in mesocosm construction, 75-76

in natural versus constructed wetlands, 39,41,42 table
restoration recommendations, 66, 68,77

South Connector Islands (Sweetwater Marsh), 94,96 table
Southern California

climate, 4,43,55, 99
food source studies, 87-88, 88 table

municipal water sources, 43
need for buffers, 48

restoration

planned projects, 61 table
as priority, 8,10
recommendations, 61-63

tidal patterns, 1,3
wastewater flows into, 44
wetland and river locations, 9 fig.
wetland losses, 8,10 table, 55

Southern California Edison, 62,63, 108
South Slough (Oregon), 7
Spartina alterniflora (an Atlantic coast species), 36, 43, 49,

50,51
Spartinafoliosa. See Cordgrass
Spartina maritima, 50
Spartina townsendii/Spartina anglica, 50
Spectral reflectance

biophysical parameters and, 92,93,94,96,97 fig.
of cordgrass, 96,97 fig.
emitted from plants, 88-89, 89 fig.
of pickleweed, 96-97
remote sensing data and, 90-91

Spiny rush (Junctus acutus), 53
Stable isotope analysis

of food webs, 86-88, 88 table
Starry flounder (Platichthys stellatus), 6
Sterna albifrons browni. See California least tern
Stikine River delta (Alaska), 7
Stonewort (Chara sp.), 77
Straw amendment, 70

Streamflow

into Tijuana Estuary, 6,99,99 fig., 101-2
Suaeda esteroa (sea-blite), 14
Subpixel analysis, 91
Sulfur levels

in food webs, 86, 87,88
Swan River (Australia), 49,52
Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge

adaptive management approach, 82 table, 105-6,107 fig.,
108

exotic species, 27 table
long term concerns, 24—25
map of, 22 fig.
mitigation criteria, 20-21,24 table, 93
pollination levels, 29-30
remote sensing data on, 93-94,95 table, 96,96 table
sampling

benthic invertebrates, 23-24, 26 table
bird's beak, 26-27, 30

fish, 21, 22,25 table

Texas, 41,69

Tidal creeks, 68, 84

Tidal flats, 1,4 table, 60

Tidal flows

at Bair Island, 34, 35

biodiversity and, 3,11-12,14-16,18,20,56,58-59,102
bird species and, 15
classification scheme, 12

dredging programs and, 33,48,108, 110
at Los Penasquitos Lagoon, 16, 18, 20 fig., 33



at Muzzi Marsh, 36

oxygen concentrations and, 12,16
salinity levels and, 12, 16,44, 52
salt marsh vegetation and, 14—15
at San Dieguito Lagoon, 108
sediment accumulation and, 12,33,34,37,39,40,51,60,

100

at Tijuana Estuary, 15-16,75, 76,99-100
Tides, 1,3,4 table, 5 fig., 6
Tijuana, 3-4,45,63,99
Tijuana Estuary

artificial freshwater wetlands at, 77-78

beach and dune erosion, 63-64

benthic invertebrates, 12,13 table, 14

bird's beak reestablishment, 26,27,29,47

bird species, a5
eutrophication and contaminants, 45
exotic plant species, 49,51,52
fish refuges at, 18
hydrologic type, 12
location, 3

monitoring program, 81
adaptive approach, 82 table, 100-101
fish sampling, 43, 84-85,86 table

nitrogen levels, 71, 102
oxygen concentrations, 15 fig.
physiography and climate, 98,99
pickleweed mesocosm experiments, 75-77, 76 fig.,

96-97

as reference site, 7,57,58

salinity levels, 12, 14, 14 fig., 15, 17 fig.
salt marsh vegetation, 14, 17 fig., 101-2
seasonal/interannual variabilities, 6, 56, 58-59, 99,

101-2J
sedimentation problems, 63,100
streamflow to, 6,99,99 fig.
tidal flows at, 15-16, 99-100

tidal restoration plan, 11
constraints map, 64,67 fig.
hydrologic analysis, 64,66
management needs, 63-64
map of historical changes, 65 fig.
research heeds, 66,68

trampling effects, 47,48
wastewater flows into, 44 45

Tijuana Estuary Tidal Restoration Plan, 11, 63-64, 66, 67
fig., 68

Tijuana River, 99, 99 fig.
Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve, 63, 64
Tijuana Slough National Wildlife Refuge, 63
TKN (total Kjelciahl nitrogen) levels, 71, 72 table. See also

Nitrogen
Topsmelt (Atherinops affinis), 12, 21, 23, 84
Triakis semifasciata (leopard shark), 6 v .
Trichocorixa reticulata (water boatman),78 5
Typha spp. See Cattails • • •
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 21,34,38,54, 105,106
U.S. Department of Fish and Game, 34
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 8, 21,83,98,106
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Biological Opinion, 105, 106
U.S. Forest Service, 37, 38

U.S. Geological Survey, 81
Urban wetlands, 11,46-48

Vascular plants. See also Cordgrass
food web source, 87, 88
at Los Penasquitos Lagoon, 23 table
nitrogen levels and, 45
at Southern California wetlands, 17 table

tidal flows and, 3, 12, 16, 102

Wandering skipper (Panoquina errans), 49, 83
Warm Springs Marsh, 32 table, 33-34
Washington (state), 6, 8
Wastewater

impact on biota, 44-45
treatment of, 7-8,45-46

Wastewater oxidation ponds, 35
Water boatman (Trichocorixa reticulata), 78

Waterfowl, 7, 20, 78

Water quality
monitoring frequency, 81, 82 table
in natural versus constructed channels, 20-21,23
sediment accumulation and, 7

Watershed

Pacific coast, 1, 2 fig.
Southern California estuaries, 3,43

Western sandpipers (Calidris mauri), 1
Wetlands. See also Estuaries; Mudflats; Salt marshes;

Tidal flats

buffer zone refuges in, 48, 53, 56
Clean Water Act on, 54

diked, 37-38,40,41

exotic plant invasion of, 48-52
federal mitigation policy on, 54—55
fish support function, 6-7,43
freshwater artificial, 77-78,79-80 table, 80

habitat classification, 56
historical changes in, 60
planned restoration projects, 61 table
restoration needs/goals, 8, 10,55-56
seasonal/interannual variability, 6, 101-2
sediment accumulation, 7
urbanization impact, 11,46-48
for wastewater treatment, 7-8

White pelican, (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos), 34
Willapa Bay (Washington), 49
Woodley Island Marina (Humboldt Bay), 37

Yellowfin goby (Acanthogobiusflavimanus), 12, 21, 81

Zooplankton, 78
Zostera marina (eelgrass), 7
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